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During the 1960s and early 1970s, a considerable number of American artists 

explored the subversive and liberating potential of the use of systems. This dissertation 

examines the political connotations of systemic practices in the early work of Carl Andre, 

Sol LeWitt, and Vito Acconci, each of whom represents a different dimension of the 

investigation of systems in art. To determine what the versatile notion of system might 

have meant for American artists during this period, this study considers similar concerns 

in the parallel arts of music, literature, and film, and places the adoption by artists of 

systemic procedures in the context of a widespread contemporary discourse on 

technological, natural, and political systems. The word “system” recurred with frequency 

in publications of theorists associated with structuralism, as well as in writings on recent 

developments in science and technology (quantum mechanics, game theory, systems 
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theory), but it was also prominent in the vocabularies of political dissidents, who called 

for alternatives to the configuration of the existing societal system. 

This dissertation proposes that the appearance in art of seemingly non-political 

systems was closely linked not only to modern science and cultural studies, but also to 

the politics of the turbulent events occurring at that moment in history. As overt utopian 

and socialist agendas had become obsolete in postwar American society, artists expressed 

their rejection of the established orders of both art and society through covert strategies 

such as the employment of systemic operations. The three artists featured in this 

dissertation exposed the arbitrariness of conventional orders by examining alternative and 

overtly arbitrary systems. Chapter one relates the systemic nature of Andre’s work to the 

artist’s socialist views, demonstrating that Andre explored analogies between the 

provisional arrangements of his own works and physical, mathematical, and socio-

political organizations. Chapter two discusses LeWitt’s deployment of music-like 

predetermined systems as a means to remove from the artist the responsibility of making 

culturally-contingent decisions and to prevent regression into a conventional usage of the 

medium. Chapter three focuses on those works of Vito Acconci that exhibit a tension 

between individual agency and determinism of external and internalized systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
In the medium of technology, culture, politics, and the economy merge into an 
omnipresent system which swallows up or repulses all alternatives. The 
productivity and growth potential of this system stabilize the society and contain 
technical progress within the framework of domination. 

- Herbert Marcuse (1964) 
 
But the war goes on [...] I do not believe that the President or Mr. Rusk or Mr. 
McNamara or even Mr. George Bundy are particularly evil men. [...] What kind 
of system is it that allows good men to make those kinds of decisions? What place 
is there for ordinary men in that system and how are they to control it, make it 
bend itself to their wills rather than bending them to its? We must name that 
system. We must name it, describe it, analyze it, understand it and change it. 

- Paul Potter (1965) 
 
The basic philosophical assumption which underlies the thought of Marx, of 
Freud, or Richardson (and of many other thinkers [...]) is the following: There are 
determinants in human affairs which operate independently of any one’s 
rationally designed actions or consciously perceived goals. [...] Richardson’s [...] 
avowed purpose was to induce people to stop and think, to alert them to the 
possibilities of bringing the blind forces of history under control, just as the blind 
forces of physical nature were brought under control in the service of man. 

- Anatol Rapoport (1964) 
 

The goal of all structuralist activity [...] is to reconstruct an ‘object’ in such a way 
as to manifest thereby the rules of functioning (the ‘functions’) of this object. 
Structure is therefore actually a simulacrum of the object, but a directed, 
interested simulacrum, since the imitated object makes something appear which 
remained invisible, or if one prefers, unintelligible in the natural object. Structural 
man takes the real, decomposes it, then recomposes it [...]. [B]etween the two 
objects, or the two tenses, of structuralist activity, there occurs something new, 
and what is new is nothing less than the generally intelligible: the simulacrum is 
intellect added to object, and this addition has an anthropological value, in that it 
is man himself, his history, his situation, his freedom and the very resistance 
which nature offers to his mind. 

- Roland Barthes (1967)1

                                                 
1 These introductory quotations are taken from: Herbert Marcuse, One-Dimensional Man: Studies in the 
Ideology of Advanced Industrial Society (Boston, MA: Beacon Press, 1964): xvi; Paul Potter, ‘Speech to 
the April 17, 1965 March on Washington,’  in The Sixties Papers – Documents of a Rebellious Decade, ed. 
Judith Clair Albert and Stewart Edward Albert (New York: Praeger, 1984): 222-223; Anatol Rapoport, 
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In the tumultuous decade of the 1960s, the word ‘system’ was almost as 

ubiquitous as the word ‘freedom.’ The word was often uttered with an air of contempt by 

political dissenters who saw the government and the military-industrial complex as a 

corrupt and repressive system—a system that sustained and strengthened its strategies of 

continued domination with the help of such tools as systems analysis and game theory—a 

system that needed to be altered, broken, or replaced. The word ‘system’ was at times 

dismissively preceded by the term ‘a priori,’ a concept that was frequently associated 

with outdated and potentially harmful and dogmatic modes of thinking, such as 

rationalism, anti-empiricism, determinism, transcendentalism, and various forms of 

totalitarianism. Yet in the United States, Western Europe, and in various Latin American 

countries an increasing number of artists, authors, composers, filmmakers, and 

choreographers were exploring systems, basing their works on an invented set of 

predetermined rules or redefining the limits and potentials of existing systems. 

Starting in the late 1950s, poet and novelist Raymond Queneau, for instance, 

subjected his poetry to combinatorial patterns and other formal constraints. Serial 

composer Milton Babbit had been deriving the musical material of his works from strictly 

determined permutational systems since the late 1940s. Writer and filmmaker Alain 

Robbe-Grillet based many of his films of the 1960s on unusual structures, such as the 

variable rules of games, in order to expose and replace conventional orders.  

Choreographer Trisha Brown predetermined the movements and gestures of some of her 

                                                                                                                                                 
‘Systemic and Strategic Conflict,’ The Virginia Quarterly Review 40, no. 3 (Summer 1964): 342, 346; 
Roland Barthes, ‘The Structuralist Activity,’ Partisan Review XXXIV, no. 1 (Winter 1967): 83-84. 
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ballets by means of rigid and repetitive structures. Many visual artists from the late 1950s 

onwards also explored the use of systems in their work, from the simple sequences of 

letters and numbers in the paintings of Jasper Johns to Hans Haacke’s investigations of 

physical and socio-political systems; from François Morellet’s systemic paintings and 

neon works that encouraged viewers to actively analyze the rules to Alighiero Boetti’s 

examination of order and disorder in the various arbitrary systems through which people 

codify and classify the world, such as language, communication networks, and maps. 

The majority of these cultural producers were all but dogmatic and had 

progressive political views. Unlike some early 20th-century artists like Piet Mondriaan or 

older artists like Max Bill, they did not wish to detect universal, metaphysical, or utopian 

orders, nor did they aim to implement or support the validity of absolute or eternal 

systems. Instead, they tended to view systems as provisional and as existing in non-

hierarchical and ever-changing relation to other, equally arbitrary and transient systems. 

They investigated systems and applied systemic generators in order to break away from 

prior conventions and to discover new forms and modes of experience. Preset systems 

allowed them to avoid ingrained customs, personal expression, and authorial control, 

while the examination of both existing and invented systems was often intended to 

stimulate viewers or listeners to recognize the arbitrariness and power of deeply-rooted 

cultural and socio-political systems. 

This dissertation seeks to contribute to the understanding of why so many artists 

explored systems in their work at this especially turbulent moment in history. For many 

young artists, systems provided an alternative to the formalist, relational, and 

expressionist art of the previous generation, but the relative prevalence of the use of 
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systems in art cannot merely be explained as a reaction against geometric concrete art or 

abstract expressionism and its European counterparts, like tachisme, art informel, and 

Cobra. Through an investigation of the employment of systems in the parallel arts of 

literature, film, and music, this study aims to establish what the protean notion of system 

might have signified for artists during this period, in particular for the American artists 

Carl Andre, Sol LeWitt, and Vito Acconci. References to politics and to popularized 

writings on quantum mechanics, general systems theory, cybernetics, and structuralism 

will appear throughout the following pages, as the apparently self-referential, non-

political systemic art under consideration cannot be seen apart from the concurrent social 

and political unrest, nor from recent developments in science, technology, and cultural 

theory. 

In the following chapters I argue that systemic operations and other uses of 

systems in art were in many cases a response to contemporary discourses on natural, 

technological, and social systems an—d indirectly expressed artists’ rejection of the 

established orders of both art and society. Overt utopian and socialist agendas had 

become suspicious and even obsolete in postwar western—particularly American—

society, but the dissatisfaction with governmental politics and the various forms of 

popular resistance had become all the more radical. The majority of these artists believed 

that art had no moral or political purpose, and they therefore did not directly convey 

political messages through their art, although they did participate in demonstrations 

against the military-industrial complex and the Vietnam War. Many artists were of the 

opinion that artworks with an explicit meaning or goal were at best pedantic and at worst 

dogmatic—on a par with oppressive, propagandist practices of authoritarian regimes in 
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the sense that all explicit meaning might inhibit a viewer’s creative, unpremeditated, and 

free reaction to the art.  

Although young people in the 1960s and early 1970s tended during conversations 

about politics to use the word ‘system’ to refer to harmful technological and 

governmental institutions, the concept of system was not only seen as complicit with the 

military-industrial complex at that time. The word also recurred with frequency in the 

vocabulary of engineers, linguists, psychologists, sociologists, anthropologists, and 

cultural theorists, all of whom understood the indispensability and beneficial potential of 

systems and used systems both as practical and analytical tools. Cyberneticians, for 

instance, studied processes of communication and control in biological and artificial 

systems, frequently applying their observations to a wide range of disciplines, including 

biology, engineering, and psychology. Norbert Wiener, generally considered the father of 

cybernetics, suggested that machines, human beings, and other biological organisms 

might be treated as similar cybernetic systems, all using probabilistic methods and 

feedback to control random behavior.2 Like the popular designer and environmentalist 

Buckminster Fuller, Wiener promoted the use of systems, technology, and probability 

theory for constructive ends, building on the idea that people need to be aware not only of 

the potentially detrimental effects of oppressive systems but also of the benefits of 

flexible ones.3 

                                                 
2 Katherine Hayles examines the prominence of analogical thinking in the interdisciplinary field of 
cybernetics, focusing on the work of Norbert Wiener. Katherine N. Hayles, How we Became Posthuman. 
Virtual Bodies in Cybernetics, Literature, and Informatics. Chicago and London: The University of 
Chicago Press, 1999: 91-100.  
3 Wiener warned against the destructive applications of machines and promoted humanistic uses of systems 
and technologies in The Human Use of Human Beings: Cybernetics and Society (Garden City, NY: 
Doubleday Anchor Books, 1950). Buckminster Fuller based his architectural and engineering designs on 
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Exponents of systems theory, which is sometimes considered as an overarching 

discipline that includes cybernetics, likewise tended to transfer observations about a 

particular (say, technological or economical) system to a completely different system 

(such as living organisms or the solar system).4 Concepts from systems theory were 

avidly adopted by ecologists and environmentalists, who conceived the planet Earth as a 

complex yet unified system constituted by a great number of interconnected subsystems. 

They hoped to raise awareness about the ecologically detrimental effects of modern 

industrial society by pointing out that a change in one subsystem could bring about a 

chain reaction of great consequence for the other subsystems and the planetary system as 

a whole.5 

Like cyberneticians and systems theorists, various authors associated with 

structuralism also pointed out the recurrence of particular structures, mostly in human 

                                                                                                                                                 
the efficient, systematic construction principles of the universe with the aim of serving the needs of all of 
humanity. In his utopian World Game project, Fuller adopted strategies from both general systems theory 
and game theory, which were used for very different purposes in the military and the business world. Cf. R. 
Buckminster Fuller et al., World Game Report (New York: The New York Studio School of Painting and 
Sculpture, 1969); R. Buckminster Fuller, ‘THE WORLD GAME – How to Make the World Work.’ World 
Design Science Decade, 1965-1975 1, no. 5 (1967): 87-89. 
4 Cf. Systems Thinking: Selected Readings, ed. F.E. Emery (Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England, and 
Baltimore, MD: Penguin Books Ltd, 1969). 
5 This view was propagated in the Whole Earth Catalog, a publication that will be discussed in chapters 
one and three of this dissertation. In March 1971, the following words by Ed Rosenfeld were printed in the 
catalog: “Our historical position is unique, as has been pointed out by many others, notably Bucky Fuller, 
because we are members of a closed planetary system: Earth. In the past the fragmentary behavior of man 
could be held to relate specifically to his essential disconnectedness. Since the connection of original 
telegraph lines the world has slowly, electrifyingly become interconnected. What has not been 
accomplished by radio, telephones and television will soon be force fed by satellite systems to many 
unprepared Earth people. Though perhaps less than half of our world’s population is aware of our essential 
connectedness, there is no turning back. All problems and all solutions are now local, that is, global. When 
Yuri Gagarin was able to look at our planet from space he was the first man to experience a physically 
perceived, holistic view of one planet. There are no borders here, no boundaries. Those of us who are aware 
of our global interconnectedness have certain planetary responsibilities. We are the first of the planetary 
people. We must begin to perceive in planetary patterns.” Ed Rosenfeld, ‘Planetary People,’ Whole Earth 
Catalog (March 1971): 8-9. 
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artifacts such as myths, commercials, and novels.6 Claude Lévi-Strauss, perhaps the most 

widely read structuralist, believed that the actions of individuals (such as cooking habits, 

kinship systems, and musical performance) are defined by encompassing social relations, 

which are in turn manifestations of the fundamental structures and laws of the society in 

which they are formed. The members of the society, however, are not aware of these laws 

because they have unconsciously absorbed them, in the same way that people internalize 

the grammar of their native language. According to Lévi-Strauss, even different societal 

systems share similar underlying structures. Consequently, the regular pattern detected in 

the transformations of a particular societal system can be transposed to other systems, 

revealing not only the elementary structures of a great variety of societies, but also 

ultimately the basic structure underlying human nature as a whole.7 

Another author whose name has been linked to structuralism, Roland Barthes, 

was not interested in the discovery of universal structures, but called attention to systems 

that are usually passed off as natural, although they are in fact historically contingent and 

therefore far from natural. In the last essay of Mythologies (1957), he proposed that all of 

the human products or “signs” he discussed in the preceding essays—including artworks, 

toys, and wrestling matches—have a similar underlying ideological structure.8 In spite of 

a shared interest in structures and systems, however, the diffence between cyberneticians 

and systems theorists on the one hand and cultural theorists like Barthes on the other 

                                                 
6 For a discussion of the points of convergence between cybernetics, general systems theory, and 
structuralism, see Michael J. Apter, ‘Cybernetics: A Case Study of a Scientific Subject-Complex,’ The 
Sociology of Science, no. 18 (1972): 93-115. 
7 Cf. Claude Lévi-Strauss, Structural Anthropology (1958), trans. Claire Jacobson and Brooke Grundfest 
Schoepf (New York: Basic Books, 1963). 
8 Roland Barthes. Mythologies (first French ed., 1957), trans. Annette Lavers (New York: Jonathan Cape 
Ltd., 1972). 
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hand is that the former tend to search for universal, natural structures, while the latter 

detect arbitrary, ideological structures. In this sense, as we shall see, the emphasis on the 

artificiality and transience of systems in the type of art considered in this dissertation is 

more closely related to the concerns of Barthes than to those of cyberneticians or systems 

theorists. 

 

It is against this highly complex background of cultural theory, science, 

environmentalism, and politics that I will explore the work of artists who employed 

systems in their art. As I do not intend to write a comprehensive survey of systemic art 

and wish to place individual works of art at the center of analysis in this interdisciplinary 

project, I focus on three case studies. The early works of three internationally prominent 

American artists, Carl Andre, Sol LeWitt, and Vito Acconci, will be discussed in three 

separate chapters. This focused approach will allow me to scrutinize in depth the 

subtleties and intricacies of the systemic work of these influential artists, each of whom 

represents a different dimension of the investigation of systems in art of the 1960s and 

early 1970s. I have decided not to place the work of Andre, LeWitt, and Acconci in an art 

critical or art historical context, as comparisons and relations to predecessors, colleagues, 

and critics have been drawn in existing literature. Such an endeavor would furthermore 

take the focus away from the object of this dissertation: the study of the ideological 

nature of systemic practices in art from a synchronic and interdisciplinary point of view. 

Although Andre, LeWitt, and Acconci all resided in New York and knew each 

other in person, their respective works greatly diverge in appearance and substance. 

Andre, who began arranging his works according to systems in the early 1960s, is often 
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considered one of the early minimalists, while LeWitt started using systemic generators 

in the mid-1960s and played a pivotal role in the development of conceptualism. Acconci 

did not examine schematic procedures and various kinds of closed and open systems in 

his work until 1969 and was one of the pioneers of performance, body, and video art. By 

focusing on these three artists in roughly chronological order, I hope to trace a 

development in the employment of systems in art. While Andre’s systemic methods are 

rooted in the artist’s commitment to materiality, empiricism, and Marxist values, for 

Acconci—whose work was indebted to both minimalism and LeWitt’s writings on art—

such concerns did no longer seem entirely relevant as the decade was coming to an end. 

Acconci instead found inspiration in fields of inquiry that had been popularized in more 

recent years, such as systems analysis, ecology, feminism, and structuralism. 

In spite of such differences, which will be thoroughly explored in the following 

chapters, Andre, LeWitt, and Acconci shared various sensibilities, interests, and 

practices, not least of all—of course—the utilization of systems. It must be mentioned, 

however, that the word ‘system’ is exceedingly widely applicable, rendering incoherent 

any study that groups works of art under the sole common denominator of ‘system.’ 

Several definitions of the words ‘system’ and ‘systemic’ from the Oxford English 

Dictionary were printed on the cover of the catalogue of Lawrence Alloway’s exhibition 

Systemic Painting, which was held at New York’s Guggenheim Museum in 1966.9 One 

of the given definitions of the word ‘system’ is: “[a] set or assemblage of things 

connected, associated, or interdependent so as to form a complex unity; a whole 

composed of parts in orderly arrangement according to some scheme or plan.” The word 
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‘systemic’ is defined as follows: “[a]rranged or conducted according to a system, plan, or 

organized method; involving or observing a system.” These definitions confirm that the 

word ‘system’ is indeed extremely broad and can be applied to a great variety of 

phenomena and procedures. Amongst the multiple more precise definitions of the word 

‘system’ listed in dictionaries are references to the universe as a whole, the animal body 

as an ordered whole, established political or social orders, human-made appliances that 

serve a special purpose, sets of principles or methods, series of notes serving as the basis 

for musical composition, and the interactions of social organizations. The only feature 

that systems of different kinds have in common, it seems, is the connectedness of a 

variety of elements. As systems always involve relationships and therefore must consist 

of at least two parts, an isolated object can only be delineated as systemic if it is 

constituted by multiple components. 

Yet the early works of Andre, LeWitt, and Acconci have more in common than 

the manifestation of interrelationships between components. Although the paintings 

Alloway selected for Systemic Painting were in many ways at variance with the art 

discussed in this dissertation, a few general remarks he makes about the works 

represented in his show may also be applied to the systemic art of Andre, LeWitt, and 

Acconci. In an essay that appeared in Art News as the exhibition was about to be taken 

down, Alloway wrote: 

There is a built-in art-world tendency to regard a system as a rigid set of laws 
which only academic artists would accept. In fact, of course, a system can be a 
responsive and exploratory form of organization [...]. The system can be found or 
invented with the liberty once symbolized by the Action Painter’s muscles and 

                                                                                                                                                 
9 Systemic Painting, ed. Lawrence Alloway (New York: The Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, 1966). 
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reflexes. These systems are not, it should be stressed, up-dated classical symbols 
of order, validated by golden sections, spiral shells or other morphological 
fetishes. [...] There is a related tendency [...] to equate symmetry with the 
Classical. Forms and organizations of form, however, do not have set values; they 
acquire meaning from their contextual operation in a man’s work. Thus, a system 
is geared precisely to the individual using it and not to an invisible realm of 
universals.10 

 
In the exhibition catalog text that he had written a few months earlier, he had similarly 

characterized universals as academic and argued that the systems presented in the 

paintings in his show were personal “human proposals” rather than “the echo of 

fundamental principles” and absolutes.11 As suggested earlier, the artists discussed in this 

dissertation also did not search for universal structures, nor did they imitate inherited 

systems; they instead invented their own rules and systems in all liberty and, in exposing 

these systems, emphasized their artificiality and arbitrariness. By making the systems 

opaque and by picturing them as artificial and therefore replaceable, Andre, LeWitt, and 

Acconci seem to have proposed that all orders are provisional, including the conventional 

ones that are commonly presumed natural. 

Another observation Alloway made about the paintings included in his exhibition 

may further help define the commonalities between Andre, LeWitt, and Acconci, in this 

case because the remark applies to none of their works. Alloway explains that, in spite of 

the fact that the paintings are based on systemic procedures, the artists participating in his 

exhibit do make modifications during the execution of the work.12 Although Andre, 

LeWitt, and Acconci selected their procedures with great care, they tended not to 

                                                 
10 Lawrence Alloway, ‘Background to Systemic,’ Art News 65 (November 1966): 33. 
11 Systemic Painting: 18. 
12 Ibid. 
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interfere in the operations or tasks they had chosen in advance, partly because their aim 

was to minimize subjective, capricious, and culturally-conditioned decision-making 

processes. I propose that this relinquishing of personal choice may be seen as an implicit 

rejection of all forms of authorial control, as well as a distrust of personal taste, which 

these artists recognized as products of habit, societal codes, and cultural conventions. 

Although I do not emphasize the point, the early work of Andre, LeWitt, and Acconci 

reflect a view of the world that would soon be identified as postmodernist. According to 

this view, absolute answers and universal systems are deceptive and illusory, as all 

structures are non-essential, provisional, and changeable. Along with theorists of 

postmodernism, Andre, LeWitt, and Acconci insist that nothing exists in isolation and 

that people cannot escape being conditioned by their social and ideological surrounds. In 

the following pages I consider how each of these artists nonetheless attempted to 

minimize the impingement of ingrained habits and conventions on their art. 

In chapter one I relate the systemic orders of Andre’s sculpture and poetry to the 

artist’s socialist views, demonstrating that Andre explored analogies between the 

provisional arrangements of his own works and physical, mathematical, and socio-

political organizations. In chapter two I discuss LeWitt’s deployment of music-like 

predetermined systems as a means to remove from the artist the responsibility of making 

culturally-contingent decisions and to prevent regression into a conventional usage of the 

medium. As LeWitt has been especially reticent about his own work, a consideration of 

his art from the second half of the 1960s and early half of the 1970s in the context of 

contemporary music, literature, film, and theory will open up new perspectives from 
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which to view his highly systemic practices. In chapter three I focus on those works of 

Vito Acconci that exhibit a tension between individual agency on the one hand and 

determinism of external and internalized systems on the other. In this last chapter I 

further show that Acconci’s early art represents an attempt to deconstruct, open up, and 

change the art system, and by extension the system of society in general, by defying safe 

and familiar boundaries and learning how to forget or restructure the rules. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Creating Conditions of Possibility: Scientific-Political Analogies and 
systemic arrangements in the Art of Carl Andre, 1959-1975 

 

Willoughby Sharp: “Do you feel that your work is subversive in any 
way?” 
Carl Andre: “I dream of it being subversive.” 
Sharp: “But you don’t take yourself seriously as a subversive.” 
Andre: “No, no, of course I don’t.”13 

 

1.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

Six square, flat plates of aluminum, six plates of copper, and the same number of 

iron, lead, magnesium, and zinc plates, all of identical shape and size, are assembled on 

the floor to form a large square. The underlying order in which the 36 plates are arranged 

is not directly decipherable, but a sequence of monochromatic lines seems to proceed 

diagonally from the upper left corner to the lower right. Few viewers will notice that a 

less obvious system determines the order of Weathering Piece, which Carl Andre 

constructed in 1970 (figure 1.1). The system is derived from the Periodic Table, the chart 

chemists use to classify the elements (figure 1.2). Whereas the elements in the Periodic 

Table are arranged according to their chemical behavior, which depends on the number of 

protons in each element, those in Andre’s sculpture follow the alphabetical order of the 

chemical symbols: the symbol of the metal used in the plate in the upper left corner, 

                                                 
13 Willoughby Sharp, ‘Carl Andre: “A man climbs a mountain because it is there. A man makes a work of 
art because it is not there”,’ Avalanche, no. 1 (Fall 1970): 26. 
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aluminum, is Al, that of the adjacent plate to the right, copper, is Cu; next come iron (Fe), 

magnesium (Mg), lead (Pb), and finally zinc (Zn). The first plate of the second horizontal 

row is copper, which is the metal of the second plate of the first row; the third sequence 

begins with iron, the third plate of the first row, and so on.14 

 

The systemic arrangements of minimalist works by artists like Carl Andre, 

Donald Judd, and Sol LeWitt are usually explained as a tool to submit parts to a coherent 

whole, and to bypass conventional, ‘relational’ composition. Donald Judd and Frank 

Stella in particular have contributed to this account of the serial nature of certain artworks 

associated with minimalism. In his now canonic text ‘Specific Objects,’ Judd applauds 

new 3-dimensional works—which he calls “specific objects” to distinguish them from 

conventional forms of sculpture and painting—because they submit their parts to the 

unity of the whole and thereby cause a direct impact on the viewer: “[i]t isn’t necessary 

for a work to have a lot of things to look at, to compare, to analyze one by one, to 

contemplate. The thing as a whole, its quality as a whole, is what is interesting.”15  In a 

much-read interview of 1964, Judd and Stella characterize geometric painting consisting 

of distinct parts as “relational” or “compositional” art, in the tradition of Mondriaan, 

                                                 
14 Later works arranged according to the periodic table include 32 Bar Fugue on Ancient Metals 
(Düsseldorf 1988), CuFePbZn (Düsseldorf 1990), BiCdIn Contrast (London 1991) Glarus 3Cu24Pb 
(1995), and 6-Metal Fugue (for Mendeleev) (Krefeld 1995). Andre has described the importance of the 
periodic table to his work as follows: “The periodic table of elements is for me what the color spectrum is 
for a painter. My ambition as an artist is to be the ‘Turner of matter.’” Paul Sutinen, ‘Carl Andre: The 
Turner of Matter?,’ Willamette Week’s Fresh Weekly (August 12-18 1980): 9; reprinted in Eva Meyer-
Hermann, Carl Andre, Sculptor 1996 – Krefeld at Home, Wolfsburg at Large (Krefeld: Haus Lange and 
Haus Esters; Wolfsburg: Kunstmuseum Wolfsburg, 1996): 54. In the late 1960s, Andre frequently used the 
periodic table in announcements for solo exhibitions, e.g. the advertisement printed in Arts Magazine 42, 
no. 3 (December 1967 - January 1968): 3. 
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which they regard as belonging to a rationalistic “European” tradition.16 Although Andre, 

too, has spoken of his interest in creating an art that avoids “the kind of drama of 

placement and centering and off-centering [...],”17 these expositions do not explicate the 

full extent of his systemic practices.  

In this chapter, the systemic nature of Andre’s work is related to the artist’s 

socialist views, and parallels are drawn with then recent trends in socio-cultural studies 

and popularized science. Making connections between minimalist art and politics, 

however, is not an unproblematic endeavor, as the works are not explicitly political.18 

Like some fellow members of the Art Workers Coalition, a group of loosely organized, 

                                                                                                                                                 
15 First published in Arts Yearbook, no. 8 (New York 1965): 74-82; reprinted in Donald Judd, Complete 
Writings 1959-1975 (Halifax, Nova Scotia, Canada, 1975): 181-189. 
16 Bruce Glaser, ‘Questions to Stella and Judd, Interview by Bruce Glaser,’ ed. Lucy Lippard, Art News 
65, no. 5 (September 1966): 55-61. Flavin also participated in the interview, which was broadcast on 
WBAI New York, March 24, 1964, but asked that his contributions be omitted from the published 
transcript. Another much-read text that propagates an emphasis on wholeness and a minimization of 
distinct parts is Robert Morris’s ‘Notes on Sculpture,’ which was published in three different issues of 
Artforum 4, no. 6 (February 1966): 42-44; vol. 5, no. 2 (October 1966): 20-23; vol. 5, no. 10 (Summer 
1967): 24-29. 
17 Phyllis Tuchman, ‘An Interview with Carl Andre,’ Artforum 8, no. 10 (June 1970): 57. As a disclaimer, 
I would like to remind the reader of this text that, like any other reasonable person, Andre’s views have 
changed considerably throughout the years. In 1979, he wrote: “[...] most of my opinions have just dropped 
away over the course of years.” From Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, Twelve Dialogues, 1962-1963, ed. 
Benjamin H.D. Buchloh (Halifax: Nova Scotia College of Art and Design; New York: New York 
University Press, 1981): IX. In 1978, he explained that some of the statements he had made as “a young 
man” were “overdrawn” and overly “stern,” and had been made while he was being “naive” and 
“polemical.” From Peter Fuller, ‘Carl Andre on his Sculpture II,’ Art Monthly, no. 17 (June 1978): 8, 10. I 
do cite many comments of Andre’s from the 1960s and early 1970s that might not reflect Andre’s mature 
thinking, as these remarks give a good sense of the lines of thinking and sensitivities that lay at the roots of 
the development of his work. 
18 This absence of a clear political message in the art of minimalists has allowed a number of unsubtle art 
historians and critics to portray the systemic or serial organization—along with the use of industrial 
materials, modular forms, and meticulous execution—as a sign of minimalist artists’ reactionary 
assimilation, rather than rejection, of the military-industrial, capitalist establishment. For analyses of 
Minimalist works of art as reactionary concessions to industrial capitalism, see Ursula Meyer’s ‘De-
Objectification of the Object,’ Arts Magazine 43, no. 5 (Summer 1969): 20-21, and Anna C. Chave’s 
‘Minimalism and the Rhetoric of Power,’ Arts Magazine 64 (January 1990): 44-63. David Raskin 
convincingly rebukes Chave’s arguments on Judd in ‘Specific Opposition: Judd’s Art and Politics,’ Art 
History, no. 24 (November 2001): 682-706. 
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politicized artists that was founded in 1969,19 Andre has argued that artists should 

politicize themselves rather than their art. On the other hand, he has stated that, having 

been “subject to politics” all his life, his art must of necessity reflect his “political 

experience.”20 The present text demonstrates that the art of Andre, who once admitted 

that he is “very emotional about politics,”21 is more than an involuntary reflection of his 

political exposure. 

As other art historians have examined the Marxist implications of Andre’s 

emphasis on materials, his equally socialist—perhaps macho—heroization of labor, and 

his participation in the Art Worker’s Coalition, I will here limit myself primarily to the 

political connotations of the systemic organization of his work.22 Therefore only 

marginal attention will be afforded to two facets of Andre’s work that the artist deems 

                                                 
19 In an interview of 1970, Andre describes the goals of the Art Workers Coalition as “keeping the springs 
and origins of art, which I think are the same for everybody, open and as fertile as possible,” and “ending 
the “dictatorship of the bourgeoisie” and “corporate structure” of museum boards of trustees, which consist 
of the same people “who devised the American foreign policy over the last 25 years [...].” Jeanne Siegel, 
‘Carl Andre: Artworker,’ Studio International 180, no. 927 (November 1970): 177. 
20 Siegel: 178. Cf. Andre’s remark in an interview of 1972: “[...] all work has a political meaning, because 
every work is an expression of its time [...].” From: Achille Bonito Oliva, ‘Interview with Carl Andre,’ 
Domus (October 1972): 52. 
21 From Andrea Gould, ‘Dialogues with Carl Andre,’ Arts Magazine, 48, no. 8 (May 1974): 28. 
22 A nice discussion of the emphasis on materiality in Andre’s work as well as the artist’s identification 
with industrial laborers can be found in chapter 9 of Alex Potts’s The Sculptural Imagination. Figurative, 
Modernist, Minimalist (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 2000). Chapter 3 of Adrian Kohn’s 
unpublished Master’s thesis Seriality in Minimalism: Donald Judd, Sol LeWitt, and Carl Andre (The 
School of the Art Institute of Chicago, 2003) also emphasizes the tactile qualities of Andre’s work. Julia 
Bryan-Wilson discusses Andre’s construction of a self-image as “art-worker” in her unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation Art/Work: Minimalism, Conceptualism, and Artistic Labor in the Age of Vietnam, 1966-1975 
(University of California, Berkeley, Fall 2004). I have not been able to read this dissertation but I attended 
Bryan-Wilson’s lecture ‘Men at Work: Minimal Sculpture in the War Years,’ at the 92nd annual conference 
of the College Arts Association in Seattle, WA, in February 2004. For a list of Andre’s political activities, 
particularly in his capacity as active member of the Art Worker’s Coalition, see appendix B (Judd and the 
Art Workers Coalition’) of David B. Raskin’s unpublished doctoral dissertation Donald Judd’s Skepticism 
(University of Texas at Austin, 1999): 180-186. 
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essential: the relation to the surrounding place23 and the direct and sensual engagement of 

artist and (ideal) viewer with the work’s physical and tactile qualities, such as the 

material’s solidity, weight, and color, the type of friction or sound created when a shoe or 

hand is rubbed against it, and the manner by which light is reflected from its surfaces. In 

fact, it is quite possible that art critics and historians have devoted relatively few words to 

the systemic properties of Andre’s work because any emphasis on system, chemistry, or 

mathematics might seem to tack the label of ‘conceptual art’ to the work, while Andre 

has insisted that his work springs forth from the physical rather than the intellectual and 

suggested that his work is not “like a chemical formula but like a chemical reaction.”24 

Moreover, Andre himself seems to have avoided the term “system” in descriptions of his 

work, using instead words like “set,” “combination,” “configuration,” “group,” 

“method,” and “operation,” not least of all, presumably, because systems at that time 

were often associated, to use his friend Hollis Frampton’s words, with “old men, angels 

and Germans,”25 and therefore with dogma, closure, force, and absolutism. Yet the 

elements of Andre’s works are unmistakably arranged according to systemic orders. 

                                                 
23 Andre’s emphasis on the significance of place is clarified in his repeatedly stated account of the 
evolution of sculpture, according to which people first went through a stage in which form, such as the 
modeling of the copper plates of the Statue of Liberty, was emphasized. Next, according to this model, 
came a phase in which people valued structure, such as the skeleton of the above-mentioned statue. During 
the third and last phase, the interest was directed towards the place surrounding the work, in case of the 
above example Bedloe’s Island. Andre has used this model to describe the overall development of 
sculpture, particularly in the modern period, but he suggests that it is especially applicable to the maturation 
process of his own work. Tuchman: 55. 
24 Quoted in: Dodie Gust, ‘Andre: Artist of Transportation,’ The Aspen Times (18 July, 1968): 3B. Cf. his 
comment to Ana Maria Torres: “Mostly in the anglophone countries it is a matter of getting the art out of 
the linguistic side of the brain and finding the tactile, haptic, visual, chromatic, kinesthetic part of the brain 
where art really lives.” Ana Maria Torres, ‘Carl Andre’ (interview), NY Arts 5, no. 11 (November 2000): 9. 
25 ‘On Sculpture and Consecutive Matters’ (14 October, 1962), Twelve Dialogues: 13. 
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Andre has argued that an artwork that explores material opposes capitalist society, 

while text-based “[c]onceptual art is the final conquest of art by the bourgeoisie because 

the bourgeoisie have [sic] always conquered by turning everything into words. [...] For 

me the final triumphant capitalization of art is Conceptual Art, because it’s nothing but a 

piece of paper, and the bourgeoisie rule through paper.”26 Andre, a self-proclaimed 

dialectical materialist,27 agreed with Karl Marx that the production of material goods 

such as food, shelter, and clothing, is the conditio sine qua non and foundation of such 

ostensibly loftier matters as law, morality, religion, and art, which should therefore be 

explained by agricultural and industrial production rather than the other way around.28 

Marx insisted that philosophers need to “descend” from the seemingly independent 

“world of thought” and language to the “actual world,” since thoughts and language do 

not form “a realm of their own” but “are only manifestations of actual life,”29 which is 

lived by “real,” “corporeal,” and “sensuous” men.30 

                                                 
26 In the same section of this 2000 interview with David Sylvester, Andre said: “Remember, in the ancien 
regime in France you had the nobles of the sword and the nobles of the robe. Well, it was not Robespierre, 
it was the nobles of the robe who defeated the nobles of the sword with words, with laws and writs, with 
lawsuits, with edicts, with rhetoric and all such.” ‘Carl Andre 2000,’ David Sylvester, Interviews with 
American Artists (London: Chatto and Windus, 2001): 285.  
27 In 1968, Andre said: “I am the exact opposite of an idealist. I am a materialist exactly. Matter is my 
subject matter.” Gust: 3B. Cf. Tuchman: 60. 
28 Karl Marx wrote: "The ideal is nothing else than the material world reflected by the human mind, and 
translated into forms of thought." ‘Afterword to the Second German Edition,’ in Capital. A Critical 
Analysis of Capitalist Production, 3 vols. (written 1873), ed. Frederick Engels, trans. Samuel Moore and 
Edward Aveling (New York: International Publishers Co., Inc. 1967), vol. 1: 19. 
29 See Marx and Friedrich Engels, ‘The German Ideology: Part Three, The Leipzig Council, Saint Max,’ 
(written 1845-1846; first German ed., 1932), trans. Clemens Dutt, in Karl Marx, Frederick Engels: 
Collected Works (New York: International Publishers, 1976), vol. 5: 444-450. Henceforth: KMFECW. 
30 From Marx, ‘Critique of the Hegelian Dialectic and Philosophy as a Whole,’ in ‘Economic and 
Philosophical Manuscripts’ (written 1944; first German ed., 1932), trans. Martin Milligan, in Economic and 
Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844, Karl Marx, and the Communist Manifesto by Karl Marx and Frederick 
Engels (Amherst, NY, 1988): 154-155. Henceforth: EPM&CM. 
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Andre, who once said that “Marx is the only philosopher I have read who made 

sense to me of the common life everyone lived [..],”31 was drawn to Marx’s criticism of 

capitalists’ emphasis on the abstract and non-material aspects of society, an emphasis that 

is perhaps best demonstrated by the manner in which capitalists assess the value of 

commodities. Marx pointed out that the value capitalists confer to commodities is largely 

unrelated to the specific physical properties of the products and the particular types of 

labor (e.g., masonry or spinning) that ultimately form the foundation of their production. 

The value of commodities, instead, is severed entirely from concrete labor and 

materiality, being based exclusively on its relation to the value of other products with 

which the commodities can be exchanged. Since the value of a product can “be expressed 

only relatively,” the value is social and abstract and bears no affiliation to anything 

concrete, like type of material or specific time of labor.32 Marx argued that the way in 

which commodities are conceived in capitalist society has much in common with the 

fetishist conceptualization of religious figures: both commodities and religious figures are 

                                                 
31 In the same interview from which this quote was taken, Andre said: “[...] I wish that in the United States 
there was a Marxist political party, but there is not. There’s all kinds of infantile Marxist insanity, which is 
fractionating and divisive.” Peter Fuller, ‘Carl Andre on his Sculpture I,’ Art Monthly, no. 16 (May 1978): 
11. In 1966, Andre described his work as “atheistic, materialistic and communistic.” [...] “It’s [...] 
communistic because the form is equally accessible to all men.” Quoted in David Bourdon, ‘The Razed 
Sites of Carl Andre: a Sculptor laid low by the Brancusi Syndrome,’ Artforum, no. 5 (October 1966): 17. 
The following undated statement by Andre, entitled ‘Capitalist Alchemy,’ further elucidates Marx’s 
materialist standpoint: 
“Capitalist Alchemy 
Makes the visible invisible 
Makes the material immaterial 
Makes the sensual sterile 
Makes the real virtual 
Makes the physical conceptional” 
Printed in: Carl Andre, Cuts: Texts 1959-2004/Carl Andre, ed. James Meyer (Cambridge, MA, and 
London, England: The MIT Press 2004): 71. 
32 See Chapter I (‘Commodities’), part I, book I of Capital, vol. 1: 35-83 (particularly pp. 38, 47, and 72). 
One particularly relevant sentence from p. 47 reads: “The value of commodities is the very opposite of the 
coarse materiality of their substance, not an atom of matter enters into its composition.” 
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imagined as external, “independent beings” rather than as products of muscular or mental 

human labor.33  

Andre’s emphasis on particular materials and types of production can be seen as a 

Marxist defiance of the overvaluation of the intangible and the abstract in bourgeois 

society.34 He has suggested that his attraction to Marx’s sympathy for the working class 

as well as to the arch-communist’s valuation of material production over linguistic and 

rational activity can be explained partly by his background. As Andre has frequently 

pointed out, his grandfather had been a mason and his father was an engineer in a 

shipyard and a carpenter in his spare time.35 Andre likes to refer to himself as “artworker” 

rather than “artist” and has been wearing overalls for many years. He once claimed that 

he received his “advanced degree in sculpture” while working as freight brakeman and 

conductor for the Pennsylvania Railroad36 and has stated that he does not ”identify with 

an owning bourgeois class” but with “a producing, literally working class.”37 

 

In the following, in order to show that Andre’s socialist views are reflected not 

only in his emphasis on material, but also in the systemic ordering of his works, I 

demonstrate that Andre explored analogies between, on the one hand, the systems or 

                                                 
33 Ibid: 72. 
34 He has, for instance, undermined the value of abstract thought by describing ideas as patterns of 
“electrical potentials in the cells of the human brain,” which “obey the laws of electrical circuitry” rather 
than the laws obeyed by the “matters with which ideas concern themselves [...].” From ‘On Plasticity and 
Consecutive Matters’ (11 November, 1962), Twelve Dialogues: 43-44. 
35  Andre has said: “my father’s work and my male relatives’ work and their friends’ work was not 
paperwork. My father did plans for ships’ plumbing, but it was a material relationship, it was not a 
linguistic relationship.” Sylvester: 276. Cf. Andre’s comments in Chantal Pontbriand, ‘14 Written Answers 
to Questions,” Parachute (Winter 1979): 68. 
36 Sylvester: 283. 
37 Siegel: 175. 
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arrangements of his own works and, on the other hand, physical, mathematical, and 

socio-political organizations. Andre has mapped systems adopted from chemistry, 

mathematics, music, and the dictionary onto his poetry and art and, in various statements 

about his art and political views, has hinted at connections between his thoughts about 

societal organizations, chemistry, mathematics, and the arrangements of his works. As 

discussed in the introduction of this dissertation, this kind of analogical thinking was 

widespread at the time, particularly in literature on cybernetics, systems theory, and 

writings with a structuralist bent. It should be said, however, that the political dimension 

of Andre’s brand of analogical thinking is probably linked most closely to the artist’s 

aforementioned familiarity with the dialectical materialism of Karl Marx, as well as his 

related interest in the Epicurean worldview of the Roman poet Titus Lucretius Carus and 

the Taoist writings of Lao Tzu. 

 Particularly in his later writings, Marx frequently used analogies, for instance 

when he presented the revolutionary and dynamic character of science as a model for a 

dialectical, i.e. non-static, society38 or when he spoke about politics and economics in 

terms of modern chemistry and physics. Marx’s description of the divisiveness in the 

bourgeois and proletariat classes with the words “impurity” and “dispersal” of “atomized 

constituent parts” from which the “elements” could be “distilled” is one example of his 

borrowings from scientific concepts and vocabulary.39 He furthermore suggested that 

                                                 
38 For a discussion of the analogy between the development of natural evolution and the advancement of 
human history, particularly in Frederick Engels’s work, which elaborates Marx’s sporadic comments on the 
parallels between natural and historical processes, see John Rees, ‘Engels’ Marxism,’ in The Revolutionary 
Ideas of Frederick Engels, ed. John Rees; special issue of International Socialism 2, no. 65 (Winter 1994): 
55. 
39 Marx, ‘The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte,’ (first German ed., 1852), in Marx: Later Political 
Writings, ed. and trans. Terrell Carver (Cambridge and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1996): 31-
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“Hegel’s law”—according to which “[m]erely quantitative differences, beyond a certain 

point, pass into qualitative changes”—was demonstrated by contemporary developments 

in molecular chemistry.40 He spoke of the “expenditure” of political “energy,”41 the 

susceptibility to change of static states, and of the bourgeois Party of Order as a 

“conglomerate of heterogeneous social components,” the “political temperature” of 

which was raised “to the point where decomposition had to occur.”42 This propensity for 

comparisons to the sciences is perhaps not surprising, given the fact that Marx’s doctoral 

dissertation had dealt with the two central principles of Democritean and Epicurean 

physics, the atom and the void.43 Marx’s interest in Epicureanism is relevant in this 

context, not only because both Epicurus and Lucretius—the main follower and distributor 

of Epicurus’s ideas—connected their theories about chemistry and physics to those of 

society, but also because Andre once called himself “an admirer of Lucretius.”44 

Lucretius’s epic poem De Rerum Natura (On the Nature of the Universe), of the first 

                                                                                                                                                 
127 (particularly p. 108). For a further discussion of metaphors from modern chemistry and other sciences, 
see Amy E. Wendling, ‘Are All Revolutions Bourgeois? Revolutionary Temporality in Karl Marx’s 
Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte,’ Strategies: Journal of Culture, Theory & Politics 16, no. 1 (May 
2003): 39-49, and Anson Rabinbach, ‘The Political Economy of Labor Power’ (chapter 3), in Rabinbach, 
The human motor: energy, fatigue, and the origins of modernity (New York: Basic Books, 1990): 69-83. 
40 Marx, ‘Rate and Mass of Surplus-value’ (chapter XI, part III), in Capital, v. 1: 309. In this passage, 
Marx discusses the minimization by the guilds of the number of laborers a master of trade was allowed to 
employ. A larger number (which would amount to a quantitative change) might transform the master into a 
capitalist (qualitative change). According to Marx’s version of Hegel’s law, small, measurable changes, 
such as a number of individual protests by exploited members of the working class, eventually lead to 
changes of type, such as the institution of a new kind of societal organization.  In a footnote, Marx says that 
Hegel’s law applies even to modern chemistry: Laurent and Gerhardt demonstrated that the quantitative 
addition of CH2 to the molecular formula of carbon compounds (such as CnH2n+2O) results in the 
formation of “a qualitatively different body [...].” 
41 Marx, ‘The Fetishism of Commodities and the Secret Thereof,’ (chapter 1, part I), in Capital, vol. 1: 71-
83. 
42 Marx, ‘The Eighteenth Brumaire of Louis Bonaparte’: 93. There are many other passages in in Marx’s 
work, particularly the later writings, in which physical and chemical phenomena are compared to 
economical or political facts. 
43 Marx, ‘The Difference Between the Democritean and Epicurean Philosophy of Nature’ (written 1841, 
first German ed. 1902), trans. Dirk J. and Sally R. Struik, in: KMFECW, vol. 1: 25-108. 
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century BCE, covers the origin, structure, and destiny of the universe, advancing, 

amongst other subjects, theories of the atomic structure of matter and the motion of 

atoms, the mortality of the soul, and the infallibility of sense perception.45 Lucretius was, 

like Andre and Marx, an anti-religious materialist, who argued that everything we know 

and sense consists of invisible particles called atoms, including our mind and soul, which 

are, therefore, mortal. Following Epicurus, Lucretius—as will be discussed on the 

following pages—made connections between the behavior of atoms and the social 

conduct of human beings. 

It is not inconceivable that Andre’s frequent comparisons between the processes 

and structures of art, chemistry, and society were in part inspired by Marx’s metaphorical 

locution. Certainly, references to chemistry abound in the little-known, politically 

inspired, and clearly satirical novel, Billy Builder and the Painful Machine: a Novel of 

Velocity, which Andre wrote around 1960.46 Billy Builder, the protagonist of this short 

yet dense novel about capitalism, revolution, and the underhanded uses of science and 

technology, is a young boy who pursues science, the “Queen of Theologies.” Billy, 

whom Andre seems to have modeled at least in part after his own image,47 experiments 

                                                                                                                                                 
44 “By nature, I am a materialist, an admirer of Lucretius.” Tuchman: 60. 
45 Lucretius, The Nature of the Universe, trans. R.E. Latham (Baltimore, MD: Penguin Books Ltd, 1961): 
72-74 (book 1), 98-129 (book 3). 
46 A typescript of Billy Builder and the Painful Machine is included in the Hugh Kenner Papers, box 54, 
folder 5, at the Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center of the University of Texas at Austin. Billy 
Builder was later published in Tracks 2, no. 3 (Spring 1976): 71-76, and no. 5 (Fall 1976): 53-67. 
47 About his own early interest in chemistry, Andre said in 1972: “[As a child] I used to have a chemistry 
set and collected rocks and things like that. Science did interest me very much, since I knew a lot about it: I 
used to read about the properties of chemical elements and chemical reactions. Before I ever took chemistry 
in high school, I was just tremendously interested. I think now I was more interested in it as, one might say, 
a creative thing. That is, I was very much interested in what happened if you took this powder and that 
powder and mixed them together. To me, conducting an experiment was combining unknowns to see what 
would happen.” From Paul Cummings, ‘Taped Interview with Carl Andre in his Studio in Westbeth, 
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with all sorts of “scientific machines” and studies the Periodic Table with his girlfriend, 

with whom he discusses the permutations of particles. Although the novel’s title seems to 

be a variation on Herman Melville’s Billy Budd (begun 1886, published posthumously in 

1924),48 according to Andre’s long-term friend, the filmmaker Hollis Frampton, Andre 

described the novel as “Tom Swift written by Dean Swift,”49 referring both to the popular 

juvenile adventure novel series Tom Swift (1910-), starring a young technology-wiz and 

inventor, and to the British politically-active priest, satirist, and essayist Dean Jonathan 

Swift (1667-1745). 

Where Jonathan Swift in Gulliver’s Travels (1726/1735) and A Modest Proposal: 

For Preventing the Children of Poor People in Ireland from Being a Burden to Their 

Parents or Country, and for Making Them Beneficial to the Publick (1729) provides 

biting satires of the Whig government, the feud between protestants and catholics, the 

                                                                                                                                                 
September 1972,’ Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. Excerpt reprinted 
in: Cuts: 91. In the late 1950s, Andre and his close friend, the photographer Hollis Frampton, frequently 
exchanged ideas about chemistry. Andre has said about Frampton: “He had the same kind of interest in 
science as I had, but also a better grasp of the mathematical aspect of science. His father was a chemist as I 
remember, or worked in a chemical factory. Hollis had wonderful stories about the chemical factory and 
later on he did work there, and so we could swap stories about properties of elements and we used to enjoy 
this very much.” Ibid: 101. 
48 Herman Melville, Billy Budd, Sailor (first ed., 1924), ed. Harrison Hayford and Merton M. Sealts 
(Chicago, IL: University of Chicago Press, 1962). The protagonist of Melville’s novel is a good-natured, 
childlike sailor on a warship, who is rather naive in his inability to detect other people’s ill intentions. The 
novel is set in 1797, during the Napoleonic wars that followed the French Revolution. When Billy 
accidentally kills deceitful Master-at-Arms Claggart, who had attempted to (falsely) accuse the innocent 
sailor of planned mutiny, Billy is sentenced to death by hanging. Unlike Andre’s Billy (who, incidentally, 
does intentionally killed his father), Melville’s Billy does not fight his fate and dies at the yard arm. Both in 
Andre’s Billy Builder and in Melville’s Billy Budd, names of people, places, and vehicles have loaded 
meanings and provide insight into the nature of the signifieds. Melville, for instance, names a waffling 
commander “Captain Vere” (reference to ‘veering,’ ‘veritas’ (truth) and ‘vir’ (man)) and the warship 
“Bellipotent” (power of war). Andre’s novel features a town called “Onus Falls (NM),” a “Pastor Grabber,” 
and a utopian Marxist “Famish Panacea.” Andre calls the vehicle in which Billy is brought to the nation’s 
capital the “Borzoi” (a type of hunting dog) bus. Themes that are explored in both novels are the 
victimization of innocent people to corruption, agency and rebellion in the face of authority, peace and 
violence, and religious faith versus scientific skepticism. 
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war against France, and the government’s inability to minimize poverty, Andre’s novel 

ridicules nuclear technology, corrupt religion, idealistic as well as cynical and 

opportunistic revolutionaries, and first and foremost a demoralized capitalism. While in 

Modest Proposal Swift mockingly proposes that poverty among Irish catholics could be 

solved if starving children were fattened up and sold to the wealthy for consumption as 

food, conspirators in Andre’s narrative take advantage of young Billy’s eager and 

guileless interest in science by employing him in a radioactive factory and abducting him 

in order to put to use his genius and scientific discovery, a destructive black tube, for 

morally questionable political and commercial objectives. Part III of Gulliver’s Travels, 

in which Swift parodies the blind and useless pursuit of scientific discoveries and 

mathematics as well as scientists’ inability to benefit society, seems to be echoed in 

Andre’s burlesque of technology and science, at the end of which “arch conspirator” 

Austin Pastille reveals to Billy that he has unknowingly been predestined to baffle the 

world with his scientific prowess only in order to promote the commercial product 

BORT, the producers of which intend to capitalize on his stardom. All in all, Andre’s 

Billy Builder provides a Marxist critique of capitalist corruption and unsound applications 

of scientific genius and discovery, exemplifying Andre’s tendency to draw connections 

between chemistry, physics, politics, economy, and technology. 

                                                                                                                                                 
49 From Hollis Frampton, ‘Letter to Enno Develing,’ in: Carl Andre, ed. Enno Develing (The Hague: 
Haags Gemeentemuseum, 1969): 9. According to Frampton, Billy Builder and the Painful Machine was not 
accepted for publication by Grove Press “with the curious comment that it was ‘too long’ (52 pages).” Ibid. 
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1.2 RECONFIGURING EXISTING ORDERS 

 
 

At a time when leftist protesters called for a reconfiguration of the rules that 

constituted the existing societal system, Andre began building sculptures with modular 

materials like bricks, metal plates, timber blocks, and even bails of hay, which are 

normally used in manufacturing and agriculture (figures 1.3 – 1.11). In his poetry, he 

treated words—the foundational elements of conventional texts—in an analogously 

modular manner (figure 1.12). Andre extracted these basic and common components 

from their ordinary environment and recombined them, inventing new orders in the 

process. He assembled flat and square metal plates in checkerboard patterns, lined up 

bails of hay in a horizontal row, combined timbers into various configurations, and 

arranged words according to non-syntactical patterns. The arrangements underlying his 

works are not traditional but entirely new; in this respect, Andre considered his works as 

closer to Ezra Pound’s cantos than to Bach’s fugues, as Pound’s poems are determined 

only by their own laws, while Bach’s compositions, which he also admires greatly, 

conform to the long-established rules of fugues.50 

Andre has suggested that his knack for invention originated partly in the pre-

television years of his childhood, when children did not yet have organized games at their 

disposal. These children invented rules for games they created themselves and were 

                                                 
50 In a letter to Reno Odlin (12 June, 1963), Andre wrote: “I [...] revere the fugues of Bach, the cantos of 
Pound. The first are verifiable in terms of form. The second are not because they are the sole examples of 
the form they take. Other composers wrote fugues; no poet before Pound wrote in the forms he created.” 
An excerpt of the letter from which this quote is taken is printed in Cuts: 74-75. 
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constantly dislocating and relocating “aspects of their [...] environment.”51 According to 

Andre, children in all eras are more original than adults (“[a] three-year old child can 

make up a sentence that nobody has ever heard before.”), but this originality is mitigated 

significantly by television, which creates conformity and compromises freedom.52 The 

activities of Andre’s television-free childhood came in handy for an artist who has 

identified the task of art as “creating conditions that do not quite exist.”53 Although his 

works at first encounter may seem removed from politics, this drive to create anew and 

emphasis on the novelty of arrangements must carry political overtones for Andre, who 

has described his work as socialist and has said that his works “do not explain the world, 

they change it.”54 Distancing his art from capitalism, Andre once wrote: 

I would like to say that my work is socialist art. But I am sure that my 
work is part of the objective condition of capitalist American society in the 
20th century. So it would have to be said objectively to be capitalist art in 
so far it’s for the capitalist superstructure. Subjectively I think it is more 

                                                 
51 From an excerpt of the transcript of an unpublished interview taped in New York on May 15, 1970; 
printed in Cuts: 83. 
52 In 2000, the artist wrote: “Everybody says, what is it about the 1960s that made [the art] possible? It 
wasn’t anything about the 1960s: it was about the 1930s, the 1940s, and the 1950s. We are the sum of our 
pasts, not the sum of our presents. And all of us were raised before television. I think that’s such a key 
point. Because we were raised before television, before organized games for children. It’s true that we 
always went out and organized our own games and we learned our games from the slightly older children. 
You learned how to be responsible and kids learned about justice from playing games which they were 
inventing and composing and making the rules for.” Sylvester: 281-82. 
53 Full quote: “Science is creating and comparing, and art is creating conditions that do not quite exist. 
That is why art is different from science. The ideal of science is to create at least theoretical models of 
things we hope have some correspondence with what exists; whereas with art, you try as a human being to 
create something that wouldn’t exist unless you made it.” From an excerpt from the unpublished transcript 
of tape-recordings of a symposium with Carl Andre, Robert Barry, and Lawrence Weiner, organized on the 
8th of February, 1968 by Seth Siegelaub at Bradford Junior College in Bradford, MA; printed in Lucy 
Lippard, Six Years: The dematerialization of the art object from 1966 to 1972 (Berkeley, Los Angeles, 
London: University of California Press, 1997 (1973)): 40. 
54 From Christian Gether, ‘Interview med Carl Andre,’ in Sculpture & Poesi (Sorø, Denmark: 
Vestsjaellands Kunstmuseum, 1991): 28-29. Excerpt reprinted in: Cuts 276. These words are a variation on 
Marx’s 11th thesis from ‘Theses on Feuerbach’ (written 1845, first German ed. 1886, slightly modified by 
Engels, trans. W. Lough). Printed in The Portable Karl Marx, ed. Eugene Kamenka (New York and 
London: Viking Penguin, Inc., 1983): 155-158. Henceforth: PKM. 
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non-capitalist. It is the very essence of the capitalist society to wish to 
replicate its method endlessly and I am not interested in replicating my 
pieces.55 

 
Capitalism, in Andre’s eyes, is the very opposite of art, as its goal to sustain itself in an 

unchanged state immobilizes all creativity. 

This acknowledgment of the reformative potential of the playful and creative 

restructuring of existing materials is reminiscent of Walter Benjamin’s observation of the 

revolutionary power latent in children’s play. Andre was, to my knowledge, not familiar 

with Benjamin’s writings on children’s toys and playful activities, but his sensitivities are 

in many respects close to those of the earlier dialectical materialist, whose ideas were 

also indebted to the writings of Marx. In a section of ‘One-Way Street,’ which bears the 

indicative subtitle ‘Construction Site,’ Benjamin remarks that children are at least as 

eager to play with the waste products of adult building, gardening, and carpentry projects 

as they are with toys that are especially designed for them.56 When using this refuse, 

children “do not so much imitate the works of adults as bring together, in the artifact 

produced in play, materials of widely differing kinds in a new, intuitive relationship.”57 In 

other writings Benjamin has suggested that children, when engaging with materials that 

spark their imagination, become so engrossed in their play-world that they do not make a 

                                                 
55  Excerpt from ‘Theorie Dialogue,’ Der Löwe 5, no. 31 (July 1975): 28-29; reprinted in Cuts: 38. Cf. 
Andre’s comments in Pontbriand: 68. 
56 Benjamin makes a similar argument in ‘The Cultural History of Toys’ (first published in German in 
May 1928, trans. Rodney Livingstone) when he writes: “[...] no one is more chaste in the use of materials 
than children: a bit of wood, a pinecone, a small house—however unified and unambiguous the material is, 
the more it seems to embrace the possibility of a multitude of figures of the most varied sort.” Printed in: 
Walter Benjamin; Selected Writings, ed. Michael W. Jennings, Howard Eiland, and Gary Smith 
(Cambridge, MA, and London, England: The Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1999), vol. 2, part 
1: ‘1927-1930’: 113-116. Henceforth: WBSW. 
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clear distinction between the objects they perceive and their own bodies, fancies, and 

actions. Materials, actions, and imagination of the child become one, as a result of which 

the child experiences the present and its surroundings in such an intense way that past, 

future, and elsewhere do not seem to exist.58 Because of this intense and impulsive 

relation between material, child, and power of imagination, children make associations 

that are mostly unrelated to the social, bourgeois conventions that will soon dampen their 

creativity.59 

According to Benjamin, this direct absorption in material and unmediated 

experience, as well as the instinct for creative association and transformation, promise the 

capacity for revolution. A person who can see things in a manner different from the 

culturally predominant perspective and who is able to imbue preformed and 

predetermined objects with new order and new meaning is more likely, Benjamin 

indirectly suggests, to defy accepted definitions and change the status quo. A person who 

tends to relate to things in a tactile and corporeal manner may well propel activity and 

transformation, since he who is able to experience matter directly, without the obtrusion 

of socially established codes, will act upon his instinct and natural needs rather than on 

                                                                                                                                                 
57 Benjamin, ‘One-Way Street’ (1928), trans. Edmund Jephcott, in One-Way Street and Other Writings 
(London: NLB, 1979): 52-3. Hereafter: OWSOW. 
58 About a child’s hiding place, Benjamin writes: “Here he is enclosed in the world of matter. It becomes 
immensely distinct, speechlessly obtrusive. In such manner does a man who is being hanged become aware 
of the reality of rope and wood. [...] The dining table under which he is crouching turns him [the child] into 
the wooden idol in a temple whose four pillars are the carved legs. And behind a door he is himself door, 
wears it as his heavy mask and as a shaman will bewitch all those who unsuspectingly enter.” Section 
‘Enlargements’ from ‘One-Way Street’: 74. 
59 In the same section excerpted in the previous note, Benjamin writes about the “untidy” child who enjoys 
collecting treasures in a drawer: “’To tidy up’ would be to demolish an edifice full of prickly chestnuts that 
are spiky clubs, tinfoils that is hoarded silver, bricks that are coffins, cacti that are totem-poles and copper 
pennies that are shields. The child has long since helped at his mother’s linen-cupboard, his father’s 
bookshelves, while in his own domain he is still a sporadic, warlike visitor.” (Emphasis is mine). Ibid. 
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culturally enforced rules and expectations. Words and ideologies, for instance, have no 

lasting effect on children of a young age, while less abstract educational instruments like 

performance and the use of tactile materials are more effective.60 Similarly, the 

proletarian masses are corporeal rather than contemplative and theoretical, as a result of 

which revolutionary forces are effective only when communicated and ensuingly 

internalized on a bodily level.61 

Since children, Benjamin argues, do not yet possess adult feelings of social 

responsibility (“the child inhabits his world like a dictator”62) and this revolutionary 

potential tends to wane as soon as, with age, their creative mentality becomes repressed 

by bourgeois schooling, the transformative promise is not activated on a political level. 

Benjamin seems to suggest that, given this temporary nature of childrens’ inventiveness 

and capability for immediate involvement with material, adults should closely observe 

and study childrens’ modes of thinking in order to be inspired to break through the hold 

                                                 
60 For a discussion of Benjamin’s writings on bourgeois, repressive education and the necessity to redeem 
the (potentially revolutionary) inventive perception and active transformation of children’s cognition, see 
Susan Buck-Morss, The Dialectics of Seeing. Walter Benjamin and the Arcades Project (Cambridge, MA, 
and London, England: The MIT Press, 1989): 262-275. My account of Benjamin’s historical materialism 
and writings on children’s physical and transformative play is indebted to Richard Shiff’s ‘Handling 
Shocks: on the Representation of Experience in Walter Benjamin’s Analogies,’ The Oxford Art Journal 15, 
no. 2 (1992): 88-103. 
61 Benjamin wrote in the late 1920s: “Only when in technology body and image realm so interpenetrate 
that all revolutionary tension becomes bodily collective innervation, and all the bodily innervations of the 
collective become revolutionary discharge, has reality surpassed itself to the extent demanded by the 
Communist Manifesto.” Benjamin, ‘Surrealism. The Last Snapshot of European Intelligentsia’ (1929), 
trans. Edmund Jephcott, in Reflections. Essays, Aphorisms, Autobiographical Writings, ed. Peter Demetz 
(New York: Schocken Books, 1978): 192.  Cf. Marx in ‘Theses on Feuerbach’: “The chief defect of all 
previous materialism [...] is that the object, reality, what we apprehend through our senses, is understood 
only in the form of object or contemplation; but not as sensuous human activity, as practice; not 
subjectively.” (From thesis I: 155). Cf. thesis III (p. 156): “The coincidence of the changing of 
circumstances and of human activity or self-change can be comprehended and rationally understood only as 
revolutionary practice;” thesis XI (p. 158): “Philosophers have only interpreted the world in various ways; 
the point is to change it.” 
62 Benjamin, ‘Program for a Proletarian Children’s Theater’ (1928/1929), trans. Rodney Livingstone, in 
WBSW: 204. 
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of the bourgeois mold.63 The “true observer” understands that a child’s actions and 

gestures are “signals” from childrens’ powerful world of imagination, suggestivity, and 

innervation, signals that could potentially stimulate action and inspire social revolution. 

When arguing that painters, in a way comparable to children, “transfer the 

receptive innervation of the eye muscles into the creative innervation of the hand,” 

Benjamin suggests that artists may be counted amongst the very few adults who have 

preserved the innovative and impulsive force of childrens’ creativity, which is tied to the 

capacity of direct experience and sensuality.64 Given Andre’s comments on children’s 

activities before the advent of television and his description of the origins of his sculpture 

as “infantile,”65 we might assume that Andre considers himself an artist who maintained 

some of the inventiveness of his childhood.66 He has identified the two primary aspects of 

childrens’ play to be a “changing of the world” and a very physical, almost erotic, mode 

of interaction, “the two things in life that I find myself doing.”67 In an analogy 

reminiscent of Benjamin’s remarks on children, Andre recently compared the pleasure 

                                                 
63 See Benjamin’s ‘Program for a Proletarian Children’s Theater’ for both a discussion of childrens’ 
susceptibility to the tactile and concrete rather than the programmatic and abstract and for a discussion of 
the relevance of the observation of “childlike forms and modes of conduct.” Ibid: 201-206. 
64 Ibid: 204. 
65 See Paul Cummings, ‘Carl Andre’ (shortened version of ‘Taped Interview with Carl Andre in his Studio 
in Westbeth, September 1972,’ Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.), in 
Artists in their own Words:  Interviews by Paul Cummings (New York: St. Martin’s Press, 1979): 183. 
66 In 1970 Andre said that as a child he was free “to go about digging holes in the wasteland and building 
tree huts and all the things that children do in dislocating and relocating aspects of their own environment, 
and so without consciously thinking of myself as doing art, I did things as a child which I continued to do 
later on.” From an excerpt of a transcribed, unpublished interview taped in New York on May 15, 1970; 
printed in: Cuts 83. 
67 Full quote: “[...] I think if you take small children, before they begin their education, and you put them 
out in the fields to be together, there are two things that they will always do: they will make love and they 
will make art. And these are, I found, the two things in life that I find myself doing. [...] I think that the play 
of children usually is involved in two areas, either they are touching and looking at each other, holding 
each other, or being together physically in a really kind of erotic and love making way, or they are 
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illiterate children take in putting together blocks with his own feeling while he is at work 

of being “at one with the task:” “there’s no difference between you and the blocks and 

moving them around [...].”68 In an interview of 1972, he argued that the origins of 

sculptors’ “infantile” identification with “matter” are related to “the infant differentiating 

itself from the world [...].” The child’s realization that its self is “discontinuous” with the 

rest of the universe, Andre explained, is a disastrous experience from which sculptural 

activity ultimately derives.69 These observations on the wellspring of sculpture bring to 

mind Benjamin’s location of the origins of indefinitely repetitious children’s play, as well 

as all other mimetic or representational activity, in shocking experiences. Children have 

such a strong predilection for repetition in play—Benjamin proposes while building on 

Freud’s theories on repetition as expounded in ‘Beyond the Pleasure Principle’ (1920)—

because it helps them to master frightening and unprocessed experiences or to enjoy 

again the “victories and triumphs” they effected during these traumatic events. At the 

core of play, Benjamin has written, is “the transformation of a shattering experience into 

habit [...].”70 The infant’s weaning, Andre might respond, is one such profound, 

unassimilated experience, which the sculptor relives again and again when handling his 

material.71 

                                                                                                                                                 
changing the world in ways that give them pleasure, picking flowers or making holes, you know, building 
shelter or whatever.” Bonito Oliva: 52. 
68 Sylvester: 177. 
69 Cummings 1979 (1972): 185. 
70 Benjamin, ‘Toys and Play’ (1928), trans. Rodney Livingstone, in WBSW: 120. For an excellent 
discussion of the productive representation of shock experience and aura in Benjamin’s rhetorical tropes, in 
relation to children’s play, art, and photography, see Shiff 1992. 
71 In 1978, in response to an interviewer who was remarkably eager to discuss Andre’s obsession with 
excrement, the artist confirmed that the materials of his works might be considered as industrial 
“excrement” and described his art as the result of the infantile playing with shit by an artist who has not 
quite outgrown the anal-erotic stage. Andre did feel the need to emphasize that he goes beyond the infantile 
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When considering Andre’s statement that he feels strongly related to “the 

universe of matter”72 while he is handling and assembling material, it is tempting to 

ascribe a political meaning to this statement since Andre was well aware of the difference 

between his own tactile and independent mode of working and the alienated labor of 

factory workers, described in detail by both Marx and Benjamin. As suggested in the 

foregoing, Andre furthermore subscribed to the Marxian idea that only practical, material, 

and sensual activity, rather than mental contemplation, speculation, and pure thought—

which breed nothing but idealism and illusion—could lead to true understanding and, 

ultimately, to radical change.73 In a 1970 interview, Andre stated that “[m]atter as matter 

rather than matter as symbol is a conscious political position [...], essentially Marxist.”74 

 

***** 

 

Like the imaginative constructions of Benjamin’s children, Andre’s inventions 

and reconfigurations do not start from scratch. The bricks, timbers, and metal slabs that 

comprise his sculptures are recognizable as standard, prefabricated units of construction, 

and he analogously frequently selected the words for his poetry from pre-existing texts. 

In 1974, approximately 15 years after he started constructing poetry from fragments of 

                                                                                                                                                 
state in that, unlike the infant, he does not see himself as an “omnipotent” god and is aware of his relation 
to the world. See Fuller, ‘Carl Andre on his Sculpture II’: 10-11. Cf. Benjamin’s remarks on the child as 
“dictator.” (See note 62 of the current chapter.) 
72 Sylvester: 177. 
73 Cf. Marx and Engels, ‘Preconditions of the Real Liberation of Man,’ in ‘The German Ideology: Part 
One, Feuerbach’ (written 1845-1846; first German ed., 1932), trans. W. Lough, in KMFECW, vol. 5: 38-
41. 
74 Siegel: 178. 
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borrowed literature, he said that “[i]t is not the work of poets to invent new words.”75 For 

his poems King Philip’s War Primer, Ode on the Disappearance of Indian Names, and 

America Drill, for instance, he extracted words from Indian History, Biography, and 

Genealogy76—a book by E.W. Peirce on the 17th-century Native American uprising 

against New England colonists and a genealogy of the Wampanoag tribe—and proceeded 

to submit the uprooted words to various operations (figures 1.13 – 1.14). Andre 

reorganized the isolated words of Peirce’s book, which had, of course, previously been 

arranged according to the conventional relationships of syntax and grammar, by 

arranging them alphabetically or by mapping prime (indivisible) numbers onto the 

extracted words.77 After the recombination of the words, a completely different work 

appeared. 

This compositional method appears to reflect both Andre’s conception of history 

and the parallels he seems to draw between history and chemistry: the artist’s designation 

of the individual words in both original book and reconstituted poem as “smallest 

constituent elements,” “particles,” or “atoms” refers to the fact that words—like the basic 

building blocks of chemistry—don’t usually change, even though their possible 

                                                 
75 Gould: 27. 
76 Ebeneezer W. Peirce, Indian History, Biography, and Genealogy. Pertaining to the good Sachem 
Massasoit of the Wampanoag Tribe and his Descendants (North Abington, PA: Zerviah Gould Mitchell, 
1878). 
77 For a description of the operations Andre employed in his reworkings of Peirce’s text (including Long 
History of King Philip’s War (1959), Short History of King Philip’s War (1960), King Philip’s War Primer 
(1963), America Drill (1963), and Ode on the Disappearance of Indian Names (1963)), see ‘On Certain 
Poems and Consecutive Matters’ (3 March, 1963), Twelve Dialogues: 77-79; ‘Apology for “Ode on the 
Disappearance of Indian Names”’ (excerpt from letter to Reno Odlin, 25 March, 1963), in Cuts: 199-202; 
‘A Cut of Language’ (excerpt from letter to Reno Odlin, 22 May, 1964), in Cuts: 209. Andre appropriated 
the practice of mapping from methods the mathematician Kurt Gödel had used in his proof on prime 
numbers. 
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configurations do.78 A Native American arrow and a nuclear missile, for example, both 

consist of masses of identical electrons, protons, and neutrons, but they differ 

considerably, as a result of the varied numerical, spatial, and temporal combination of the 

particles. Likewise, the individual words Andre transferred from Peirce’s novel to his 

own poetry remained untouched, although the new work acquired an entirely different 

character by virtue of the new methods of organization. In Andre’s sculptural works, 

correspondingly, identical units, such as indistinguishable bricks, are arranged in various 

possible configurations, all different from the arrangements in which they are normally 

combined, as in houses and government buildings. In Andre’s work Equivalents (1966), 

for example, which is governed by a system derived from mathematics, the proportions 

and makeup of the individual bricks are exactly the same as the ones that constitute the 

walls of houses (figures 1.15 – 1.16). Equivalents is composed of eight units, each of 

which contains the exact same quantity of bricks, although the shape of each composite 

unit is variable. All of the eight units are equivalent in so far as they consist of 120 bricks 

laid out in rectangular piles of two layers. The configurations of the equivalents are based 

on four factorizations of 60, namely 3 x 20, 4 x 15, 5 x 12, and 6 x 10.79 As each of the 

                                                 
78 In 1963, Andre wrote: “... I quite suddenly realized that the only dissociation complete enough for my 
purposes was the reduction of Peirce’s text into its smallest constituent elements: the isolation of each 
word.” ‘On Certain Poems and Consecutive Matters,’ Twelve Dialogues: 77.  In another account from 1963 
of the development of the procedures used for his reworkings of Peirce’s Indian History and Genealogy, 
Andre writes: “Then I decided to reduce my extracts to their atoms, their words. This I did with file cards 
and produced the alphabetized Long History of King Philip’s War.” Letter to Rene Odlin, March 25, 1963; 
printed in Cuts: 199-202. Andre used similar terminology from chemistry to describe his sculptural work: 
“To talk about the link between my sculpture and my poetry: all I can say is that the same person does both. 
[....] and certainly my interest in elements or particles in sculpture is paralleled by my interest in words as 
particles of language.” From a transcribed interview conducted by Lynda Morris in 1975. Excerpt printed 
in Cuts: 212-14. 
79 Andre has explained that “120 is the number richest in factors.” He has also emphasized that “arithmetic 
is only the scaffolding or armature of my work.” Quoted in Bourdon 1966: 17. Cf. Andre’s comment in ‘On 
Certain Poems and Consecutive Matter,’ in Twelve Dialogues: 79-80: “[...] I would like to make it clear 
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four factorizations generates two different configurations, depending on whether the 

bricks are arranged side by side or end to end, a total of eight similar but different 

equivalents materializes. On a more political level, Andre has depicted history as a series 

of slightly varied repetitions of recurring events: “King Philip’s War was fought many 

times before King Philip’s war was fought and has been fought many times since and is 

being fought now [...].”80 The elements of history, that is, tend to repeat themselves 

although they manifest themselves in different forms each time around. 

Although the poems that Andre based on Peirce’s book, like his sculptural pieces, 

do not have a clear political meaning, a comparison the artist made between his Ode on 

the Disappearance of Indian Names and Pablo Picasso’s Guernica (1937)—which takes 

as its subject the cruelty of all war, and the Spanish Civil War in particular—suggests that 

Andre did intend to imbue his poems with a political edge. Andre remarked that Picasso 

had not intended to invoke the viewer’s feelings of compassion in Guernica, but that he 

instead wished to challenge “the quality of our actions and our lives.”81 In spite of the 

fact that Andre did not believe that poetry and art had the power to directly spur people to 

political action, he did think that artists could raise awareness: “The poet can only try to 

point out the true shape of events.”82 Another remark of Andre on his Ode might also be 

given a political interpretation: “[h]istory has given me a subject, history has not given 

                                                                                                                                                 
that I am neither a numerologist nor a mathematician. [...] The series of natural numbers possesses certain 
properties which I find useful, and that is all.” 
80 The full quote reads: “King Philip’s War was fought many times before King Philip’s War was fought 
and has been fought many times since and is being fought now; then the Indian names disappeared, but 
now the names of all mankind.” From a  previously cited letter to Reno Odlin (25 March, 1963); printed in 
Cuts: 199-202. 
81 Ibid: 202. 
82 Ibid. 
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me a method.”83 The methods of organizing words and human actions can be chosen, if 

only one takes the effort to institute change rather than placing oneself at the mercy of 

methods of organization passed on by convention and history. 

A brief review of the historical materialism embraced by both Marx and Benjamin 

brings to light another dimension of Andre’s engagements with Peirce’s historical 

document. Benjamin in particular maintained that history should be actively engaged and 

constructed rather than presented as a chronicle that is completed, closed, and as 

unchangeable as events described in the past perfect tense. The emphasis in dialectical-

historical writing, which at all costs sustains a consciousness of the present, is on active 

fabrication rather than on the “‘once-upon-a-time’ of historicism [...].” As such, both the 

“pre-history” of a historical event or artifact and its “after-history” can “undergo constant 

change.”84 Andre’s awareness of this historical-materialist call for active reconstruction 

of the past seems to resonate not only in his modifications of Peirce’s books but also, in a 

more cynical manner, in the figure of Famish Panacea, the idealist communist 

revolutionary featured in Andre’s novel Billy Builder and the Painful Machine. Famish’s 

visionary self-imposed mission is the recapturing of previous centuries, which he views 

as having been “stolen from the masses.”85 Towards the end of the novel, a defeated yet 

ever so passionate Famish exclaims: “[t]ime stolen must be regained! [...] Back to the 

                                                 
83 ‘On Certain Poems and Consecutive Matters,’ Twelve Dialogues: 77. 
84 Benjamin, ‘Eduard Fuchs, Collector and Historian’ (1937), trans. Edmund Jephcott, in OWSOW: 351-
352. In 1940 Benjamin wrote: “History is the subject of a structure whose site is not homogeneous, empty 
time, but time filled by the presence of the now [Jetztzeit]. Thus, to Robespierre ancient Rome was a past 
charged with the time of the now which he blasted out of the continuum of history. The French Revolution 
viewed itself as Rome reincarnate [...]. The same leap in the open air of the continuum of history is the 
dialectical one, which is how Marx understood the revolution.” From ‘Theses on the Philosophy of History’ 
(trans. Harry Zohn; completed in 1940, first German ed. 1950), in Illuminations. Essays and Reflections, 
ed. Hannah Arendt (New York: Schocken Books 1968): 161. 
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past! Right old wrongs!”86 In spite of the fact that Andre in his novel appears to mock 

impractical utopians, his own various reconstructions of the past do not seem entirely 

remote from Famish’s endeavors. 

 

1.3 SPECIFYING ACTUAL CONDITIONS THROUGH DIVERGENCE 
 

Andre has stated that he prefers using “old materials” (wood, metal, stone) rather 

than “new” ones (artificial plastics) because artists who use new materials, he believes, 

have a tendency to repeat previous art, not recognizing the similarity that is hidden 

behind a superficial façade. Artists using “old” materials, on the other hand, are 

challenged to discover fundamentally new methods and forms.87 The materials of 

Andre’s choice are not “old,” however, in the sense that previous artists used them, but 

rather in the sense that they have long been used as raw materials in everyday 

construction—similar to atoms in that they are combined in ever-changing 

                                                                                                                                                 
85 Billy Builder: 20. 
86 Ibid: 37. 
87 See transcript of Andre’s ‘Art Now’ lecture, Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, Halifax (December 
12, 1969). Excerpt reprinted in Cuts: 148: “But the trouble is, people over and over again use new 
materials, new materials for old purposes. And that I’m not interested in. By using old materials you’ve got 
to find new purposes for them because they’ve been used for all the old purposes. In a way, what is 
abandoned is more of a challenge than what is just discovered.” Andre has at several occasions availed 
himself of structuralist anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss’s notion of the ‘skeuomorph’ to describe 
artifacts that display forms or patterns that have been derived from the structural components of earlier 
artifacts, but that have been stripped off the original function, such as the woven pattern inscribed on 
Cretan clay pots in imitation of the woven pattern of prior wooden pots or our modern woodgrain Formica. 
Andre has spoken dismissively of such stylistic decorative derivations of earlier functional features, 
asserting that pop art’s “imitation of offset lithography and silkscreening by true-blue oil painters” is 
skeuomorphic. From a letter to Reno Odlin (30 October, 1963); printed in Cuts: 171. Cf. Andre’s comment 
that “[c]ulture is full of skeuomorphic things and so is art. And I’m not interested in them. I’d much rather 
reverse the process.” Excerpt from ‘Art Now’ lecture; printed in Cuts: 171-172.  Amongst the very few 
works Andre did make out of a material traditionally associated with art is 64 Marble Square (Krefeld 
1968). Such works, however, are exceptions. 
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configurations. Artists, Andre has suggested, should shun fanciful artistic materials that 

bear no relation to the “conditions of the world.”88 Using bronze instead of the more 

common construction material steel would be a nod to idealism rather than an 

acknowledgment of the real conditions of our world, not altogether different from the 

presentation in art of an illusionary vision of a non-existent society based on socialist and 

revolutionary ideals.89 In other words, artists using “art” materials are not any less idealist 

than artists who believe that their work is truly revolutionary, or even hippies pretending 

to live an ‘authentically’ revolutionary lifestyle: like capitalists who ignore the materialist 

and productivist ‘base’ foundations of culture, they too refuse to acknowledge the actual 

conditions of the world.90  

Another way in which Andre shows his commitment to reality is his preference 

for materials that are readily found at the particular location where he is creating a work, 

                                                 
88 Cf. ‘On the Movies and Consecutive Matters’ (13 January, 1963), Twelve Dialogues: 55 for remarks by 
Andre about the necessity of human beings to accept reality: “Man is man exactly to the extent that he 
attempts to expand his consciousness to the dimensions of reality.” 
89 In 1976, Andre commented: “I am not an idealist as an artist. Artists are trained to be idealists: they start 
with a vision, then they seek to implement it. I do not proceed like that at all. I try to discover my visions in 
the conditions of the world. It’s the conditions which are important.” From a conversation with Elizabeth 
Lebovici and Thierry Chabanne: ‘Un entretien avec Carl Andre’ (1976); printed in Cuts: 126. Cf. a 
comment from 1972: “[...] I wish [...] to combine elements in the world of matter, but not in order to realize 
an ideal or an idea.” Bonito Oliva: 51. As early as 1962, Andre wrote about literature: “I believe the best of 
it elucidates our condition, and the worst of it pretends to the fulfillment of our vainest wishes.” From ‘On 
Literature and Consecutive Matters’ (8 December, 1962), Twelve Dialogues: 50. 
90 In Andre’s words: “I certainly don’t think we are in a time of revolution now in America—perhaps the 
time of Civil War but not of revolution. We as artists are not authentically revolutionary because we have 
not emerged from revolutionary conditions. [...] the only ultimate single kind of art would be a 
revolutionary art and since the revolutionary man has not yet appeared, we don’t know what that art is.” 
Siegel: 179. A few months earlier, Andre had argued: “We as artists are not authentically revolutionary 
because we have not emerged from revolutionary conditions. [...] As Che pointed out even in Cuba there is 
no ultimate single kind of art that can be justified because the only ultimate single kind of art would be a 
revolutionary art, and since the revolutionary man has not yet appeared, we don’t know what that art is.” 
Tuchman: 179. It could be argued that Andre’s art reflects conditions that are increasingly obsolete in a 
postindustrial and global economy. Alex Potts has argued that by the late 1960s, “the kinds of industry and 
construction associated with the semi-processed materials Andre used were beginning to lose their position 
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calling his art “an answer to the environment,” that is, the actual environment that arises 

from the means of production practiced in that geographical location.91 Interestingly, he 

has called this method “materialist in the Marxian sense,” since, out of necessity, he 

employs materials and “means of production” that are available at that particular moment 

and place, thereby acknowledging the local historical limits and contingencies.92 His 

choice of material and process, the artist himself has suggested, was based on practical 

circumstances and restrictions rather than on preconceived decisions or “doctrines.”93 

This valuation of necessity over dogma, idealization, and even personal decision is 

expressed in the following quotation, in which Andre wrongly ascribes a statement of 

Frederick Engels to Marx: “[t]here is no better definition of freedom than Marx’s—‘the 

recognition of necessity.’”94 Engels ascribes this conception of freedom to Hegel, quoting 

the latter’s words, “[n]ecessity is blind only in so far as it is not understood,” and 

explaining that freedom is not synonymous with independence from laws or limits, but 

rather with the “knowledge of these laws,” which enables the enlightened person to 

achieve his or her goals by applying and controlling these laws in an informed way.95 In 

                                                                                                                                                 
of dominance [...]” to “light consumer industries, such as electronics.” Hence Andre’s art, Potts suggests, 
has a nostalgic dimension. Potts: 326-327. 
91 Quoted by Enno Develing in Develing: 41. 
92 From a transcript of a symposium held at Windham College, Putney, Vermont, on April 30th, 1968. 
Excerpted in Develing: 6. Full quote: “I had to work with materials that were available at all—this may 
sound crass, but I think it is rather materialistic in the Marxian sense that you cannot do something that 
does not exist for you. In other words, if you don’t have control of the means of production you cannot 
produce anything, so you have to find the means of production that you can control.” 
93 In his 1970 interview with Tuchman, Andre explained about his choice of Styrofoam for his show at the 
Tibor de Nagy Gallery that “[...] things have practical, explicit origins. There was no doctrine or dogma but 
the necessities of the conditions that I was working under that led me to styrofoam.” Tuchman: 61. 
94 Fuller, ‘Carl Andre on his Sculpture I’: 11. 
95 Frederick Engels, ‘Morality and Law. Freedom and Necessity,’ (part I, section XI), Anti-Dühring: Herr 
Eugen Dühring's Revolution in Science, translated from the third German edition (1894) (Moscow: Foreign 
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quoting the above Marxist-Hegelian maxim, Andre suggests similarly that freedom is not 

possible without an awareness of our limits—our dependence on material needs and the 

social and historical forces that determine human beings at particular moments and 

places. Perhaps Andre’s remark that he is “more interested in detecting the order of 

things” than in establishing the order of things should be understood in this context.96 

Art, in Andre’s eyes, ineluctably depends on and reflects our material and 

ideological conditions, which is to say the predicament of a capitalist society, whether the 

artists intends to or not.97 The fact that some capitalist features resonate in Andre’s own 

work does not mean that the artist embraces the capitalist system: “[...] of course politics 

is all tied up in economics and my works reflect economic conditions. And I sometimes 

DESPAIR at being the kept artist of an imperialist class [...].”98 In 1975 Andre argued 

that an awareness of existing conditions is crucial because “we can never overthrow the 

rulers who rule us unless we understand how they rule us.”99 Moreover, as Enno 

Develing has argued, it seems that Andre realizes that counter-ideological alternatives to 

the established order of society can best be initiated and proposed from a position within, 

                                                                                                                                                 
Languages Publishing House, 1954): 158. Andre seems to be at least somewhat familiar with Engels’s 
work. See note 114. 
96 Gould: 27. The orders according to which Andre arranges the modules of his works are, as shown on the 
following pages, provisional rather than established or fixed. 
97 In a letter to Sol LeWitt from 1970, Andre wrote: “[...] My art is the art of the culture of my origins—
especially 20th century North American capitalist culture—The artist is confronted with a choice of 
reproducing or contradicting the values of his culture—Whichever he chooses his work will do both and 
almost certainly equally [...].” Printed in Cuts: 37. 
98 From Sharp: 26. 
99 Full quote: “We know we are ruled. The question is not whether we are ruled or not. It’s how we are 
ruled. And believe me, we are ruled not by the crimes of the people who rule us, but by their legal 
practices. [...] What we have to do is stop protesting and start understanding, because we can never 
overthrow the rulers who rule us unless we understand how they rule us.” From: ’Perimeters of Protest 
Panel,’ Art-Rite, no. 9 (Spring 1975): 18. 
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rather than outside of, that society.100 In the artist’s words, “[m]y particles are all more or 

less standards of the economy, because I believe in using the materials of society in the 

form the society does not use them.”101 This emphasis on recycling of existing materials 

once again conjures up a text by Walter Benjamin, which describes the work of 

communist stage director and author Bertolt Brecht as “theater that proposes to make use 

of elements of reality in experimental rearrangements.” Brecht, in Benjamin’s eyes, takes 

full advantage of the capacity of theater to expose “what is present,” not by “reproducing 

situations” but by re-presenting them.102 Similarly, Andre uses materials that have been 

processed by real-time capitalist manufacture but have not yet “been given their final 

shape of their destiny in the manufacturing culture.”103 

 

It is on the borderline between the acceptance of available and common materials 

and processes on the one hand and the introduction of new “methods” or arrangements on 

the other hand that Andre’s unusual use of the term “cut” might best be understood. He 

has used this commonplace word in a conventional manner to describe the groove or 

other shape that emerges after a sculptor “cuts” with a chisel into wood or a similarly 

impressionable material, but he has also referred to his relatively volume-less floor pieces 

as “cuts in space,” implicitly pointing out that, in spite of the fact that “empty” space is 

                                                 
100 Develing: 39. 
101 From a transcript of a symposium held at Windham College, Putney, Vermont, on April 30th, 1968. 
Excerpted in Develing: 6. 
102 Walter Benjamin. ‘The Author as Producer’ (1934), trans. Edmund Jephcott, in Reflections: 220-238. 
Cf. a notation Benjamin made on August 25, 1938: “A Brechtian maxim: do not build on the good old 
days, but on the bad new ones.” From: ‘Conversations with Brecht, Svendborg Notes’ (1938),  in 
Reflections: 219. 
103 Sandy Ballatore, ‘Carl Andre on Work and Politics,’ Artweek 7, no. 25 (July 3, 1976): 1. 
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often considered negative, it consists—just like metals and bricks—of matter, in the form 

of atoms and molecules. This practice of “cutting” space is played out on multiple levels 

in Andre’s floor piece Cuts (1967), which is in a sense the inverse of Equivalents (1966). 

For the first installation of Cuts at the Dwan Gallery in Los Angeles, Andre laid 1,472 

rectangular concrete blocks side by side and head to tail to form a single-layered 

rectangle covering the gallery floor (figure 1.17). The regular pattern created by the 

adjoining blocks was interrupted at eight places by the local absence of 30 bordering 

blocks, which created eight variously-shaped ‘empty’ rectangles or ‘cuts,’ the proportions 

of which were based on four factorizations of 30 (1 x 30, 2 x 15, 3 x 10, 5 x 6). Although 

at first consideration these ‘void’ rectangular shapes might be seen as ‘negative’ slits 

cutting through the ‘positive’ volume of the adjacent blocks, on second thought it 

becomes clear that these areas appear negative only when seen in relation to the 

surrounding bricks. These ‘void’ areas may just as well be viewed as continuous with the 

space that fills the gallery, and the volume constituted by the blocks as a cut through the 

gallery space. By choosing the word ‘cuts’ to entitle a work that was created not through 

conventional cutting or carving but through sheer combination, Andre problematized the 

meaning of that word as well as our usual understanding of ‘positive’ space as artwork 

and ‘negative’ space as meaningless emptiness. In the words of the artist: “[u]p to a 

certain time I was cutting into things. Then I realized that the thing I was cutting was the 

cut. Rather than cut into the material, I now use the material as the cut in space.” 104 

                                                 
104 Quoted in Bourdon 1966: 15. 
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Andre uses the word “cut” in a third, related but even less straightforward sense—

the sense that is most relevant in the current context—to describe the selections people 

make from a large, essentially limitless supply of available material in order to then 

arrange these chosen materials according to certain operations, such as authors’ choices 

(read ‘cuts’) of an assortment of words from the bounteous supply of language, which 

they then ordinarily submit to “standard operations” like “syntax, grammar, logic, 

metaphor, rhyme, meter, stanza, etc.”105 Another familar ‘cut’ is the selection by map-

makers of a collection of phenomena to be represented on a map according to certain 

accepted methods of projection. The map represents on a plane surface only a selection or 

‘cut’ of the countless regions that make up the original landscape. 

An example of Andre’s own ‘cutting’ practice is his lifting of sections from 

Peirce’s text, which itself is a ‘cut’ from the extensive reservoir of words. What 

distinguishes Andre’s cut from Peirce’s cut is that Andre’s cut is based on a ‘found’ or 

already existing cut (Peirce’s book), while Peirce in some sense originated the cut. It 

could however be argued that, since Peirce did not invent any words, he made a cut from 

the most fundamental “found” cut that is the English language, in which case, Andre’s 

poems are “double cuts.”106 Andre makes a distinction between “cuts” and “operations,” 

characterizing “cuts” as selections or extractions and “operations” as procedures by 

means of which these chosen materials, such as sets of words, are combined in particular 

relationships, whether it is as standard a procedure as grammatical construction, rhyme, 

or even the arrangement into a book, or as unusual an operation as Andre’s own 

                                                 
105 From a letter to Reno Odlin (4-5 May, 1964); printed in Cuts: 208. 
106 Ibid.  
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organization of words according to prime numbers or the narrowing in America Drill of 

the intervals between chronological dates (eg. 1907-1947, 1908-1946, 1909-1945).107 

Andre has argued that his own poems are opposite to those of other poets, who usually 

fabricate “a special, personal diction or cut of language” with standard operations like 

syntax and metaphors, while he himself uses personal operations, such as the systematic 

narrowing of intervals, to modify existing cuts rather than originating personal cuts. In 

other words, Andre devises new methods and operations but does not select new 

material.108 By using already existent material, to come back to our discussion of ‘old’ 

versus ‘new’ material, he cannot repeat ‘old’ methods in the guise of the new but is 

forced to arrive at new ones. In the artist’s words: “I am assembling things as they’ve 

never been assembled before.”109 By limiting his working field to the already existent, he 

moreover operates on the level of reality rather than on that of idealism. 

What Andre’s discussion of the words ‘cut’ and ‘operation’ clarifies is that any 

selection of words or other ‘raw’ material, as well as any operation performed on this 

assortment of material, is artificial and therefore ideological and arbitrary, including the 

standard structures that are usually applied to language, such as logic and grammar.110 

We have grown so accustomed to these standard cuts and operations that we do not even 

                                                 
107 For a brief description of the procedures Andre used for America Drill, see his letter to Reno Odlin (22 
May, 1964); printed in Cuts: 209. 
108 This appropriation of preexisting materials is reminiscent of discourses on postmodernism. Although 
Andre is one to avoid using fashionable terminology, he did at one occasion state that he considers himself 
“a post-modern man.” ‘Dear Ro: A Letter from Carl Andre,’ All Points (30 October, 1963). A copy, or 
possibly an offprint, of this issue of All Points is included in the Hugh Kenner Papers, box 54, folder 5, at 
the Harry Ransom Humanities Research Center of the University of Texas at Austin. 
109 Sylvester: 277. 
110 Cf. Andre’s comments from 1972: “My work has always sprung from scavenging from the world, 
finding in the world the concrete matter. It’s in the tradition of direct cutting. It’s the ultimate absurdity of 
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notice them any longer. They have become invisible to us; they have become our second 

nature, of which we are no longer conscious. More than a century earlier, Marx had 

already warned his readers of the dangers posed when people no longer recognize 

dominant ideologies as unnatural, arguing that unequal social relations—conveniently 

depicted by capitalists, along with other bourgeois values and institutions (nationalism, 

religion, market, family), as eternal and natural—were in fact historical and therefore 

ideological and temporary.111 Andre, by using alternative methods—systems that are 

strange and somewhat awkward by virtue of their unfamiliarity, and therefore noticeable 

and opaque—hopes to call attention to the nature of ordinary cuts and operations, which 

have become transparent to us: “I have tried to find standard dictions or cuts of language 

and ways to demonstrate their properties by subjecting them to special and personal 

operations.”112 By superimposing an unconventional and obviously artificial operation on 

an already existing cut, he demonstrates the “properties” of both the original cut and its 

operations and the new cut and its (altered) operations, implying that neither of the cuts 

nor their operations are natural or absolute. 

 

***** 

                                                                                                                                                 
direct cutting in the world, and that’s where it comes from. The other methods have just been eyewash to 
one degree or another.” Cummings 1979 (1972): 192. 
111 In the ‘Manifesto of the Communist Party,’ Marx wrote: “The selfish misconception that induces you 
[bourgeois] to transform into eternal laws of nature and of reason the social forms springing from your 
present mode of production and form of property—historical relations that rise and disappear in the 
progress of production—this misconception you share with every ruling class that has preceded you.” 
‘Manifesto of the Communist Party’ (written 1847, first German ed. 1848), trans. Samuel Moore, in 
EPM&CM: 226. 
112 From a letter to Reno Odlin (4-5 May, 1964); printed in Cuts: 208. Cf. Andre’s comment from a later 
letter to Odlin: “I am trying to demonstrate qualities of specific cuts of language by means other than 
grammar, logic, and association.” From letter to Odlin (22 May, 1964); printed in Cuts: 209. 
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In spite of the fact that Andre’s adoption of material from contemporary society is 

to a certain degree reminiscent of Marcel Duchamp’s ‘readymade’ sculptures, Andre has 

criticized the French Dadaist for extracting his ‘readymades’ from their “quotidian 

ambience” and then simply transferring them unchanged to “the context of art.”113 The 

only difference between the ‘regular’ urinal and Duchamp’s readymade artwork—in 

addition to their widely divergent usages and contexts—is that the original object was a 

product meant for mass consumption, which obtained its monetary value from the median 

amount of labor needed for the production of such objects and from its relation to the 

value of other industrial commodities. Andre argues that Duchamp’s artwork, on the 

other hand, is consumed only by the capitalist elite and acquires its price tag by 

comparison to other artworks, none of which bear a relationship to working class labor—

certainly not the type of labor that went into the production of the urinal.114 Andre has 

expressed his objection in Marxist-Hegelian terminology, arguing that “[t]he fault of the 

Duchamp multiple is that it provides the replication of itself rather than the thesis for the 

emergence in dialectical production of a new and different art object.”115 

                                                 
113 From Pontbriand: 67-68. 
114 For a discussion by Marx of the value accorded to commodities in capitalist society, see Chapter I 
(‘Commodities’), part I, book I of Capital, vol. 1: 35-83 (particularly pp. 38, 47, and 72). Andre wrote in 
1975: “The Dada of Duchamp is nothing but the substitution of exchange value for production value in 
art.” ‘Against Duchamp,’ Allen Memorial Art Museum Bulletin (supplement) 30, no. 3 (Oberlin, OH 1973): 
3; reprinted in: Praxis 1, no. 1 (Spring 1975): 115. In 1978 he said: “Both Marx and Engels separately 
explained why art was the one commodity that seemed not to reflect the labor theory of value. They wrote 
that they had seen works [of art] on which many hours had been spent which were in their opinion without 
value, and others that seemed to have been dashed off in seconds that were of great value.” Fuller, ‘Carl 
Andre on his Sculpture I’:  11. 
115 ‘Against Duchamp’ (1973), in Praxis: 115. 
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Marxist-Hegelian philosophy takes as its point of departure the assumption that 

the natural world and human history are in a never-ceasing process of change, a 

development that proceeds according to a simple pattern. The advancement of history is 

time and time again ensured when the latent inconsistency of a ‘thesis’—such as an idea 

or an historical event like hierarchical capitalist society—provokes a contradictory 

‘antithesis,’ like conflicting class interests and the concomitant struggle of the exploited. 

When thesis and antithesis are forced to reconcile, a ‘synthesis’ ensues, such as the 

Revolution and new (socialist) order, which according to Marx’s prognosis will in its turn 

eventually take on the role of another antithesis-engendering thesis.116 The succession of 

a thesis by an antithesis guarantees renewal and process. Because Duchamp appropriated 

finished commodities like urinal, shovel, and bicycle wheel without alteration, the 

readymade—to Andre—did not challenge the original object, or thesis, with a 

contradictory factor and therefore reeked merely of replication, which Andre sought to 

avoid in his own work, for example through new methods of arrangement of raw, not 

completed, materials. “We live in a world of replicas and I try to desperately in a world 

of replicas to produce things which are not replicas of anything.”117  

At least as deplorable, to Andre, as the static and mere reproductive qualities of 

the Duchampian readymade is its related isolation. Andre has suggested that Duchamp’s 

                                                 
116 Cf. Andre’s remark in a letter to Sol LeWitt from 1970, in which he suggests that capitalism once had 
the role of antithesis but now attempts to avoid all inconsistencies that would lead to the generation of a 
new antithesis: “[...] I do feel sure that 400 years ago in various corners of Europe my ancestors lived the 
lives of maltreated draft animals—The last 400 years has seen the rise into history of untold millions who 
without the courage of their dissatisfactions would have remained in their brutish state—Numerous 
revolutions have occurred in that time—the most glorious and successful has been the ascendancy of 
capitalism [...] Capitalism in the struggle with feudalism was the progressive antagonist but once capitalism 
was triumphant it became preoccupied with reproducing itself [...].” Printed in Cuts: 37. 
117 Cummings 1979 (1972): 187. 
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ready-made can be compared to a single, isolated molecule (consisting of bound 

particles) and his own works to collections of multiple unbound particles.118 While the 

presentation of a single, completed urinal in a museum, for Andre, does not constitute an 

artwork but instead “idealizes an industrial product by severing it from its origins in 

working class craft and claiming it as a trophy of capitalist cunning,” it is the relationship 

between a number of bricks or bales of hay that makes his own work “art.”119 While this 

desire for collections of elements may be explained by Andre’s plea that the original 

units, extracted from industry and agriculture, be transformed—for instance through 

placement of multiple particles in new configurations—a note from 1976 suggests that 

Andre’s decision not to exhibit a single brick or bale of hay may also amount to a 

Marxist-dialectical critique of the individualism and atomization that characterize 

capitalist modes of thinking and lifestyles. The note contains the following phrases: 

“[t]he atomization of physical reality and artistic production in our time is the result of 

the atomization of society by capitalism,” and “[i]n idealized space each point is separate 

and discrete; in dialectical space each point is determined by the sum of all other 

points.”120 One of the central beliefs of dialectical Marxists is that all components of 

nature and society are interrelated. If objects or processes were separate and discrete, they 

could undisturbedly exist in isolation, but since everything is connected and in a process 

of change, interferences and contradictions between one or more interconnected elements 

are unavoidable. A single urinal, to Andre, may well be representative of the 

                                                 
118 Pontbriand: 67. 
119 From ‘Against Duchamp’ (1973), in Praxis: 115. 
120 From a previously unpublished note from 1976; printed in Cuts: 263, under the title ‘Visible Space and 
Tangible Space.’ 
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‘atomization’ and idealization of society by individualist capitalism. His own 

combination of a number of elements, on the other hand, seems to reflect the 

interconnectedness of the world as perceived by dialectical Marxists. 

Andre furthermore seems to deliberately evoke, by means of his composite work, 

the collectivism and modes of production of the working class. The combination of a 

great number of identical, interchangeable units from industry (bricks, metal, timber) and 

agriculture (bales of hay) may well be designed to acknowledge the origins of industrial 

and agricultural products in the work setting of the laboring class—not only because the 

units came “from furnaces, rolling mills, cranes and cutting machines,”121 but also 

because, ever since the industrial revolution, the working class had been forced to 

produce goods not one by one but in massive quantities and by means of large numbers 

of identical, prefabricated parts. Certainly, Andre argued in an interview of 1972 that the 

work he did as a freight brakeman and conductor at the Pennsylvania Railroad—the 

“making up” of trains from train cars and the “breaking down” of trains—was “very 

much like” his own work: “[t]aking identical units, or close to identical units and shifting 

them around.”122 

As we have seen before, Andre, following Marx, believed that it is necessary to 

realize that the superstructure—to which art belongs, along with such basically 

contemplative and mostly elite, non-materialist endeavors as philosophy and religion—

depends for its livelihood on the ‘substructure’ or ‘base,’ the economic infrastructure 

consisting of the means, modes, and relations of production. By referring to 

                                                 
121 From: Fuller, ‘Carl Andre on his Sculpture II’: 6. 
122 Cummings 1979 (1972): 191. 
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manufacturing methods, to labor, and to local industries, Andre hoped to ensure that art 

could no longer be seen as merely existing in an independent sphere, severed of all ties to 

the productive forces and physical properties of the materials on which it depended. To 

Andre, art, like every other societal phenomenon, is defined by relations—not only 

relations within its own area of competence, but also relations to society at large, perhaps 

most importantly relations to construction, industry, and agriculture, which make up the 

groundwork for all of society. 

Andre has explained—to come back to his comments on dialectical space—that, 

like the Taoist master Lao-Tzu in his book The Way he sees the world “in a deeply 

dialectical way—things all being connected.” “We are part of everything around us—a 

dialectical relationship.”123 Indeed, in Lao Tzu’s Tao Te Ching, all things and creatures 

are depicted as inseparable manifestations of the ever-present yet unnamable ‘tao,’ which 

literally translates as ‘the way’ or, more accurately, the process of ‘way-making,’ an 

indefinable phenomenon that lies at the origin of everything we are and experience. In 

chapter 39, which must have appealed to Andre, a poetic explication of the dependence of 

everything earthly in “the One” is succeeded by the following sentence, which implies 

that even opposites partake in the ‘tao’ and are mutually interdependent: “[h]ence the 

                                                 
123 Full quote: “A number of years ago I read for the first time the work of Lao-Tzu. The Taoist work is 
called The Way and so much of it represented not my philosophy but my temperament. Seeing the world in 
a deeply dialectical way—things all being connected.” From Ballatore: 1. ‘The way’ (or, more accurately, 
‘way-making’) is a translation of the Chinese word ‘Tao.’ Andre is referring to the first book of Lao Tzu’s 
famous Tao Te Ching (ca. 400 BCE), the first book bearing the title ‘Tao’ (or ‘Dao’) and the second book 
being entitled ‘Te’ (or ‘De’), a word that refers to the particularity of things and human beings and is 
frequently translated as ‘virtue,’ ‘power,’ or ‘excellence.’ For a good glossary of key terms from the Tao Te 
Ching, see Roger T. Ames and David L. Hall’s Daodejing: ‘Making This Life Significant,’ A Philosophical 
Translation (New York: Ballantine Books, 2003): 55-71. 
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superior must have the inferior as root; the high must have the low as base.”124 This 

emphasis on the interrelationship of everything in the universe, and more specifically the 

dependence of society and culture on the (economic) substructure, is reflected in part in 

the inner structure of Andre’s work. 

 

1.4 CORRESPONDENCE OF WHOLE TO PARTS 
 

The unconventional patterns by which Andre chooses to reorganize the sculptural 

units are far from arbitrary. The orders to which he subjects the elements are not at odds 

with the properties of the units; rather, they are intrinsic to them. Andre has insisted that 

he does not impose a previously imagined form and extraneous rules onto the elements 

without regard for the attributes of the elements. He instead, to use his own words, 

combines particles “in laws which are no more than the qualities that any one particle 

might have.”125 While this carefully planned correspondence of internal parts and overall 

structure or shape was initially inspired by Andre’s friend Frank Stella, in whose 

paintings of the late 1950s and early 1960s the principal shape of the canvas matched the 

form and direction of the interior pattern (figure 1.18), Andre developed this correlation 

of outer form and constituting elements in a distinct manner. The overall square shape of 

                                                 
124 Chapter 39, verse 100 of Lao Tzu, Tao Te Ching, trans. D.C. Lau (Harmondsworth, Middlesex, 
England; Baltimore, MD: Penguin Books Ltd, 1963): 100.  For this and subsequent sections on the Tao Te 
Ching, I have consulted various translations, attempting to determine which version is the least westernized 
and the most literal. All quotes are taken from D.C. Lau’s translation, which seems to have been most 
popular in the 1960s. 
125 Tuchman: 55.  Cf. Andre’s comment: “I never in my mature work start with a form, a completed form, 
and then go on and use the particle to build this form with.” From a taped interview, New York, 1970; 
printed in Cuts: 99. Cf. Gould: 27. 
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144 Magnesium Plates and 144 Lead Plates (1969), for example, repeats the shape of the 

individual slabs (figure 1.19), while the number (50) of square steel plates constituting 

the length of 2 x 50 Altstadt Rectangle (Düsseldorf 1967) corresponds to the dimensions 

(50 x 50cm) of each unit (figure 1.20). The consistently unraised, flat expanse of the 

metal pieces, which without exception run horizontally along the floor, acknowledges, in 

addition to gravity, the density and weight of the metals. Andre only built taller, more 

voluminous constructions at an angle with the floor when using lighter materials like 

wood or Styrofoam (figure 1.21).  

Even in his poetry, Andre often sought to emphasize the specificity of individual 

words: “I have attempted to write poetry in which the sentence is not the dominant form 

but the word is the dominant form.”126 He has explained that the words featured in a 

traditional poem like “I am a red pansy” bear a resolute relationship to each other as the 

“five words together share one super-referent,” a super-referent that overpowers the 

particularity of each word.127 The reader of this poem, as a result, does not focus on the 

essence of the individual words “I,” “am,” “a,” “red,” and “pansy,” each of which has its 

own visual, sonorous, and (unfixed) associative identity that is part of the ‘materiality’ of 

the individual words. The association first evoked by each singular word (grasped 

impulsively when the words are presented in isolation), along with their other unique 

qualities are, consequently, severely compromised—in contrast to the distinct words 

comprising Andre’s own poems, such as his First Five Poems, which each consist of one 

word, such as “green,” repeated (764 times in ‘Green’) in a regular pattern (figure 1.22). 

                                                 
126 Morris 1975, in Cuts: 214. 
127 ‘On Certain Poems and Consecutive Matters,’ Twelve Dialogues: 75-76. 
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This isolated word, we might say, allows the first association that comes to mind when 

we come across the word “green” to manifest itself freely, in a way reminiscent perhaps 

of childrens’ instant reaction to objects as described by Benjamin.128 Andre has written 

about First Five Poems that they are the first poems of his own creation that “began in 

the qualities of words.” “All my earlier poems originated in some conceit or observation 

or sentiment of my own [...],”129 sources of inspiration, that is, that tended to overshadow 

and were all but directly related to the properties of the individual words.130 

After First Five Poems, however, Andre returned to the combination of different 

words, although this time he arranged the words not according to conventional 

operations, like semantics, but submitted the words to other systemic operations, such as 

the earlier-mentioned prime number series, narrowing intervals, or to spatial systems like 

grids or regular triangular patterns. This application of unconventional systemic 

operations served not only to call attention to the arbitrariness of all operations performed 

on language, as previously suggested; it also restored material independence to the 

words’ unique properties. For even if the words were again placed in relationship to other 

words and therefore might possibly risk losing their specificity, the new relating 

principles were such that each word retained its individual potential, like the semantically 

                                                 
128 Andre writes: “My green is a square of that color or a village’s common land. My five is 5 or: ...” Ibid: 
75. 
129 Ibid: 75. Andre, interestingly, comments in the same dialogue that Hollis Frampton once noticed the 
“metaphysical” qualities of his friend’s earlier verse. The word “metaphysical,” of course, denotes 
something that goes beyond the physical. Andre would soon become interested in presenting the material 
and avoided any reference to ideas, experiences, or events beyond the physical. 
130 For an interesting discussion of Andre’s poetry in terms of Roman Jakobson’s writings on the “poetic 
function,” see James Meyer, ‘Carl Andre, Writer,’ in Cuts: 14. Meyer quotes Jakobson’s elucidation of the 
term “poeticity,” which occurs, according to the linguist, “when the word is felt as a word and not a mere 
representation of the object being named [...].” This quotation is taken from ‘What is Poetry?,’ in Jakobson, 
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unrelated words “black,” “drown,” “ban,” “white,” “life,” and “bay,” which constitute the 

first horizontal row of a poem Andre wrote in 1965, entitled Black Drown (figure 

1.23).131 Because the words constituting this poem are arranged in a rectangular grid 

rather than according to syntax, which is perhaps the most restricting and definite of all 

possible organizations of words, their visual connection is coherent while their syntactical 

relationship remains indefinite. The “first association” and open-ended meaning of the 

words is, consequently, not jeopardized but rather reinforced by each word’s 

juxtaposition to the other—semantically unrelated—words, similar to to the way in which 

the different metals in Weathering Piece augment each other’s exclusive qualities 

through differentiation. The orders that underlie Andre’s poems have the advantage not 

only of calling attention to their own, conspicuous presence, but also of allowing the 

unique, indefinite qualities and potentialities of each constituent word to advance 

unfettered. 

 

Andre’s use of terms that imply abuse of power—such as “exploitation,”132 

“implementation,”133 “imposition,”134 “coercion,” or “extraneous force”135—to describe 

                                                                                                                                                 
Selected Writings, vol. III: Poetry of Grammar and Grammar of Poetry, ed. Stephen Rudy (The Hague and 
Paris: Mouton, 1981): 750. 
131 In 1972, Andre commented: “[...] in a sense my efforts in poetry have been to try to use words as 
bricks, you might say, as separate and not in the structure of grammatical form [...]. In that sense of 
isolation that is like the sculpture. [...] [O]bviously, I treat the words as particles. They retain their meaning, 
but retain that meaning as atoms, as particles. Usually in a discourse the element of meaning is not the word 
at all, but the sentence, the phrase. Now, I wanted to go back to the word itself and make each individual 
word the sense of poem, or an element of the poem. And to use the individual word as bearing the meaning 
and the properties.” Bonito Oliva: 52. 
132 From ‘On Photography and Consecutive Matters’ (21 October, 1962), Twelve Dialogues: 23. Andre 
writes: “To me the prism of marble and the timber are not opportunities to exploit by carving but are 
elements which can be combined to produce space.” 
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the act of forcing units into a form incompatible with internal laws, again suggests that 

analogies may be drawn between the arrangements of the artist’s works and his views on 

societal organizations. As far as Andre is concerned, artworks, like individual human 

beings, should not be subjected to the enforced forms and structures associated with 

oppressive, authoritarian regimes. Rather, the inherent qualities of all their constituent 

elements should be allowed to speak freely for themselves. In the artist’s words: “[...] I 

think art is truly an open set. There are no ideal forms to strive for, nor hierarchies to 

obtain to. Things have qualities. Perceive the qualities.”136  

In this context it might be worth mentioning that Andre has openly acknowledged 

indebtedness to the revolutionary Russian constructivists Vladimir Tatlin and Aleksandr 

Rodchenko,137 in whose artworks the intrinsic properties of the materials dictated form. 

He even went so far as to call the paintings of Paul Cézanne and Frank Stella 

“constructivist,” as “Cézanne’s brushstroke is the atom of which his paintings are 

composed” and, similarly, Stella’s “stripe designs are the result of the shape and 

limitation of his primary,” “discrete” unit, the brushstroke.138 The Russian-constructivist 

congruence of material and form—which openly revealed structural processes and 

                                                                                                                                                 
133 Cf. Andre’s earlier quoted remark from 1976: “Artists are trained to be idealists: they start with a 
vision, then they seek to implement it.” Lebovici and Chabanne, Cuts: 126.  
134 Cummings 1979 (1972): 187. “I’m much less interested in imposing a form on the matter than 
revealing the properties of matter.” 
135 Tuchman: 55. “No extraneous forces apply to the set to make them have properties which an individual 
particle does not have.” 
136 ‘On Sculpture and Consecutive Matters,’ Twelve Dialogues: 14. 
137 Andre said in 1970: “I would like to think that my work is in the tradition of the Russian revolutionary 
artists, Tatlin and Rodchenko.” From Sharp: 26. 
138 ‘On Painting and Consecutive Matters’ (4 November, 1962), Twelve Dialogues: 37-38. In the passage 
on Stella, Andre states: “A brick wall is a Constructivist execution. The various overall bond patterns are a 
result of the shape of the individual bricks.” 
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diminished authorial control over composition—stood in direct relation to communist 

principles of socio-economic organization. 

Unlike the Russian constructivists, however, Andre specifically chooses elements 

that—like bricks or words—can be arranged into a system. In a 1972 interview, Andre 

explained that many of his poems and sculptures are based on the same “underlying 

abstractions” or “forms,” such as the grid system. Although he originally derived the grid 

structure from the typewriter’s regular distribution of words on a page, it provided the 

basis not only for many poems but also, more notably, for his floor sculptures. The artist 

comments in that same interview that when creating a work he tries to “find elements that 

would work within a system,” a method he associates with the “theory of masonry.”139 

This theory, he elucidates elsewhere, refers to the practice of bricklayers, who can 

construct many types of large “structures” by means of small units or “particles”—

similar, we might add, to the way in which atoms converge to constitute an indefinite 

variety of structures. In order to comply with the theory, the particles Andre chooses 

therefore need to be such that they could potentially be arranged in a countless number of 

ways: “[m]y Constructivism is the generation of overall designs by the multiplication of 

the qualities of the individual constituent elements.”140 

 

But why this predilection for the combination of elements into systems? Although 

in 1972, Andre suggested that the structural arrangement of his works derives from his 

                                                 
139 Cummings 1979 (1972): 186. In 1972, Andre noted that he had “great difficulty with curved forms, 
because they don’t come together very well.” Bonito Oliva: 51. 
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desire to present “the material in its clearest form,”141 in order to least detract attention 

from the tactile and physical properties of the material, his consistent arrangement of 

units according to a system seems to rest on more complex grounds. We have already 

suggested that Andre’s preference for collections of particles is related to his Marxist-

dialectical conception of society, according to which all social phenomena and human 

artifacts are defined by combinations and relations. We have further discussed Andre’s 

application of new and systemic methods of organization of borrowed materials as a 

means of reflecting the presence of systems in current society and industrial processes 

while at the same time providing an alternative to the existing methods.142 By presenting 

a parallel, yet different system, the qualities and artificiality of the former system, or cut, 

are distinguished more clearly, while simultaneously the dependence of culture on the 

economic and industrial substructure is acknowledged. Before discussing Andre’s 

partiality to finite and transient systems, it is worth mentioning that the artist believed 

that the apparent alternatives to systems, spontaneity and random order, are difficult to 

generate and that attempts at spontaneous expression and randomization are impossible 

or ungenuine. In a letter of 1963, printed in the low-budget and little-known journal All 

Points, Andre writes: 

Spontaneity is a troublesome concept. I think infants have it. But after the 
age of five or so the child becomes so conditioned to conventional adult 

                                                                                                                                                 
140 From: ‘On Painting and Consecutive Matters,’ Twelve Dialogues: 37. Cf. Andre’s comment from 
1974: “What I try to find are sets of particles and the rules which combine them in the simplest way, that is, 
I look not for objects but for parts.” From Gould: 27. 
141 Bonito Oliva: 51. 
142 In 1972, Andre reiterated that he chose materials “that are usually parts that have been discarded from 
some industrial process, like some machine process [...],” continuing with the observation that “[t]he degree 
of accident is very low, because the whole idea of an industrial process is to reduce accidents [...].” Bonito 
Oliva: 51. 
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standards of beauty that direct and spontaneous manipulation becomes 
impossible. [...] De Kooning’s looseness of gesture comes not from 
freedom but from 30 years of careful and quite academic figure work. The 
same with Gorky.143 
 
 
While the spontaneity an adult can accomplish is usually compromised and 

frequently unauthentic, random orders are difficult to achieve in a different sense. Andre, 

for instance, has ridiculed aleatory composer John Cage, who from the early 1950s 

onward rolled dice and employed other chance methods to generate music,  for calling his 

compositions “random:” “[...] the irony is that any method you use to produce random 

results automatically closes down the possibility of randomness.”144 Whether or not he is 

aware of the parallel, Andre here echoes Werner Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, 

according to which the true state of a subatomic particle (especially its simultaneous 

velocity and momentum) can never be accurately measured as the sheer act of measuring 

itself affects what is being measured. Similarly, Cage, through the act of attempting to 

create a random composition, in Andre’s understanding145 prevented the realization of the 

task he had set for himself. Moreover, whereas Cage—in Andre’s estimation—wished to 

escape from the laws and limits that previous artists and composers had imposed on the 

world, by using dice he had in fact reintroduced a new set of restrictions that minimized 

the range of possibilities at least as much as the methods of more traditional composers. 

Andre quotes the famous line from Mallarmé’s graphic poem of the same title (1897): 

                                                 
143 ‘Dear Ro’ (1963). 
144 From a transcribed interview conducted by Lynda Morris in 1975. Excerpt printed in Cuts: 75. 
145 Mathematicians do in fact consider the throwing of dice a random method. 
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“one throw of the dice does not abolish the law of chance.”146 Andre seems to advise that 

an artist who limits possibilities should recognize and admit this verdict, as he himself 

does proudly and deliberately, for example by emphasizing the artificiality of his own 

cuts and systemic operations.147 

Another political interpretation of Andre’s use of systems may be conjectured on 

the basis of a poem that appeared on the cover of the journal Art-Rite in the winter of 

1976-1977 (figure 1.24). In this poem the artist arranged into a grid the following 

sentence from Marx’s Capital: “[t]he life process of society, which is based on the 

process of material production, does not strip off its mystical veil until it is treated as 

production by freely associated men, and is consciously regulated by them in accordance 

with a settled plan.”148 The fact that Andre chose to borrow this particular sentence from 

Marx seems significant, not just because it emphasizes the centrality of material 

production, but also because of the combined phrases “freely associated men” and 

“settled plan.” Marx criticized classical liberalism for considering people as isolated 

atoms who should have the freedom to accumulate property, without regard for the 

liberties of others. The arch-communist himself held that humans are simultaneously 

individuals and inseparable parts of the society of the human species. In fact, to Marx the 

essence of every human being is his or her existence as a social being. Since all 

individuals are communal creatures, people can only manifest their essence and achieve 

                                                 
146 The French original reads: ‘Un coup de dés jamais n’abolira le hasard.’ English translation quoted by 
Andre in Morris 1975, Cuts: 75. 
147 Andre has argued that “[t]hese so-called random processes that were employed were not really 
objectively extending possibilities; they were limiting them. Seeking limits is what I have always tried to 
do.” Ibid. 
148 Art-Rite, no. 14 (Winter 1976-1977). The sentence was lifted from Capital, vol.1: 80. 
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the kind of freedom that does not estrange them from their essential nature as social 

beings by constructing social, co-operative relations. Egoistic persons (read: capitalists) 

who pursue private property are not true to their own essence, nor to that of the “species-

being” (Gattungswesen); they are subjected to the nature-defying, imposed system of 

capitalism as they are forsaking their own sociality, searching for personal freedom rather 

than communal freedom for society as a whole.149 A famous sentence from the 

Communist Manifesto reads: “[i]n place of the old bourgeois society, with its classes and 

class antagonisms, we shall have an association in which the free development of each is 

the condition for the free development of all.”150 As implicated in the sentence that Andre 

borrowed from Capital to re-present it in the context of art, this (communist) association 

must be regulated rationally so individuals cannot continue to expand their personal 

freedom and properties without any restraints. Marx, that is, presented society as an 

aggregate of free, yet interrelated, equal individuals, whose particularities or essence can 

only be materialized if controlled by means of a “settled” plan. Limits can contribute to 

freedom as long as they are devised in accordance with the essential qualities of the 

elements for which they are established. 

 

                                                 
149 In the third manuscript of the Economic and Philosophic Manuscripts of 1844, Marx writes: 
“Communism as the positive transcendence of private property, as human self-estrangement, and therefore 
as the real appropriation of the human essence by and for man; communism therefore as the complete 
return of man to himself as a social (i.e., human) being [...].” In: EPM&CM: 102. Cf. the sixth thesis of 
‘Theses on Feuerbach’ (1845): 157: “But the essence of man is no abstraction inherent in each single 
individual. In its reality it is the ensemble (aggregate) of the social relations.” 
150 ‘Manifesto of the Communist Party’ (1848), in EPM&CM: 231. 
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1.5 PROVISIONAL LIMITS  
 

One operation which Andre deems unacceptably alien to the inherent properties 

of individual particles is that of fastening the units by means of joining, welding, or 

gluing. The timbers in Andre’s Element series, for instance, are combined in various 

configurations and held together by gravity, but are not connected with joints or glue 

(figures 1.5 through 1.10). In his poems, as we have seen, Andre avoids the grid-locking 

bond of semantic conjunction. The particles, that is, can be combined according to an 

order, but they should never be irreversibly bound to the design. If a single metal plate is 

lifted from one of Andre’s floor pieces, that module’s internal properties remain intact 

and unchanged, which demonstrates that the plate might just as well be recombined with 

other plates in different configurations. The organization of the particles should be 

provisional, loose, and mutable; the units should remain free and their particularity must 

be conserved.151 It is again tempting to draw a parallel between Andre’s Marxist-political 

views and this loose combination of preexisting elements, which Andre calls non-

structural and “clastic” rather than structural and “plastic.” The terms “structure” and 

“plasticity” imply fixity to Andre,152 while the term “clastic” derives from the Greek 

                                                 
151 In 1970, Andre explained: “In a sense my works have been a matter of taking sets of particles and then 
combining these particles according to rules which were a property of any one particle. That excludes 
things like joining, welding, riveting, gluing. The particles always remain free, which is a convenience 
because then they don’t break in the sense that a joint will break.” From a taped interview, New York, 
1970; printed in Cuts: 99. 
152 Andre has stated that “[...] the basis of structure is joining parts rigidly together.” Sylvester: 278. Cf. 
“My first problem has been to find a set of particles, a set of units and then to combine them according to 
laws which are particular to each particle, rather than a law which is applied to the whole set, like blue, or 
riveting, or welding. They are nonstructural combinations of particles, and these particles particularly are 
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word klastós, meaning “broken into pieces,” and from the geological term “clastic 

sediment,” which refers to rocks that consist of easily removable fragments, or “clasts,” 

broken off from preexisting eroded rocks. Andre explains: “[w]hereas plastic art is a 

repeated record of process, clastic art provides the particles for an ongoing process.”153 

Clastic orders, that is, embody potentials for change, in spite of the fact that preexisting 

materials are used, while plastic art establishes closure. The artist once suggested that the 

absence of permanent fixtures in his work reflects doubt, uncertainty, and instability, 

which, to come back to a Marxist maxim Andre upholds, are disturbing to capitalists, 

who would give their lives to secure the seemingly stable system that sustains their 

assets.154 

 

This emphasis on flexible system, which Andre shared with other artists as shown 

in the following chapters, is to some extent related to the contemporary discourse on open 

                                                                                                                                                 
combined in laws which are no more than the qualities that any one particle might have.” Tuchman: 55. 
Italics are mine. 
153 Quoted in Dan Graham, ‘Carl Andre,’ Arts Magazine (December 1967 - January 1968): 34-5. 
Elsewhere, Andre explains the term as follows: “My particles are sort of cuts across the mass spectrum in 
what I call a clastic way (plastic is flowing of form and clastic means broken or preexisting parts which can 
be put together or taken apart without joining or cementing) [...].” Tuchman: 57. 
154 In response to a question regarding the greater level of his success in Europe, Andre wrote in 2002: 
“There is a great deal of doubt and uncertainty in my work, in part because I do not permanently join the 
elements of my sculptures together. Americans like to be made to feel confident. Europeans distrust 
appearances of certainty.” From Birgitte Kölle, ‘My life as an artist would have ended long ago: a written 
conversation with Carl Andre’ (March-April 2002), in okey dokey: Konrad Fischer (Cologne: Verlag der 
Buchhandlung Walther König, forthcoming); pre-printed in Cuts: 123. Cf. Barbara Rose’s  observations 
from 1978: “Dismantled, stacked, stored, they [Andre’s works] regain their identity as mundane modules. 
In returning to their original state after their ‘death’ as artworks, Andre’s art follows the rule of nature. 
They reflect in the inevitability of their fate a world that is no longer stable, static, and firmly connected, 
but mobile, transitory and held together by fragile and mutable relationships. [...] Inert but not inexpressive, 
Andre’s structures parallel the human condition: their lease on life is as provisional, as tenuous, and as 
fugitive as our own.” Barbara Rose, ‘A Retrospective Note,’ in Carl Andre. Sculpture. 1959-1977, ed. 
David Bourdon (Austin, TX: Laguna Gloria Art Museum, 1978): 17. This reading is certainly interesting, 
especially Rose’s observation of the provisional nature of the work. To my knowledge, however, Andre 
does not attach much meaning to the state of his work before or after installation. 
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and closed systems as pursued in venues for popular science, such as Life Magazine, 

Scientific American, and the environmentalist Whole Earth Catalog, which was published 

between 1967 and 1974. All of these serial publications covered such subjects as 

cybernetics, systems theory, thermodynamics, quantum mechanics, and game theory, 

topics that were also discussed in progressive artistic and literary circles at that time. As 

Andre read Life Magazine and Scientific American,155 it is likely that he was familiar with 

texts about systems theory, cybernetics, and thermodynamics that pointed to the 

potentially destructive effects of all-controlling systems and complete control and 

emphasized the benefits of open systems, which are flexible and can adapt to changing 

ambient conditions—for example the feedback mechanism of a thermostat.156 The Whole 

Earth Catalog also included excerpts from books that insisted on the superiority of 

flexible political systems. The following are among the few sentences the Catalog 

compilers chose to cite from (a very loose translation of) the Tao Te Ching: “[i]ntelligent 

control appears as uncontrol or freedom. [...] And for that reason it is genuinely 

intelligent control. Unintelligent control appears as external domination. And for that 

                                                 
155 In a 1972 interview, Andre said: “[...] I’m a regular reader of Scientific American and technical books 
and so forth.” Cummings 1979 (1972): 177. Amongst the articles from Scientific American that Andre may 
have read are James R. Newman’s ‘Determinism and Indeterminism in Modern Physics by Ernst Cassirer,’ 
vol. 196, no. 3 (March 1957): 147-152; L.S. Penrose’s ‘Self-reproducing Machines,’ vol. 200, no. 6 (June 
1959): 105-114; P.A.M. Dirac’s ‘The Evolution of the Physicist’s Picture of Nature,’ vol. 208, no. 5 (May 
1963): 45-63; Mark Kac’s ‘Probability’ and Richard Bellman’s ‘Control Theory,’ vol. 211, no. 3 
(September 1964): 92-108 and 186-200 respectively; Anatol Rapoport’s ‘Escape from Paradox,’ vol. 217, 
no. 1 (July 1967): 50-56. 
156 In the Fall issue of 1969, for instance, an excerpt from a book from 1969, entitled The Subversive 
Science (eds. Paul Shepard and  Aaniel McKinley), is included on page 5: “The desire to maintain absolute 
constance in any system must be recognized as deeply pathological. Engineering theory indicates that 
excessive restraints can produce instability. In psychiatry also, the desire for complete certainty is 
recognized as a most destructive compulsion. And in the history of nations, attempts to control rigidly all 
economic variables have uniformly led to chaos [...]” 
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reason it is really unintelligent control."157 Although Andre may not have consulted the 

Whole Earth Catalog, he was, as we have seen, an avid reader of Taoist philosophy 

and—as he abhorred any kind of coercive system presented as absolute—must have been 

attracted to the ancient Chinese book’s emphasis on the virtues of non-coercive authority 

and the idea that, without enforced power, the creatures of the world would order and 

transform themselves of their own accord.158 

Andre has also given ample evidence of his interest in the work of mathematician 

Kurt Gödel,159 who in the early 20th century had proved his Incompleteness Theorem, 

according to which every sufficiently complex formal system, however closed it may 

seem, will always contain either contradictory statements or statements whose truth or 

falsehood cannot be derived from the axioms that define the system.160 Gödel’s findings 

aborted all previous attempts by mathematicians like Bertrand Russell, David Hilbert, 

and Alfred North Whitehead to institute a comprehensive and consistent deductive 

system that would account for all of mathematics and solve all mathematical problems. 

                                                 
157 Whole Earth Catalog (Fall 1969): 10. This excerpt was taken from chapter 38 of the 1958 English-
language edition of the Tao Te Ching, trans. Archie Bahm (New York: Frederick Ungar Publishing Co., 
1958). Cf. Chapter 76: “A man is supple and weak when living, but hard and stiff when dead. Grass and 
trees are pliant and fragile when living, but dried and shriveled when dead. Thus the hard and the strong are 
the comrades of death; the supple and the weak are the comrades of life.” Tao Te Ching (Lau translation): 
138 (verse 182). 
158 Cf. ibid: 96 (chapter 37, verse 81). 
159 Andre has stated that his mapping of passages from Peirce’s Indian History and Genealogy onto prime 
numbers for his own ‘Ode on the Disappearance of Indian Names’ was inspired by “Gödel’s method in his 
famous Proof [sic], wherein he mapped the names of the terms and elements of arithmetic against the 
sequence of natural numbers.” ‘On Certain Poems and Consecutive Matters,’ Twelve Dialogues: 79. Andre 
is referring to an operation Gödel used for the proof of his Incompleteness Theorem: the assigning (or 
mapping) of a unique natural number to each symbol and formula. Cf. a letter to Reno Odlin (25 March, 
1963); printed in Cuts: 199-201. 
160 ‘On Formally Undecidable Propositions in Principia Mathematica and Related Systems,’ (first German 
ed. 1931); reprinted in: Kurt Gödel: Collected Works (New York: Oxford University Press; Oxford: 
Clarendon Press, 1986), vol. 1: 144-195. Gödel’s theorem was discussed in various issues of Scientific 
American in the 1950s, 1960s, and 1970s. 
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Since sets of axioms, as Gödel demonstrated, will always have to be expanded and 

supplemented, rigid and closed systems are of limited use and eventually stifle progress. 

New, unexpected rules and axioms from outside the system will indefinitely extend and 

alter the system, which will always remain an incomplete work in progress. Alan Turing 

later on elaborated upon Gödel’s findings by showing that not all mathematical problems 

can be calculated on Turing machines, which are now considered the conceptual 

precursors to computers.161 Closed, absolute systems with no room for inconsistencies 

and variances, therefore, are not only undesirable in engineering and society and non-

existent in nature, they are also mathematically impossible. 

This notion of the inevitability of the existence of contradictions in systems must 

have resonated strongly for Andre, who was familiar with Marx’s contention that 

contradiction and conflicting antitheses, including the future toppling of the capitalist 

system, are vital for the forward motion of history. Andre’s refusal to join the particles of 

his works, as well as his insistence that his works engage in a constant dialogue with their 

immediate environment might be interpreted to reflect, perhaps indirectly, the worldview 

outlined above. Andre, for instance, considers the inimitable erosion and weathering of 

the material of his works an integral part of the work (figure 1.25). He has argued that his 

works are “in a constant state of change:” “[a]s people walk on them, as the steel rusts, as 

the bricks crumbles, as the materials weather, the work becomes its own record of 

                                                 
161 ‘On Computable Numbers, with an Application to the Entscheidungsproblem,’ Proceedings of the 
London Mathematical Society 42, series 2 (1936-37): 230-265. Turing’s discovery spoke to the larger 
public’s imagination at a time when many people feared that inhuman machines were taking over people’s 
control and decision-making processes. Flawed computers found their way into movies and television 
series in the 1960s. In Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: a Space Odyssey (1968), the computer HAL proves not to 
be as “incapable of error” as he claims to be, and in the sixth episode of Patrick McGoohan’s British TV 
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everything that’s happened to it.”162 Furthermore, Andre has reiterated at various 

occasions that all art, but sculpture in particular, inhabits space. In 1963 he wrote that 

“[t]he properties of the space occupied by the art object are the concern of the artist, 

constitute his art [...],” while “[t]he properties of internal space may be used to alter the 

properties of external space.”163 Not only does the work affect the surrounding space, the 

sculpture is also affected by the ever-changing place in continually new ways, not unlike 

a feedback system.164 Andre has derided critics who view art as separated from the 

concrete, surrounding space, as existing in an “ideal” space with no dimensions, like a 

“slide on a wall” or a “reproduction in a magazine.”165 This refusal to separate artwork 

from surrounding space may well reflect Andre’s earlier-discussed Marxist-dialectical 

view of the world as a collection of countless interrelated elements: “[w]e are part of 

everything around us—a dialectical relationship.”166 

 

Interestingly, fellow artist Richard Serra has talked about his own preference for 

provisional, unfixed structures in terms that are remarkably similar to Andre’s. In 1970, 

                                                                                                                                                 
series The Prisoner, the show’s protagonist, ex-secret agent ‘number 6,’ destroys a room-sized computer by 
feeding into it the question: “Why?” 
162 Quoted in Develing: 5. 
163 From a previously unpublished note of 1963; printed in Cuts: 256-257. 
164 See also Tuchman: 61 and Sharp: 22. This interaction of artwork and surrounding space is reminiscent 
of thermodynamics and cybernetics, according to which two bordering systems, such as a glass of water 
and the environing room, will interact and influence each others’ conditions. Carl Andre’s acquaintance 
Hans Haacke explored the interactions between systems in his weather boxes of the early 1960s, as in his 
Condensation Cube of 1963, in which water inside a transparent box condensed or evaporated in reaction to 
the surrounding variable climate. Haacke drew analogies between natural systems and sociological ones, 
pointing out that, parallel to the process of his weather boxes, what happens outside the museum, in society, 
of necessity effects what is exhibited inside the museum. See Jeanne Siegel, ‘Interview with Hans Haacke,’ 
Arts Magazine 45, no. 7 (May 1971): 18-21. 
165 Cummings, ‘Taped Interview with Carl Andre,’ as excerpted in Cuts: 259. Cf. Pontbriand: 67. 
166 Gould: 27. 
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three years after Andre was first quoted as using the word “clastic,” Serra said during an 

interview, “[t]here is a difference between definite literal fixed relationships, i.e., joints, 

clips, gluing, welding, etc., and those which are provisional, non-fixed, ‘clastic.’ The 

former seem unnecessary and irrelevant and tend to function as interposed elements.”167 

Whether or not Andre used this line of reasoning and terminology before Serra did is not 

really of significance in this context. It is certainly possible that Andre’s and Serra’s 

shared usage of a geological term like “clastic” is related to both artists’ acquaintanceship 

to Robert Smithson,168 whose knowledge of geology was likely more extensive than 

theirs and who used the word “clastic” in a text on geographical strata published in 1970 

in the art magazine Aspen.169 

Regardless of how Serra and Andre both came to adopt this word as their own, it 

is significant that both artists used it to indicate their intention to represent transient and 

unfixed relationships and potentiality for change in their work. The two artists shared 

other experiences and interests as well: Serra, too, had worked in an industrial 

environment around 1960—in the West Coast steel mills and shipyards—and he, 

likewise, admired the working class and criticized capitalism and American television. 

Serra was also interested in the work of Brancusi, used industrial materials like steel and 

lead, and emphasized the physicality and tactile experience of his works. Serra, however, 

has accused Andre’s work of representing an authoritarian and closed “system of 

                                                 
167 Serra, ‘Play it Again, Sam,’ Arts Magazine 44, no. 4 (February 1970); reprinted in Richard Serra: 
Writings, Interviews (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1994): 7-9. 
168 The three belonged to a varied group of artists and musicians who used to frequent Max’s Kansas City 
bar in New York. See Yvonne Sewall-Ruskin, High on Rebellion: Inside the Underground at Max’s Kansas 
City (New York: Thunder Mouth Press, 1998). 
169 Smithson, ‘Strata a Geophotographic Fiction,’ Aspen, no. 8 (Fall-Winter 1970-1971), n.p. (item 12). 
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construction.”  Smithson and he, Serra has remarked, felt that the work of Andre, LeWitt, 

and Flavin, which in their eyes revolved around closed systems, “left no room for doubt, 

no room for anxiety.”170 A number of Serra’s works from the late 1960s, especially 

pieces like Inverted House of Cards (1969) in which large, heavy square metal plates are 

balanced against each other precariously, without welding or other fixtures, indeed 

embody the notion of uncertainty more obviously and literally than Andre’s works do, as 

they incessantly threaten to collapse (figure 1.26). Yet Andre also pursued doubt and 

anxiety, and wanted to avoid closed systems and authoritarianism at all costs. Whether or 

not he communicated these goals to viewers in his works is another question. 

 

In spite of Andre’s embrace of provisional arrangements, his works—to use his 

own words—“have always been rather peculiar by mostly being fixed in configuration by 

their cardinality.”171 Andre’s choice of the word “cardinality” here is crucial as the term 

“cardinal number” in mathematics denotes the quantity or number, rather than order, of 

elements in a set whereas “ordinal numbers” always relate to the placement of the 

number within an ordered set. The number of modules contained in Andre’s works is 

indeed always specified—prime numbers for rows, such as 137 bricks in Lever (New 

York 1966) (figure 1.3), and divisible numbers for the square and rectangular pieces, 

such as 144 in 144 Magnesium Square (New York 1969) (figure 1.19) and 39 in Thirty-

                                                 
170 Serra, ‘Interview by Bernard Lamarche-Vadel’ (first published in Artistes, November 1980), in 
Richard Serra: Writings, Interviews: 112. Andre has made less dismissive remarks about Serra’s work, 
calling Serra the “master” of the “truly gigantic” and “vast scale,” while he clarifies that he himself prefers 
to work on a scale he can “handle” himself. See Torres: 8. Cf. Sharp: 24. 
171 From a letter Andre wrote in response to Nancy Foote’s article ‘Three Sculptors’ that was published in 
the preceding issue of Artforum; printed in Artforum 14, no. 9 (May 1976): 9. 
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ninth Copper Cardinal (1975) (figure 1.27). Although the number of units and the 

general outline (square, rectangle, triangle, row) are predetermined,172 the internal 

correlation of the individual modules, or ordinality, within the outlines is variable, not 

least of all because the elements constituting Andre’s pieces are often identical as far as 

material and proportion are concerned, and are therefore interchangeable. The artist calls 

this “kind of symmetry in which any one part can replace any other part” “anaxial 

symmetry,” drawing an analogy with the “molecules in a glass of water, which in a sense 

may be said to be symmetrical. You can take any atom of the water and replace it with 

any other one. This has nothing to do with left or right or up or down. It’s central, 

anaxial, without axis.”173 

This interest in anaxial symmetry is clearly related to a desire Andre shared with 

contemporary artists like Stella and Judd to avoid relational compositions, or in Andre’s 

own previously quoted words, “the kind of drama of placements and centering and off-

centering [...]” of parts.174 A work made in accordance with the law of anaxial symmetry 

is non-hierarchical as equal attention is given to each element constituting the work. 

What distinguishes Andre’s art from that of his minimalist contemporaries is the absence 

                                                 
172 Andre has stated that “[s]ome numbers are products of equal factors (squares, cubes, etc.) and other 
numbers are products of only themselves and one (primes). The first count squares (2 x 2, 3 x 3, 4 x 4 ...), 
the second count lines (1 x 2, 1 x 3, 1 x 5, 1 x 7 ...). Other numbers are the sums of consecutive numbers 
beginning with one (1 + 2 + 3 + 4 + 5 + 6 + 7 + 8 = 36) and count triangles.” Quoted in David Bourdon, ‘A 
Redefinition of Sculpture,’ In: Bourdon 1978: 35. 
173 Tuchman: 57. Karl Marx also had considered the lack of directionality of atoms, in the notebooks for 
his earlier-mentioned dissertation on the difference between Epicurean and Democritean physics. In 
notebook 7, he copied a passage from book 1 of Cicero’s On the Highest Goods and Evils (45 BCE), in 
which the Latin author, before discussing Epicurus’s doctrine of the swerve, mentions that Democritus had 
argued that atoms move “about in a vacuum of infinite extent, which has neither top, bottom, nor middle, 
neither beginning nor end.” ‘Seventh Notebook,’ from ‘Notebooks on Epicurean Philosophy’ (written 
1839, first German ed. 1929), trans. Richard Dixon, in KMFECW, vol. 1: 507. 
174 Tuchman: 57. 
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of joints between the different units, which is enabled by the overall sameness of those 

units: a museum preparator who takes down a work like Thirty-ninth Copper Cardinal 

(fig. 1.27) does not have to keep track of the order in which the individual squares are 

arranged as the next time the piece is installed the particles may be arranged in an entirely 

different order, as long as the overall system is maintained and the same (cardinal) 

number of elements is used. The ordinal numbers of the individual units may vary 

between different installations of the same piece, but the cardinal number always remains 

the same.175 

Andre’s decision to use a set cardinality, or a finite number of modules, is—along 

with his emphasis on materials—directly related to his desire to make an art that is 

solidly grounded in the material world and far removed from anything idealized, fanciful, 

immaterial, or mystical—anything that might possibly be associated with the religious 

concept of infinity.176 Andre himself has worded it as follows: ”[o]utside of mathematics, 

infinity and eternity are religious ideas. Limits interest me and finding one’s limits is how 

one makes art.”177 By emphasizing the finite properties of his work, Andre presents his 

                                                 
175 Andre’s interest in the interchangeability of elements and cardinality is reminiscent of the emphasis in 
systems theory on the system as a whole rather than the individual elements constituting the system, 
although Andre, as we have seen, does value the individual parts. In 1972, Andre said: “I try to pick up the 
least interesting shapes I can find, the most regular or ordinary, because I’m not interested in the specificity 
of a shape if it’s unique. Its specificity is fine as long as it’s one of a set of identical objects.” Cummings 
1979 (1972): 188. Cf. the following remarks in Ervin Laszlo’s introductory book on systems theory: “Even 
if most of their individual members change, the groups’ characteristics tend to be preserved. [...] It does not 
matter for a carbon atom which electron fills which shell—as long as its ‘permissible bands of energy’ are 
filled with a number of electrons proportionate to the number of neutrons in its nucleus.” The Systems View 
of the World. The Natural Philosophy of the New Developments in the Sciences (New York: George 
Braziller, 1972): 7. 
176 In a 1966 interview, Andre stated that his work is “atheistic because it’s without transcendent form, 
without spiritual or intellectual quality,” and “[m]aterialistic because it’s made out of its own materials 
without pretension to other materials.” Bourdon 1966: 17. 
177 From Andre’s answer to question 20 of a written interview with Carl Andre by Julia Brown (1997); 
printed in Cuts: 114, under the title ‘Infinity and Eternity.’ 
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work as an acknowledgment of the finite nature of our life on earth and therefore gives 

his work a recognizable human dimension. His embrace of the materials’ weathering, 

rusting, and other kinds of decomposition as part of the art is, similarly, a recognition of 

the terminal nature of life or, in the artist’s words, of “our destiny.”178 While the absence 

of joints that might have fixed the units in his works seems to present an analogy to the 

temporary and provisional nature of all orders in human life, the cardinality of his works, 

likewise, presents an analogy to the finite lifespan of humanity. The provisional and 

finite, to Andre, are two sides of the same realistic and materialistic coin, while the 

absolute and the infinite belong to an entirely different, idealist, worldview. 

Andre once suggested that he works with multiple rather than with single modules 

because “single-unit works” “indulge in the infinite.”179 He has pointed out that if a 

single 12-inch square metal plate were regarded as an arithmetical, dimensionless (rather 

than geometrical or topological) domain, it may be submitted to arithmetical operations, 

like division, that would yield an infinite number of points. Even the lower horizontal line 

of the square by itself could be divided up into an infinity of points, as a division of the 

integers along this line could continue into infinity, yielding an endless procession of 

increasingly small numbers, which would never reach zero.180 As this operation could, 

                                                 
178 Pontbriand: 68. In this written interview Andre writes about a hay bale piece he made on Ward’s Island 
in New York City in the summer of 1979: “[i]t is now undergoing its decomposition which is its, and our, 
destiny.” 
179 All references up until the following footnote are taken from an undated statement by Andre with the 
title ‘Some Tips on Infinity;’ printed in Cuts, 112. 
180 Andre invoked this notion of infinity in a self-deprecating joke of 1963: “I would like to make it clear 
that I am neither a numerologist nor a mathematician. My competence in mathematics is a value that tends 
perpetually to approach zero, but never quite arrives.” From ‘On Certain Poems and Consecutive Matters,’ 
Twelve Dialogues: 79-80. 
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hypothetically, perdure into infinity, a single-unit work, to Andre, can be viewed as a 

“sample of the infinite.” 

In a multiple-unit work, however, attention is not drawn to a single module but to 

the relationship between a finite number of units. The emphasis is on “scale,” which 

according to Andre is not related to size, but “has to do with things being internally 

consistent with their own parts,” such as the way in which the various colors, materials, 

or shapes and forms constituting an artwork are combined or how parts relate to the 

whole.181 Scale is thus directly related to relationships within the work of art, but for 

Andre it also pertains to the physical encounter between artwork and viewer. Scale, in 

Andre’s eyes, is the “essence of art” as it evokes associations with human limits and 

human scale, while “[i]nfinity and eternity have no scale.”182 An artwork by Andre with a 

limited number of multiple units can be viewed as a “sample of the finite” not only 

because of its internal scale, but also because the operations that the artist applies to the 

units, such as the juxtaposition of 144 12-inch metal plates within a 12-foot square, can 

easily be achieved within the lifespan of an individual human being. Andre has said that 

“infinity is not a result of quantity but of operation.”183 The operations the artist himself 

engages in when constructing his work are finite because they are aborted upon reaching 

a predefined quantity. 

Whereas Andre has no ambitions beyond the finite in his art-making, he does 

believe that sculpture “should have an infinite point of view.”184 As the artist has argued, 

                                                 
181 Tuchman: 57. 
182 From ‘Infinity and Eternity’; printed in Cuts: 114. 
183 ‘Some Tips on Infinity’; printed in Cuts: 112. 
184 Tuchman: 57. 
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“a strong work of art evokes from others more various responses than the artist ever 

intended.”185 A successful work can be approached from an endless number of possible 

perspectives, both literally and figuratively. In this respect sculptures grant more freedom 

to the viewer than paintings, which are generally designed to be viewed from a limited 

range of physical angles. Andre likes to compare his sculptures to roads (figure 1.28), 

arguing that, as with roads, in his sculptures there “should be no one place nor even a 

group of places where you should be. No single-point vistas or even several-point 

vistas.”186  Andre’s art, instead, can literally be viewed from all sides, and even from 

above. Although his works have a defined material and structural make-up and, like the 

world, are finite, we can approach them in infinitely many ways: they might have 

quantitative limits, such as the number of modules, but we can experience and perceive 

them in an endless variety of manners. We may but do not have to take in the individual 

units—whether they are metal plates, stones, or words—in any particular sequence; we 

may read the works as positive additions to the surrounding space they occupy, or as 

negative cuts into a substantial or virtual environment; we may glance at the works from 

a distance or we may study the individual units up close; we may project our own 

memories and background knowledge onto the pieces or we may explore the material 

properties in a more tactile, physical fashion. 

None of the vantage points from which viewers approach the work can be 

privileged, although some might understand Andre’s intentions better than others. Those 

who comprehend Andre’s intentions will try not to search for meaning but will examine 

                                                 
185 Gould: 28. 
186 Ibid. 
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the work by sharpening their senses; they will not find satisfaction in a logical analysis of 

the chemical structure governing a work like Weathering Piece (fig. 1.1), but will 

internalize the visual, aural, and tactile stimuli gained from a phenomenological 

encounter with the work. An understanding of the underlying structure, after all, cannot 

compare to a sensual experience, just as an understanding of the reproductive system or a 

musical score occurs on an entirely different level from the experience of sexual 

intercourse or a live concert. An intellectual examination of the abstract structures of 

bodily functions, music, or a work of art by Andre cannot live up to the concrete, sensual, 

lived-through engagement.187 A cognitive comprehension of the work’s structure can be 

obtained without actually experiencing the work, but a comprehensive, deep 

understanding of the work can only ensue after actual physical contact. As the artist has 

written: “[...] the tendency of my work is to engage the participant in a more physical, 

tactile experience.”188 

It is tempting to associate Andre’s description of his own work as a road with 

infinite viewpoints with his interest in the Tao Te Ching. As mentioned before, the 

ancient Chinese word “Tao” is usually translated as “way” or “way-making.” The word 

connotes not only the indefinable force that originates and permeates all of life, but it also 

refers to the undetermined process of unmediated experience as lived through and 

                                                 
187 In an interview of 1976, Andre said: “The positioning of one’s body around and inside the community 
of forms alters the composition, like viewing a checkerboard from a horizontal/vertical, then a diagonal 
orientation. [...] but the system of organization is of importance only to the viewer, not ‘consciously’ 
primary to him.” Ballatore: 1. For a more extensive account on the discrepancy in Andre’s work between 
actual experience and intuition on the one hand and rational analysis on the other hand, see Meyer-
Hermann: 36-37. Meyer-Hermann astutely comments: “The possibilities of the human sensory apparatus 
are unlimited. Rules, on the other hand, are limited. The possibility of change and indeterminacy becomes 
detectable against the grid of certainty.” Ibid. 
188 Pontbriand: 68. 
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embraced by true followers of the Tao. These wise masters of Taoism completely yield to 

experience by forsaking all learning and naming, recognizing that naming is an attempt at 

control and mastery, while knowledge usually entails compliance to doctrines and closed, 

artificial systems. Both language and learning, therefore, stand in the way of untrodden 

roads and obstruct a full immersion in immediate and unknown, novel experience.189 

Andre wrote in 1979 that his work tends “toward ‘place’ of ‘enterability’ and away from 

closed or monolithic space. The shift is not from one meaning to another but from one 

kind of experience to another.”190 

 

1.6 BLANKNESS CREATES LIBERATION AND POTENTIAL FOR CHANGE 
 

Andre in his work wanted not only to avoid joints and associations to infinity, but 

also to forbear representation and signs of his individual self: “[y]ou have to really rid 

yourself of those securities and certainties and assumptions and get down to something 

which [...] resembles some kind of blankness. Then one must construct again out of this 

reduced circumstance.”191 He wanted to “edit out” himself and any explicit cultural 

meanings,192 anything he had “absorbed through the culture.”193  Andre has renounced 

                                                 
189 Cf. chapters 15, 20, 37, 48, and 132 of Tao Te Ching. For a discussion of naming, discriminate 
learning, and a child-like (receptive and undiscriminating) yielding to experience or the process of the way, 
see Ames and Hall: 98, 106, and 134-134. Cf. Andre’s comment: “I don’t like the incorporation of the 
namable in sculpture. I’ve tried to create forms which are essentially unnamable except in the broadest 
abstractions, a square or a line for instance, but not a specific thing.” Sharp: 25. 
190 Pontbriand: 68. 
191 Tuchman: 59. 
192 “In my work, there’s a lot of editing out of me, but not an editing of the world.” From Ballatore: 1. 
193 Tuchman: 59: “I find that my greatest difficulty and the really most painful and difficult part of my 
work is draining and ridding my mind of that burden of meanings which I’ve absorbed through the 
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most signs of the existence of an author who originated—and by extension controlled—

the work, not only by using impersonal industrial processes and systemic arrangements, 

but also by allowing the location of the work as well as the material’s properties and 

standard dimensions to determine the form and structure of his pieces. He tried to impose 

as little as possible on the materials and on the relationship between the work and the 

surrounding place: “I submit to the properties of my materials [...],” he explained in 1970, 

and “I wanted to submit to the conditions of the world [...].”194 

This relinquishment of control to the properties of place, time, and chosen 

material is perhaps most clearly manifested in coiled ribbon works like Copper Ribbon 

(Antwerp 1969), a 0,1cm x 8cm x 2000cm-strip of copper, placed on the floor on its 

0,1cm edge (figures 1.29 and 1.30). Depending on the size of the room in which the work 

is installed, the ribbon might be completely coiled up or entirely unwound, although it is 

usually coiled at one end and stretched out at the other end. Even the portion that is 

extended is slightly curled—a trace of the shape of the coil when the piece was stored as 

well as a measure to prevent the precariously balanced strip from falling over.195 Another 

work in which Andre kept his intervention to a bare minimum was his Spill (Scatter 

Piece) (1966), which consists of 800 identical plastic blocks spilled from a canvas bag 

onto a gallery floor (figures 1.31 and 1.32). While the artist did make decisions in his 

                                                                                                                                                 
culture—things that seem to have something to do with art but don’t have anything to do with art at all.” 
Cf. a comment from 1974: “[...] my mind is always trying to fill the empty spaces which ought to be void.” 
Gould: 27. Cf. another remark from 2000: “I had to get rid of a tremendous amount of art preconceptions 
and conventions in order to do this work. I don’t think of the work as being minimal but I had to 
minimalize myself to do the work. Torres: 9. 
194 Tuchman: 59. 
195 My observations are indebted to the insightful description of Copper Ribbon in Meyer-Hermann: 182-
84. For an excellent description of the process of decision-making by which Andre comes to create a work 
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choice of materials, place, and (random) method, as well as the force and motion with 

which he emptied the bag, the boundaries of the area covered by the blocks and the 

distribution and placement of the individual units were determined by the light weight, 

rectangular shape, the small size, and smooth surface of the particles, as well as the 

texture of the floor. 

The role of Andre’s personal taste and emotion in the shaping of Copper Ribbon, 

Spill, and other works is kept at a relative minimum, although—as we have seen—

decisions about material, dimensions, and placement most certainly bear personal and 

ideological significance.196 The personal and political dimensions of Andre’s work, 

however, remain largely hidden for the average viewer. Material and spatial environment 

dictate shape and orientation, local and modern industrial practices determine modes of 

manufacturing, and impersonal mathematical procedures determine number of units and 

size, yet even these determining factors are not immediately grasped by the uninformed 

viewer. The great benefit of minimizing any directly discernible associations to the 

already existent and the past, to Andre, is that less control is exerted over the viewer and 

a maximum of space for future options is opened up. The work does not represent, but 

                                                                                                                                                 
in response to the availability of materials and manufacturing processes at a particular location, see 
Develing: 44-47. 
196 Andre is well aware that his work is invested with his personal life and ideology, as disclosed in the 
“three-vector model” he devised to represent the evolution of his work. The artist has described the model 
as follows: “The first vector would be the subjective vector which represents one’s skills, the accidents of 
one’s life—genetic and environmental influences—the whole thing that composes the individual human 
being. The second vector I would call the objective vector, that is the properties and qualities of the 
materials of the world. The third is the economic vector which is a kind of intermediary or compromise 
between the subjective and objective. It’s the availability of the materials of the world at one time to do a 
work. Now, if these vectors have three points of intersection, there’s a contained triangle in the centre—
there I would say was where the work of art came about.” Siegel: 177. 
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generates meaning; it does not have an obvious causal path but is vested with open 

potentialities. 

Andre once, somewhat indiscriminately, said about younger artists that they have 

too many ideas, that the “input” in their art is “too rich,”197 suggesting that the output as a 

result becomes meager. And he has described his own work as the opposite of Pop art (or 

“Pap Ort”198), “which generally represents something finished, something whose destiny 

is totally determined,” while his own bare and protean, “clastic” works “represent the 

unrealized material possibilities of the culture.”199 The more an artist impregnates an 

artwork with specific meaning and imagery, the more the freedom of viewers is 

compromised, as they are led in a particular direction and a particular approach or 

interpretation is imposed. Although Andre’s square metal pieces look like chessboards, 

the works do not come with a set of rules: there are no prescribed first positions or 

moves, no favored directions or preset sequences of moves. 

While his works welcome museum visitors to interact with the checkerboard-like 

constructions either by standing on top of the squares200 or by imagining other 

                                                 
197 Ballatore: 1. 
198 In a text from 1963, Andre dismissively speaks of “Pap Ortists” and “Pap Ort,” evoking the image of 
an art of little import that is easily swallowed and perhaps already predigested: “pap” is semi-liquid or soft 
food, usually for infants, or something of little substance; “ort” is a small amount of food left over after the 
completion of a meal. See ‘Dear Ro’ (1963). 
199 Full quote: “[...] Pop art has always seemed to me to be about a world that was already formed, its 
images were already present, whereas my materials have not yet reached their cultural destiny. The bricks 
are not joined together; the plates are not stamped or deformed. They represent the unrealized material 
possibilities of the culture. This may be fanciful, but it is the exact opposite of Pop art, which generally 
represents something finished, something whose destiny is totally determined.” Fuller, ‘Carl Andre on his 
Sculpture II’: 8-9. 
200 In 1970, Andre said: “For those works that are obviously suitable for being walked on, the first thing 
that I think is most important is being able to stand in the middle of the sculpture: you can in my twelve by 
twelve foot steel piece. You can stand in the middle of it and you can look straight out and you can’t see 
that piece of sculpture at all because the limit of your peripheral downward vision is beyond the edge of the 
sculpture. [...]. There are a number of properties which materials have which are conveyed by walking on 
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configurations,201 the participatory aspect is limited. Although in 1970 Andre commented 

that “[...] the work itself is never truly complete until somebody comes along and does 

artwork himself with that artwork,”202 he has also said that the fact that viewers are 

encouraged to stand on top of his floor pieces in order to sharpen their sensitivities to the 

materials’ properties, in a close-to erotic fashion, does not place his work in the category 

of participatory art.203 Early on in his career, however, he had experimented with 

participatory principles, writing some poems intended for performance and a few operas, 

such as Flags: An Opera for Three Voices to De Kooning Pollock Gorky (1964), that 

granted performers a significant role (figure 1.33). Discussing the poem young girls 

among themselves, he wrote in 1964: “[i]t is a notation to guide a performance on the part 

of the reader. Composers would despair of writing music if they insisted on categorical 

control of performers. Readers and musicians are fortunately not machines, but are 

possessed of imagination which allows them to turn phrases and notations into works of 

art.” And: “[t]he idea of totally controlling the consciousness of others is Satanic.”204 In 

spite of the more limited invitation to participate in the later works, their open-endedness 

                                                                                                                                                 
them: there are things like the sound of a piece of work and its sense of friction, you might say. [...]” 
Tuchman: 57. Exactly 30 later he said: “My metal floor pieces are eminently enterable. They are not 
architectural but you can enter them.” Torres: 8. 
201 Andre has stated: “I have evolved a kind of sculpture in which there is a fixed set of tones—one might 
even say an instrument or a piano, on which or with which I have composed a partita. Since I don’t fix the 
pieces together, others are free to compose their own partitas on a piano of my invention.” Quoted in 
Barbara Rose, ‘ABC Art,’ Art in America 53, no. 5 (October-November 1965): 67. 
202 Siegel: 175. Cf. Andre’s comment that “[a]n artworker makes artworks—but an artwork is only 
completed in the artwork done by the artworker who apprehends it.” Gould: 28. In this statement Andre 
levels artist and viewer, assuming that the viewer-artworker can have a response to the work that is as 
creative as the creative act of the artist-artworker once was. Cf. Andre’s words in Pontbriand: 68: “A work 
of art is not complete until it is experienced. I believe it is as difficult to truly experience a work of art as it 
is to make one.” 
203 Cf. Siegel: 179 and Sylvester: 179. 
204 From a letter to Reno Odlin (5 March, 1964); printed in Cuts: 204-5. 
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and the minimal investment with preconceived visions are designed to ensure that the art 

does not control the viewer but provides free space for potentialities. 

Andre’s socialism-inspired renunciation of signs of the existence of an author 

who controls the work is not only linked to a desire not to impose on the viewer but is 

also an attempt to let the material speak for itself and to vest his work with future 

ramification. In 1975, Andre entitled a series of works Uncarved Blocks (figure 1.34). 

The series, which was first exhibited in Vancouver as a single installation, is made up of 

15 units, each of which is a unique variation that consists of two, three, or four 12” x 12” 

x 36” timber blocks. In each unit, one of the blocks stands up vertically, while the 

remaining blocks are positioned horizontally on the floor, oriented in one of the four 

cardinal orientations or compass points (north, east, south, west). The single vertical 

member is a reference to the ancient Chinese compass, in which a fifth point, from which 

all directions emanate, provides a beacon of identification for the user of the compass.205 

In an interview that took place about a year after the creation of Uncarved Blocks, Andre 

evinced awareness of the Taoist concept of the “uncarved block,” an image advanced in 

several chapters of the Tao Te Ching—along with raw, unpainted silk and the image of an 

infant—connoting a state of pristine simplicity, preconceptionlessness, receptivity, and, 

perhaps most importantly, of maximized potentiality:  

Two passages in the Taoist text mentioned the uncarved block, and one of 
them was about how the uncarved block was wiser than the stone 
inscribed with the laws of the Duke. The tablet before anything was 
inscribed on it, contained much more wisdom—the potentiality of all 

                                                 
205 For more elaborate descriptions of this series, see Bourdon 1978: 62, and Meyer-Hermann: 212-214. 
Bourdon states, without providing a citation, that the Uncarved Block series “was inspired in part by the 
Tao Te Ching [...].” 
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wisdom—whereas once you had cut into it with some Law or text, you 
would eliminate all the other possibilities.206 

 
As no reference to a tablet inscribed with laws of a duke actually appears in most 

translations of the Tao Te Ching, Andre must either have read a very imprecise 

translation or his imagination must have outwitted his memory. Regardless, his general 

understanding of the gist of the image of the uncarved block is on the mark, as in most 

chapters of the Tao Te Ching in which the image of unworked wood appears, the unhewn 

log is evoked to refer to the coalescence of humble simplicity and bountiful possibilities. 

In the last verse of chapter 28, Lao Tzu conjures up the image when he states that the 

greatest “carver”—or “master” in other translations—does the least cutting. As explained 

by translator Arthur Waley, the Chinese character for the word that is usually translated 

as “carver,” “cutter,” or “master” is a play on the verbs “to carve” and “to rule,” 

suggesting not only that the master cutter minimizes his carving, but also that the greatest 

ruler does the least interfering.207 Although it is unclear that Andre was explicitly aware 

of the double meaning of this sentence, the parallels to his own sense of “cutting” as a 

political operation are remarkable—he may well have made an intuitive connection. In 

1963, the artist wrote: “[t]o me the prism of marble and the timber are not opportunities 

to exploit by carving but are elements which can be combined to produce space,” and: 

“[t]o choose is to exercise a political power. Then the poet in his choice of subject does 

                                                 
206 Ballatore: 1. In most translations of the Tao Te Ching, the uncarved block is actually referred to in six 
chapters: 15, 19, 28. 32, 37, and 57. Cf. Andre’s remark in an interview with Eva Meyer-Hermann of 1989: 
“The Tao speaks of the uncarved block, Zen of the eloquent silence.” Excerpt printed in Cuts: 116. 
207 Dao De Jing (annotated by Fu Huisheng), trans. Arthur Waley (Changsha: Hunan People’s Publishing 
House, 1999): 274. 
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exercise sovereignty over the great world. So the photographer in his choice of subject is 

politician.”208 

Andre, that is, like the Taoist master, viewed any kind of invasive manipulation of 

existing materials as an exertion of power, which he attempted to minimize by submitting 

to natural forces like gravity and by merely combining the materials he adopted from 

society rather than transforming them intrinsically. This method guarantees that the 

potential of these materials is maximized rather than limited. While the work of pop 

artists “was already formed,” his own “materials have not yet reached their cultural 

destiny. [...] The bricks are not joined together [...],” and the plates are not “deformed,” 

nor “stamped”—like the uninscribed tablet that in Andre’s memory appears in the Tao Te 

Ching.209 

Interestingly, the small plastic blocks that Andre used for his previously 

mentioned work Spill (Scatter Piece) had originally been intended to serve as tiles for the 

ancient Chinese game mahjong,210 in which players build combinations of patterned sets 

from stones or tiles according to the number, Chinese characters, and imagery shown on 

the face of each piece. The blocks Andre chose to use for Spill, however, had not yet been 

imprinted with numbers, characters, and imagery (figure 1.35). Like his bricks and metal 

plates, they are bare, raw materials, the destination of which—as pieces for a rule-based 

game—had been close to determined, but altered by the artist, who decided to instead 

arrange the pieces according to different, in this case random, rules. The benefit of these 

                                                 
208 ‘On Photography and Consecutive Matters,’ Twelve Dialogues: 23. Cf. Andre’s comment from 1972: 
“I don’t like art that dominates you, that is coming at you, and is assailing you, and is making attack [...].” 
Bonito Oliva: 52. 
209 Quotations are taken from: Fuller, ‘Carl Andre on his Sculpture II’: 8. 
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random rules is that each time Spill is realized for ‘installation,’ its structure and 

appearance are different. The results of the tossing of the pieces from the bag are even 

more unpredictable than the outcome of a game like mahjong, which depends on skill and 

calculation, but also on chance.211 Like his unjoined metal floor pieces, but in a more 

obvious way, Spill has no single destination. Although indeterminacy and potentiality 

reach a maximum in this work, which combines the blankness of the unimprinted blocks 

with chance-based method of distribution, the uncarved nature of the materials and 

unjoined structure of Andre’s more orderly works are intended to provide a level of 

potentiality as well.212 

 

1.7 ESCAPING DETERMINATE PATTERNS 
  

While this emphasis on future possibility rather than representation, expression, 

and determinacy may reflect the artist’s political views, it also brings to mind 20th-

century developments in modern science, particularly quantum mechanics, the theory that 

describes the behavior of matter and energy at the atomic scale. Whereas before the 

development of quantum mechanics, natural phenomena like energy and matter had been 

conceived as continuous, quantum theory claims that matter, energy, and light are 

                                                                                                                                                 
210 Cf. Torres: 8, and Develing: 42. 
211 Cf. Andre’s comment from 1979: “[...] as Heraclitus said: ‘We can never step in the same river twice,’ 
from Pontbriand: 68. 
212 This emphasis on potentiality is reminiscent of Jacques Derrida’s notion of dissemination. A quote 
from Writing and Difference gives a glimpse of Derrida’s theories: “L’absence de signifié transcendental 
étend a l’infini le champ et le jeu de la signification.” (“The absence of an ultimate meaning opens an 
unbounded space for the play of signification.”) Jacques Derrida, L’Ecriture et la Différence (Paris: 
Editions du Seuil, 1967): 411. 
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discontinuous as they consist of discrete, indivisible units called quanta. The water in a 

glass to us, for instance, looks continuous and cohesive, yet if we were able to perceive 

on the quantum level, we would see that the water consists of numerous discrete yet 

temporarily connected hydrogen and oxygen atoms, which in turn consist of discrete 

particles called protons, neutrons, and electrons. These elementary particles do not move 

according to absolute, causal laws but travel probabilistically. 

While classical, deterministic science held that every event is caused by 

antecedent events and can therefore be accurately predicted, the predictions of quantum 

mechanics are probabilistic: it is impossible to foresee definitely where an electron will 

land when fired from a certain position; when it is fired repeatedly, we can only know the 

percentage rate at which it will land in a particular region. Quantum theorists further 

pointed out, as mentioned earlier in the context of Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle, that 

it is impossible to simultaneously determine the position and momentum, or speed, of a 

particle, as the act of measuring inevitably affects the condition of the particle.  Some 

aspects of nature, that is, are unknowable and unpredictable. Rather than making precise 

descriptions of conditions and phenomena in the universe, quantum mechanics therefore 

concentrates on calculating probabilities. 

While Andre has not made any explicit references to quantum mechanics, a 

remark by Hollis Frampton in the two friends’ written dialogues of 1963 alludes 

specifically to the theory. In a dialogue on painting, Frampton paraphrases Andre’s 

preceding comments about the contrast between Auguste Renoir’s non-constructivist, 

continuous, and unbroken painting style on the one hand and, on the other hand, the 

constructivist qualities of Cézanne’s paintings and Chinese characters, which consist, 
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respectively, of multiple, relatively uniform and discrete, atom-like brushstrokes and of a 

set of separate radicals. Frampton rewords his friend’s observations as follows: 

“Cézanne’s stroke is the quantum of painterly gesture. A Chinese radical is the quantum 

of syntactic gesture. Renoir agrees with a notion of continuity in the intelligible painterly 

universe.”213 

Andre’s own characterization of “plastic” art as “a continuous form”214 or 

“flowing of form,” and his description of “clastic” art as a combination of discrete 

elements or “broken or preexisting parts”215 that replaces the plastic, seem to dovetail 

with Frampton’s implicit suggestion that painterly art that is fluent and continuous 

conforms to an antiquated view of the universe. Andre’s previously cited comparison 

between the anaxial symmetry of his own work and the non-hierarchical order of 

interchangeable H2O molecules in a glass of water relates to quantum mechanics in an 

even more obvious way.216 A remark from 1978, furthermore, indicates that it is not 

unlikely that Andre—who, as mentioned before, thought of the units of his works as 

“atoms” and “particles”—might wish to parallel in his work the modern understanding of 

the natural processes of chemistry: “Aristotle said that all art was representational but that 

it must not represent the appearance but the process of nature.”217 

                                                 
213 ‘On Painting and Consecutive Matters,’ Twelve Dialogues: 37-38. 
214 In Bonito Oliva: 51. 
215 In Tuchman: 57. 
216 See p. 71 of this chapter. 
217 Fuller, ‘Carl Andre on his Sculpture II’: 8. Cf. John Cage ’s remark that “[...] the function of Art is to 
imitate Nature in her manner of operation. Our understanding of ‘her manner of operation’ changes 
according to advances in the sciences.” John Cage, ‘Happy New Ears!,’ in: A Year from Monday 
(Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 1967: 31. 
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In 1968, the artist said about his Spill (Scatter Piece): “t]he particles are so small 

they don’t make a coherent pattern. The small size dictates a less rigid form. The random 

spill makes the pattern.”218 While it is not hard to imagine that Andre considered the sand 

particles that he would use the following year for his work Monument for a Small Child 

(1967) as too small and rugged for arrangement in an orderly system, as a result of which 

he presented the grains in the shape of a small mound poured from a bag,219 the blocks 

used in Spill could very well be organized according to a pattern, by virtue of their 

rectangular shape and manageable size. It is possible that, as Enno Develing has 

suggested, Andre did not want to combine the plastic tiles into a coherent pattern because 

a systematic compilation of the relatively small particles would be tantamount to the 

creation of an object, which would be unacceptable to an artist who wanted to create 

“places” rather than objects.220 Places, to Andre, are neither architectural nor object-like, 

but exist in the undefined area between architecture and “coffee-size sculpture as 

jewelry,”221 engaging in a relationship with the environing space and implicating human 

viewers by means of their scale. The spread of particles achieved through the random 

method of Spill, Andre may have felt, constitutes a place in a way that would not have 

been possible with a smaller, more orderly combination of the tiny blocks. 

                                                 
218 From Gust: 3-B. 
219 For a description of this relatively unknown work, see Bourdon 1978: 30. Andre created Monument for 
a Small Child for a group exhibition entitled Monuments, Tombstones and Trophies, which was held in the 
Spring of 1967 at the Museum of Contemporary Crafts in New York. 
220 For comments by the artist on the notion of place, see Tuchman: 55, Pontbriand: 67, and ‘Notes on a 
Question Frequently Asked, Never Satisfactorily Answered—Sculpture as Form, Sculpture as Structure, 
Sculpture as Place,’ Statement, Berkeley: Berkeley University Art Museum, 1979; printed in Cuts: 190-
191. 
221 From Tuchman: 57. Cf. Torres: 8. 
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While this explanation of Andre’s choice of a random operation for Spill is 

insightful and perceptive, it does not fully account for Andre’s own suggestion that a 

coherent and rigid pattern does not naturally emerge from small particles (“[t]he particles 

are so small they don’t make a coherent pattern”). This idea makes more sense in the 

context of the artist’s recent remark that the “small inertial masses” of the small elements 

constituting his small sculptures “make them very vulnerable to disorderly scatter”222 and 

more likely to “start wandering just because the building is in vibration.”223 Andre, who 

wishes to abide by the laws inherent in the properties of the materials he uses rather than 

impose his own laws or desires, does not want to counteract the physical tendency of 

motionless objects—like heavy metal plates—to remain at rest, nor does he want to 

thwart the natural inclination of small and light entities to shift and move in response to 

contingent external forces like vibrating buildings or “social entropy” in the form of “foot 

traffic” of visitors in art institutions.224 

In spite of the fact that these clarifications of Andre’s offer insight into the 

connection between Spill and the artist’s comment that “[t]he particles are so small they 

don’t make a coherent pattern,” an understanding of quantum mechanics seems to inform 

Andre’s association of small size with incoherent arrangement as well. The artist, in this 

                                                 
222 From ‘Statement about Small Sculptures’ (handout Sadie Coles HQ, London, 2000); printed in: Cuts: 
245. 
223 From Torres: 8. 
224 ‘Statement about Small Sculptures,’ Cuts: 245. The fact that Andre chose the word “social entropy” to 
describe the motion and distribution of visitors through museums and galleries in a statement about the 
disorderly layout of small sculptures suggests that for Andre the scatter pieces evoke the concept of 
entropy, the second law of thermodynamics, according to which energy and matter tend to even out into a 
state of inert uniformity and any ordered system has an inclination to evolve toward a state of disorder and 
indifferentiation. Cf. Andre’s undated poem (printed in Cuts: 95): 
IN TIMES OF ENTROPY DEFINITION MOVES 
FROM THE CENTERS OF CERTAINTY TO THE PERIPHERIES 
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statement, may be referring to a smaller, quantum, or ‘subhuman’ scale, which follows 

the probabilistic, random laws of modern physics, as distinguished from the scale at 

which humans perceive the world, a scale that accords more with continuous and 

coherent, deterministic laws. When we see a river, we see a flowing, incessant body of 

water rather than an accumulation of separate molecules, atoms, or quanta. This image 

might be extended, as Frampton did in his written dialogue with Andre on plasticity, to 

the discrepancy between people’s perception of film as continuous and the actual material 

technique of movies, by which a ribbon of separate frames is driven through a projector 

at a rate that ensures that we do not perceive the images as separate. Along the same 

lines, as Frampton notes, music is generally perceived as a continuous, linear stream of 

sound, while in actual fact it is composed of many separate notes and sounds.225 As 

Andre had pointed out earlier, music is, on an even more basic level, really “the agitation 

of [separate] molecules of air,”226 which we do not usually perceive as such. Andre’s 

comment that his poetry “works on a particle principle in language rather than 

syntactical” may also be interpreted in this sense, as syntactical organization of words 

tends to prevent people from perceiving the individual words as separate entities.227 

                                                                                                                                                 
OF CONFUSION. 
225 Frampton recognizes that he observes the same phenomenon at both the level of time and the level of 
scale. He writes about “[...] the notion of time as a tank of fluid in which everything floats, and which 
transmits only a displacement of any single particle without itself moving or changing, much like the old 
fluid aether of wave mechanics, to which I object. Not so much as a bad model, but because it is a model, 
with attractive qualities of its own but none of the savor of the phenomena it is to account for. Dimension 
and duration appear to be two aspects of the same thing, if we consider cinema. Potemkin is a ribbon of 
cellulose acetate, cranked through a projector at a constant rate of 16 frames per second (A [sic] speed 
which has to do with our average rate of failure to perceive separate images). Any one of the millions of 
frames might be considered as a separate event. But, coiled up in the can, no frame is more than a couple of 
handspans from one another.” From ‘On Plasticity and Consecutive Matters,’ Twelve Dialogues: 41-42.  
226 Ibid. 
227 Quoted in Gust: 3-B. 
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In a different context Andre said that people are “absolutely conditioned” by the 

sizes of their bodies and “measure scale according to [their] own stature.”228 We humans 

are too large to observe the probabilistic behavior of individual subatomic particles but 

we can perceive that the phenomena emerging from a cluster of such particles behave in a 

more linear and predictable manner. While, according to Andre “[...] a bale of hay is a 

particle of sufficient size to remain in a coherent way,”229 the size of the plastic blocks 

that constitute Spill might be viewed as approaching the ‘sub-human’ scale of atoms, 

particles of sufficient size to congregate in a random fashion.  Andre, it seems, explored 

random operations so rarely (he did not make many works like “Spill”) because he 

mainly wished to make art on a human scale—humans relate more easily to coherent 

patterns than to quantum laws of random distribution. He indeed consistently chose to 

work with sizes to which viewers might physically and historically relate, such as the 12-

inch or foot-long units constituting the 144 Squares series, the rendering of works in both 

metric and US-imperial systems, and the carpet-sized proportions of the metal 

checkerboard-like works.230 In 1970 Andre stated: “I think all my works have implied, to 

some degree or another, a spectator moving along them or around them [...].”231 In spite 

of this emphasis on human scale, however, Andre did consistently call attention to the 

individual particles of his work, as he deemed it crucial to present the individual units as 

being bound to an organization only provisionally and loosely. 

                                                 
228 Full quote: “Man is the measure of all things because we are men or we are mankind. And we are just 
absolutely conditioned by the sizes of our bodies and our own pretensions to measure things off, especially 
material things in the world, by our own size.” From Tuchman: 57. 
229 Quoted in Develing: 6 (statement from 1968). 
230 For a good discussion of Andre’s use of familiar sizes, see Meyer-Hermann: 154. 
231 Tuchman: 57. 
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Andre’s persistent use of discrete units, which he refuses to join and has referred 

to as particles or atoms that can be combined in various possible configurations, hence 

seems analogous not only to his political views, but also to the quantum theoretical 

conception of discrete particles that are combined by means of impermanent, 

discontinuous bonds. His renunciation of representation and emphasis on potentialities 

and alternate configurations also correspond to probability theory. Taoist as well as 

quantum mechanical terminology can be detected in Andre’s earlier quoted 

characterization of pop art as representing “something finished, something whose destiny 

is totally determined” in contradistinction to his own timber blocks and bricks, which 

“represent the unrealized material possibilities of the culture.”232 Andre presents as 

unviable an art that is deterministic while he proffers his own work as one of the multiple 

possible manifestations latent in culture.233 Andre’s work, that is to say, reflects the 

worldview of contemporary scientists: the idea of a probabilistic universe, in which 

events follow paths at the exclusion of other paths. At every fork in the road, another path 

could be taken. The course is not determined or prescribed in advance: it may well follow 

chance or the decision of a free individual. 

People who risk taking roads that have not yet been trodden, for instance by 

arranging existing materials in new ways, like the children described by both Benjamin 

and Andre, might be able to escape from the forces of the dominant culture that 

determine people’s lives through the mass media and other modes of dominion. People 

                                                 
232 See note 199 of the present text. 
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who, like the Taoist masters, are able to let go of all the knowledge, habits, and 

expectations that have been imprinted on their minds to instead open themselves up to 

new experiences and potential changes, might be able to defy the restricting shapes and 

measures inherited from the past to build something new instead. Like the atoms that, in 

the Epicurean and Lucretian worldview, slightly decline from their generally 

deterministic downward paths, such free people are able to deviate from the prescriptions 

and set ways of society that govern the lives of the majority of all citizens, likely to 

instead propose new forms and less coercive methods of organization. As Marx had 

discussed in his dissertation, Epicurus and later Lucretius believed that atoms make 

unpredictable swerves at random times as they descend in otherwise predictable and 

straight lines.234 According to Lucretius this clinamen, or slight lawlessness, of the atoms 

was responsible for the creation of new life because the random collision of the swerving 

atom with other atoms created new bonds and therefore new forms. The atomic swerve, 

for Lucretius, also validated the existence of free will, the characteristic that spares 

humans from determinism and fate.235 

Although Andre has questioned the idea that free will is the antipode of 

determinism—arguing that “once we exercise free will” we are no longer free and open 

to a plethora of possibilities but instead determined by the specific goal of our “free” 

                                                                                                                                                 
233 Cf. Andre’s remark from 1976: “A lifetime is not long enough to adequately explore even one human 
possibility.” Cuts: 277. 
234 See Marx, ‘The Declination of the Atom from the Straight Line,’ (part II, chapter 1) of ‘The Difference 
Between the Democritean and Epicurean Philosophy of Nature’: 46-52. 
235 Lucretius, ‘Movements and Shapes of Atoms’ (book II), in Lucretius: 184-293. 
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will236—he has emphasized the importance for people to not merely accept the ways by 

which materials are normally ordered and tools used, but to suggest new uses and 

methods of arrangement. To return to a previously-quoted comment of Andre’s: “[...] I 

believe in using the materials of society in the form the society does not use them.”237 In 

his novel Billy Builder and the Painful Machine, Andre stages the issue of freedom 

versus determinism in a fictional setting. Towards the end the novel the reader learns that 

the young scientist Billy Builder had been predestined by the sly manufacters of the 

commercial product BORT and their “pious agents” as an “unwilling tool” in the “great 

scheme” to increase the popularity among the consumers of BORT, a substance that had 

previously been marketed both as shoepolish and toothpaste. When his destiny is 

revealed to Billy Builder, one of the most powerful agents of BORT, Austin Pastille, says 

to the boy: “[t]he appearances of free will must now be stripped from your biography and 

the realities of your predestination laid bare.”238 Billy, at the last minute, however, is—

against all odds—able to overturn destiny and take matters in his own hand as, in 

“unexpected recalcitrance,” he flees towards the “borders of freedom” to build “a new 

                                                 
236 Cf. an undated poem of Andre’s, which is reminiscent of the Taoist notion that people with specific 
goals, habits, or fixed ideas are no longer free, flexible, and open to the indeterminate process of life: 
THE SECRET OF FREE WILL IS 
NEVER TO EXERCISE IT. ONCE 
WE EXERCISE FREE WILL, WE 
ARE DETERMINED. OR IN TERMS 
OF GEOMETRY, THE SHORTEST 
DISTANCE BETWEEN ANY TWO POINTS 
IS NOT TO GO. 
Printed in Cuts: 135. 
237 From transcript of Windham College symposium (1968), as excerpted in Develing: 6. See note 101. 
238 Billy Builder: 45. 
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life.”239 Even when life seems predetermined by a power that is out of one’s hands, 

people still have the ability to take control and subvert this force. 

Andre brought up this capacity of human beings to act independently in an 

analogy adopted from chemistry in one of his written dialogues with Frampton in 1962, 

an analogy that suggests that, if Andre was indeed aware of the Epicurean theory of the 

atomic swerve, he did not take the belief that atoms have free will too literally. After 

having asserted that all choices—including those of artists and photographers, whether 

they like it or not—are exercises of “political power,” he wrote: “I am very glad that ions 

of the same class exhibit consistent sets of behavior under similar conditions and I am 

also very happy that people of the same class do not exhibit the same characteristics. Ions 

have valences, people have needs. The conjunction of valence and need may be the stuff 

of all our arts and our philosophies.”240 Ions—atoms that carry a negative or positive 

electrical charge because the number of (positive) protons is not equal to the number of 

(negative) electrons in the outer shell—will always attempt to dispose of electrons if their 

charge is negative, or attract electrons if their charge is positive, in order to obtain a 

neutral electrical charge. This behavior, designated as ‘valence,’ is steady and 

predictable, whereas people’s behavior, determined by ever-changing needs, is whimsical 

and indeterminate, in part because human beings are not always willing to follow orders. 

Since people have the ability to choose, they have the power to make decisions 

about their behavior. Matter, like the metal plates in Weathering Piece and the bricks in 

Equivalents, on the other hand, exhibits “consistent sets of behavior under similar 

                                                 
239 Ibid: 47. 
240 ‘On Photography and Consecutive Matters,’ 12 Dialogues: 23-24.  
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conditions,” and is basically innocent and apolitical: it does not make choices but follows 

the same patterns over and over, unless an external force causes a change, which is in 

theory also predictable. This predictability and innocence allow people to utilize 

materials as tools for all types of purposes of their own choosing. When people encounter 

any kind of material, they in almost all circumstances have the ability to either change it 

or accept it as they received it. Although society may bring its members to the belief that 

they ought to passively accept the world as it is, Andre wishes to point out by means of 

his work that one of the promising yet potentially dangerous characteristics of human 

beings is their capacity to change their environment by choice, a characteristic that is 

instinctual to them, as evinced by childrens’ predilection for restructuring and altering 

play. This instinct is repressed by society and needs to be reclaimed. In an interview of 

1978, Andre said: 

Perhaps one thing my work is about is the fundamental innocence of 
matter. I don’t think matter is guilty of all the transgressions of which we 
are always accusing it. Advocates of gun control think that by keeping 
these tools of death out of people’s hands there will be less murder. That 
may be true, but it is not the problem. The problem is the values of a 
society where guns are lusted after in the first place. Matter is not guilty of 
the material conditions with which we surround ourselves. You cannot 
blame the bricks for my art: you must blame it on me.241 
 

And when discussing the unjoined combination of the particles of his work, the 

artist once said, along similar lines: “[i]t seems that if my work has any subject matter at 

all, it is the immense potentiality of the things around us. We don’t even realize the 

                                                 
241 Fuller, ‘Carl Andre on his Sculpture II’: 9 
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potentialities, and the innocence of matter. We tend to blame matter for the shape that we 

give it.”242 

                                                 
242 Ballatore: 1. Cf. Fuller, ‘Carl Andre on his Sculpture II’: 9.  Cf. a text Andre wrote in 1963, in which 
he suggests that the state of technology itself cannot be blamed for the fact that “modern machines are 
largely used to manufacture either useless or destructive products.” Technology itself, like television, the 
press, and film, has no inherent propensity for destruction or “hideous distortions of reality.” Only people 
can be held responsible for the usages to which they put technological apparatuses. ‘Dear Ro.’ Cf. Andre’s 
suggestion that new technologies should be put to different uses, excluding war: “I am utterly disenchanted 
with technology because the super uses of technology are the ones being used in Viet Nam. I don’t say no 
to the new technology, I don’t say no to lasers, I don’t say no to plastic alloys. But the trouble is, people 
over and over again use new materials, new materials for old purposes.” Excerpt from ‘Art Now’ lecture 
(1969); printed in Cuts: 148. 
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CHAPTER 2 

Distrusting choice: absurd narratives and musical structures in the art 
of Sol LeWitt, 1963-1975 
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243 Carl Andre, undated poems, in: Cuts: 130. 
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2.1 INTRODUCTION 
 

In the poems that open this chapter, Andre identifies the main feature of the 

oeuvre of his acquaintance and colleague Sol LeWitt to be its proximity to music.244 

Works like LeWitt’s Drawing Series I 1 (A & B) and III 1 (A & B) (1969) indeed have 

much in common with musical composition (figure 2.1). Like most of the works that 

LeWitt has created since 1966, this wall drawing consists of a number of simple 

modules arranged in various configurations, the variables of which correspond to a 

predetermined permutational system. The artist originally designed the idea governing 

this piece—one of his first ventures into serial drawing—for a book project initiated by 

Seth Siegelaub that was reproduced on a Xerox photocopying machine and is now 

known as the Xerox Book (1968).245 As seen on the last page of LeWitt’s 25-page 

contribution to the Xerox Book—the page that served as a schematic summary of the 

previous 24 pages (figure 2.2)—as well as in a later schematic rendering of the systemic 

concept determining LeWitt’s first serial works (figures 2.3 – 2.4), the artist drew a 

number of parallel vertical lines at regular intervals in the upper-left square of a 4-

square grid. The upper-right square of this grid contains parallel horizontal lines, the 

lower-left square holds diagonal bottom-left to top-right lines, and the lower-right 

                                                 
244 In 1974, LeWitt said: “[...] I was at times friendly with Mel Bochner and [C]arl Andre. Although I 
don’t think I’m very close friends with them, I am friends of theirs and I respect their work.” Paul 
Cummings, unpublished transcript of a tape-recorded interview with LeWitt, 15 July, 1974, in the Archives 
of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.: 68. Andre himself also had a great interest in 
music and modeled the configurations of some of his multi-colored sculptures on musical structures. 
245 The official title is Carl Andre, Robert Barry, Douglas Huebler, Joseph Kosuth, Sol LeWitt, Robert 
Morris, Lawrence Weiner, ed. Seth Siegelaub and John W. Wendler (New York: Siegelaub/Wendler: 
1968): n.p. 
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square presents diagonal bottom-right to top-left lines. The 4-square grid is combined 

into a larger, 16-square grid with 3 other 4-square grids, each of which would be 

identical to the previously described grid if it were not for the different order in which 

the squares present the four basic line directions. In order to aid comprehension of the 

system that generates the work, LeWitt assigned a number to each of the four line 

directions. The number 1 stands for the vertical lines, the number 2 for the horizontal 

lines, 3 for the diagonal left-to-right lines, and 4 for the diagonal right-to-left lines. 

LeWitt submitted the numbers, and concomitantly the 4 line directions, to a series of 

permutations, based on operations that he has identified as “rotation” (I), “mirror” (II), 

“cross & reverse mirror” (III), and “cross reverse” (IV/IIII), to determine which square 

would contain a particular line direction. In order to account for all possible 

combinations of the four basic line directions as presented in 4 separate, grid-forming 

squares, LeWitt created a total of 24 16-square grids, each of which was designated a 

page in the Xerox Book. 

For several later works LeWitt repeated all the original 96 (4 x 24) variations 

with superimposed lines, which added up to a total of 192 variations, some of which are 

shown in figures 2.3 and 2.4.246 Not long after its publication, LeWitt transformed his 

contribution to the Xerox Book into a series of wall drawings, including the variations of 

Drawing Series I, II, III, IIII seen in figures 2.1 and 2.5. Like his later wall drawings, 

Drawing Series, I, II, III, IIII could be executed by any draftsperson willing to follow 

LeWitt’s instructions and could be materialized at various places and at different times, 

                                                 
246 For a description of the series of works that are determined by variations on this system, see Sol 
LeWitt, ed. Alicia Legg (New York: The Museum of Modern Art, 1978): 88. 
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like a musical performance. Other parallels with music include the wall drawings’ non-

representational quality, their investigation of variations on a concept or “theme,” their 

serial or sequential plan, and the fact that for the realization of the work the draftsperson 

has to follow instructions that are much like musical notation. The artist has said of his 

wall drawings: “I think of them like a musical score that could be redone by any or 

some people. I like the idea that the same work can exist in two or more places at the 

same time.”247 

While LeWitt’s work shares these features with almost all non-improvisational 

music, his work is related most closely to the compositions of minimalists Steve Reich 

and Philip Glass and, perhaps even more strongly, to those of serialist composers like 

Pierre Boulez and Karlheinz Stockhausen. Indeed, the use of predetermined systems 

had been explored most fervently in the field of integral serialist music. Starting in the 

1950s, composers such as Pierre Boulez invented non-linear, non-climactic 

mathematical systems that determined a major portion of the musical fabric, a 

procedure that had evolved from Schoenberg’s ‘Method of composing with twelve 

tones which are related only with one another,’ which had refuted the long-established 

tradition of tonal music. Schoenberg believed that the traditional organization of music 

around one basic tone that regulates chord-formation as well as note-succession 

generated a predictable sequence of notes and coincided with “an almost 

somnambulistic sense of security” of composers who possessed too little courage to 

                                                 
247 From Andrea Miller-Keller and Sol LeWitt, ‘Excerpts from a Correspondence, 1981-1983,’ in Sol 
LeWitt, Wall Drawings 1968-1984, ed. Susanna Singer (Amsterdam: Stedelijk Museum; Eindhoven: van 
Abbemuseum; Hartford, CT: Wadsworth Atheneum, 1984): 21. Cf. Cummings: 58. 
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even think of the possibility of inventing a new musical language.248 Musical 

compositions written according to the 12-tone or “dodecaphonic” method, on the other 

hand, consist of subsequently-varied restatements of a set of 12 different tones with a 

predetermined linear ordering. The non-hierarchical, non-functional relation amongst 

these 12 notes and the avoidance of the repetition of any of the 12 notes within a 12-

tone series generate a non-predictable music: by avoiding octave doublings and pitch-

class repetitions, which would have produced an emphasis on a specific note, 

dodecaphonic composers were assured of successfully writing music that would not be 

interpreted as tonal. 

Schoenberg’s procedure of composing music with a series of tones that was 

established before the actual writing of the composition was further developed by 

composers of the so-called ‘Vienna Schoenberg circle,’ particularly Alban Berg and 

Anton Webern, who applied series of numbers to determine not only the pitch class, but 

also duration, timbre, and loudness. These composers paved the way for total serialism 

as it developed after World War II, when even more parameters were determined by an 

all-controlling system.249 For his totally-serial piano piece Structure 1a, for example—

                                                 
248 Arnold Schoenberg, ‘Composition with Twelve Tones’ (1941), in Style and Idea, trans. Dika Newlin 
(New York: Philosophical Library, 1950): 106. In the late 18th and early 20th centuries, several 
composers—I mention Claude Debussy and Richard Strauss—had moved toward the ‘equalization’ of the 
12 tones. These composers increasingly incorporated dissonant notes in their music, which resulted in the 
gradual disappearance of tonal function and led to what Schoenberg called the “emancipation of the 
dissonance.” Whereas in the past, notes had been arranged hierarchically, based on their harmonic relation 
to the tonic (key-note) of the musical work, the roles of the separate tones now gradually became more 
equal. Schoenberg, who challenged the existing musical language most radically, is often called an ‘atonal’ 
composer. He himself preferred the term ‘pantonal’ to indicate his willingness to include all tonalities. 
249 As pointed out by serial composer Ernest Krenek, the word ‘parameter’ was “introduced into music 
theory by Dr. Meyer-Eppler, of the Institute of Communication Theory at the University of Bonn, who was 
associated with the work of the electronic laboratory of the West German radio station of Cologne. It is 
borrowed from mathematics, where it means ‘a variable entering into the mathematical form of any 
distribution such that the possible values of the variable correspond to different distributions.’”  In music 
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the first movement of Trois structures pour deux pianos (‘Three structures for two 

pianos,’ 1951-1952)—Boulez used a row of twelve notes to which he assigned the 

numbers 1 through 12 (figure 2.6). Based on this 12-tone series he created two matrices: 

the Original or O-matrix and the Inversion or I-matrix, the notes in the first row of the 

inversion matrix being the mirror images in a horizontal axis of the twelve notes in the 

original matrix (figures 2.7 – 2.8). The succession of notes in Structure 1a was 

determined by transpositions, inversions, and retrograde (reverse-order) readings of the 

original series of notes. Duration, dynamics, and attack mode were serialized in a 

comparable fashion, as Boulez identified 12 durational values (figure 2.9), 12 dynamic 

levels (pppp, ppp, pp, p quasi p, mp, mf, quasi f, f, ff, fff, ffff), and 12 attack modes 

(figure 2.10), representing each by means of the numbers 1 through 12. All dynamical 

values, for example, were assigned a number, and the order in which they occurred was 

derived from diagonal lines in the two matrices (figures 2.11 – 2.12).250 

In spite of the many parallels that can be drawn between LeWitt’s work and 

musical composition, there have been no substantial studies of the relation of LeWitt’s 

art to contemporary music, with the exception of a short essay by Pamela Lee, in which 

LeWitt’s procedures are compared to Reich’s method of “phase-shifting,” and a text by 

Marjorie Welish that, albeit in passing, points out some parallels between LeWitt’s art 

                                                                                                                                                 
the word parameter refers to such variable aspects as pitch, duration, texture, and timbre. As Krenek 
explains, the adoption of this mathematical term in musical theory is an instance of a larger-scale 
borrowing by music theorists of terminology from mathematics and physics and is a symptom of the need 
for new vocabulary in a radically-changed field. Ernest Krenek, ‘Extents and Limits of Serial Techniques,’ 
Musical Quarterly 46, no. 2 (April 1960): 210. 
250 For in-depth analyses of Boulez’s Trois Structures pour deux pianos, see György Ligeti, ‘Pierre 
Boulez,’ Die Reihe, no. 4 (1960, English edition; 1958, original Austrian edition): 36-62, and chapter 15 
(‘Total Serialization in Europe’) of Elliott Antokoletz, Twentieth Century Music (Englewood Cliffs, NJ: 
Prentice Hall, Inc., 1992): 373-378. 
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and contemporary music by Boulez, Glass, and Reich.251 Nor have any art historians 

thoroughly pursued the connections between LeWitt’s seriality and the sequential 

structure of novels, films, and motion photography, which LeWitt has identified as 

antecedent to his work. Although LeWitt had been inspired by the “hints of system” he 

saw in the work of fellow artists such as Frank Stella, Jasper Johns, Donald Judd, and 

Dan Flavin,252 he has placed more emphasis on the significance of certain practices in 

other artistic domains for the development of his particular brand of systemic art. While 

the application of systemic procedures, as we shall see, allowed LeWitt to avoid 

convention, representation, and personal habit, the adoption of systems from other 

                                                 
251 Marjorie Welish, ‘Ideas of Order (LeWitt),’ in Welish, Signifying Art: Essays on Art after 1960 
(Cambridge, United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 1999): 257-275; Pamela M. Lee, ‘Phase 
Piece,’ in Sol LeWitt: Incomplete Open Cubes, ed. Nicholas Baume (Hartford, CT: The Wadsworth 
Atheneum Museum of Art: 2001): 49-58. In his 1967 article, ‘The Serial Attitude,’ Mel Bochner does 
juxtapose a discussion of serial music with very brief descriptions of the serial works of visual artists like 
Donald Judd, Larry Poons, LeWitt, and Dan Flavin: ‘The Serial Attitude,’ Artforum 6, no. 4 (December 
1967): 28-33. Cf. Bochner’s ‘Serial Art, Systems: Solipsism,’ Arts Magazine 41, no.8 (Summer 1967): 39-
43. A later short essay that briefly mentions LeWitt’s work in the context of a discussion of contemporary 
music is Brandon LaBelle, ‘Performing Geometry, Music’s Affair with Numbers, Systems, and 
Procedures,’ in Beyond Geometry, Experiments in Form, 1940s-70s, ed. Lynn Zelevansky (Los Angeles: 
Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 2004): 129-133. 
 John Baldessari’s video Baldessari Sings LeWitt, in which the younger artist sings LeWitt’s 
‘Sentences on Conceptual Art’ in an untrained and monotonous voice to popular tunes like ‘Tea for Two,’ 
‘Heaven,’ and ‘Star Spangled Banner,’ also seems to reflect an understanding of the musicality of LeWitt’s 
work, although Baldessari explains in his introduction to the video that his reason for delivering the 
‘Sentences’ in such a manner is to make available to a larger public LeWitt’s highbrow writings on 
conceptual art. LeWitt must have appreciated Baldessari’s performance of ‘Sentences on Conceptual Art,’ 
as he included a film still from the younger artist’s video on one of the pages of his photographic 
autobiography. See LeWitt, Autobiography (New York: Multiples Inc.; Boston: Lois and Michael K. Torf, 
1980): n.p. Laurie Anderson also acknowledged the musical qualities of LeWitt’s work in Quartet for Sol 
LeWitt, for which she used one of LeWitt’s schematic drawings for Drawing Series I, II, III, IIII as a 
musical score, by assigning notes rather than line directions to the numbers 1 through 4. In 2001, composer 
Christopher Burns composed a sextet entitled The Location of Six Geometric Figures, inspired by LeWitt’s 
1974 work of the same title. 
252 Grace Glueck, ‘Sol LeWitt’s “Jungle Gym for the Mind,”’ New York Times (27 January, 1978): 28. 
Glueck quotes LeWitt as follows: “I rejected the kind of Duchampian/Dada thing that Pop art took off on, 
but the thing in Johns that appealed was his use of alphabets and numbers as systems.” Cf. LeWitt’s 1993 
comment: “Flavin’s piece, The Nominative Three, using a progression of one, one-two, one-two-three, was 
an important example for me. It was one of the first system pieces I’d seen. Judd’s progression pieces of 
that time were also very important.” Andrew Wilson, ‘Sol LeWitt Interviewed’ (interview, 22 January, 
1993), Art Monthly, no. 164 (March 1993): 5. Cf. Cummings: 48-50. 
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mediums seems to have added an extra liberating dimension to the already liberating 

effect of the systemic as such, serving to further prevent recession into a conventional 

usage of the medium. 

When discussing possible sources and parallels of LeWitt’s art, however, one 

should take into account the artist’s frequently expressed belief that artworks should 

proceed from ideas about art and “fall within the conventions of art.”253 In an 

unpublished, undated interview conducted by Lucy Lippard around 1970, LeWitt 

criticized artworks that illustrate non-artistic theories by “intellectual hero[es]” such as 

Marshall McLuhan and Claude Lévi-Strauss.254 On the other hand, he has 

acknowledged, in a 1970 lecture at the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, that “the 

really good artists” have many interests outside the visual arts.255 As we know from 

pictures included in his photographic Autobiography (figure 2.13), LeWitt’s library was 

extensive and diverse. It included books on minimal music, architecture, politics, film, 

sports, and literature by authors like Alain Robbe-Grillet, Vladimir Nabokov, Jorge-

Luis Borges, and Samuel Beckett. It appears, then, that LeWitt did not disapprove of 

artists’ finding inspiration in disciplines outside the visual arts, as long as they 

continued to be concerned primarily with art. His own work was certainly concerned 

with the rudimentary building blocks of visual art: the line as the elementary module of 

                                                 
253 Sentence 17 from ‘Sentences on Conceptual Art,’ 0 to 9, no. 5 (January 1969): 3-5. Reprinted in Art-
Language 1, no. 1 (May 1969): 11-13. Sentence 17 in full: “All ideas are art if they are concerned with art 
and fall within the conventions of art.” Most bibliography compilers do not seem to realize that ‘Sentences 
on Conceptual Art’ was first published in the relatively unknown magazine 0 to 9, which was edited by 
Vito Acconci and Bernadette Mayer and appeared between 1967 and 1969. 
254 Lucy Lippard, transcript of an undated, unpublished interview with Sol LeWitt, box 12, folder 29, 
Lucy Lippard Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.: 21. 
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2-dimensional art, the cube as the simplest constituting unit of 3-dimensional art, and 

the primary colors, as well as black and white. His work also undermines—and 

therewith addresses—notions that for long had been considered intrinsic to art, such as 

inspiration, skill, and originality.256 Successful art, according to LeWitt, not only falls 

within the conventions of art, it also “changes our understanding of the conventions by 

altering our perceptions.”257 Practices in other disciplines might very well provide the 

stimulus for such alteration. 

LeWitt has mentioned on several occasions that in 1964, when he was beginning 

to develop his serial methods, he was inspired by an article written by Hans Rudolf 

Zeller about the parallels between the late 19th-century poetry of Stéphane Mallarmé 

and the serial music of the 1950s, published in the international music journal Die 

Reihe.258 The article focuses on the serial compositions of Boulez and Stockhausen and 

emphasizes Mallarmé’s desire to musicalize the poetic language, as expressed in the 

poet’s work Un Coup de Dés (1897) and in his performative project ‘Livre’ or ‘Book,’ 

the notes for which were not published until 1957.259 As discussed in Zeller’s article, 

Mallarmé had hoped that the “constructive law” of music would come to regulate all 

                                                                                                                                                 
255 Unpublished transcript of a talk given by LeWitt to ‘Art Now Class,’ Nova Scotia College of Art and 
Design, 20 March, 1970, box 12, folder 29, Lucy Lippard Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian 
Institution, Washington, D.C.: 11. 
256 For a discussion of the concept of originality in LeWitt’s art, see Kirk Pillow, ‘Did Goodman’s 
Distinction Survive LeWitt?’ The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism 61, no. 4 (Fall 2003): 365-380. 
257 ‘Sentences’: sentence 20.  
258 Hans Rudolf Zeller, ‘Mallarmé and Serialist Thought,’ trans. Margaret Shenfield, Die Reihe, no. 6 
(1964, English edition; 1960, original Austrian edition). LeWitt told both Barbara Reise and Andrea Miller-
Keller that Zeller’s article was important to him. Asked by Miller-Keller which influences or experiences 
led him to “embrace serialism as an effective tool,” LeWitt answered: “There was an article I read in a 
magazine called die Reihe called ‘Mallarmé and Serial Thought.’” Miller Keller: 24. Cf. Barbara Reise, 
‘Sol LeWitt and Drawing,’ in Legg: 34, 41-42. 
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prose and poetry, arguing that “from now on interpreting a poem is like describing a 

musical composition [...]” (Zeller’s paraphrases).260 Presumably such an interpretation 

would be based on an analysis of the inherent structure of the literary work rather than 

on a consideration of the relation of the work to external features. Sounds in music 

arguably have less of a representative function than words in traditional literature or 

shapes in representational visual art. Individual musical sounds derive their meaning 

primarily from their relationship to other sounds within the work, which is generally 

controlled by one or several structural thoughts that designate the relationships between 

all musical events that constitute the work. The same description would apply to most 

of LeWitt’s work since 1964. Certainly, Zeller calls music “the medium of the serial 

language,”261 and much of LeWitt’s mature work follows serial structures. 

In this chapter I refer not only to the history of music, I also adopt terminology 

from information theory to discuss some of the more idiosyncratic features of LeWitt’s 

work. While LeWitt’s art has much in common with music, it also functions on several 

technical levels like a message.262 Information theory, as developed in the late 1940s by 

Claude Shannon, was based—amongst other fields—on the game and probability theory 

of John von Neumann and the study of cybernetics of Norbert Wiener. The theory 

examines how information can be encoded by means of elementary units of 

                                                                                                                                                 
259 Stéphane Mallarmé, Le ‘Livre’ de Mallarmé; premières recherches sur des documents inédits, ed. 
Jacques Scherer (Paris: Librarie Gallimard: 1957). 
260 Zeller: 11. 
261 Ibid: 14. 
262 It is unclear whether LeWitt was familiar with information theory, but he did participate in the 
exhibition Information, which was on view at the Museum of Modern Art in New York in July, August, 
and September of 1970. See Information, ed. Kynaston L. McShine (New York: The Museum of Modern 
Art, 1970). 
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information, such as the letters of the alphabet, the dots and dashes of Morse code, or 

the binary digits one and zero in a digital computer. Information theorists study how 

messages can be encoded in such a way that the probability of accurate transmission to 

the receiving end is maximized, with the understanding that, as the signals are being 

sent through the communication channel, they might be subject to distortion and 

accidental additions such as noise caused by unwelcome phenomena like static.263 

Various composers and critics of serialist music in the 1950s and 1960s referred 

to information theory when discussing, justifying, or refuting this type of music. Zeller, 

for example, characterized the poetic and musical languages as communication 

systems264 and argued that composers (“after Webern”) can no longer “overlook” a 

study of information theory,265 suggesting that information theory elucidates the 

material of music in a basic way. Music scholar Leonard Meyer based his study of the 

roles of expectation and probability in music as well as linguistic communication on the 

hypothesis that “the psycho-stylistic conditions which give rise to musical meaning, 

whether affective or intellectual, are the same as those which communicate 

information.”266 Amongst other people who around 1960 used concepts and vocabulary 

from information theory in their discussions of contemporary music were composers 

                                                 
263 Claude E. Shannon, ‘Mathematical Theory of Communication,’ Bell System Technical Journal 27 
(July and October 1948): 379-423, 623-656; reprinted, along with Warren Weaver’s ‘Recent Contributions 
to the Mathematical Theory of Communication’ (a shorter version of which was first published in Scientific 
American 81, no. 7 (July 1949)), in a book with the same title as Shannon’s original paper: The 
Mathematical Theory of Communication (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1949). 
264 Zeller: 6. 
265 Ibid: 9. 
266 See Leonard B. Meyer, ‘Meaning in Music and Information Theory,’ The Journal of Aesthetics and Art 
Criticism 15, no. 4 (June 1957): 412. Cf. Meyer’s Emotion and Meaning in Music (Chicago: University of 
Chicago Press, 1956) and Music, the Arts and Ideas: Patterns and Predictions in Twentieth-Century 
Culture (Chicago and London: The University of Chicago Press, 1967). 
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like Stockhausen, Henri Pousseur, and Herbert Eimert; music critic Heinz-Klaus 

Metzger; physicist, acoustician, and information theorist Werner Meyer-Eppler; 

structuralist anthropologist Claude Lévi-Strauss; and cultural theorist and novelist 

Umberto Eco.267 Novelist and film-maker Alain Robbe-Grillet, with whose work 

LeWitt was familiar, also talked about the orders underlying his novels and films in 

terms of information theory. Robbe-Grillet has moreover drawn analogies between 

musical structure and the repetition and variation of his own novels and films and has 

based two of his films on, respectively, the aleatory and serial structures encountered in 

contemporary music.268 

Perspectives from both musicology and information theory, as well as a 

discussion of the connections drawn between the two in the late 1950s and 1960s, can 

bring new light to LeWitt’s music-like art and call attention to those aspects of LeWitt’s 

work that in the music of some serial composers and the literature of authors like 

Robbe-Grillet had political implications. Various serialist composers, for instance, saw 

the application of predetermined systems as a way out of the conventional, tonal 

                                                 
267 Werner Meyer-Eppler, ‘Statistic and Psychologic Problems of Sound,’ Die Reihe, no. 1 (1957, English 
edition; 1955, original Austrian edition): 55-61; Karlheinz Stockhausen, ‘Structure and Experiential Time,’ 
Die Reihe, no. 2 (1958,  English edition; 1955, original Austrian edition): 64-74; Heinz-Klaus Metzger, 
‘Analysis of the Sacred Song, Op. 14 No. 4,’ Die Reihe, no. 2 (1958, English edition; 1955 original 
Austrian edition): 75-80; Herbert Eimert, ‘The Composer’s Freedom of Choice,’ Die Reihe, no. 3 (1959, 
English edition; 1957, original Austrian edition): 1-9; Henri Pousseur, ‘Music, Form and Practice,’ Die 
Reihe, no. 6 (1964, English edition; 1960, original Austrian edition): 77-93; Claude Lévi-Strauss, The Raw 
and the Cooked, Introduction to a Science of Mythology: I (first French ed. 1964), trans. John and Doreen 
Weightman (New York and Evanston: Harper & Row, Publishers,” 1969); Umberto Eco, The Open Work 
(includes essays from 1962, 1964, and 1968), trans. Anna Cancogni (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University 
Press, 1989). 
268 Alain Robbe-Grillet, ’Order and Disorder in Film and Fiction,’ Critical Inquiry, 4, no. 1 (Autumn 
1977): 1-20. The structure of Robbe-Grillet’s N Took the Dice (1971) is aleatory, as its narrative was 
determined by the throwing of dice, while Eden and After (1971) was based in part on Arnold 
Schoenberg’s atonal music. For a discussion of these films, see The Erotic Dream Machine. Interviews with 
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language, which in their eyes reflected an outdated, bourgeois society but was hard to 

circumvent because it had been instilled in every western individual from childhood. 

Henri Pousseur, in the same issue of Die Reihe in which Zeller published his article on 

Mallarmé and serial music, proposed that tonal music is a reflection of an 

individualistic, oppressive, and rationalistic bourgeois society.269 While not all serialist 

composers were as explicitly and programmatically political as Pousseur, they all used 

preset systems as a means to rule out personal preference, expression, and conventional 

idioms, in the hope that they would arrive at truly new results. 

 Similarly, for LeWitt the deployment of an all-controlling permutational system 

according to which a number of simple modules were arranged into various 

configurations enabled the artist to create an artwork that precluded “taste,” 

“whimsies,”270 and “unconsciously remembered forms,”271 as it took away from the 

artist the responsibility of making subjective decisions that might have perpetuated 

conventions. More particularly, the systemic method, which in LeWitt’s eyes generated 

a conceptual or content-based (rather than formalist) art, allowed the artist to 

circumvent relational composition and rationalist formalism, which he regarded, along 

with the illusionistic medium of painting, as an anachronistic remnant of the “gone and 

past” Renaissance.272 In his objection to rationalism and relational composition, LeWitt 

                                                                                                                                                 
Alain Robbe-Grillet on his Films, ed. Anthony N. Fragola and Roch C. Smith (Carbondale and 
Edwardsville: Southern Illinois University Press), 1992: 5-17. 
269 Pousseur 1964 (1960): 77-81. For similar arguments about the bourgeois nature of literature preceding 
the Nouveau Roman, see Alain Robbe-Grillet, For a New Novel: Essays on Fiction (first French ed., 1963), 
trans. Richard Howard (New York: Grove Press, Inc. 1965): 140-141. 
270 Sol LeWitt, ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art,’ Artforum 5, no. 10 (June 1967): 79-83, par. 5. 
271 LeWitt, ‘Serial Project No. 1 (ABCD),’ Aspen Magazine, nos. 5-6 (1966): n.p., section 17. 
272 See Norvell: 115-116, 122. 
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affiliated himself with Donald Judd, who, as mentioned in the previous chapter, had 

argued that rationalism and a priori thinking belonged to an obsolete mode of thinking 

that was discredited by modern philosophers and scientists.273 

While I argue in this chapter that LeWitt’s systemic procedures of the 1960s and 

1970s were linked to his political concerns, albeit in a less extreme and obvious way 

than parallel methods in the works of some serial composers and authors like Robbe-

Grillet, it should be noted that the artist has repeatedly insisted that he does not believe 

that art has a social or moral purpose.274 It is likely that, had he ever been attacked on 

the absence of politics in his work, he would have defended himself with an argument 

similar to the one he used in answer to an attack on the lack of sexual appeal of his art: 

in an unpublished letter to James Fitzsimmons, who had accused his work of sterility, 

he explained that a man who leads a healthy sex life uses not artworks but human 

beings for sexual gratification.275 Similarly, he might have argued that it is more 

commendable for an artist to lead a politically active life than to convey a directly 

political message through his art—a message that would most likely have little effect on 

the world anyway. In a funny section of a 1969 interview, the artist argues that works 

like 47 Three-Part Variations on Three Different Kinds of Cubes (1967, figure 2.14) 

and All Three-Part Variations on Three Different Kinds of Cubes (1969, figure 2.15) 

have very little to do with the world:  

                                                 
273 Bruce Glaser, ‘Questions to Stella and Judd, Interview by Bruce Glaser,’ ed. Lucy Lippard, Art News 
65, no. 5 (September 1966): 56-57. Cf. note 16 of chapter 1. 
274 Wilson: 3-9. Cf. Glueck: 25. 
275 Letter to James Fitzsimmons (22 April, c. 1970), box 319, Lucy Lippard papers, Archives of American 
Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 
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I don’t think of art as being something particularly rational. For instance 
these methods are really pretty absurd. […] Like, to put three boxes 
together is a really silly kind of thing when you think of it. I mean, the 
world is really going to hell in a toboggan, and I’m putting these boxes 
together. It’s really silly. But, you know, that’s not the point.276 
  

In later years, however, LeWitt seems to have been more open to the idea that his 

attitudes towards contemporary events might have affected the development of his 

work,277 although he continued to maintain that he never made art in order to change 

society.  

In spite of LeWitt’s insistence that contemporary art cannot have “any kind of 

real significance in terms of political content,”278 as his friend, the critic Lucy Lippard 

has argued LeWitt was “most certainly affected [...] by the social environment—

especially that of the 1960s, when the art world’s urgent desire to find new ways of 

generating art paralleled the spirit of political revolt rising from civil rights struggles 

and the Vietnam war.”279 It is known that LeWitt was on the left side of the political 

scale, participated in a number of politically inspired events such as activities organized 

by the Art Workers Coalition, and discussed the social validity of art with his friends.280 

He has emphasized that the ideas underlying his works are the most important elements 

                                                 
276 Norvell: 121. 
277 Miller-Keller: 22. In this interview, LeWitt stated: “I am simply obsessed with making art. What effect 
it has on society, or what effect society has on it, I cannot say—but I would accept the premise that it does 
have an effect and is affected by any number of environmental factors.” 
278 LeWitt, statement in ‘La Sfida del Sistema’ (‘the Challenge of the System’), Metro (Rome and Venice) 
(June 1968): 44. 
279 Lippard 1978: 29. Lippard lists a number of politically motivated activities in which LeWitt was 
involved during the 1960s and early 1970s. Ibid: 30, note 41. 
280 LeWitt’s circle of friends in the early 1960s consisted, amongst other people, of Lucy Lippard, Robert 
Mangold, Robert Ryman, Michael Kirby, Dan Flavin, Tom Doyle, and Eva Hesse. Cf. Wilson: 3-5. 
According to Glueck, who based her article on a conversation with the artist, LeWitt “spent hours talking 
politics and exploring such questions as the social/aesthetic validity of art with his friends [...].” Glueck: 28. 
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of his art and argued that “ideas cannot be owned,”281 suggesting that his conceptual 

method embodied an indirect criticism of ownership. He, correspondingly, devoted 

much of his time to the creation of books because they were affordable and could be 

possessed not only by the wealthy.282 

In the following, however, I will elaborate little on the above remarks. I will 

instead consider the political implications of LeWitt’s radical decision to work with 

finite systems, which he often adopted from other fields, as well as his interest in 

absurdity, his return to (neutral) fundamentals, his reinvention of new systems with each 

work, his exploration of all possible combinations and permutations of the selected set 

of elements, the eventual introduction of chance and collaboration, and his 

problematization of the decision-making process. As suggested earlier, many of these 

features were explored by people like Pousseur, Robbe-Grillet, Meyer, and Eco, all of 

whom talked about the politically progressive qualities of work based on 

unconventional structures. Although LeWitt may not have been aware of the writings of 

all above-mentioned men, he was certainly familiar with the types of issues they 

discussed and examined these matters in his work himself, albeit in a less analytical, 

perhaps more intuitive and open-ended manner. 

LeWitt considers artworks that introduce new forms, structures, and ideas as 

more radical and valuable to art than works that communicate an explicit political 

message. At a time when art with a political agenda seemed dogmatic, as it tried to 

                                                 
281 Miller-Keller: 22. 
282 Wilson: 9. LeWitt said: “[...] the price of books was much less than a work of art. Everyone could own 
one and each one was actually a work of art in itself.” In 1976 LeWitt co-founded Printed Matter, an arts 
space that promotes artists’ publications. 
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impose a particular point of view on the viewer and presented as straightforward a 

complex and uncertain situation, people like Roland Barthes and Alain Robbe-Grillet 

asserted—as Theodor Adorno had done several decades earlier—that an obviously 

politically engaged art frequently conveys its message by adopting an outdated and 

“formulaic” form that is inherited from and therefore reflects a repressive bourgeois 

past. This outdated and imitative form or style guarantees that the message is clearly 

communicated in a language that is known to everyone because it has been dominant 

for such a long time, but the artists who opt for such conservative, “sclerotic” forms do 

not understand, Robbe-Grillet and Barthes argue, that the true meaning and potential for 

change of art lie in the form rather than in the message.283 Although LeWitt, again, 

would not express himself in such an explicit way, his linkage of the words “aesthetics” 

and “ethics” in the following excerpt from a 1974 interview does seem meaningful in 

this context: 

I really believe that art is just not something that’s laid down as frosting on 
a cake in society. I think that esthetics and ethics are really very much the 
same kind of thing. The reason I do things the way I do them is because I 
think that for me it’s a necessary way of doing it. I can’t paint a picture of 
a person because to me it wouldn’t be ethical. I mean I can draw a line on 
a wall because I think it’s an ethical act.284 

                                                 
283 See Robbe-Grillet 1965 (1963): 34-47, and Roland Barthes, Writing Degree Zero (first French ed., 
1953), trans. Annette Lavers and Colin Smith (New York: Hill and Wang, 1968): 13-16, 19-26, 56-60, and 
especially 70-73. Barthes writes on p. 70: “This lower-middle-class mode of writing has been taken up by 
communist writers because [...] the very dogma of socialist realism necessarily entails the adoption of a 
conventional mode of writing, to which is assigned the task of signifying in a conspicuous way a content 
which is powerless to impose itself without a form to identify it. Thus is understood the paradox whereby 
the communist mode of writing makes multiple use of the grossest signs of Literature, and far from 
breaking with a form which is after all typically bourgeois [...] goes on assuming without reservation the 
formal preoccupations of the petit-bourgeois art of writing [...].” 
284 Cummings: 75. Interestingly, LeWitt made his very first wall drawing (based on the Xerox Book) for 
the 1968 Art for Peace exhibition at the Paula Cooper Gallery in New York, curated by Lucy Lippard. See 
Patricia Norvell, ‘Sol LeWitt’ (interview, 12 June 1969), in Recording Conceptual Art, Early Interviews 
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In this chapter, I juxtapose the art and occasional writings and interviews of 

LeWitt with the work and ideas of contemporaries with similar concerns. People like 

Pousseur, Robbe-Grillet, Eco, Boulez, and Barthes expressed themselves in more 

straightforward and political terms, seemingly confirming the hypothesis that artists and 

intellectuals in postwar Europe manifested their political positions more openly than did 

their American colleagues. Such relative clarity can shed new light on LeWitt’s work 

and motivations, yet may also simplify and misconstrue the art’s complexity. When 

accentuating parallels between the works of the above-mentioned men, I will attempt to 

avoid the perils of undue and superficial comparison by emphasizing distinct and subtle 

differences. 

 

2.2 SYNTACTICAL NARRATIVITY: NON-HIERARCHICAL ALTERNATIVES TO 
FORMALISM 
 

In LeWitt’s art expressiveness, representation, and other types of reference to 

phenomena or ideas external to the work are kept to a minimum. The informational 

units LeWitt uses, like lines and cubes, are arbitrary in the sense that they have no 

intrinsic meaning and acquire identity only through their relationship to other units 

within the same work. Many aspects of LeWitt’s art are designed to be as free from 

association and emotion as possible. In 1965, for example, he decided to paint his 

skeletal and modular floor and wall structures, which consist of various combinations of 

                                                                                                                                                 
with ..., eds. Alexander Alberro and Patricia Norvell (Berkeley, Los Angeles, London: University of 
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wooden and metal square- and cube-shaped frames, white instead of black, since black, 

along with colors other than white, seemed to the artist to have too many expressive 

connotations (figures 2.16 – 2.17).285 In a relatively recent interview, LeWitt answered 

as follows a question about whether his work is concerned with metaphysics: 

“[o]bviously a drawing of a person is not a real person, but a drawing of a line is a real 

line,”286 and in 1978 he said: “[m]ost important is the reality of a thing, doing 

something real, without illusionism.”287 This realism-through-self-referentiality had 

been the object of many previous artists, as well as composers, writers, and poets. 

Mallarmé, for instance—as discussed by Zeller and Barthes288—used words not to 

describe and communicate ideas in the ordinary sense, but to explore their 

interrelationships when placed in particular combinations. Rather than using words to 

communicate, Mallarmé chose to study language itself, starting with its most 

rudimentary elements, such as the 26 letters of the alphabet, phonemes of the French 

phonological system, and monosyllabic words such as “or” and “pli.” Zeller remarks 

that Anton Webern, who was (more than Schoenberg) considered the father of serial 

                                                                                                                                                 
California Press, 2001): 123. 
285 See LeWitt’s description of various wall pieces in Legg: 59. Cf. Cummings: 62. In 1968, LeWitt said: 
“[...] I have to make a decision on color. Well, I decided white because it was the least color I could think 
of. The other possibility would be black. But black is so positive and it has other meanings. White has 
unfortunate connotations too. People think of purity. But it just worked, I think, better than black.” Norvell: 
114-115. 
286 Wilson: 6. 
287 Glueck: 28. 
288 In Writing Degree Zero, Barthes advances Mallarmé as the supreme example of modern poetry, 
proceeding from the point of view that the bourgeois use of language as a transparent mode of 
communication and persuasion was no longer viable for modern writers. Poets like Mallarmé, who have 
reached the “zero degree” of writing, Barthes argues, had come to objectify literary form by calling 
attention to their forms and rules and by problematizing language. According to Barthes, the word in 
Mallarmé’s writings denounces all connections with the representative and with its author; it is void, silent, 
and entirely free of fixed associations. Barthes 1968: 3-5, 46-48, 74-78. 
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music, considered the foundational elements of music to be the intervals formed by 

pairs of the 12 notes of the tempered scale. According to Zeller, the 2-note, 3-note, or 4-

note motifs are “the smallest structural units” or “constants” of “Webern’s syntax.”289 

This emphasis on self-referentiality and on basic elements as syntactic rather 

than semantic material must have appealed to LeWitt’s sensitivities as he read Zeller’s 

article in 1964. Although he had already been simplifying the shapes constituting his 

work before this time, in the second half of the 1960s the units of LeWitt’s choice 

became even more rudimentary, such as the earlier-mentioned straight line, the square, 

and the cube—even the colors and directions of the shapes are elementary: black white, 

red, yellow, or blue, and horizontal, vertical, or diagonal. The artist has written: “[t]he 

form itself is of very little importance; it becomes the grammar for the total work.”290 If 

the unit is too interesting in itself, the attention is detracted from the arrangement of the 

elements, the “idea,” the underlying system. LeWitt considers the cube an ideal unit in 

this respect as it has very few connotations: it “lacks any aggressive force, implies no 

motion, and is least emotive. Therefore it is the best form to use as a basic unit for any 

more elaborate function, the grammatical device from which the work may proceed.”291 

Mallarmé and Webern, as Zeller mentions, were also most concerned with the 

combination of such “elementary particles” according to certain systems.292 

                                                 
289 Zeller: 10. 
290 ‘Paragraphs’: par. 7. 
291 LeWitt, ‘The Cube’ (1966), in Legg: 172. LeWitt, similarly, stated a few years later that he used 
“uninteresting” forms like the square and the cube because “released from the necessity of being significant 
in themselves, they can be better used as grammatical devices from which the work may proceed.” Quoted 
in Lucy R. Lippard, ‘The Structures, the Structures and the Wall Drawings, the Structures and the Wall 
Drawings and the Books,’ in Legg: 26. 
292 Zeller: 10. 
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While the “designative meaning” in the work of LeWitt, Mallarmé, and serial 

composers like Webern is negligible, the meaning that does occur in these works is 

“embodied”—“designative meaning” being the term Meyer uses to describe meaning 

that proceeds from stimuli referring to something “different in kind” from themselves, 

and “embodied meaning” referring to the meaning that ensues when the stimuli within a 

work refer exclusively to other stimuli of the same type within the same work.293 Art 

historian Filiberto Menna has characterized the relationship of stimuli within a work 

with designative meaning to stimuli without the work to which they refer as semantic or 

“transcendent,” identifying the relationship between the interdependent stimuli in a 

work with embodied meaning as syntactic or “immediate.”294 

This emphasis on interrelated elements that are defined by a differential system 

is reminiscent of Ferdinand de Saussure’s comparison of language to chess. The French 

linguist noted that both language and chess are self-contained and self-regulating 

systems, consisting of elements that can be defined only by their relation to other 

elements within the same system, each of which has functions that are established by 

predetermined rules.295 In LeWitt’s work the stimuli or elements, which are all alike in 

kind and refer at most to the notion that lines and cubes are the most basic forms in 2-

dimensional and 3-dimensional art, are linked by an overarching syntactical system, 

                                                 
293 Meyer 1957: 413. 
294 Cf. Filiberto Menna, ‘Sol LeWitt: a System of Painting,’ for a brief discussion of the syntactic 
procedures and lack of semantic ambiguity in LeWitt’s work. First printed as ‘Sol LeWitt: un sistema della 
pittura,’ in Data, no. 4 (May 1972): 14-21; English translation reprinted in Sol LeWitt: Critical Texts, ed. 
Adachiara Zevi (Rome: Libri de AEIUO and Incontri Internazionali d'Arte, 1994): 194-197. Alain Robbe-
Grillet distinguishes between “immediate” signification and “transcendent” signification. Robbe-Grillet 
1965 (1963): 165-166. 
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which proceeds only from the identical and therefore exchangeable modules that 

constitute the work but also governs the way by which these modules interrelate. In the 

artist’s words, the “idea” that generates the work “has no validity as anything except a 

process in itself. It has nothing to do with the world at all.”296 

In many of LeWitt’s works, the system that regulates the constituent units and 

the way by which they interrelate can be characterized as serial. Although the word 

“serial” in art criticism and art history has been used to describe a wide variety of 

artworks and has been given a range of definitions,297 for the purpose of this chapter we 

refer to the definition given by LeWitt’s acquaintance Mel Bochner. Bochner defines 

“series” as “[a] set of sequentially ordered elements, each related to the preceding in a 

specifiable way by the logical conditions of finite progression [...].”298 In spite of the 

weaknesses of this definition, it comes close to LeWitt’s own remark that “[s]erial 

                                                                                                                                                 
295 Ferdinand de Saussure, Course in General Linguistics (first French, posthumous ed., 1949), ed. 
Charles Bally and Albert Sechehaye, trans. Wade Baskin (New York: Philosophical Library, 1959): 87-89, 
94. 
296 Norvell: 121. 
297 For discussions of the word seriality as applied to art of the 1960s, see Bochner, ‘The Serial Attitude’; 
Bochner, ‘Serial Art, Systems: Solipsism’; David Lee, ‘Serial Rights,’ Art News 66, no. 8 (December 
1967): 42-45, 68-69; Lawrence Alloway, ‘Serial Forms,’ in American Sculpture of the Sixties, ed. Maurice 
Tuchman (Los Angeles County Museum of Art, 1967): 15; John Coplans, ‘Definition of Serial Imagery,’ 
Serial Imagery (Pasadena, CA: Pasadena Art Museum, 1968), reprinted with revisions as ‘Serial Imagery,’ 
Artforum 7, no. 2 (October 1968): 34-43; James R. Mellow, ‘New York Letter,’ Art International 12 
(February 1968): 73-74; Frances Colpitt, Minimal Art: The Critical Perspective (Seattle, WA: University of 
Washington Press, 1990): 62-66. Coplans considers a different kind of seriality, referring to the concept of 
‘working in series’: the creation of a series of related but autonomous works rather than the use of seriality 
within a single work of art. 
298 Bochner, ‘The Serial Attitude’: 31. Bochner distinguishes seriality from modularity, arguing that 
“modular ideas differ considerably from serial ideas although both are types of order. Modular works are 
based on the repetition of a standard unit. The unit, which may be anything (Andre’s bricks, Morris’s 
truncated volumes, Warhol’s soup cans) does not alter its basic form, although it may appear to vary by the 
way in which units are adjoined.” The crucial words in this excerpt are “[t]he unit [...] does not alter its 
basic form,” which is the case in those works of Andre that consist exclusively of one kind of metal. 
Although the units in LeWitt’s Drawing Series I, II, III, IIII are interchangeable in the sense that the lengths 
and thicknesses of the individual lines are equal, the works may still be considered serial as the direction of 
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compositions are multipart pieces with regulated changes. The differences between the 

parts are the subject of the composition. If some parts remain constant it is to punctuate 

the changes [...]. The series would be read by the viewer in a linear or narrative manner 

[...].”299 The adjective “serial” in both these accounts is used to describe works of art 

consisting of sets of multiple units that are regulated according to predetermined 

sequential orders. Like Bochner, LeWitt has emphasized the sequence or progression of 

the elements in the series, describing the gradual transformation of the units that 

constitute many of his serial works as “progressive” and “narrative,” and citing the 

narrative structure of the work of photographer and scientist Eadweard Muybridge as 

one of the major influences on his art.300 

From the 1880s onward Muybridge photographed the successive stages in 

particular movements of humans and animals (figure 2.19). His 1887 book Animal 

Locomotion consisted of many series of photographs that each recorded a progressive 

instant of a single action captured by multiple cameras positioned at various angles. 

LeWitt was fascinated by Muybridge’s sequential photographs in part because the 

individual pictures were never shown separately but always in series. In LeWitt’s eyes 

their meaning lay not so much in the images as autonomous entities as in the 

relationship between them. Moreover, the logic and order of the photos’ presentation 

was determined mostly in advance. In 1978 LeWitt said: “Muybridge used a serial 

system. His use of signs as language, as syntax, as narrative, was a starting point for my 

                                                                                                                                                 
the lines changes. Moreover, it is also possible to regard not the lines but the squares containing the lines as 
the units, in which case the units are not interchangeable since the line directions in the squares vary. 
299 LeWitt, ‘Serial Project No. 1’: n.p. 
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concern with finite systems […].”301 In a later interview he called Muybridge “an ideal 

kind of system artist.”302 

The narrative nature of Muybridge’s work, in addition to its systemic and 

repetitive features, offered LeWitt an escape from the conventions of a more form-

oriented art, for narration used form not “as an end” but “as a means.”303 LeWitt has 

stated that Serial Project No. 1 (1966), which he has reckoned amongst his most 

important works (figures 2.20 – 2.22), was directly inspired by the narrative structure of 

Muybridge’s photography.304 As rendered in the schematic plan accompanying the 

work, Serial Project No. 1 consists of a large grid that provides the base for 4 sets of 

nine multi-part units. Every unit comprises two of 12 possible parts, each of which has a 

square base: a small square-shaped frame (or open square), a small solid square, a large 

open square (equivalent to 9 small squares arranged three by three), a large solid square, 

a small cube-shaped frame (or open cube), a large open cube (equivalent to 27 small 

cubes), a small solid cube, a large solid cube, a tall and open rectangular prism 

(equivalent to three small, stacked cubes), a tall and solid rectangular prism, a low and 

open rectangular prism (equivalent to 9 unstacked cubes arranged three by three), and a 

                                                                                                                                                 
300 In 1974, LeWitt called Muybridge “the biggest influence on my art of any older artist.” Cummings: 30-
31. 
301 Glueck: 28. In the early eighties, LeWitt wrote: “[Muybridge] offered a way of creating art that did not 
rely on the whim of the moment but on consistently thought out processes that gave results that were 
interesting and exciting.” See Miller Keller: 24. 
302 Garrels: 47. 
303 Wilson: 6. 
304 LeWitt first consciously applied a serial method in a wall structure from 1963. For a description of this 
work by the artist, see Legg: 52. In 1964, LeWitt made a work entitled ‘Muybridge I,’ which featured 10 
photographs of a nude woman walking toward the camera. Each photograph was placed, along with a 
flashing light, in an individual compartment of a long wooden box. Holes in each compartment allowed the 
viewer to see the photographs at times when the light was on. From left to right, the pictures showed the 
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low and solid rectangular prism. Four of the 12 parts are 2-dimensional (the squares) 

and the remaining parts (cubes and prisms) are 3-dimensional. Within the 4 sets, the 

individual units are arranged in three rows, in each of which there are three differing 

parts and three identical parts. Each set mirrors the other, with the taller pieces in the 

center. The following lines appear in the artist’s description of the piece: “[t]he premise 

governing this series is to place one form within another and include all major 

variations in two and three dimensions. This is to be done in the most succinct manner, 

using the fewest measurements. It would be a finite series using the square and cube as 

its syntax.”305 

LeWitt has likened the sequence of Muybridge’s running man to the serial 

transformation and narrative in his own piece of “a cube within a cube, a square within 

a square” and “a cube within a square, etc.”306 This narrative or sequential structure can 

be found in many other works of LeWitt’s, as in Variations of Incomplete Open Cubes 

(1974), in which LeWitt accounts for all 122 possible variations of 3 to 11-barred 

incomplete open cubes, at the exclusion of variations with only 1 or 2 bars as these 

would not imply the 3-dimensionality intrinsic to all cubes (figures 2.23 – 2.24).307 In 

order to ensure that he had not missed a variation or presented the same one twice, 

LeWitt asked the mathematicians Erna Herrey and Arthur Babakhanian to verify the 

series. This concerted effort not to repeat one element more than once is reminiscent of 

                                                                                                                                                 
woman in increasing close-up. LeWitt has said the Muybridge I was “the source of much of the serial 
work.” Legg: 77. 
305 ‘Serial Project No. 1’: n.p. 
306 Wilson: 5. 
307 Cf. LeWitt’s own description of the piece: “[t]he idea was to see how many ways a cube can be 
constructed without actually finishing it and without repeating any of the forms by turning them sideways, 
each form being unique [...].” Quoted in Glueck: 25. 
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Schoenberg’s use of 12-tone series in which each of the 12 notes is represented exactly 

once in order to avoid hierarchy among the notes, for a note that occurs twice achieves a 

position of dominance. LeWitt, similarly, as we shall see, wished to avoid hierarchical 

relationships amongst the elements in his work and has argued that he was so interested 

in Muybridge’s work because all the parts—the individual photographs—received equal 

treatment in the presentation. It was this lack of hierarchy that to LeWitt made 

Muybridge’s work so modern, aside from the fact that it “led to the motion picture 

which was the great narrative idea of our time.”308 

 

2.3 CULTURAL SYSTEMS OF PROBABILITY AND DISTURBANCES 
 

When listening to traditional, tonal music, our previous experience with the style 

of music within which the work is composed allows us to predict subsequent musical 

events on the basis of antecedent musical stimuli, in the same way in which we can 

often predict the last words of a half-finished sentence because we share the same 

language and cultural background with the speaker. This anticipation of future events 

happens automatically and mostly unconsciously.309 When we grow up within a 

particular culture, with particular sets of laws and norms of behavior, we internalize 

these norms so they become ingrained in our perceptions and influence our 

expectations. Like a cultural or social order, a musical style is a complex system of 

probabilities: when we hear particular sounds, we envisage a variety of sounds that 

                                                 
308 Wilson: 6. 
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might follow. Because we know that these sounds have followed in the past, it is highly 

probable that they will do so again.310 In other words, we have a tendency to imagine 

ahead of time the most probable outcome of a usual progression of events, excluding 

from our minds the least probable possibilities. In musical progression, a particular 

event, such as a dominant-seventh chord, usually implies another one, such as the tonic 

chord. The same can be said for the sequence of events in many movies produced in 

Hollywood, which frequently follow a predictable course. 

Visual art is less obviously a system of probabilities, partly because the manner 

in which people create and perceive it is not clearly sequential. It too, however, is often 

based on a set of parameters that we have come to expect, such as originality, skill, a 

certain level of spontaneity, the presence of representative elements, color, perspective, 

and so on. These parameters of the visual arts seem less planned, orderly, and 

systematized than their musical counterparts. It is partly in this respect that LeWitt’s 

work has more in common with music than with previous visual art, as he does arrange 

many parameters of his work systematically and often incrementally. Furthermore, like 

certain musical compositions, LeWitt’s serial works can be approached as enclosed 

systems of probability: when we observe one of his serial works, we should be able to 

                                                                                                                                                 
309 This discussion is loosely based on Meyer 1957. 
310 Like information theory, game theory is also predicated on probabilistic systems. In order to determine 
which decisions need to be made in a particular situation for maximum gain, game theorists rely on the 
existence of certain patterns and rules that are likely to endure into the future. The purpose of game theory 
is to anticipate the actions of other people and the probability that particular events will take place, so that 
the best possible strategies can be devised. For a concise yet clear discussion of the analogies between 
games of strategy on the one hand and economic and social behavior on the other hand, see Oskar 
Morgernstern, ‘The Theory of Games,’ Scientific American 180, no. 5 (May 1949): 22-25. Cf. Leonid 
Hurwicz, ‘Game Theory and Decisions,’ Scientific American 192, no. 2 (February 1955): 78-84;  Martin 
Gardner, ‘Mathematical Games: Game theory is applied (for a change) to games,’ Scientific American 217, 
no. 12 (December 1967): 127-132. 
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predict many of the events that happen within that work once we have observed the first 

units of the series and derived the system’s premises. As in predictable music, all the 

‘events’ are implied by the previous ones and can be foreseen once the overall system, 

which is finite, is grasped. The expectations we form when perceiving LeWitt’s work, 

however, are not based on cultural norms or styles; they spring forth solely from 

observation of the elements within the individual works. In his attempt to “start[...] from 

square one,” to “get[...] rid of all of the previous art ideas,”311 LeWitt intentionally did 

not build on a cultural style that existed prior to the work. He relied at most on the 

deductive methods of the relatively supra-ideological fields of mathematics and logic, 

although no real knowledge of these fields is required for an understanding of the 

concepts underlying LeWitt’s work.  

In fact, one of the principle motivations behind LeWitt’s systemic methods is his 

understanding that, like everyone else’s mental processes, his own revolve around his 

culture-bound expectations with regard to the normal or probable continuity of 

events.312 Moreover, LeWitt understands that he is unconscious of most of these motor-

reflex expectations, as they are the product of internalized cultural patterns and habits 

that are usually taken for granted. Accordingly, in a description of Serial Project No. 1, 

LeWitt has written about his strict adherence to a system, “[o]ne would follow one’s 

                                                 
311 Garrels: 48. 
312 In 1970, LeWitt told art students at the Nova Scotia College of Art and Design that “[...] you can take 
an extremely intelligent person from another culture with a 180 I.Q. and everything else and he could be 
the most learned man in his society and when you show him a painting of Picasso or someone like that he’ll 
think it’s nonsense. You know it’s not ... it’s a matter of his perception being of a different culture and not 
involved with whatever the Picasso is involved with. You know that’s why every time there’s some kind of 
new sort of thing comes up [sic] I know it happens with me, I really don’t like it first time I see it until I can 
understand it. [...].” Ibid: 12. Cf. Robbe-Grillet’s comments from 1956: “Even the least conditioned 
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predetermined premise to its conclusion, avoiding subjectivity. Chance, taste, or 

unconsciously remembered forms would play no part in the outcome.”313 And sentence 

6 of ‘Sentences on Conceptual Art’ reads: “[i]f the artist changes his mind midway 

through the execution of the piece he compromises the result and repeats past 

results”314—results, that is, that are rooted in culturally-determined and ideological 

habits. LeWitt’s understanding of the difficulty of circumventing cultural patterns is 

similar to the position of serialist composers as described by Ernest Krenek: 

“[...] the composer has come to distrust his inspiration because it is not really as 
innocent as it was supposed to be, but rather conditioned by a tremendous body of 
recollection, tradition, training, and experience. In order to avoid the dictations of 
such ghosts, he prefers to set up an impersonal mechanism which will furnish, 
according to premeditated patterns, unpredictable situations.”315 

 
It is only when the patterns we encounter on a regular basis are disturbed that 

people tend to become aware of the groundedness of their expectations in inveterate 

conventions.316 Most regular museum visitors in the 1960s, for example, would have 

come to expect primarily paintings and sculptures in museums of Western art; they may 

not have been aware of these expectations and their culturally-contingent foundations 

until they came across artworks by the likes of Judd and LeWitt—works that did not 

belong to either of these categories. If, after viewing such unusual works these museum 

visitors were open-minded and philosophically inclined, they might have realized that 

the common assumption that museums are filled with paintings and sculptures was 

                                                                                                                                                 
observer is unable to see the world around him through entirely unprejudiced eyes.” Robbe-Grillet, ‘A 
Future for the Novel’ (written 1956), in Robbe-Grillet 1965 (1963): 18. 
313 ‘Serial Project No. 1’: n.p. 
314 ‘Sentences’: sentence 6. 
315 Krenek: 228. 
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culturally-contingent and had in fact imposed limitations on artists, whether these artists 

had been aware of these limitations or not. 

LeWitt, who consciously created work that would fit in neither of these two 

categories, decided to refer to his 3-dimensional pieces as “structures,” as they are 

neither paintings nor sculptures.317 His deliberate use of this unconventional term is 

explained in sentence 8 of ‘Sentences on Conceptual Art’: “[w]hen words such as 

painting and sculpture are used, they connote a whole tradition and imply a consequent 

acceptance of this tradition, thus placing limitations on the artists who would be 

reluctant to make art that goes beyond the limitations.”318 Another unconscious 

expectation on the part of museum visitors of the 1960s would have been that artists 

compose artworks by means of elements that are carefully balanced around one or 

various points of climax or focus. Only when these visitors encountered works of art in 

which focal points were avoided—as each element was given equal attention—and 

works in which the elements were distributed according to an impersonal system that 

eliminated the need for artful composition, might they have become aware of their 

previous expectations, which now had been disturbed. 

All art plays on the awakening and stimulating effect of disturbances of 

expectation to a certain degree. If a musical composition had no surprises whatsoever 

but followed our hypothetical anticipations completely, we might not notice the music 

at all. It would become as unnoticeable as elevator music (which is, however, 

conspicuous to people who have come to expect that musical works include some 

                                                                                                                                                 
316 See Meyer 1957: 414-415. 
317 Cf. Judd’s designation “specific structures” for his own works. See note 15 of chapter 1. 
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deviations).  If our expectations are not at all challenged, we are not driven to become 

aware, to think about the stimuli presented to us. The stimuli give us no information. 

According to information theorists, information arises only when stimuli or symbols are 

unpredicted and break previous patterns. If we are told in the wintertime that it is going 

to be cold, this statement will not make much of an impression on us, except perhaps if 

we consider the futility of the statement, but if someone tells us in December that the 

temperature will rise to 100° Fahrenheit in New York, we will be shocked as a result of 

the sheer amount of information. The more unlikely or improbable an event or 

statement is, the more information it will provide. In other words, information is 

communicated when the receiver of a message becomes aware of the implications of a 

stimulus, when structured habits or expectations are disturbed because non-rote 

decisions have been made or unusual statements have been issued.319 

When our expectations are challenged, we start revaluating past events as well 

as the potential future course of events. Our future expectations and behavior will be 

conditioned and controlled by the results of the unexpected past event, which replaced 

the comfort of confirmed expectation with the uncertainty that goes along with the 

possibility of unanswered predictions. Such enforced adjustment of expectation patterns 

can bring either enlightenment or trauma. When people view a non-conventional film 

like Last Year at Marienbad (1961), in which film director Alain Resnais and script-

                                                                                                                                                 
318 ‘Sentences’: sentence 8. 
319 Cf. Meyer 1957: 414-415; Weaver: 103-106. For a discussion of the difference between the words 
‘information’ and ‘meaning’ in information theory, see Weaver: 115-117, and Robbe-Grillet 1977: 6-7. 
Robbe-Grillet explains that, according to second-generation information theorists, when a message is 
extremely unlikely, the information level is high but the meaning of the message is especially low. In order 
to avoid confusion, I do not make these distinctions in this chapter. 
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writer Robbe-Grillet resisted settling on a single narrative, allowing the protagonist to 

reconstruct the events that might have happened a year earlier in a variety of 

contradictory versions, these viewers might feel angry and betrayed or they might be led 

to realize how much they had come to rely on the presence of a single storyline and 

might subsequently consider why the absence of this storyline now frustrates them. 

Robbe-Grillet , incidentally, has discussed the unusual structures of his films and novels 

in terms of information theory.320 

As outlined above, all serious artists introduce deviations from the norms in 

order to sidestep the tedium of maximum certainty and stimulate our minds.321 Musical 

composers, for example, introduce dissonances or intervals that do not belong to the 

scale that dominates a piece. To put it in information-theoretical terms, unusual 

“consequents” that do not follow as expected from the “antecedent” situation produce 

(musical) meaning and force the receiver’s (or listener’s) mind to start adjusting 

expectations by envisaging alternative consequents.322 As Robbe-Grillet has pointed 

out, when composers introduce new, unexpected musical events or dissonances into the 

tonal system, especially when the composer’s work becomes as well-known as 

Beethoven’s, the new dissonances are integrated into the traditional framework, which 

is then expanded.323 The composer adds extra musical stimuli, or information units, to 

the storage of units that might be used in the future. 

                                                 
320 Ibid. 
321 Cf. Boulez’s comment: “L’inattendu, encore: il n’y a de création que dans l’imprévisible devenant 
nécessité.” (“The unexpected, again: there is no creation except in the unforeseeable becoming necessary.”) 
Quoted in Krenek: 216. 
322 This terminology is used in Meyer 1957 as well as in Metzger 1958 (1955). 
323 Robbe-Grillet 1977: 12. 
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The larger the number of different information units the composer of a (musical) 

message has at his or her disposal, the less certain the listener-receiver can be that a 

certain unit will be chosen and the more uncertainty will ensue. Robbe-Grillet has 

described the unexpected elements as disorderly or formless, since they disrupt the 

orderly system of probability that had previously dominated people’s experience. In 

Robbe-Grillet’s words: 

The musician who comes afterwards [after the expansion of the tonal system by 
composers like Beethoven] will find himself facing a coded horizon which will 
have progressed, which will have changed its level. And the history of art itself is 
one of disorders which appear against a horizon of order; disorders become 
generalized and bring about a new order against which will appear new 
disorders.324 

 
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, composers introduced relatively many 

disturbances, or improbable musical events, such as Wagner’s unresolved cadences, but 

as Schoenberg has argued they still worked within the framework of the tonal system.325 

They continued to expand this culturally accepted system bit by bit by introducing an 

increasing number of deviations. While in earlier days small deviations had caused 

scandals, now listeners had come to expect more unexpected events. Schoenberg, 

however, envisioned a more radical change as he introduced an entirely new system, 

which abolished the hierarchies between the notes that had marked the age-old tonal 

system. Serial composers of the 1950s took Schoenberg’s radical method a step further, 

                                                 
324 Ibid. Cf. Robbe-Grillet’s earlier remarks from 1956: “A new form will always seem more or less an 
absence of any form at all, since it is unconsciously judged by reference to the consecrated forms. In one of 
the most celebrated French reference works, we may read in the article on Schoenberg: ‘Author of 
audacious works, written without regard for any rules whatever’! This brief judgment is to be found under 
the heading Music, evidently written by a specialist.” Robbe-Grillet, ‘A Future for the Novel’ (written 
1956), printed in Robbe-Grillet 1965 (1963): 17. 
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on the one hand because they systematized not only pitch but many other parameters of 

the music and on the other hand because they devised a new system for each individual 

work rather than using the serial method as a single dominating style or system to 

overthrow the tonal language. Where according to serialist composer Milton Babbitt 

there was already “no homogeneous core of style to serve as a point of origin” in 

Schoenberg’s 12-tone system,326 the foundations of integral serialist music were even 

more slippery, as each piece of music now established its own set of rules and 

procedures. 

Zeller, similarly, wrote—in the article that LeWitt read in 1964—that since the 

crisis of the musical language, the gradual disintegration of the tonal system, composers 

had invented private, artificial languages, “which owed their existence, basically, to the 

series of works for which they were invented [...].”327 Webern’s idea of a new and pure 

structure “founded on itself,” which influenced later serial composers, is parallel, Zeller 

suggests, to Mallarmé’s decision not to use words according to their traditional 

function, for description and communication, but as elements to be arranged into a 

syntactical system that Mallarmé himself invented.328 Zeller furthermore discusses the 

notational techniques used in the scores for serial compositions, each of which has its 

own sign system and physiognomy and is far removed from the notational systems used 

for tonal music.329 Robbe-Grillet argued similarly in 1955 that novelists should not 

write books that can be “poured” into a “pre-existing mold” but that instead “[e]ach 

                                                                                                                                                 
325 Schoenberg: 102-107. 
326 Quoted in Meyer 1967: 279. 
327 Zeller: 7. 
328 Ibid: 8-10. 
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novelist, each novel must invent its own form.”  “The book makes its own rules for 

itself, and for itself alone. [...] Far from respecting certain immutable forms, each new 

book tends to constitute the laws of its own functioning at the same time that it produces 

their destruction.”330 Robbe-Grillet has compared the traditional narrative system in 

literature, which in his eyes reached its climax in the first half of the 19th century in 

France, to the tonal system331 and has suggested that the Nouveau Roman successfully 

defied the literary equivalent of the tonal system, implying that the innovations of the 

New Novel were as far-reaching as those of 12-tone and serial music. 

Although LeWitt has not employed the same terminology as composers and 

theoreticians of serial music and the New Novel, most of his work of the late 1960s and 

1970s also followed a new system with each piece, which allowed him to disregard 

inherited conventions and to start with a clean slate. The use of finite, predetermined 

systems and basic elements remains unchanged in his work, but the premises behind 

pieces like Drawing Series I, II, III, IIII, Serial Piece, and Incomplete Open Cubes are 

quite different. He has said that he does not want to “show the old ideas” but “new 

ideas,” and that an idea becomes old as soon as “it’s done.”332 LeWitt has used the word 

“leap” to describe the non-rational way by which he comes to conceive of the ideas or 

systems that generate his work, linking his understanding of the word with Søren 

                                                                                                                                                 
329 Ibid: 17. 
330 Robbe-Grillet, ‘The Use of Theory’ (written 1955 and 1963), printed in Robbe-Grillet 1965 (1963): 12. 
In his essay ‘From Realism to Reality’ (also written 1955 and 1963) Robbe-Grillet similarly writes that the 
novel, “[...] like every art, claims to precede systems of thought and not to follow them [...].” Ibid: 166. Cf. 
Donald Judd’s statement of 1968 that “[t]he series is mine, someone’s, and clearly not some larger order.” 
To Judd “larger orders” were tantamount to exclusivist metaphycal oppressive political systems. See Judd’s 
statement in ‘Portfolio: 4 Sculptors,’ Perspecta 11 (March - May 1968): 44. 
331 Robbe-Grillet 1977: 12-13. Cf. Robbe-Grillet, ‘A Future for the Novel’ (written 1956), in Robbe-
Grillet 1965 (1963): 17. 
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Kierkegaard’s concept of the “leap of faith,”333 according to which a true belief in God 

is not a rational decision based on empirical evidence but a bold and incomprehensible 

stride into the unknown.334 While formalist practitioners of geometric painting had 

created works by making rational decisions, LeWitt himself discovered ideas by means 

of intuitive leaps in order to avoid rationality, as “[r]ational judgments repeat rational 

judgments” and “[i]rrational judgements lead to new experience.”335 He has 

distinguished the word “logical” from “rational,” arguing that “a rational thing is 

something you have to make a rational decision on each time” while a logical sequence, 

in which “each part is dependent on the last,” renders superfluous the need for rational 

thinking: “[i]t’s irrational.”336 

LeWitt has used adjectives like “intuitive,”337 “mystical,” “unknown,” 

“irrational,” and “absurd” as antonyms of the much-hated word “rational” and has 

suggested that artists who make rational moves return to previously-covered territory 

while non-rational, non-formalist, conceptual artists are “mystics” rather than 

“rationalists” as they “leap into the unknown.”338 Rational artistic moves lead to 

                                                                                                                                                 
332 Cummings: 56. Cf. Norvell: 114. 
333 LeWitt describes the leap as “[t]hat Kierkega[a]rd kind of thing. An artist goes off into some kind of 
unknown space.” Ibid: 59. 
334 Søren Kierkegaard, The Concept of Dread (first Danish ed., 1844), trans. Walter Lowrie (Princeton: 
Princeton University Press, 1957). 
335 Sentences: sentence 2 and sentence 3, respectively. Sentence 4 reads: “Formal art is essentially 
rational.” 
336 Quoted in Colpitt: 158. Quotation taken from an interview with Sol LeWitt by Frances Colpitt, 15 
November 1980. Cf. another statement of LeWitt’s: “I don’t think of art as being something particularly 
rational. For instance these methods are really pretty absurd.” Norvell: 121. 
337 In an interview with Lippard, LeWitt describes conceptual art “with a small c” as “[a] way of doing 
work that was predetermined by the concept, which in itself was intuitive. Really the best way of thinking 
of intuition is as an idea.” Unpublished Lippard interview: 1. 
338 Cummings: 59-60. For LeWitt, the term “mystical” does not have explicit religious connotations. 
LeWitt is not a religious man and—like Andre—he is not interested in exploring the concept of infinity in 
his art. Cf. Miller-Keller: 24. He has said: “[e]verything is finite and ephemeral, after all.” Glueck: 28. 
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“boring”339 and predictable art, while mystical leaps, which defy continuity, lead to 

“something that’s not been done before [...].”340 As LeWitt does not make any decisions 

beyond the invention of a system, his leaps take place at the level of conception of an 

idea or system, which is—as will be discussed shortly—indeed always strikingly 

absurd. When the artist wrote that “[t]here are several ways of constructing a work of 

art [...,] [o]ne is by making decisions at each step, another by inventing a system to 

make decisions [...],”341 he was implying that the first method is rational, overly 

calculated, and unadventurous, while the second mode would lead to surprising, 

uncharted ground. 

As late as 1993, LeWitt still suggested that rationality was limiting and 

repressing, while intuition offered liberation: “[t]o avoid a rational step, intuition is 

important. [...] Eventually one must free oneself from the restraint of dogma; intuition 

does this.”342 Perhaps a rather cryptic note of LeWitt’s, a photograph of which appears 

in his autobiography, can be interpreted in this context. The note reads: “WHAT IS A 

LUDICROLOGIST?—A REVERSE  [illegible, marked-out word] OR A MASTER OF 

CHANGEOLOGY?” (figure 2.25). Although it is unclear which word LeWitt crossed 

out as antonym for the neologism “ludicrologist,” he seems to associate the word 

                                                 
339 Wilson: 9. 
340 Cummings: 59. 
341 Miller-Keller: 20. Cf. LeWitt’s comment in an interview from 1969: “The kind of formalist art where 
the artist decides and makes decisions all the way down the line, that’s a very rational way of thinking 
about art. But I don’t think mine is at all.” Norvell: 121. In the same interview LeWitt states that he is very 
interested in art “where you’re not involved in this kind of rational type of decision making.” Norvell: 122. 
These remarks of LeWitt have much in common with Boulez’s assertion that composition by means of 
systemic methods is no less authentic than trial-and-error composition. Pierre Boulez, Boulez on Music 
Today (first French ed., 1963), trans. Susan Bradshaw and Richard R. Bennett (Cambridge, MA: Harvard 
University Press, 1971). 
342 Wilson: 9. 
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‘ludicrous’—which may be defined as ‘absurd,’ ‘frivolous,’ ‘playful,’ or ‘ridiculous’—

with the concept of change. Rational acts lead to repetition while the ludicrous and 

absurd are bound to bring about change. 

 

2.4 PSEUDO-NATURAL CONVENTIONS AND OVERTLY ARTIFICIAL SYSTEMS 

 

For some serialist composers the choice of a new system for each work had 

socio-critical or political connotations, and several critics extended these connotations 

to all composers working with serialist methods. Zeller states at the beginning of 

‘Mallarmé and Serialist Thought’ that the tonal language is dead and no longer allows 

composers to “convey as” men “of the present.”343 Eco linked serial composers’ 

constant invention of new structures to a progressive political point of view. In La 

Struttura Assente (1968) as well as in his essay ‘The Death of the Gruppo 63’ (1972), 

Eco contrasts the work of serialist composers with the ethnological or “ontological” 

structuralism of Lévi-Strauss, arguing that this kind of structuralism is concerned with 

structural laws that govern and reappear in numerous different systems in various 

manifestations, while serialists are not interested in the shared structures of a variety of 

systems but in the relations within particular organizations or systems.344  

Eco explains that Lévi-Strauss’s structuralism is based on the notion that 

communication depends on the decodability of a message by reference to a pre-

                                                 
343 Zeller: 6. 
344 Umberto Eco, La Struttura Assente: Introduzione alla Ricerca Semiologica (Milan: Bompiani, 1968). 
In the following I refer to the English translation of a section of this book, entitled ‘Series and Structure,’ 
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established code that is shared by addresser and addressee, while serialism calls that 

pre-established code into question. As every serialist message posits its own code and 

provides its own linguistic basis, all ties to preexisting codes are broken in serialism.345 

Eco’s critique is based primarily on the introduction to The Raw and the Cooked (1964), 

in which Lévi-Strauss criticizes serialist music for its inability to communicate. 

According to Lévi-Strauss, music that does not refer to the tonal system—which he 

identifies as a natural system that provides unchanging, a priori conditions for 

communication, as it appeals to the mental structures shared by listeners from different 

times and cultures—cannot be meaningful to listeners.346 Eco objects that Lévi-Strauss 

presents the parameters of the tonal system, which to Eco is no more than a historical 

convention, as the basis on which all possible musical communication rests. 

Eco explains that anthropological structuralism is based on the mechanistic point 

of view that all human communications and codes are transformations of a more 

elementary “Ur-code,” a generative code to which structuralists wish to trace back all 

historical codes, nullifying historicity in the process. Ontological structuralists wish to 

rediscover, that is, the atemporal and universal Structure that governs all possible 

communication. Serialists, on the other hand, according to Eco, identify historical 

codes, such as the tonal system, as ideological products of history, in order to question 

such codes and subsequently generate new forms of communication that lay no claims 

                                                                                                                                                 
printed in Eco 1989: 217-235. ‘The Death of the Gruppo 63’ (first published in Quindici) is also reprinted 
in Eco 1989 (trans. Bruce Merry): 236-249. 
345 Eco 1989: 219-220, 245. 
346 Lévi-Strauss: 14-28. Eco does not rule out the possibility of the existence of very general, deep 
structures that underlie all grammar, including tonal music. He cites Noam Chomsky’s concept of 
generative grammar, according to which the tonal system, which Lévi-Strauss presents as absolute and 
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to universality. Eco criticizes Lévi-Strauss for suggesting that the premises of a 

composition cannot be freely chosen and he dismisses as metaphysical the notion of a 

constant Ur-code that determines all other codes.347 He mockingly criticizes the 

anthropologist’s lamentation over the loss of a “historically outdated linguistic usage,” 

which is confused with a meta-language, as an outdated remnant of religious thinking. 

Because of this flawed reasoning, Eco argues, Lévi-Strauss is not as realistic and 

materialistic as he claims to be.348 Lévi-Strauss’s critique of serialism is comparable, 

Eco suggests, to the blocking of revolutionary scientific investigation on the basis of the 

naive belief that the existing theoretical system underlying the work of scientists is 

immutable. He even calls Lévi-Strauss’s critique of serialism “dangerously 

conservative” because the French structuralist treats the tonal system as if it were a 

constitution that he considers immutable and natural, refusing “the right to life of new 

modes of communication.”349 

Eco suggests that serial composers are more dialectical-materialist than Lévi-

Strauss, as these composers depart from the assumption that it is impossible to escape 

from seemingly universal structures as long as people recognize that the laws of long-

established systems, like the tonal system, do not have natural foundations but are 

actually cultural conventions. Serialists admit the possibility that historical evolution 

might modify the structures of intelligence and taste, which, Eco suggests, is a 

                                                                                                                                                 
atemporal, would be regarded as a “superficial” structure related to more general and deeper mental 
structures. Eco 1989: 228 and 274, note 8. 
347 Ibid: 224. 
348 Ibid: 226. Eco is referring to Lévi-Strauss: 27. 
349 Eco 1989: 229. 
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dialectical point of view.350 The aim of the serial technique, in Eco’s eyes, “is the 

construction of new structured realities” rather than the detection of eternal structural 

principles. Eco argues that the serial perspective “transforms the serial technique into a 

vision of the world,” because it recognizes the historical foundations of codes and is 

convinced that “a superstructural act might contribute to change these codes,” and that 

“every change in the codes of communication entails the formation of new cultural 

contexts, the restructuration of new codes.”351 In this context Eco cites composer Henri 

Pousseur, who had argued that tonal music reflects the conservative ideology and 

pedagogy characteristic of the bourgeois political and social structure. In the article that 

was published in the same issue of Die Reihe in which LeWitt had found Zeller’s 

‘Mallarmé and Serialist Thought,’ Pousseur indeed states that by means of his music he 

wishes to disintegrate tonal music, which in his eyes reflects the ideological structures 

of the society in which it emerged and flourished: an individualistic and rationalistic 

world, which presents a false sense of balance and harmony. Pousseur anticipates Eco 

when he argues that tonal music can purport no exclusive right to nature: “If I play a 

chord of the dominant seventh, it is obvious [...] that it does not resolve on its own. 

There phenomena thus become reality only in a human, social, world.”352 

Although LeWitt, as mentioned before, never expressed himself in such 

unequivocal and political terms, his decision to work with predetermined systems was 

also a way of asserting his freedom to sidestep those deeply-rooted conventions 

according to which artists devote themselves to the creation of paintings and sculptures 

                                                 
350 Ibid: 227-229. 
351 Ibid: 230. 
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by making constant rational decisions about form and by leaving a personal mark on the 

artwork.353 As remarked by Bochner, systems and art were traditionally considered 

near-opposites as “systems are characterized by regularity, thoroughness and repetition 

in execution [...],”354 whereas art, especially during the decade preceding the 1960s, was 

associated with irregularity and uniqueness. While systems are “methodical,” art in the 

abstract-expressionist era was considered spontaneous and subjective.  By choosing his 

own system, or “content,” LeWitt ensures that he doesn’t “bottl[e] up someone else’s 

content” but makes his “own content,” which comes “from the inside” rather than from 

the “outside.”355 

LeWitt’s stubborn commitment to preset rules allowed him to avoid repeating 

unconscious habits and patterns that would only conserve outdated conventions that 

ultimately originated in the “outside.”  He talked to his artist friends about “new ways 

of making art, trying to reinvent the process, to regain basics, to be as objective as 

possible”356 and has said that “[i]t takes a superior intelligence to forget a lot of 

things”357—things, that is, that are not easily detected as unnecessary and un-basic, as 

they are passed off as being as indispensable and as natural as water is to fish. By 

issuing precise instructions and by forbidding himself and other draftsmen of his work 

                                                                                                                                                 
352 Pousseur 1964 (1960): 78. 
353 His decision to work with preconceived systems seemed so unlikely in the 1960s that a theorist of 
serialist music like Meyer in his discussions on visual arts assumes that visual artists would never apply a 
serial method as a result of the intrinsically non-systematic nature of the “static” arts. The adoption of 
systemic practices within the context of the visual arts to Meyer was so improbable that he did not even 
conceive of its possibility, in the same way that few people would ever have imagined that a ‘visual’ artist 
would aim to make ‘conceptual’ art. Meyer 1967: 68-69, 81. 
354 Bochner 1967: 40. 
355 Quoted in Lippard 1978: 26. Her quotation is from conversations between Lippard and LeWitt, 1971-
1972. 
356 Wilson: 5. 
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to make crucial decisions during the execution of the work—choices that would have 

come ‘naturally’ but would be based on preferences that were ultimately determined by 

culture—he could create art that had never been made before. LeWitt’s rigid use of rules 

is reminiscent of the role of the instructions given the performers of serial music, which, 

as Zeller has pointed out, “commits the player[s]” to the structure and prevents them 

from following their own preferences.358 

In a sense, LeWitt’s decision to break away from such inveterate conventions, 

which for some might be as fundamental to the visual arts as the tonal system was to 

music for Lévi-Strauss, was similar to the liberating adoption of serialist procedures by 

contemporary composers as described by Eco. Through his works (rather than through 

words) LeWitt, too, suggests that seemingly-universal factors of art, like rational 

decisions, personal expression, visual manifestation, and artist’s touch, are in fact 

historically determined rather than intrinsic to art. Although LeWitt was probably not 

familiar with Eco’s writings, the fact that he read Zeller’s article suggests that he indeed 

had more in common with serialists than with structuralists like Lévi-Strauss, although, 

as well shall see, LeWitt was more interested in communication than some of the 

serialists and had similar sensitivities to another theorist often associated with 

structuralism: Roland Barthes, who himself was a supporter of serialism.359 

An author whose work LeWitt did read and who also expressed a distrust of all 

inflexible philosophies or systems that present themselves as exclusive and 

                                                                                                                                                 
357 Art Now class transcript: 11. 
358 Zeller: 18. 
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unsurpassable was cultural critic and historian of technology and urban planning Lewis 

Mumford.360 Mumford’s The Human Prospect (1955), of which LeWitt owned a copy 

as evinced by photographs of his library (figure 2.13), contains the essay ‘The Triumph 

over Systems’ (1951), which Mumford considered a “key” to his “whole thought and 

life.”361 Toward the beginning of the essay Mumford writes of the tendency of ethical 

philosophies to “make one or another set of purposes supreme”: 

In order to reduce life to a single clear intellectually consistent pattern, a 
system tends to neglect the varied factors that belong to life by reason of 
its complex organic needs and its ever-developing purposes: indeed, each 
historic ethical system, whether rational or utilitarian or transcendental, 
blandly overlooks the aspects of life that are covered by rival systems; and 
in practice each will accuse the other of inconsistency precisely at those 
imperative moments when common sense happily intervenes to save the 
system from defeat. This accounts for a general failure in every rigorously 
formulated system to meet all of life’s diverse and contradictory 
occasions.362 
 

Mumford argues that systems are useful tools as they provide intellectual clarification 

and can lead to “clean vigor of decision and action,” but he emphasizes that no one 

                                                                                                                                                 
359 In his discussions on structuralism, Eco does not mention Barthes’s anti-ontological structuralist 
project, which consisted of the revelation of the structures or codes of particular ideologies rather than the 
structures or Ur-code shared by all languages, communications, and acts of signification. 
360 In 1974, LeWitt told Cummings: “Yesterday I just finished the book by Mumford, which I’m sure most 
people have read, The Brown Decades, and before that I had read The City in History and Techniques in 
Civilization [...].” Cummings: 71. 
361 Quoted by Harry T. Moore in the introduction to Lewis Mumford, The Human Prospect (Boston: the 
Beacon Press, 1955): x. 
362 Mumford 1955: 312. In his essay ‘Art Machine,’ which discusses the notions of machine and system in 
the art of Andy Warhol and LeWitt, Jonathan Flatley applies German sociologist Niklas Luhmann’s 
systems theory to the work and thought of LeWitt. Although Flatley’s essay raises interesting issues, it is 
not entirely convincing, partly because Luhmann developed his version of systems theory at a later time. 
Placing LeWitt’s work in the context of contemporary theories about systems, such as Lewis Mumford’s, 
would have solved this problem. Like Mumford, Luhmann viewed society as a multiplicity of systems and 
systems as finite frames of reduced complexity. See Niklas Luhmann, The Differentiation of Society, trans. 
Stephen Holmes and Charles Larmore (New York: Columbia University Press, 1982), and Jonathan 
Flatley, ‘Art Machine,’ in Baume: 83-101. 
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system should be strictly adhered to. Instead, “by turns one system or another must be 

invoked, temporarily, to do justice to life’s endlessly varied needs and occasions.”363 

While Mumford suggests that systems can be useful and tolerable as long as 

they are upheld only provisionally and observed along with other, possibly 

contradictory systems, another author with whose work LeWitt was familiar also points 

at the oppressive effects of a singular dominant, “established” system and at the 

advantage of a multitude of transient systems. In his previously mentioned essay ‘Order 

and Disorder in Film and Fiction’ Robbe-Grillet distinguishes “established order,” 

which “claims to be natural” and “advances masked,” from “created order,” which 

emphasizes its own artifice.364 Robbe-Grillet argues that the traditional narrative order, 

which is marked by the use of third person and adherence to chronology and causality, 

reflects the bourgeois social order and, like this ideological order, pretends that it is the 

only natural order that exists. The public does not question this claim to absoluteness of 

the established (narrative) order because the rules of such narrative are “inculcated” in 

people from a very young age by educational institutions and other “producers of 

ideology.” 

In novels like The Erasers (1953), Robbe-Grillet represents the established order 

by characters such as Garinati, who is obsessed with order as exhibited in his obsessive 

arrangement of objects on the mantelpiece.365 He also includes in his works characters 

who organize disorder (which, as mentioned before, is in fact a new order that 

                                                 
363 Mumford: 316-318. 
364 Robbe-Grillet, 1977: 3. 
365 Robbe-Grillet, The Erasers (first French ed., 1953), trans. Richard Howard (New York: Grove Press, 
Inc., 1964): 208-209. 
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challenges the established order and is therefore perceived as disorderly) “so that a 

series of counter orders or an anti-ideology is presented.”366 Robbe-Grillet explains that 

the “didactic advantage” of calling attention to the artificiality of the order governing an 

artwork, for example by linking series of scenes not causally but by repeating the scenes 

with slight variations, is that the reader is “not told that the world has been constructed 

once and for all and that his only duty is to reproduce this world one more time 

according to the already created forms borrowed from tradition [...].” The new order 

places “the reader before a kind of emptiness or vacuum, facing the possibility of 

creating his own order, his organization, and, consequently, facing the possibility of 

changing the world, only not once and for all.”367 

Although LeWitt, again, did not believe that his work could have such powerful 

repercussions and was wary about art with a political agenda, he did suspect that artists 

could change the perceptions of viewers on a more modest scale, namely within the 

context of art. Amongst the most well-known words that he has uttered are the 

following: “[th]e conventions of art are altered by works of art;” “[s]uccessful art 

changes our understanding of the conventions by altering our perceptions;” 

“[p]erception of ideas leads to new ideas.”368 In order to make art that alters viewers’ 

perceptions, an artist has to develop new ideas that do not repeat convention and habit. 

For LeWitt, the recipe for such a new art consisted of the intuitive and irrational 

invention of a concept or system and the unthinking execution of that system. Although 

                                                 
366 Robbe-Grillet 1977: 8-9. 
367 Ibid: 5. In the question-and-answer session that followed the talk of which ‘Order and Disorder’ is the 
transcript, Robbe-Grillet says that “[...] it is never a question of replacing the Tsar’s statue by a statue of 
Stalin. It is a question of never placing any statue in position, but continuing to slip.” Ibid: 16. 
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the choice of the system was intuitive and therefore not objective, the decision to work 

with a mechanical system reflected an attempt on the part of the artist to avoid all 

expression of taste and preference, as will be further discussed in section 2.7 of the 

current chapter. Systems made possible an objective genesis of the work and provided a 

“non-esthetic quality of not relying on taste.”369 

LeWitt’s orders are far from disguising themselves as natural or absolute. The 

absurdity of the concepts underlying works like Wall Drawing 65 (1971, figure 2.26) or 

From the word “art”: blue lines to four corners, green lines to four sides and red lines 

between the words “art” on the printed page (1972, figure 2.27), as well as the 

previously-noted novelty of a completely systemic art, call attention to the artificiality 

and ‘createdness’ of the orders and procedures of his works. The instructions for Wall 

Drawing 65 are as follows: “[l]ines not short, not straight, crossing and touching, drawn 

at random using four colors, uniformly dispersed with maximum density, covering the 

entire surface of the walls.”370 The systems are obviously invented by an artist who does 

not claim that his work has any real importance or absolute value and who has, in fact, 

called his own methods “pretty absurd.”371 

Like the New Novel as discussed in Robbe-Grillet’s For a New Novel, LeWitt’s 

work provides an alternative to traditional art and proclaims its “fictitiousness” by 

means of a new and unlikely organizational form.372 Robbe-Grillet has compared the 

                                                                                                                                                 
368 ‘Sentences’: sentences 19, 20, and 21, respectively. 
369 Glueck: 28. LeWitt is quoted as saying that the idea of using a system was “most important,” “because 
(a) it provides objectivity; and (b) you have the non-esthetic quality of not relying on taste.” 
370 Singer: 48. 
371 Norvell: 121. 
372 Robbe-Grillet 1965 (1963). 
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New Novel to games because games also do not hide their fictitiousness and arbitrary 

rules373 and are “gratuitous” as they are not tied to any roots, unlike “serious” gestures, 

which pretend to be rooted in “a soul, a god, values, the bourgeois order [...].”374 Robbe-

Grillet, who has said that all his work is an attempt to expose game structures,375 based 

many of his novels and films on game-like structures and frequently included characters 

that are engaged in game-playing, partly because—like games—his works do not 

attempt to justify themselves by locating their origins in “essentialist bases.”376  The 

New Novel instead claims to be rooted only in itself, as its authors reject the old “myths 

of depth” (“des vieux mythes de la profondeur”). Robbe-Grillet contrasts his 

perspective to that of fortune-tellers, who find meaning behind a queen-of-spades card, 

comparing himself instead to bridge-players, for whom the card is nothing but a flat 

surface, the value of which is determined solely by the arbitrary and temporary rules of 

                                                 
373 See Robbe-Grillet, last page of inserted text in Project for a Revolution in New York (first French ed., 
1970), trans. Richard Howard (New York: Grove Press: 1972). Quoted in Susan Rubin Suleiman, ‘Playing 
and Modernity,’ NOVEL: A Forum on Fiction 21, no. 2-3 (Winter-Spring 1988): 272. 
374 Robbe-Grillet in discussion at a conference held July 20-30, 197l at the Centre Culturel International 
de Cerisy-la-Salle. From the published proceedings: Nouveau Roman: Hier, Aujourd-hui, 3 vols., ed. Jean 
Ricardou and Françoise van Rossum-Guyon (Paris: Union Générale D’Editions, 1972), vol. 1: 127. Full 
quote: “Ce qu’on appelle le sérieux, c’est-à-dire ce qui est sous-tendu par des valeurs (le travail, l’honneur, 
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serious presupposes that something exists behind our gestures: a soul, a god, values, the bourgeois order ... 
whereas there is nothing behind the game.” My translation.) 
375 Ibid. Robbe-Grillet’s words are: “A propos du jeu [..] tout mon travail est précisément en train 
d’essayer de mettre en lumière ses structures.” (“With regard to the game [...] all my work is precisely 
trying to elucidate its structures.” My translation.) For discussions of Robbe-Grillet’s interest in games, see 
Ben Stoltzfus, ‘Games: Dramatized Play’ (chapter 7), in Alain Robbe-Grillet: The Body of the Text 
(Cranbury, NJ, London, England, and Mississauga, Ontario, Canada, 1985): 132-154; Bruce Morrissette, 
‘Games and Game Structures in Robbe-Grillet,’ Yale French Studies (special issue: ‘Game, Play, 
Literature’), no. 41 (1968): 159-167. 
376 Robbe-Grillet 1965 (1963): 140. 
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the game—a game in which each player can intervene by means of personal 

strategies.377 

Although LeWitt has never explicitly compared the structure of his work to 

games, he was a great fan of football and baseball and his library contained, in addition 

to baseball and football encyclopedias, Lewis Carroll’s Game of Logic (figure 2.28, 

lower right), Jean-Marie d’Hôte’s Le Symbolisme des Jeux, Pushkin’s The Queen of 

Spades, and books by authors like François Rabelais, Nabokov, Beckett, Eugene 

Ionesco, and Robbe-Grillet, all of whom at some point based their work on game 

structures. Not surprisingly, Zeller towards the end of ‘Mallarmé and Serialist Thought’ 

remarks on the game-like quality of the work of Mallarmé and some serialist 

composers.378 LeWitt’s work itself is also frequently structured like a game, for 

example in its reliance on a set of arbitrary rules, the eventual embodiment of factors of 

chance, and the manifestations of the conceptual rules by performers or “players” who 

realize one of the sometimes limitless configurations of the game. 

Another game-like quality of LeWitt’s work—its invitation to be figured out 

like a puzzle—has not escaped mathematicians and puzzle-designers, at least two of 

whom have in recent years with LeWitt’s consent published puzzles based on the 

artist’s work. Barry Cipra in Puzzlers’ Tribute wrote a 6-page essay answering the 

following questions about LeWitt’s Straight Lines in Four Directions and all their 

                                                 
377 From Nouveau Roman: Hier, Aujourd’hui: 127. “Vous savez que les jeux se font avec des signaux 
plats: derrière une dame de pique, il n’y a rien. Pour une cartomancienne il y a quelque chose, mais pour un 
joueur de bridge il n’y a rien: c’est à lui de créer sa signification.” (“You know that games consist of flat 
signs: there is nothing behind a queen of spades. For a fortune-teller there is something, but for a bridge 
player there is nothing: the player himself is to create its meaning.” My translation). 
378 Zeller: 31. Mallarmé’s Book is game-like in its earlier-noted self-referentiality as well as in its 
permutational structures and performative nature, which will be discussed shortly. 
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Possible Combinations (1973, figure 2.29): “[i]s it possible to rearrange the 16 squares, 

keeping them in a 4 x 4 grid and not rotating any of them, so that all the lines go all the 

way from one edge of the grid to the other? If so, how many different solutions are 

possible? And if not, why not?”379 Similarly, in one of his monthly ‘Boggler’ columns 

in Discover Magazine, Scott Kim posed to the readers a series of “mind-bending” 

questions of three levels of difficulty, also inspired by LeWitt’s Variations of 

Incomplete Open Cubes, Wall Drawing 358 (1981), as well as Straight Lines in Four 

Directions and all their Possible Combinations.380  

 

2.5 RULES AND MANIFESTATIONS, CLUES AND EXAMINATIONS 
 

Critics of serialist music and the New Novel have objected to the fact that the 

public of this kind of art is small and elitist. As Meyer has explained, none of the 

predictions hypothesized by the general audience of serial music is confirmed, as a 

result of which the expectations of these listeners become so disturbed that the music 

seems entirely meaningless. Because there is no more frame of reference for the 

audience, no tradition to which the music refers, the listeners cannot detect the patterns 

that underlie the new compositions, in the same way that, when we hear an unfamiliar 

language, we cannot identify the syntactic and semantic rules. Both Meyer and Lévi-

Strauss complain that communication becomes impossible, as communication depends 

                                                 
379 Barry Cipra, ‘The Sol LeWitt Puzzle: A Problem in 16 Squares,’ in Puzzlers’ Tribute: A Feast for the 
Mind, ed. David Wolfe and Tom Rodgers (Natick, MA: A K Peters, Ltd., 2002): 387. 
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on the use of established and shared rules such as syntax and grammar.381 The musical 

stimuli become meaningless to the listener since meaning only occurs when deviations 

are contrasted with a recognizable and perceived structure. 

Robbe-Grillet, who has been accused of the same verdict as serial composers, 

acknowledged this deferral or blockage of communication, suggesting—as mentioned 

earlier—that complex orders are not understood as meaningful because these orders are 

not immediately recognized and are consequently perceived by the public as disorder: 

“[w]hen a system is highly improbable and highly complex, it will no longer be 

perceived as a system, and the information theorists say that what is involved at that 

point is noise.”382 The noise, in this case, must be typified as “cultural noise,” which 

occurs when there is a disparity between the habit response appropriate to an 

established style and the very different response required for an understanding of the 

stimuli presented. Robbe-Grillet, however, believes that this cultural noise is only 

temporary as new orders that are at first perceived as disorderly will with some 

familiarization be recognized as orderly. 

LeWitt’s friend Steve Reich, composer of so-called minimalist music, has also 

denounced the minimal comprehensibility of the structures of serial music. In his 1968 

essay ‘Music as a Gradual Process,’ which was first published in the 1969 catalog to the 

exhibition Anti-Illusion: Procedures/Materials, Reich writes, “I am interested in 

perceptible processes. I want to be able to hear the process happening throughout the 

                                                                                                                                                 
380 Scott Kim, ‘Bogglers,’ Discover Magazine 24, no. 4 (April 2003). I thank Simone Subal of Paula 
Cooper Gallery for showing me a copy of Scott Kim’s boggler, amongst other press materials, and Scott 
Kim for confirming that he consulted with LeWitt before publishing his boggler. 
381 Meyer 1957: 420-421; Meyer 1967: 266-293; Lévi-Strauss: 14-30. 
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sounding music. [...] The use of hidden structural devices in music never appealed to 

me.”383 He draws a contrast between the clarity of structure in his own works and the 

inaudible processes of serial music. He also notes that John Cage’s determinations of 

the musical material by means of imperfections in a sheet and consultations of the 

Chinese oracle book I Ching are compositional procedures that cannot be detected when 

listening to the music. 

The strategy by which Reich himself made the compositional process heard 

involved the deliberately gradual introduction of changed variables, which allows the 

listener to be aware of all aspects of the process. In order for the process to be clear and 

distinguishable, it not only has to occur gradually, it also has to be completely 

determined in advance and to control both overall form and individual details: “once the 

process is set up and loaded it runs by itself.”384 Reich’s piece Drumming (1971), for 

instance, of which LeWitt owned a recording as seen in one of the photographs in his 

autobiography (figure 2.30), opens with two or more bongo drummers “constructing the 

basic rhythmic pattern,” starting with one drum beat and 11 rests, and gradually 

building up the pattern by substituting the rests for beats one by one. Eventually other 

instruments join (or “fade”) in, playing the same pattern slightly out of phase. This 

varied phasing leads to a rather complex rhythmic structure that can nonetheless be 

                                                                                                                                                 
382 Robbe-Grillet 1978: 8. 
383 Steve Reich, ‘Music as a Gradual Process’ (written 1968), in Anti-Illusion: Procedures/Materials, ed. 
Marcia Tucker and James Monte (New York: Whitney Museum of American Art: 1969): 56. This essay is 
also printed in the booklet that is inserted in a C.D.-album that LeWitt owns. The album is entitled 
Drumming; Six pianos; Music for mallet instruments, voices, and organ (Hamburg: Deutsche 
Grammophon, 1974). 
384 Reich 1969: 56. 
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heard by the listener as the changes in phasing or synchronization, as well as variations 

in parameters like timbre and number of players, are introduced step by step.385 

It could be said that LeWitt, who also wished to make the methods of his works 

transparent to the viewer, reaped the benefit of the simultaneous presentation made 

possible by the static mediums of the visual arts. As suggested by Meyer, people are 

more likely to perceive patterns when they are able to take in the patterned phenomenon 

at a glance. The demands placed on listeners of music with an unfamiliar structure are 

greater than those placed on viewers of visual art with unknown patterns, as music 

consists of a series of transient events and an appeal is made on the listeners’ 

memory.386 LeWitt could engage the viewer by using a system that had been unfamiliar 

within the context of art (since in painting and sculpture the order in which the elements 

are presented is normally not fully determined), yet be certain that the simultaneously-

presented sequential structure was sensed immediately. Exceptions, as we shall see, are 

the works presented in book-form and the large wall drawings, in which the viewer sees 

“the drawings in sections sequentially, and not the wall as a whole.”387 

Regardless of the form and medium in which LeWitt presented the concept or 

system to the viewer, he usually included “keys and clues [...] so that the work could be 

understood, so the process could be understood.”388 He has stated that “any part of the 

art process, from the inception of the idea in the artist’s mind to the inception of the idea 

                                                 
385 For a description by Reich of Drumming, see ‘Drumming’ (written 1971), in Steve Reich, Writings on 
Music: 1965-2000, ed. Paul Hillier (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002): 63-67. Cf. Roger Sutherland, 
‘Systems Music,’ in Sutherland, New Perspectives in Music (London: sun tavern fields, 1994): 172-184. 
386 Meyer 1967: 81-82. 
387 LeWitt, statement on wall drawings, included in ‘Documentation in Conceptual Art,’ Arts Magazine 
44, no. 6 (April 1970): 45. 
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in the viewer’s mind” is equally important.389 In the early works LeWitt often provided 

a visual or verbal plan, presented on the wall or on a label in order to “clarify the 

system” and to help the viewer “figure out the method.”390 From the early 1970s 

onwards he often incorporated the clue in descriptive titles. He once explained to Lucy 

Lippard, possibly in reference to his wall drawing Ten Thousand Lines, One Inch Long, 

Evenly Spaced on Six Walls Each of Differing Area (1972, figure 2.31): 

[i]f I do a wall drawing, I have to have the plan written on the wall or label 
because it aids the understanding of the idea. If I just had lines on the wall, 
no one would know that there are ten thousand lines within a certain 
space, so I have two kinds of form—the lines, and the explanation of the 
lines. Then there is the idea, which is always unstated.391 
 

As the idea itself cannot be stated, the various manifestations of the idea—

whether it takes the form of a wall drawing, a visual plan, photographs, a book, or a 

verbal description—are “just the proof, the spin-off of the piece,”392 a proof that is 

indispensable to an understanding of the idea. LeWitt has explained that he used various 

mediums to present the same idea partly because each medium contributed to a deeper 

understanding of the idea or abstract system: “[t]hey were different ways for the 

information to be transferred from the artist to the viewer [...]”393 and all allowed the 

                                                                                                                                                 
388 Glueck: 28. 
389 Norvell: 118. 
390 Ibid: 117. 
391 Quoted in Lippard 1978: 24. From a conversation between Lippard and LeWitt, 1971-1972. 
392 Ibid: 126. Cf. LeWitt’s comment to Lippard: “[...] the idea was only supported by the object. The 
object gave you the clues to the idea so the work of art was the idea itself.” Unpublished Lippard interview: 
5. 
393 Garrels: 47. 
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viewer to partake in the artist’s “thought process.”394 In complex works like Three-Part 

Variations on Three Different Kinds of Cubes (1967-1969, figures 2.14 – 2.15), in 

which three different types of boxes (enclosed; open at two opposite sides; open at one 

side) are stacked on top of each other in all variations of stacked permutations and in all 

possible axial rotations, the three-dimensional version offers information that the print 

drawings cannot provide, and vice versa.395 Similarly, the various forms in which 

LeWitt presented Variations of Incomplete Open Cubes—3-dimensional frames, 

schematic isometric drawings, photographs, or book-version—all offer a new 

perspective on the idea that governs the work. 

This use of various vehicles for the embodiment of an idea corresponds to a 

certain degree to the multidimensionality of Mallarmé’s project ‘Le Livre,’ or ‘The 

Book,’ the incomplete collection of notes Mallarmé conceived of around 1870, as 

described by Zeller in the previously-mentioned article that LeWitt read in 1964.396 

Zeller points out that the Book, even more than the French poet’s earlier Un Coup de 

Dés, has visual, audible, syntactical, semantic, and temporal dimensions. The Book is 

multidimensional in part because it consists of three stages, as set out in Mallarmé’s 

manuscript for the work, which contains schemes and calculations that provide structure 

to the various manifestations of the Book (figures 2.32 – 2.33). The first stage of the 

Book comprises it as a geometric or spatial body: it is to be presented as 6 boxes, each 

                                                 
394 Norvell: 119. 
395 In 1967, LeWitt discovered only 47 variations of these 3 types of cubes, as seen in figure 3.14. In the 
1969 version, he included 9 more variations that were found at a later stage. See LeWitt’s brief description 
of this piece in Legg: 75. 
396 The following remarks on Livre are taken from: Zeller: 11-24. Cf. Scherer’s description of the various 
stages of the Book in chapters III – VIII of Mallarmé 1957: 47-154. 
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containing 5 book-sections of 8 pages each, which amounts to 30 sections with a total of 

480 pages. The measurements of the combined sections, the positions of which are 

variable, correspond to various parameters, like the numbers of lines on a page and 

page-length. As Zeller observes, this 3-dimensional space-structure is merely the visual 

model for a non-visual, multi-dimensional space that is completely accessible only in a 

sort of vision, calling to mind LeWitt’s statements that the concrete shapes of his works 

are only the outward manifestations while the idea is the real art. 

The second stage of the Book is its existence in time. As the realization of one 

of the possibilities of the Book has to be developed in a series of “readings” (“lectures” 

or “séances”), the manifestations are time-conditioned. The elements of the 

performance were also indicated as quantities—such as the number of readers, price of 

seats, and number of readings—and similarly determined the structure of the Book. The 

third stage of the Book is the publication of one of the activated readings. The 

calculations Mallarmé included in the manuscript for the Book contain information 

about the number of pages, number of volumes or sections, prices of editions, and other 

quantities related to publication. These quantities are also significant structurally as they 

can provide motivation and generative information for producing future manifestations 

of the Book. Interestingly, some of LeWitt’s works also incorporate as part of the work 

elements like performance time, number of performers, and costs, as in Wall Drawing 

48 (1970), the instructions for which read: “[w]ithin four adjacent squares, each 4’ by 

4’, four draftsmen will be employed at $4.00/hour for four hours a day and for four days 

to draw straight lines 4 inches long using four different colored pencils; 9H black, red, 
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yellow and blue. Each draftsmen [sic] will use the same color throughout the four day 

period, working on a different square each day.”397 

Zeller points out that each of the stages aids in the understanding of the structure 

of Mallarmé’s Book, as do all individual sections, each of which stands for the complete 

book or “contains within itself the nucleus” of the Book.398 This relation between part 

and whole also comes into play in some of LeWitt’s serial works. The artist has 

suggested, for example, that each row of 47 Three-Part Variations on Three Different 

Kinds of Cubes (figure 2.14) could be presented by itself. Similarly, he has at various 

places and times exhibited as independent artworks one or several of the 122 

incomplete open cubes (figure 2.34). Each row of stacked boxes and each incomplete 

open cube implies the other elements that make up the complete system and therefore 

embodies in a sense the entire idea.399 LeWitt had observed this type of relationship 

between part and whole in Muybridge’s work, stating about the Englishman’s motion 

photography that “each part encapsulates the entire process and whole idea.”400 

In Mallarmé’s work, not only the individual sections but also all individual 

readings or manifestations are representations of the complete Book. On sheet 93 of his 

manuscript Mallarmé writes, “[e]ach meeting or each piece is a game, a fragmentary 

                                                 
397 Sol LeWitt, ‘Proposal for Wall Drawing, Information Show,’ in McShine: 73. 
398 Zeller: 16. 
399 While for Mallarmé this relation of part to whole—which parallels the relationship of the Book to the 
entire universe—had mystical meaning, LeWitt was not interested in this kind of mysticism. Mallarmé’s 
mystical Book is reminiscent of the conception of art and poetry of the German romantic poet Novalis 
(Friedrich Freiherr von Hardenberg, 1772-1801), who believed that the self-referential, combinatorial, and 
music-like structure of art mirrors the absolute game of the cosmos. Two centuries before Mallarmé’s time, 
Novalis already viewed music and linguistic grammar as models for poetry and art. Associating music with 
combinatorial analysis, Novalis applauded novelists who based the structure of their works on progression, 
regression, inversion, variation, and transformation—permutational structures that are found in the 
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performance [...]”401 (figure 2.32), evoking a parallel between particular manifestations 

of game rules, or matches, and interpretations of the Book, as if each match or reading 

provides a glimpse of the unrealizable total Book, which itself consists, in the abstract, 

of all possible yet limitless configurations. The more readings of the Book a person 

attends, the more alternative configurations he or she will be able to envisage, and the 

more complete his or her understanding of the true Book will be.402 The same might be 

said of the various realizations of serial compositions and of LeWitt’s wall drawings, 

like All combinations of Arcs from corners and sides; straight, not straight, and broken 

lines (1973), which turns out differently each time it is executed, depending on the size, 

color, and texture of the walls as well as on the interpretation and reach of the 

draftsperson (figures 2.35 – 2.37).403 

Another constituent shared by Mallarmé’s Book, serial music compositions, and 

LeWitt’s work is the plan or, to use Zeller’s words, the “2-dimensional notation,” which 

in each case is accompanied by explanations or “rules of play” and guides performers in 

the opening up of one of the work’s “possible configurations.” As Zeller remarks, the 

                                                                                                                                                 
universe. Novalis, Schriften, 4 vols., ed. Paul Kluckhohn and Richard H. Samuel (Leipzig: 
Bibliographisches Institut, 1929), vol. 2: 347, 430-431; vol. 3: 117-118, 127, 205. 
400 Wilson: 6. 
401 Quoted in Zeller: 24. The original French reads: “chaque séance ou pièce étant un jeu, une 
représentation fragmentaire [...].” Mallarmé 1957: 93 (A). 
402 This relation between Mallarmé’s Book and its manifestations recalls Noam Chomsky’s concept of 
generative grammar, according to which a finite system of combinatorial rules and vocabulary can generate 
an infinite number of sentences. A study of actual sentence formations in real life (“performance”) can lead 
to an increased understanding of both the basic principles that govern language and the mental structures 
that allow people to construct and understand sentences (“competence”). See for instance Noam Chomsky, 
Syntactic Structures (The Hague: Mouton, 1957): 61-108. Cf. this distinction between the notions of 
“performance” and “competence” to Ferdinand de Saussure’s differentiation of “parole” and “langue,” as 
well as Louis Hjelmslev’s distinction between variable “process” and constant “system,” or “usage,” and 
“schema.” De Saussure 1959 (1949): 30-38; Louis Hjelmslev, Prolegomena to a Theory of Language (first 
Danish ed., 1943), trans. Francis J. Whitfield (Madison: University of Wisconsin Press, 1963): 75-84. 
403 Cf. LeWitt’s descriptions in Legg: 129-135.  
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physiognomy of the notations for the Book, like that of the notational systems for serial 

compositions, corresponds to the structure of the works and as such provides a key to 

the public.404 As LeWitt has written in a description of All Combinations of Arcs from 

corners and sides; straight, not straight, and broken lines—a series he used for many 

different wall drawing installations (figures 2.35 – 2.37)—“[t]he plan is always 

presented so that the viewer will know that the changes are not capricious but 

systematic, becoming a language and a narrative of shapes.’405 If viewers did not have a 

plan at their disposal, they might have a hard time following the progression of the three 

types of lines. In all different installations, the series starts out with two arcs and 

finishes with a combination of two broken lines, yet the “reading” direction varies. In 

the 1975 San Francisco installation, to use the words of the artist, “the movement is 

read from top to bottom, and in Venice [...] the movement is read progressively around 

the room.”406 While the overall plan remained the same for all different variations of the 

series, LeWitt provided slightly different plans that reflected the reading direction, 

facilitating the performance as well as the comprehension process. Similarly, Mallarmé, 

who served as the “operator” during the readings of the Book, provided different 

programs for each meeting, depending on the number of readers that would participate 

and on the number and length of the individual meetings that would constitute one 

manifestation of the Book. 

 

                                                 
404 Zeller: 17. 
405 In Legg: 135. 
406 Ibid. 
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Although any viewer of LeWitt’s smaller wall drawings, structures, and single 

prints recognizes that a structure governs the works, only the viewer who is willing to 

become mentally-engaged will find the key to the system, just as in detective stories—

which LeWitt liked to read—the reader can only unravel the puzzle by actively 

analyzing and correlating the clues.407 An excerpt from the artist’s famous ‘Paragraphs 

on Conceptual Art’ demonstrates that LeWitt first and foremost wished to stimulate the 

viewers on a cerebral level: “[c]onceptual art is made to engage the mind of the viewer 

rather than his eye or emotions. [...] Anything that calls attention to and interests the 

viewer in this physicality is a deterrent to our understanding of the idea and is used as 

an expressive device.”408 One manner by which LeWitt’s valuation of the mental over 

the visual has played out is his hiding—or making physically-intangible, yet 

conceptually-implicit—of certain forms. In Serial Project No. 1 (ABCD), for example, 

some of the large, solid cubes contain and thereby keep from view smaller cubes, 

prisms, and squares. A viewer who studies the serial system will be able to infer the 

presence and placement of the enclosed units, while the viewer who merely looks at the 

forms without giving them much thought will never consider the possibility that 

invisible forms are present or implied.409 

                                                 
407 LeWitt told Lippard that his work “requires a certain amount of probing in the way you view it [...].” 
Unpublished Lippard interview: 4. 
408 ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art’: par. 16. Cf. the following excerpt from paragraph 1: “It is the 
objective of the artist who is concerned with conceptual art to make his work mentally interesting to the 
spectator, and therefore usually he would want it to become emotionally dry.” 
409 LeWitt told Lippard: “There were parts of the ABCD project which were invisible as part of the 
system. [...] things contained in opaque things. A form within a closed form. Then I kind of liked that idea, 
because all the clues were there to show it was there inside, even if it wasn’t there.” Unpublished Lippard 
interview: 7. 
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LeWitt developed this theme of visual concealment and conceptual implication 

more exclusively in another serial work of 1968, entitled Cubes with Hidden Cubes 

(figures 2.38 – 2.39), in which the placement and quantity of lines drawn on the 2-

dimensional base that support the solid cubes imply the presence of variously-sized 

cubes within the visible cubes.410 While the title makes the viewer aware of the 

presence of the smaller cubes, the lines provide the clue to the location and number of 

the invisible cubes, indicating that the quantity increases progressively from left to 

right. LeWitt has explained that this work “proposed that one needn’t actually see things 

to understand their form and placement,”411 making the anti-formalist suggestion that 

art does not have to be visualized, and perhaps also literalizing and freeing from 

religiosity an old tradition according to which art could embody the invisible.412 Of 

course LeWitt also teases the viewer, who will never know whether the implied cubes 

are actually present. Such works might further involve a tongue-in-cheek mockery of 

secretive and esoteric artists,413 although on a more serious level LeWitt’s interest in 

hiding may also reflect his sincere interest in the non-religious irrational. 

                                                 
410 For an incisive discussion of some seven works that explore the theme of containment, see Lippard 
1978: 25. As LeWitt himself has indicated, a very early work in which he used “the idea of seeing and 
knowing and the idea of inferring the unknown by clues from the known [...]” was Well (1963), a tall box 
with a vertical tunnel-like opening that was lined with a downward-progressing row of parallel black bars, 
the lowest of which could not be seen by the viewer. See LeWitt’s description of this piece in Legg: 52. 
411 In ibid: 79. 
412 Paintings of the doubting Thomas by counter-reformation artists like Caravaggio (The Incredulity of 
Thomas, 1602-1603) and Peter Paul Rubens (Rockox Altarpiece, 1613-1616) come to mind, especially 
those representing the moment at which Christ conveys to the apostle that true faith amounts to believing in 
the absence of visual evidence: “Blessed are they who have not seen and yet have believed.” (John 20: 29). 
Rather than aspiring to create devotional aids to contemplative prayer and religious experience, LeWitt 
seems to hope that his works will incite mental activity. 
413 A slight facetiousness shines through in LeWitt’s comments on the contents of a welded, stainless steel 
box that was buried in the yard of the Dutch Visser family in Bergeijk, the Netherlands, in 1968: “It is 
something that only I know and they [the Vissers] know and we’re not supposed to tell.” Cummings 66. 
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2.6 PERPLEXITY IN SIMPLICITY 
 

LeWitt thought of the viewing process as starting from the “outside,” with the 

form or outer manifestation of the work serving as proof of the existence of an idea—a 

manifestation that allowed the viewer to gradually work in towards that idea: “I start 

with an idea and work it out. The viewer sees it from the outside and works it in. I like 

reading detective stories—they’re all about getting to the crux of things, starting from 

the outside and getting to the inside. I give the viewer all the clues and he arrives at the 

idea.”414 One would expect that viewers of LeWitt’s systemic works can easily arrive at 

an understanding of the underlying system, as the concepts generating the art are always 

deliberately simple415 and the stimuli provided within the work are predictable because 

their characteristics closely adhere to a single system. In the serial works, after all, each 

unit is implied by the previous one and can be predicted once the intellectually-lucid 

overall premise is grasped, as a result of which it would seem that the viewer is 

presented with remarkably little uncertainty. In information theoretical terms, the 

meaning provided within the work is minimal since no deviations from the system are 

permitted. In reality, however, viewers are faced with a visual situation that is confusing 

and perplexing and hard to analyze in the absence of a verbal description or schematic 

plan. 

                                                 
414 Glueck: 25. 
415 LeWitt wrote in 1967: “The ideas need not be complex. Most ideas that are successful are ludicrously 
simple.” ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art’: par. 2. 
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Not only serial pieces like All Combinations of Arcs from Corners and Sides; 

straight, not-straight, and broken lines are perceptually intricate, but even the 

seemingly simple, early modular structures (1966, figures 2.16 – 2.18) are dazzling, as a 

result of the shadow play, the tension between 3-dimensionality and 2-dimensional 

image (on photographs, drawings, and on our retina), and the difficulty—caused by the 

fact that the white color visually blurs distinct forms—of making out which bars are 

seen and which are not, which bars are close by and which are farther away. LeWitt has 

stated that he himself cannot foresee what his works will look like once he has 

conceived of the idea and is frequently surprised when he sees the work.416 He wrote in 

1967 that “[s]ome ideas are logical in conception and illogical perceptually.”417 As 

LeWitt chooses systems that are conceptually simple but perceptually complex, the 

proof of the system, which is provided by the visible form, needs to be elucidated by 

means of clues. 

This paradox between simple concept and complex form is due in part to the fact 

that—as mentioned earlier—the concept that governs the constituent parts of the work 

is sequential, while the form of presentation of these parts is simultaneous. The artist 

himself wrote about Serial Project No. 1 (ABCD), “[t]he series would be read by the 

viewer in a linear or narrative manner even though in its final form many of these sets 

would be operating simultaneously, making comprehension difficult.”418 His main 

inspiration for this exploration of the tension between narrativity and simultaneity was 

                                                 
416 In 1970, LeWitt said: “I can’t imagine the thing until it is done.” Art Now class transcript: 10. Cf. 
Michael Kirby’s contribution to Sol LeWitt, ed. Dick van der Net (The Hague, the Netherlands: Haags 
Gemeentemuseum, 1970): 28. 
417 Ibid. 
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Muybridge’s layout of the motion photographs, which combined sequential 

arrangement with a presentation that allowed the relation of the individual units to the 

macrostructure to be visible all at once.419 While on the one hand, the simultaneous 

presentation in pieces like Serial Project No. 1 and All Combinations of Arcs from 

corners and sides; straight, not straight, and broken lines gives the viewer an overview 

of the system, the premises of the system are not immediately transparent: “[w]hen one 

sees a wall, it is the impact of the whole that is understood at once—emotionally more 

than intellectually. It is only by reading the wall that the viewer understands it fully.”420 

LeWitt’s serial work, that is to say, plays on the discrepancy between static presentation 

and sequential conception. 

As noted earlier, patterns tend to be detected more easily when the patterned 

phenomenon is presented all at once rather than progressively, yet in the case of 

LeWitt’s art the simultaneous presentation of visual elements causes more confusion 

than recognition. This seemingly paradoxical situation must be related to the fact that 

when people look at art they do not usually view the parts constituting the artwork in a 

defined order, in contrast to listeners of music or readers of literature—artistic forms in 

which chronological order is established by necessity. The viewers of a serial artwork 

by LeWitt, therefore, can be overwhelmed by the amount of data presented to them, 

which baffles and confuses them because they do not immediately observe the sequence 

that unifies these data in the order in which they were conceived. 

                                                                                                                                                 
418 ‘Serial Project No. 1’: n.p. 
419 Ibid. 
420 LeWitt in Legg: 164. 
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This tendency of viewers of art not to analyze what they see in an incremental 

fashion, even if the art calls for such analysis, may again be considered a form of 

“cultural noise.”421 The cultural habits interfere with the clear communication to the 

viewer of the information included in the artwork. This particular cultural noise does 

not occur when LeWitt presents his serial works in books, because the sequence is 

spelled out for the reader-observer and all the elements are separated, making their 

interrelationships more clearly decodable. Indeed, Variations of Incomplete Open Cubes 

is perhaps best understood on an analytical level by viewers who get to experience the 

work in its book-form. The book, which includes isometric drawings as well as 

photographs of each three-dimensional variation, most clearly reflects the progression 

of the series, starting with the 3-barred variations and ending with the 11-barred 

variation. In a talk of 1970, LeWitt discussed the book-form as a “perfect vehicle” for 

his serial systems, as the viewer can easily flip through the successive pages that hold “a 

series of drawings which are related” and “involve some sort of system that has a 

progression [...].”422 

Various statements of LeWitt’s confirm that this paradox between conceptual 

lucidity and perceptual complexity is central to his work and in many cases can be 

considered as inseparable from the ideas that form the crux of these works. This 

interdependency of (logical) concept and (illogical) form corroborates the theory that, in 

spite of the fact that LeWitt once wrote that “[w]hat the work of art looks like isn’t too 

                                                 
421 Cf. Meyer 1957: 420-421. 
422 Art Now Class transcript: 8-9. LeWitt insisted, though, that, in spite of the progressive nature of the 
series, the viewer does not have to “read” from beginning to end. Cf. his comment to Lippard: “[...] the 
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important,”423 the visual manifestation of the idea is in many cases indispensable to the 

work. The artist has explained that he wrote ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art’ and 

‘Sentences on Conceptual Art’—in which he asserted that the idea “need not be made 

physical”424—as a defensive response to critics who continued to treat his idea-oriented 

work as “formalist,” feeling the need to emphasize the conceptual nature of his work.425 

In subsequent years he distanced himself from conceptualist artists with a capital C426 

and fine-tuned his wording: “I’ve always maintained in my work that there is a double 

focus and that the idea and the result of the idea are symbiotic and impossible to extract 

from one another. I never thought that if the thing existed only as an idea that it was a 

complete idea.”427 

Form is indispensable because it is proof of and clue to the idea, but also 

because the ideas often refer to the medium and mode of manifestation. In 1971, LeWitt 

wrote that “[t]he plan exists as an idea but needs to be put into its optimum form. Ideas 

of wall drawings alone are contradictions of the idea of wall drawings.”428 Similarly, in 

                                                                                                                                                 
book is [...] an easier way of understanding the work. I don’t know if it is necessary or not. Let’s say it is 
not, but it makes it a lot easier.” Unpublished Lippard interview: 12.  
423 ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art’: par. 3. Cf. the following excerpts from paragraphs 1, 7, and 11, 
respectively: “In conceptual art the idea or concept is the most important aspect of the work [...]”; “[t]he 
form itself is of very limited importance [...]”; “[t] he idea itself, even if not made visual, is as much a work 
of art as any finished product.” Cf. LeWitt’s comments to the Art Now class transcript: “I’m very interested 
in final things and I’m interested in the whole chain of events from the time that you think of what you are 
going to do to the time that it is finished.” Art Now class transcript: 10. 
424 ‘Sentences on Conceptual Art’: sentence 10. 
425 Cummings: 47-48; Unpublished Lippard interview: 1. Cf. Wilson: 7. 
426 See Lippard 1978: 26. 
427 Wilson: 7. When Wilson during his interview with LeWitt reminds the artist that he once wrote that a 
blind man could make art, LeWitt responds as follows: “[a] blind man can make art but a blind man can’t 
see art.” Ibid. 
428 ‘Doing Wall Drawings,’ Art Now 3, no. 2 (June 1971): n.p. LeWitt told Lippard that he considered his 
contribution to the Xerox Book a failure because he “didn’t feel either the page or the Xerox reproduction” 
and was only “transcribing” his permutational series “from one kind of medium to another,” suggesting that 
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paragraph 12 of ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art,’ LeWitt wrote that the artist must 

provide the viewer with all the information necessary for an optimal understanding of 

the work, “[u]nless the idea is of impediment and requires difficulty of vision or 

access.”429 Perhaps most importantly, however, the physical shape is one of the two 

terms that make up one of the most interesting aspects of the artist’s works—the tension 

between perplexing form and simple concept. 

LeWitt has described the final product of his ideas, which is in fact generated by 

an orderly system, as chaotic, suggesting that if people merely look at the work without 

challenging themselves to find the underlying system, they will only perceive chaos:  

[...P]eople are trained mostly to look at things visually, just to see what 
they see. And if you see just what you see, it looked either chaotic, 
haphazard, or it was just too much information given at one point. [...] It’s 
the same thing, if you like, if you hear some kind of music and it sounds 
like just a mess of sound. If you were interested enough in it, you could 
read the score, and the score may be much more clear than the sound.430 
 

Although LeWitt does not specify which music he has in mind, his description is 

especially applicable to serial music, which, as Meyer and many other critics of this 

type of music have pointed out, can only be understood by specialists who are willing to 

study the idiosyncratic syntactical rules of each individual piece. Most people will only 

perceive the compositions as random compilations of sounds.431 Unlike some 

composers and critics of serial music, however, LeWitt believes that viewers who do 

                                                                                                                                                 
his ideas cannot be realized in any medium with equal success. From Lippard interview: 12. Quoted with 
slight changes in Lippard 1978: 28. From conversations between Lippard and LeWitt, 1971-1972. 
429 LeWitt, ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art: par. 12. Emphasis is mine. 
430 Norvell: 118. 
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not bother to conduct an analytical study of his systematic art can still get something out 

of the work, partly because—unlike much total serial music—anybody can sense that 

the art is based on a system and is not the result of arbitrary decisions.432 Only viewers 

who penetrate to the conceptual core of the work, however, can enjoy the intricacies of 

the work and comprehend the thought process of the artist, similar to the Bach admirer 

who reads the score of the composer’s works and gets “a message from his [Bach’s] 

mind to [the admirer’s own] mind through the vehicle of the music.”433 

 

2.7 THE LIBERATING POTENTIAL OF ABSURDITY, REDUNDANCY, AND 
CONSTRAINT 
 

A more recent comment of LeWitt’s suggests that one of the reasons for his 

exploration of the paradox between simple idea and complex visual result is related to 

his aversion to rationality:   

The price that you have to pay for following this logical system is that the 
more complex and absurd the result became perceptually, you would get a 
forest of trees where it might be almost impossible to discern the original 
idea. I was very involved in writers like Samuel Beckett who were also 
interested in the idea of absurdity as a way out of intellectuality. Even a 
simple idea taken to a logical end can become chaos.434 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
431 See Meyer 1967: 15-17, 53, 68-75, 179-185, 235-306. Cf. George Rochberg, ‘The New Image of 
Music,’ Perspectives of New Music 2, no. 1 (Autumn – Winter 1963): 3-6. 
432 In 1970, LeWitt said: “I think it’s like this: you don’t have to understand [the system] completely but 
the thing is, what you have to understand, is that it’s the result of some sort of system and not completely 
arbitrary.” Art Now Class transcript: 13 
433 Ibid. 
434 Wilson: 6. 
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Both complexity and absurdity, along with the intuitive, irrational, and the mystical, 

provide an escape from the repressive trap of rationality and intellectuality. Indeed, 

amongst the definitions of the word “absurd” given in the Random House Webster’s 

College Dictionary are “illogical,” “irrational,” and “inconsistent with common sense 

and reason,” and one of the meanings of the word “complex” is “so complicated or 

intricate as to be hard to understand or deal with.”435 While it might appear that order 

and logic are related to rationality and opposite to absurdity, LeWitt’s logical structures 

are in fact absurd. What is absurd is not only the fact that, in spite of the internal logic 

of the systems, the initial choice of the system itself was based on intuition and 

irrational—hence absurd—decisions, LeWitt further perceives as absurd and irrational, 

as well as anti-rational, the fact that the logical and mechanical pursuance of a simple 

system generates chaos and complexity. 

LeWitt’s simultaneous exploration of order and absurdity parallels the types of 

order featured in the most stringent serial music of composers like Boulez. Boulez has 

commented on the absurdity of the total serialization of Trois Structures pour deux 

pianos:  

I had taken the experience to absurd length [...] this sort of absurdity, of 
chaos and mechanical wheels-within-wheels tending almost towards the 
random, was completely intentional and has probably been one of my 
most fundamental experiments as a composer. [...] At that point disorder is 
equivalent to an excess of order and an excess of order reverts to disorder. 
The general theme of this piece is really the ambiguity of a surfeit of order 
being equivalent to disorder.436 
 

                                                 
435 Random House Webster’s College Dictionary (Random House, Inc.: New York, 1992): 6, 278. 
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LeWitt’s absurd orders, however, may have at least as much in common with those 

presented in some of the literature he read, including books by Beckett, Robbe-Grillet, 

and Nabokov, all of which include characters who obsessively create or decode orders.437 

The protagonist of Beckett’s Molloy (1951), for example, devises a system to guarantee 

that he sucks each of the 16 stones that are evenly distributed over his pockets exactly 

once as he moves the stones from one pocket to another and from pocket to mouth and 

mouth to pocket.438 In 1969, LeWitt illustrated Beckett’s short play Come and Go for 

Harper’s Bazaar, providing a visual analogue to Beckett’s story, which is based on 

permutational structures. LeWitt’s configurations of sets of two and three squares that 

contain rotating lines parallel the (absurd) actions of the three friends in Beckett’s play, 

who cross hands in serial combinations and take turns in an orderly fashion when 

entering and exiting the stage, exchanging seats and gossiping about the one friend who 

is absent from the stage (figure 2.40). 

 Nabokov in a very different way has also demonstrated an interest in structures, 

most notably in his novel The Defense (1930), in which the chess player Aleksandr 

Luzhin experiences life as if it were a chess game and is addicted to familiar patterns. 

Robbe-Grillet, as we have seen, frequently included characters in his work who are 

                                                                                                                                                 
436 Pierre Boulez, Conversations with Célestin Deliège (first French ed., 1975), trans. Robert Wangermée 
(London, England: Ernst Eulenberg, Ltd., 1976): 56-57. 
437 Boulez found inspiration in the work of playwright and poet Antonin Artaud, who has frequently been 
cited as one of the most important precursors of the Theater of the Absurd, an epithet often applied to the 
plays of Beckett. See Boulez, ‘Proposals,’ in Boulez, Notes of an Apprenticeship (first French ed., 1966), 
trans. Herbert Weinstock (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1968): 71. 
438 Samuel Beckett, Molloy (first French ed., 1951), trans. Patrick Bowles and Samuel Beckett, reprinted 
in Three Novels by Samuel Beckett: Molloy, Malone Dies, The Unnamable (New York: Grove Press, Inc., 
1965 (1955)): 69-74. Rosalind Krauss decided to intersperse her clever essay on the irrationality and 
absurdity of LeWitt’s works with excerpts from this section of Molloy. Krauss, ‘LeWitt in Progress,’ 
October, no. 6 (Fall 1978). 
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obsessed with order and provided many descriptions of regularly-arranged objects or 

systematically-operating machines, such as the drawing bridge and automatic food-

dispensers in The Erasers,439 or the rows of banana trees in an excerpt from Jealousy. A 

recorded reading by the author himself of this section from Jealousy was, incidentally, 

included in the issue of multi-media magazine Aspen that also included LeWitt’s 

photograph-illustrated text Serial Project #1 and a recording of a reading of Beckett’s 

Text for Nothing # 8 (1955).440 All of these authors, in addition to Mumford, Borges, and 

LeWitt himself—who once said that his work is about creating “order out of chaos”441—

were fascinated with the tendency of people to detect and create finite orders in an 

infinitely complex world.442 Of the above-mentioned authors, Beckett in particular 

described orders and structured routines that are not rational but strikingly useless and 

absurd, reflecting the ultimate purposelessness and meaninglessness of all human 

endeavor. LeWitt’s own emphasis on the purposelessness of his art and on the absurdity 

of the methods of operations generating his work are close to Beckett’s absurdist 

                                                 
439 Robbe-Grillet, The Erasers: 149-153. 
440 Alain Robbe-Grillet, phonograph recording of an excerpt from Jealousy (1957) and Samuel Beckett, 
phonograph recording of Text for Nothing #8 (1958), Aspen Magazine, nos. 5-6 (1966): sections 5 and 4, 
respectively. LeWitt’s autobiography demonstrates that the artist owned a copy of Beckett’s book Stories 
and Texts for Nothing (first French ed., 1958) (New York: Grove Press, Inc. 1967). 
441 Glueck: 25. 
442 Borges has suggested that abstraction and the reductivism of systems are essential to human beings, 
focusing less on the absurdity of systems than authors like Beckett. In his story ‘Funes the Memorious,’ 
Borges seems to emphasize the futility of attempts at complete representation without systematization. In 
this story, Ireno Funes, who remembers in full all of his experiences, conceives of an ideal language in 
which all individual phenomena have their own name. In the following excerpt, the narrator of the story 
objects to Funes’s unwillingness to systematize: “Without effort, he had learned English, French, 
Portuguese, Latin. I suspect, nevertheless, that he was not very capable of thought. To think is to forget a 
difference, to generalize, to abstract.” Borges, ‘Funes, the Memorious’ (written 1942), trans. Anthony 
Kerrigan, in Borges, Ficciones, ed. Anthony Kerrigan (New York: Grove Press, Inc., 1962): 115. Although 
LeWitt may not have read this story, he has said that he “always enjoyed reading Borges” and his 
sensibilities seem to correspond to those of the Argentine writer. See Miller-Keller: 21. In the early 1980s 
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sensitivities, although in his work the artificial orders are not only related to absurdity but 

also—more positively—to the creation of novel experiences and to the liberation of art 

from proscriptive convention.443 

Another dimension of LeWitt’s work that contributes to its absurd tenor is the 

artist’s unwillingness to abbreviate or compress information. As Rosalind Krauss has 

observed, LeWitt shows every single variation of incomplete open cubes rather than 

giving a sample that might consist of three or four variations, which would have invited 

viewers, familiar with “the notion of etcetera,” to imagine the other, implied, 

variations.444 Information theorists would note that an absurdly low amount of 

information is given within such works, as the variations can hypothetically be 

predicted once the system has been identified. Information theorists refer to such 

inclusion of statistically-predictable data that provide no new information as 

‘redundancy.’ All the letters omitted from a statement in such a way that our ability to 

reconstruct the full statement in our minds is not affected, such as the letters e, i, t, i, e, 

y, i, d, and e in “LWt lks Mubrg,” might be considered redundant, as the reader can fill 

in the blanks. Similarly, when in a musical composition a musical event that is 

statistically probable within the chosen style is omitted, the listener’s habit response 

will mentally supply the missing sounds.445 Redundancy in music as well as in linguistic 

                                                                                                                                                 
LeWitt illustrated Ficciones with silkscreen prints of various isometric prisms: Borges and LeWitt, 
Ficciones (New York: the Limited Editions Club, 1984). 
443 Stoltzfus has similarly pointed out that, although Robbe-Grillet shares with existentialists his 
“acknowledged freedom of the author and the reader to choose his meaning from all the random 
possibilities offered to him,” “unlike Sartre or Camus, [he] believes that the world is neither tragic nor 
absurd, but simply there.” Stoltzfus: 138. 
444 Krauss 1978: 55. 
445 Cf. Meyer 1957: 9-10; Weaver: 104. 
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and other types of messages serves to combat acoustical and cultural noise, as when in a 

televised language class a particular word is repeated several times to compensate for 

the lack of language skills of the foreign public. The redundancy in LeWitt’s work, 

however, does not seem to have such practical purposes, although it does give viewers 

who are not accustomed to finding sequential systems in a visual artwork a chance to 

understand what is going on, compensating in a sense for cultural noise. 

The redundancy of LeWitt’s work might partly be intended to increase the 

absurdity, but it is also related to the artist’s desire to make an objective and non-

hierarchical art that excludes the necessity of incidental and subjective decision-making, 

as aesthetical and rational choices are usually conditioned by taste, custom, and 

judgment. In response to a question about how he became interested in working with 

exhaustive permutational systems, LeWitt said in 1969, 

“[...] it’s just a way, I think, of making some sort of order, but making a kind of 
order where everything is equal, nothing is superior and nothing is inferior. So 
that I’d have to make all of the parts of these things because I wouldn’t say that 
one is more beautiful than the other. I can say that after it’s done, but I can’t say 
that before it’s done because I don’t know what it’s like until it’s done. So I have 
to do them all.”446 

 
Earlier in the same interview he had stated, “I think that basically what my art is about 

is not making choices. It’s in making an initial choice of, say, a system, and letting the 

system do the work.”447 If the artist intercepts the system in order to abridge the series, 

                                                 
446 Norvell: 119. Cf. LeWitt’s definition of “the idea of seriality”: “[t]he idea that all of the parts were only 
the result of the basic idea, but that each individual part was equally important, and that all parts were 
equal—nothing hierarchical.” Wilson: 5. 
447 Ibid: 114. 
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he risks compromising the objectivity of his method by making rational and judgmental 

inclusions and exclusions. 

As LeWitt has explained, the use of a closed and all-inclusive system was a 

crucial strategy that maximized objectivity: “[t]o be truly objective one cannot rule 

anything out. All possibilities include all possibilities without pre-judgement or post-

judgement.”448 Choices are based on taste, which in turn is determined by culturally-

bounded conventions that classify forms and activities according to hierarchical 

standards, as certain forms and objects are deemed more important and aesthetic than 

others. The same considerations predicated the non-hierarchical presentation of 

LeWitt’s autobiography: “I wanted to photograph every object in my space—to make a 

work of art which was very objective. Where everything had an equal importance.”449 

LeWitt must have regarded the absurdity that accompanied this compulsively systemic 

method as a welcome side effect. 

LeWitt took the idea of absurdity to extremes in his Location pieces, including 

The Location of a Line (1975, figure 2.42), and The Location of Six Geometric Figures 

(1974, figure 2.41), which consists of six simple geometric figures the locations and 

shapes of which are designated by absurdly verbose and complicated but precise 

instructions. The instructions for ‘The Location of a Circle,’ for example, start with the 

following words:  

A circle whose radius is equal to half the distance between two points, the 
first of which is found where two lines would cross if the first line were 

                                                 
448 From Miller-Keller: 18. 
449 From an interview conducted by Susan Rand Brown: ‘The LeWitt Riddle’ (1981), reprinted in Zevi: 
100-101. 
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drawn from a point halfway between a point halfway between the center 
of the square and the upper right corner and the midpoint of the top side to 
a point halfway between the center of the square and the midpoint of the 
right side and a point halfway between the midpoint of the right side and 
the lower right corner [...]. 

 
While in the earlier pieces simple, succinct, and logical instructions had engendered 

perceptually complex results, in these works the process has been reversed, as copious 

directions beget sparse and simple-looking drawings. As suggested by LeWitt, however, 

a true understanding of the locations of the shapes will only ensue when the words are 

read.450 The artist has stated, 

[t]here is always the tension [between the simplicity and logic of an idea 
or system and the complexity and absurdity of the result] that leads to a 
certain ambiguity on one hand and absurdity on the other, and some of the 
wall drawings—the location wall drawings—were made specifically with 
this in mind. The more information that you give, the crazier it gets until 
to construct a very simple form or figure such as a circle you could have 
three pages of text. In a way it was an extension of the idea that prolixity 
created simplicity and unity. […].451 
 

LeWitt has further described the ‘Location’ pieces as “ways of using language to 

describe a precise location, like geography,”452 calling to mind the image of a map. 

Maps seem to have fascinated LeWitt, judging from the fact that he reserved an entire 

page from his autobiography for photographs of maps. But where geographic maps are 

                                                 
450 See LeWitt’s description of a similar ‘Location’ work: Location of Two Lines (1973) in Legg: 139: 
“Lines, points, figures, etc., are located in these spaces by words. The words are the paths to the 
understanding of the location of the point. The points are verified by the words.” 
451 Wilson: 6. In the same interview LeWitt explained that the ‘Location’ works also mock contemporary 
Conceptual art with a capital C: “I think it was in a way also satirizing some of the more advanced 
conceptualists that were abounding at the time,” who were getting into the “backwaters of philosophy.” 
Ibid. The anomaly of LeWitt’s ‘Location’ pieces can further be elucidated by the following words: “My 
ideas fluctuate between the simple and the complex. I want to follow each idea to its end, then try the 
contrary.” Sol LeWitt, ‘A Conversation with Gary Garrels,’ in Open: the  Magazine of the San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art, no. 1 (Winter/Spring 2000): 35. 
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schematic representations of a preexisting reality, starting with locations and ending 

with a map, LeWitt’s works generally start with descriptions, or perhaps more 

accurately prescriptions, that lead to geographic locations. In other words, LeWitt does 

not represent or designate existing locations, but generates rules for the creation of new 

locations. To speak in Wittgensteinian terms, LeWitt uses language not to denote or 

picture facts,453 but to bring them into being. His language games are not denotative but 

prescriptive.454 LeWitt once described the schematic plans for his wall drawings as 

“road map[s]” for the making of wall drawings, suggesting that such drawings resemble 

maps not because they represent, but because they can serve as the starting point for a 

performance, in the same way that road maps can initiate a journey.455 Maps are 

amongst the many systems humans construct to reduce reality’s infinite complexity to 

an orderly and manageable, yet limited and exclusory system. LeWitt also constructs 

systems, but he does not force these systems onto anything external to his art. His 

systems merely allow him to create works of art that are minimally-reflective of his 

personal preferences and cultural habits, yet which force him to be creative within a set 

of limiting rules, to which he has committed himself in all freedom. 

LeWitt shared this voluntary embrace of restrictive systems with contemporaries 

like Boulez, Stockhausen, and Robbe-Grillet, and perhaps even more clearly with the 

French author and poet Georges Perec, with whose work LeWitt was however probably 

                                                                                                                                                 
452 Miller-Keller: 20. 
453 Cf. Ludwig Wittgenstein, Tractatus Logico-Philosophicus (first German ed., 1921), trans. D.F. Pears 
and B.F. McGuiness (New York and London: Routledge & Kegan Paul Ltd., 1961): propositions 1 – 3.5. 
454 Cf. Jean-François Lyotard, The Postmodern Condition: A Report on Knowledge (first French ed., 
1979), trans. Geoff Bennington and Brian Massumi (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 
1999): 9-11. 
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not familiar around 1970. In 1967, Perec joined Oulipo (‘Ouvroir de littérature 

potentielle,’ or ‘Workshop of potential literature’), a group of writers and 

mathematicians who subjected their work to artificial constraints—such as systems from 

mathematics and chess—in order to innovate and expand literature.456 Perec himself 

experimented with such forms as palindromes, homophonies, heterograms, acrostics, 

and lipograms, and became especially known for his 1969, 320-page lipogramatic novel 

La Disparition (translated in 1994 as The Void), from which the letter e, the most-used 

letter of the French alphabet, is completely omitted.457 Perec liked to refer to works 

written by means of “systematic artifices” as “literary follies,” partly because in the 

history of literature, literary forms like lipograms had been marginalized as “puerile 

games” and had been “relegated to the registers of asylums for literary madmen”458 in 

order to quench innovation. More importantly, when composing such follies Perec felt 

that he was not involved in the creation of anything more mad or absurd than the simple 

act of writing per se.459 

                                                                                                                                                 
455 Wilson: 7. 
456 Oulipo was founded by author Raymond Queneau and mathematician/engineer François Le Lionnois 
in 1960. Its members have included Marcel Duchamp, Jacques Roubaud, and Italo Calvino. 
457 Georges Perec, La Disparition: Roman (Paris: Denoël, 1969). This technical tour de force is emulated 
in the English translation of this book by Gilbert Adair: Perec, A Void, trans. Gilbert Adair (London: 
Harvill, 1994), in which the letter e does not occur either. 
458 Georges Perec, ‘History of the Lipogram’ (1973), in Oulipo, a Primer of Potential Literature, trans. 
and ed. Warren F. Motte, Jr. (Normal, IL: Dalkey Archive Press, 1998 (1986)): 98-99. 
459 In 1979, Perec told interviewer Jean-Marie le Sidaner: “[J’]accumule depuis des années des 
expériences de ‘folie’ littéraire (lipogrammes, palindromes, hétérogrammes, homophonies, etc.) sans avoir 
le sentiment de faire des choses plus folles que, tout simplément, écrire.” (‘Since many years I have been 
collecting experiences of literary folly (lipograms, palindromes, heterograms, homophonies, etc.) without 
having the impression that I am doing anything less mad when I am writing.’) From ‘Entretien Perec/Jean-
Marie le Sidaner’ (1979), in Georges Perec, Entretiens et Conférences, 2 vols., ed. Dominique Bertelli and 
Mireille Ribière (Nantes: Joseph K., 2003), vol. 2: 97. Elsewhere, Perec said that for him the image of the 
activity of writing (“l’image même de l’activité d’écrire”) was entirely crazy and useless (“parfaitement fou 
et inutile”). From another interview with Perec, conducted by Réginald Martel: ‘Pour Georges Perec, le 
banal est explosif’ (1979), ibid: 83. Translations are mine. 
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Perec maintained that the construction of literature by means of absurd 

constraints makes the purposelessness of writing and art all the more palpable. The 

practice of writing under self-imposed constraints makes readers aware of the fact that 

all writing is limited by certain rules, ordinarily those provided by tradition. Perec, 

however, refers to rules that have been passed on by convention as “restraints” rather 

than “constraints,” as they are restrictive and far removed from Oulipian “constraints,” 

which in fact stimulate creativity and lead to discovery.460 In the words of fellow 

Oulipo-member Marcel Bénabou, “writing under constraint is superior to other forms 

insofar as it freely furnishes its own code,”461 a code that moreover engenders art that 

would otherwise never have been imagined. 

These statements of Oulipians bring to mind a text that LeWitt wrote in 1966 on 

the New York Zoning Resolution, which controlled the height and setbacks of buildings 

in Manhattan between 1916 and 1961. According to the code, the top floors of office 

buildings were to recede successively in order to maximize passage of sunshine and air 

circulation, as seen in the photograph of a postcard of New York City included in 

LeWitt’s autobiography (figure 2.45). LeWitt wrote of these “ziggurat”-style buildings: 

“[t]he zoning code preconceived the design of the ziggurats, just as an idea might give 

any work of art its outer boundaries and remove arbitrary and capricious decisions. In 

many cases this is a liberating rather than a confining form. The ziggurat buildings 

                                                 
460 In 1981, Perec explained: “En fait, cette contrainte, on ne la perçoit pas du tout comme une épreuve, et 
pas du tout comme un restriction. [...] En fait, ce qu’on cherche, c’est quelque chose qui va stimuler notre 
créativité [...].” (‘In fact, we do not at all perceive this constraint as an ordeal or a restriction. In fact, we are 
searching for something that will stimulate our creativity [...].’ Translation is mine.) From a transcript of a 
lecture held in Copenhagen on 29 October, 1981: ‘Création et contraintes dans la production littéraire,’ in 
Entretiens et Conférence, vol. 2: 309. 
461 Marcel Bénabou, ‘Rule and Constraint’ (1983), in Oulipo, a Primer of Potential Literature: 40. 
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conform to the code, yet no two are alike [...].”462 Setbacks are seen in some of LeWitt’s 

modular structures from the early 1970s, such as Five Modular Structures (Sequential 

Permutations on the Number Five) (1972, figure 2.18), a piece that consists of 5 units 

that are identical with regard to dimensions and quantity of modules, but are variable in 

terms of configuration. 

 

2.8 DECREASING AUTHORITY: EMPOWERING COLLABORATION, 
INDETERMINACY, AND ART ITSELF 

 
The decision of artists, composers, filmmakers, and writers to defy expectation, 

to disturb the system of probability by making improbable choices, could be conceived 

as an act of freedom and even as a defiance of determinism and an insistence on free 

choice. As has been suggested in the foregoing, artists like LeWitt, serial composers, 

writers of the Nouveau Roman, and members of Oulipo realized that it is not always 

easy to distinguish true free choice from apparent free choice, which is in reality based 

on accepted habits. The slight deviations by a composer from the tonal system and 

introduction of surprises are actually expected from all composers, just as a visual artist 

is expected to make unusual choices when composing a painting. With this in mind, the 

decision not to make personal choices might be a truer and more radical act of freedom. 

The choice not to choose beyond the conception of a piece defies cultural expectation as 

it substitutes automation for subjective expression. It furthermore reflects the operations 

of contemporary technology and cybernetics and—more importantly in this context—it 

                                                 
462 LeWitt, ‘Ziggurats,’ Arts Magazine 41, no. 1 (November 1966): 24. 
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ensures that the choices made within the work do not amount to a repetition of habits in 

disguise. LeWitt, who conceived of his work as generated by a mechanism that he 

himself had had to program, famously wrote in 1967: “[w]hen an artist uses a 

conceptual form of art, it means that all of the planning and decisions are made 

beforehand and the execution is a perfunctory affair. The idea becomes a machine that 

makes the art.”463 

The modeling of an artwork after a machine is, again, reminiscent of Mallarmé’s 

Book, the operation rules of which, as Zeller has observed, could be formulated 

mathematically. Mallarmé referred to the Book as a mechanism that needed to be put in 

motion by an operator.464 One of the differences between Mallarmé’s and LeWitt’s 

automata, however, seems to lie in the fact that the systems generated by LeWitt’s 

machines, such as the variations of incomplete open cubes, tend to be finite, whereas 

Mallarmé’s instructions can create an infinite number of different manifestations. Even 

though the Book consists of a set total of 480 pages, during the readings each page 

could be repeated many times in varying orders. In this sense Mallarmé’s Book can be 

seen as a precursor of Borges’s image of the infinite library that contains all possible 

variations of 410-page books, each page of which consists of forty lines of eighty black 

letters, which are selected from a total of 25 orthographic symbols.465 The library is 

endless as the finite variations are repeated into infinity. The Book may also be 

considered to play out a characteristic of language that has been explored by a number 

of linguists in the 20th Century, starting with Ferdinand de Saussure, namely the 

                                                 
463 LeWitt, ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art’: par. 1. 
464 Zeller: 31, 19. 
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possibility to combine in writing and speech the finite set of structural rules and words 

that constitute a language in a practically limitless number of ways.466 

Although LeWitt’s early works seem more committed to the finite than the 

Book, as the systems on which they are based are closed and exhaustible and the 

performer/viewer has less freedom, these systems became more flexible as soon as he 

started working with wall drawings. As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, 

LeWitt’s wall drawings can be performed multiple times, by various people and in 

different locations. Each time the works are realized, they look different because, as the 

artist has said, “[e]ach person draws a line differently and each person understands 

words differently.”467 LeWitt has compared this characteristic of his wall drawings to 

musical performance: “I think of them [the wall drawings] like a musical score that 

could be redone by any or some people.”468 “Every time you hear the same Bach piano 

or harpsichord thing it’s different […].” “Whoever does it will leave their mark on 

                                                                                                                                                 
465 Borges explores this image in ‘The Library of Babel,’ (first Argentine ed., 1941), trans. Anthony 
Kerrigan, in Borges 1962: 79-88.  
466 See note 402 of the present chapter. Louis Hjelmslev has used the metaphor of games to describe this 
linguistic feature: “To use a comparison that may perhaps be carried further, we can say that a language is 
organized like a game—like chess or like a card game, for example. The elements are the pieces or the 
cards. Different languages, like different games, have rules that differ in whole or in part. These rules state 
how a given element, whether piece or card, may be used and how it may not. To some extent, they restrict 
the possibilities of combination, but the number of permitted combinations or sign formations, in a 
language as in chess, is still enormous. The totality of the rules, stating how many pieces there are in a 
game and how each piece may be combined with others, can be called the structure of the game; and it 
differs from the usage of the game just as the linguistic structure differs from the linguistic usage. An 
account of the usage of the game would have to include information not only about the way one is 
permitted to act (this is the structure of the game), but also how people are accustomed to acting in given 
situations or have in fact acted up to now (this is the usage of the game)—in other words, what 
combinations have time-honored status under given conditions. [...] every usage of a game presupposes the 
structure of the game, but not conversely. And many different game usages can be matched to one and the 
same game structure.” Hjelmslev, Language: an Introduction (first Danish ed., 1963), trans. Francis J. 
Whitfield (Madison, WI and London, England: The University of Wisconsin Press, 1970): 42. 
467 LeWitt, ‘Doing Wall Drawings’: n.p.  
468 From Miller-Keller: 21. 
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it.”469 The outcome, however, does not only vary as a result of the idiosyncratic touch 

and drawing style of the draftsmen, but also because of the diverse textures, levels of 

irregularity, and dimensions of the chosen wall. LeWitt has written about the 

precariousness involved in the method of wall drawing that “[d]ifferent kinds of walls 

make for different kinds of drawings,” and “[i]mperfections on the wall surface are 

occasionally apparent after the drawing is completed. These should be considered a part 

of the wall drawing.”470 Consequently, the manifestations of LeWitt’s ideas are 

unpredictable and infinitely variable, even when the instructions are tight and clear. 

In the fall of 1969, LeWitt began elaborating this necessary side effect of his 

wall drawing method—unpredictability—by inventing systems that were less 

deterministic, incorporating elements of randomness in the instructions. When he wrote 

the instructions for Wall Drawing 15 (1969), for example, LeWitt must have been 

amused at the idea that every draftsperson that would execute this piece in the future 

would work at a different speed and that working speed depends on such incalculable 

factors as physical strength, conscientiousness, and stamina: “[p]arallel lines about 1/8” 

(.3125 cm) apart and 12” (30 cm) long, drawn for one minute. Under this row of lines, 

another row of lines drawn for ten minutes. Under it, another row of lines drawn for one 

hour.” The almost humorous instructions of the previously-mentioned Wall drawing 65 

(1971) impose both limits and freedom on the draftsperson: “[l]ines not short, not 

straight, crossing and touching, drawn at random using four colors, uniformly dispersed 

                                                 
469 From Cummings: 58. 
470 LeWitt, statement on wall drawings: 45. 
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with maximum density, covering the entire surface of the walls” (figure 2.26).471 The 

shape of each realization of Wall Drawing 51 (1971), moreover, not only depends 

heavily on the interpretation of the performer, but perhaps even more on the 

characteristics of the wall. The instructions are minimal: “All architectural points 

connected by straight lines” (figures 2.43 – 2.44).472 

Although LeWitt’s increased acceptance of the accidental was in part a response 

to the death of his admired artist friend Eva Hesse (January 1936 – May 1970)473—in 

whose more personal and expressive works seriality, modularity, and repetition are 

combined with instability and disorder—this development in LeWitt’s art may also be 

considered to have developed organically, so to speak, from the intrinsically-

performative and collaborative nature of LeWitt’s wall drawing method. The 

instructions for the earliest, strictly-systemic wall drawings were already not completely 

precise and therefore required the draftsperson to make certain decisions about variables 

that were not mentioned in the instructions, such as the size of the intervals between the 

lines of Drawings Series I, II, III, IIII. It is clear, however, that between the first 

installation of a LeWitt wall drawing, in October 1968 at the Paula Cooper Gallery, and 

works like Wall Drawing 65, the number of indeterminacies in the instructions had 

increased considerably and deliberately. 

                                                 
471 See Singer: 30, 48, 164, 166. 
472 ‘Wall drawing 65’ was first installed at the Solomon R. Guggenheim Museum, New York, 1971. ‘Wall 
drawing 51’ was first installed at the Sperone Gallery and at the Museo di Turino, Turin, Italy. 
473 LeWitt’s Wall Drawing 46 is dedicated to Eva Hesse.  The instructions are: “Vertical lines, not 
straight, not touching, uniformly dispersed with maximum density, covering the entire surface of the wall.” 
Singer: 37, 40, 166. This work was first installed at the Yvon Lambert Gallery in Paris in May, 1970. In 
response to Miller Keller’s question about whether his first usage of the “not straight line” was in part “a 
quiet homage to Eva Hesse and her unique sensibility,” LeWitt wrote: “Yes. I wanted to do something at 
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This opening up of rigorously predetermined systems to contingencies had also 

taken place in the work of many serial composers and Oulipo writers like Perec, who 

deliberately violated the pre-established lipogramatic rules in his book Les Revenentes 

(1972), which as a lipogram in A, I, O, and U should have abolished these letters from 

its repertoire. However, three additional rules, printed at the beginning of the book, 

make a few provisions, rendering the constraining lipogramatic system more amenable. 

According to the first rule, words in which the letter Q is usually followed by a U 

(quelque, querelle) may be misspelled by omitting the U. The second rule determines 

that rare uses of the letter Y are tolerated, for example in place names like New-Jersey. 

The third rule, which is the most far-reaching and defiant of the original lipogram, 

decrees that a variety of “distortions” will be progressively accepted as the text 

approaches the end of the work.474 Les Revenentes is not the only book in which Perec 

incorporates the possibility of violation of the constraining system. In his later work La 

Vie Mode d’Emploi (‘Life, a User’s Manual,’ 1978), the sequence of chapters and 

distribution of characters of which is governed by constraining systems based on chess 

and jigsaw puzzles, Perec introduces a clinamen, or deviation from the system, which 

allows him to include 99 instead of 100 chapters.475 Perec later elucidated his high 

estimation of the potential of the clinamen in words that reflect in many ways the 

                                                                                                                                                 
the time of her death that would be a bond between us, in our work. So I took something of hers and mine 
and they worked together well. You may say it was her influence on me.” Miller-Keller: 21. 
474 Georges Perec, Les Revenentes (Paris: Julliard, 1972): 7. Although ‘Les Revenentes’ literally translates 
into ’The Returns’ or ‘The Reappearances,’ Ian Monk’s translation of the work is entitled ‘The Exeter Text: 
Jewels, Secrets, Sex.’ See Three by Perec, trans. Ian Monk (London: Harvill Press, 1996).  For a discussion 
of the constraint systems of La Disparition and Les Revenentes, see Warren Motte, The Poetics of 
Experiment: A Study of the Work of Georges Perec (Lexington, KY: French Forum, Publishers, Inc.: 1984): 
30-33. 
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motivation behind the adoption of flexible systems by other cultural producers of the 

late 1950s, the 1960s, and 1970s: 

[T]his chapter must disappear in order to break the symmetry, to introduce 
an error into the system, because when a system of constraints is 
established, there must also be anticonstraint within it. The system of 
constraints—and this is important—must be destroyed. It must not be 
rigid; there must be some play in it; it must, as they say, ‘creak’ a bit; it 
must not be completely coherent; there must be a clinamen—it’s from 
Epicurean atomic theory: ‘The world functions because from the outset 
there is a lack of balance.’ According to Klee, ‘Genius is the error in the 
system’ [...].476 
 

In 1957, more than a decade before Perec had broken the constraining system of 

Les Revenentes, chance had already been accepted as a determinant factor in European 

serial music, in the work of Stockhausen and Boulez. Boulez had met and befriended 

the composer of aleatory (chance) music John Cage in 1949 and has given profuse 

evidence of his admiration for the work and thought of Mallarmé.477 When composing 

the strictly-predetermined work Structure 1a (described at the beginning of this 

chapter), Boulez had come to realize that he had pushed the method of integral serialism 

to extremes. He thereupon provisionally titled the work after a 1929 painting by Paul 

                                                                                                                                                 
475 Georges Perec, La Vie, Mode d’Emploi (Paris: Hachette, 1978). Translation: Life, a User’s Manual, 
trans. David Bellos (Boston, MA: David R. Godine, Publisher, Inc. 1987). 
476 Quoted in: Motte 1998 (1986): 19-20. Italo Calvino also claimed that the clinamen “alone, can make of 
the text a true work of art.” ‘Prose and Anticombinatorics’ (first French ed., 1981), reprinted in: ibid: 152. 
477 Until 1957, Cage and Boulez corresponded by means of letters, many of which have been printed in 
Pierre Boulez/John Cage: Correspondance et Documents (Winterthur, Switzerland: Amadeus, 1990). In a 
paper of 1957 (first read at a paper at Darmstadt), Boulez discussed his new ideas about the dialectic 
between rigorous control and indeterminacy, and attacked Cage’s “untamed” and “undirected” acception of 
chance. This lecture/article caused the final break of the friendship between the two composers. Boulez 
insisted that complicated structuring is necessary “in order to obviate total loss of the global sense of form 
as well as to avoid giving away to improvisation with no necessity but that of free will.” Emphasis is mine. 
Boulez, ‘Alea’ (1957),  trans. Herbert Weinstock, in Notes of an Apprenticeship: 44-45. Cf. James Scott 
Lee, ‘Mimesis and Beyond: Mallarmé, Boulez, and Cage,’ Boundary 2 15, no. 1/2 (Autumn 1986 – Winter 
1987): 263-291. 
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Klee: ‘At the limit of fertile ground,’ perhaps referring, like Perec, to Klee’s exaltation 

of the power of error or deviation. 

In subsequent pieces, the composer relaxed the rigid structure of the serial idiom 

by building in a factor of chance, which allowed the performers to make certain 

decisions that the composer could not foresee. In Boulez’s Third Piano Sonata (1957), 

for instance, the order of the movements is decided upon by the performer, who is also 

responsible for the connection of fragments within movements like ‘Constellation-

Miroir.’ Similarly, the order of the 19 note-groups constituting Stockhausen’s 

Klavierstück XI is unfixed, increasing the input of the performer.478 Although the 

adoption of chance by serialist composers had partly been inspired by Cage’s aleatory 

music, chance had, in a sense, always been part of total serialism. Boulez himself 

remarked that, as in total serialism all musical parameters were subordinated to 

premeditated serial statements, composers lost control over the details of the work and 

could consequently not predict what the final work would sound like.479 LeWitt also had 

not been able to anticipate the eventual appearance of his early serial work, as a result 

of both his abandonment of choice after the selection of a system and his decision to 

allow other people to execute his work. Both Boulez and LeWitt, again, seem to have 

decided at a later stage to open up their work to chance in a more deliberate and direct 

manner, Boulez in 1957 and LeWitt in 1970. 

                                                 
478 For brief descriptions of Klavierstück XI and the third piano sonata, see Antokoletz: 486-491 and Paul 
Griffiths, Modern Music: a Concise History (first ed., 1978) (London: Thames and Hudson 1994): 163-
164. 
479 See Griffiths: 160. 
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A discussion of LeWitt’s work in relation to the music of Boulez in the current 

context benefits from a consideration of the fact that both men were inspired by 

Mallarmé, although it must be mentioned that LeWitt, who prefers not to talk much 

about his work, has not indicated in many words which aspects of Mallarmé’s poetry 

were of interest to him, while Boulez has been quite explicit about the ways by which 

the poet’s work have inspired his composition.480 Mallarmé was of the opinion that a 

work of art must originate in its inner, or “inborn,” structures,481 yet—as demonstrated 

in his poem Un Coup de Dés as well as in the Book—he was also interested in the 

concept of chance. In Boulez’s famous 1963 essay ‘”Sonate, que me veux-tu?,”’ which 

traces the origins of the composer’s own music to the work of James Joyce and 

Mallarmé, Boulez remarks that the poetry of Mallarmé is self-aware in that it reflects its 

own image and logic, although it also has room for surprises.482 Mallarmé, Boulez 

observes, was able to offer his audience “directed freedom,”483 by combining in his 

Book on the one hand a preconceived structure that is regulated by internal laws and on 

the other hand the possibility of interpretative alternatives, as the Book offers various 

possible routes that can be followed during each instantiation. 

Boulez uses the metaphors of map and labyrinth to describe the “directed 

freedom” of ‘Constellation,’ the third movement—or ‘formant’—of his third piano 

                                                 
480 Boulez studied Mallarmé’s poetry in much more depth. LeWitt’s knowledge of the French poet may 
not have exceeded the information provided in Zeller’s article. 
481 Mallarmé, ‘Crisis in Poetry’ (begun in 1886), in Mallarmé, Selected Prose Poems, Essays, and Letters, 
trans. Bradford Cook (Baltimore: the Johns Hopkins Press, 1956): 366. 
482 Boulez, ‘”Sonate, que me veux-tu?”,’ trans. David Noakes and Paul Jacobs, Perspectives of New Music 
1, no. 2 (Spring 1963): 32-44. 
483 These words appear in ‘”Sonate, que me veux-tu?”’ as part of a quotation from Jacques Scherer’s 
introduction to the 1957 publication of Mallarmé’s manuscript for the Book. The full quotation reads: “The 
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sonata, which was much indebted to the mobile structure of Mallarmé’s book:  “[i]n 

some ways, this Constellation is like the map of an unknown city [...]. The itinerary is 

left to the interpreter’s initiative; he must direct himself through a tight network of 

routes.”484 As the network cannot be changed but the performers of the work are free to 

choose their own itinerary, the chance is “tamed” by its absorption in the structure of 

composition.485 Boulez writes: “[c]omposing would be immeasurably boring if one 

demanded nothing more, so to speak, than organized guided tours with prearranged 

stops.”486 Such map-like works, “destined to be renewed at each performance,” Boulez 

suggests, reflect the modern worldview according to which the universe, which is 

relative and unfixed, should be discovered anew incessantly, in a “permanent 

revolution.”487 

Although Boulez didn’t loosen up the structure of his serial works in a 

significant manner until 1957, three years earlier he had already written that a 

“dialectic” should be established between “a rigorous total structure” and a “momentary 

structure submissive to free will.”488 The benefit of this balance between structure and 

indeterminacy in composing and writing, Boulez suggests in the later essay, is that the 

music or text becomes “anonymous,” “speaking for itself and without an author’s 

voice.”489 A composition that is based not on the subjective decisions of the composer 

                                                                                                                                                 
leaves have been given freedom, but if this freedom were complete, several lifetimes would not suffice to 
exhaust the contents. The only thing that can be considered is a directed freedom.” Ibid: 43. 
484 Ibid: 41. 
485 For a discussion by Boulez of the notion of “tamed chance,” see Boulez 1957: 40-42. 
486 Boulez 1963: 44. 
487 Ibid: 32. 
488 From the essay ‘Today’s Searchings’ (1954), quoted in Scott-Lee: 268. 
489 Ibid: 44. 
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but on a system that generates itself once it has been selected diminishes the control of 

the composer. This lessening of control is increased when this largely auto-determined 

work invites the performer to participate in the composition process. Although LeWitt 

did not use the loaded term “free will” when discussing the role of his assistants, he did 

state that in the wall drawings, “[t]he artist and the draftsman become collaborators in 

making the art,”490 and he wrote about the variants of ‘Lines not short, not straight, not 

touching’ that “[t]he draftsmen and women were given the widest latitude in doing 

these drawings. In every case the results differed when the same drawing was done by 

another person, even though the same plan was followed. In that way the artist and 

those doing the drawings became collaborators, and the result was better than either 

could achieve alone.”491 

LeWitt has also uttered statements that show that he wished to de-emphasize the 

centrality of the artist, arguing, for example, that “[t]o work with a plan that is preset is 

one way of avoiding subjectivity”492 and that “[t]he artist’s will is secondary to the 

process he initiates from idea to completion. His willfulness may only be ego.” The 

emphasis, instead, was on the impersonal: “[a]t this time [1964] there was a search for a 

more objective method of organization as a reaction against the idea that art was 

composed with great sensitivity by the artist throughout the production of the work.”493 

Subjectivity was avoided by means of the employment of a system and by the 

minimization of choice with regard to such matters as form and color. In 1968 LeWitt 

                                                 
490 ‘Doing Wall Drawings’: n.p. 
491 In Legg: 110. 
492 From ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art’: par. 6. Cf. ‘Serial Project No. 1’: n.p. 
493 LeWitt describing one of his first serial works in Legg: 77. 
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said: “[...] I [...] have always tried to let the content of the piece decide the form of the 

piece.”494 As ‘content’ to LeWitt was identical to ‘system,’ the system rather than 

LeWitt himself dictated what forms and colors would be used for a work. The system 

demanded simple forms and structures, which would allow it to manifest itself in as 

clear and concise a way as possible. 

The partial entrustment of the artwork to the draftsperson and the employment 

of a self-sufficient system that has little to do with the personality of the artist are 

reminiscent of Roland Barthes’s famous essay ‘The Death of the Author,’ which was 

first published in the same issue of Aspen magazine (Fall-Winter 1967) that also 

included LeWitt’s Serial Project #1 and the previously-mentioned recordings of 

readings of Beckett’s Text for Nothing # 8 and a passage from Robbe-Grillet’s La 

Jalousie.495 In ‘The Death of the Author’ Barthes claims that the author is a modern 

invention, which emerged only with the increase in importance ascribed to the 

individual. “[I]n ethnographic societies the responsibility for a narrative is never 

assumed by a person but by a mediator, shaman or relator whose ‘performance’—the 

mastery of the narrative code—may possibly be admired but never his ‘genius.’”496 

Ever since the increasing primacy of the individual, the meaning of works of literature 

had been “tyranically centred on the author.”497 The work of Mallarmé—Barthes’s 

favored example of a modern, “neutral” writer—escapes this trap by replacing the 

                                                 
494 Norvell: 115. 
495 Barthes, ‘The Death of the Author,’ Aspen Magazine, nos. 5-6 (1966): section 3. In the early 1980s, 
LeWitt wrote that he had not read the work of any authors associated with structuralism, including Lévi-
Strauss, Barthes, Foucault, and Derrida. See Miller-Keller: 21. 
496 Barthes, ‘The Death of the Author,’ reprinted in Barthes, Image, Music, Text, ed. and trans. Stephen 
Heath (New York: Hill and Wang: 1977: 142. 
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author/owner by language itself, which now—along with the reader, whose position has 

been “restored”—speaks, acts, and performs. As a result of the neutral writer’s 

circumvention of emotions and passions, the enunciation of the writing is largely 

disconnected from the Author. Writing is a “field without origin except for language, 

which ceaselessly calls into question all origins;” it is an “anti-theological activity, an 

activity that is truly revolutionary since to refuse to fix meaning is, in the end, to refuse 

God and his hypostases—reason, science, law.”498 

Barthes returned to many of the same issues in his later essay ‘From Work to 

Text’ (1971), in which he made a distinction between ‘Works,’—which supply readers 

with a clear meaning, are owned by the author/father, and are affiliated with particular 

sources—and modern ‘Texts,’ which empower the reader rather than the author and 

infinitely postpone meaning by allowing the signifier to enter into a never-ending play. 

While the Work places the reader in the position of a passive consumer, the reader of 

the modern Text has to play the text as if it were a game that needs a reader/player to 

activate one of its many possible manifestations. Because the Text, like language itself, 

is a system without closure and center, the game is infinitely repeatable, although it 

manifests itself differently each time it is put into play. Barthes uses post-serial music (a 

term applied to such compositions as Boulez’s more flexible works) as model for Texts, 

as the “interpreter” of post-serial music is “called on to be in some sort [sic] the co-

author of the score.” Barthes also mentions Mallarmé’s Book when discussing the Text 

                                                                                                                                                 
497 Ibid: 143. 
498 Ibid: 147. 
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as a participatory game, as the French poet had relied on the audience to “produce” and 

“open out” the book.499 

As discussed earlier, Zeller too, in the article that LeWitt read in 1964, had 

noted the commonalities between the collaborative and indeterminate—and therefore 

game-like—nature of Mallarmé’s Book and the music that Barthes called “post-serial.” 

Zeller informs us that the reader of the Book is granted more competence and continues 

the creative act of the author, avoiding a “static conclusion” and allowing for “infinite 

potentiality” of both work and interpretation. Indeed, in spite of the rigorous structures 

of the Book, serialist compositions, and LeWitt’s wall drawings, there are no single 

solutions. In the cases of post-serial music and Mallarmé’s book, the reader/performer 

groups movable, loose sheets or unfixed musical sections in various permutations, 

becoming a factor of the book’s structure.500 In LeWitt’s work, the draftspersons do not 

usually become part of the structure of the work, but they still have an effect on the final 

appearance of the work. 

LeWitt was highly aware of the novelty of his wall drawings within the visual 

arts. Although the use of provisional, predetermined systems that control many different 

parameters was new in music as well as in the visual arts, the notion of a work that is 

based on performativity and infinite repeatability was as common in the field of western 

music as the notion of a painting in the visual arts. Within the western tradition of visual 

art, however, the use of a finite, preset system that could be manifested endlessly in 

different configurations, as well as the concept of a work of art as a collaborative effort 

                                                 
499 Barthes, ‘From Work to Text’ (first French ed., 1971), in Barthes 1977: 163. 
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between artist and performer, were unprecedented and had far-reaching implications for 

the notions of originality, authorship, and ownership. LeWitt has used the analogy to 

music not only when discussing the different appearance of a single idea for a wall 

drawing in its various manifestations, but also when commenting on the separation in 

his work between conception and execution. He has said: “[t]he composer doesn’t play 

any instruments.”501 “The architect doesn’t go off with a shovel and dig his foundation 

and lay every brick. He’s still an artist.”502 This typification of the artist as “composer 

rather than player,” to use LeWitt’s own words, and the concomitant emphasis on “the 

notion of the artist as a thinker and originator of ideas rather than a craftsman [...]”503 is 

clearly another defiance of formalist art. It also shows, however, that LeWitt was not 

willing to entirely depart from the image of the artist as exceptional and singular figure, 

able to think up creative ideas of special value. 

Although LeWitt did revert to a form of collaboration, he did not go as far as, 

say, a composer like Pousseur in defying the conventional hierarchy between 

composer/artist and performer. When LeWitt wrote that “[t]he artist functions as the 

conceiver, the one who executes the plan follows the concept [...],”504 he might well 

have added the word “merely” between “plan” and “follows.” Boulez, similarly, despite 

his decision to open up the rigid systems of his compositions to performers’ input and 

other types of indeterminacy, was too committed to the structures of his own design to 

                                                                                                                                                 
500 Zeller: 14-16. 
501 Garrels: 47. 
502 From Miller-Keller: 23. LeWitt has acknowledged the influence of his job in the architectural firm of 
I.M. Pei on his work. 
503 From Legg: 77. 
504 From Miller-Keller: 23. 
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entrust major parts of the composition to the performer.  Pousseur, instead, in his desire 

to liberate the musical performer from the “subordinate” and “exploited” status of 

“middle-m[a]n” or “well-oiled automaton,”505 granted the performer a greater degree of 

freedom by means of mobility of form and variability of elements. He did not hesitate to 

say, in a description of his work Scambi (1957), as quoted by Eco in ‘The Poetics of the 

Open Work’ (1962), that this electro-acoustic tape work is “an explicit invitation to 

exercise choice.”506 While this difference between the levels of freedom in the works of 

Pousseur on the one hand and Boulez and LeWitt on the other hand might be explained 

by the fact that Pousseur was more utopian than Boulez or LeWitt and especially eager 

to write politically viable music, it must also be remembered that LeWitt applied 

systems because he wished to suppress the expression of preference and habit, including 

that of the performer—habits that, as we have seen, would be likely to repeat outdated 

forms rather than lead to the new and unexplored. 

 

2.9 PURPOSELESSNESS, REBELLION, DECISION-MAKING 

 
An examination of LeWitt’s systemic art in the context of contemporary music 

must take note of the fact that LeWitt adopted the serial and directional quality of music 

at a time when many composers were attempting to create work that defied continuity 

and progression. Whereas pre-serial music is generally perceived as having a direction 

or goal, allowing listeners to make predictions, composers of “nondynamic” or “static” 

                                                 
505 Pousseur 1964 (1960): 78. 
506 Eco 1989: 1-2. 
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music are less concerned with the causal succession of notes, which had in the past been 

maintained by means of techniques like modulation, points of culmination, arousal of 

expectation, deceptive cadences, and the preparation of tonic harmonies by dominant 

sevenths. A work like Stockhausen’s Klavierstück XI was marked instead by a variable 

structure, inspiring Zeller to refer to it as a “directionless time field,”507 since the order 

in which the sections of the piece are performed is not preestablished and no one 

trajectory can be relied upon for the prediction of future events. 

Meyer has argued that directionless music reflects an anti-teleological 

worldview, held by people who no longer believe that history is progressing and who 

feel that in this constantly-changing and uncertain modern world, absolute and 

exclusive beliefs, norms, and worldviews are no longer tenable, rendering notions of 

purpose, direction, and predictability obsolete. This renewed attention to contingency 

and distrust of single goals, Meyer rightly suggests, further echoes the emphasis on 

indeterminate processes as described by modern physics.508 A similar suppression of 

purposeful direction was practiced around the same time in literature and film, two 

other art forms that might be associated with continuity in so far as they are organized 

according to progressive plots and narratives with beginning and end. Indeed, in various 

works by authors like Beckett, Borges, and Robbe-Grillet, causal structures and linear 

narratives are rejected. In his story ‘The Garden of Forking Paths’ (1941), for example, 

Borges featured an author who attempts to write a novel that does not select one 

storyline at the exclusion of other, alternative narratives, but includes all possible spin-

                                                 
507 Zeller: 17. 
508 Meyer 1967: 68-84. Cf. chapter 1 of the current thesis. 
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offs.509 Along similar lines, Jean-Luc Godard in his movie about French youth 

subculture, Masculine, Feminine (1966), patched together episodes in an incoherent, 

fragmentary manner, rather than linking scenes by means of a fluid narrative or singular 

plot line.510 

By choosing to work with sequential series, LeWitt of course did not reinstitute 

or even unconsciously express an outlook based on teleology and straightforward 

objectives. Since in the visual arts, as noted before, sequentiality is unusual and a 

departure from formalism, the choice of a linear series was radical rather than outdated. 

In fact, where much anti-teleological music and literature attempted to deliberately 

objectify the meaninglessness of life and art, LeWitt’s work also seems to thematize 

purposelessness and, as we have seen, the related concept of absurdity. In LeWitt’s art 

purposelessness can go hand in hand with serial progression. In ‘Paragraphs on 

Conceptual Art,’ LeWitt described conceptual art—a category that in his eyes 

                                                 
509 Borges, ‘The Garden of Forking Paths,’ trans. Helen Temple and Ruthven Todd, in Borges 1962: 89-
101. 
510 As shown in LeWitt’s Autobiography, LeWitt’s library contained a copy of Godard’s book Masculine 
Feminine, which contains interviews, reviews, and other documentation related to the 1966 film. Godard, 
Masculine Feminine, ed. Pierre Billard (New York: Grove Press, 1969). See pages 128-129 of the current 
chapter for a description of Robbe-Grillet’s and Resnais’s film Last Year at Marienbad. For a discussion by 
Robbe-Grillet of the defiance of chronological time in modern film and literature, see Robbe-Grillet, ‘Time 
and Description in Fiction Today’ (written 1963), in Robbe-Grillet 1965 (1963): 151-156. In 1961, Robbe-
Grillet wrote: “[...] Which brings us to the major question: does our life have a meaning? What is it? What 
is man’s place on earth? We see at once why the Balzacian objects were so reassuring: they belonged to a 
world of which man was the master; such objects were chattels, properties, which it was merely a question 
of possessing, or retaining, or acquiring. [...] Man was the reason for all things, the key to the universe, and 
its natural master, by divine right ... Not much of all this is left today. While the bourgeois class was 
gradually losing its justifications and its prerogatives, thought was abandoning its essentialist bases, 
phenomenology was increasingly occupying the whole field of philosophical investigations, the physical 
sciences were discovering the realm of the discontinuous [...]. The significations of the world around us are 
no more than partial, provisional, even contradictory, and always contested. How could the work of art 
claim to illustrate a signification known in advance, whatever it may be?” Robbe-Grillet, ‘New Novel, New 
Man’ (1961), in ibid: 140-141. 
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accommodated his own systemic work—as “purposeless”511 and non-utilitarian,512 and 

in 1978 he said, “[n]o one can say that art—at least modern art—is done for a 

purpose.”513 

Yet LeWitt seems to have related the concept of purposelessness not only to 

absurdity, which he considered a positive antidote to rationality and conventionality, but 

also to political insignificance and ineffectiveness. LeWitt characterized his work as 

purposeless in part because he realized that in a world that was “going to pieces” and 

“breaking down,” as an artist he could do “nothing except to be an artist,” to create 

“decadent” artworks that were “completely without any purpose.”514 Although he did 

think that “artists’ ideas come from the experience of the world in which they live” and 

that such works “are a history and commentary of that time, and should be understood 

as documents of that time,”515 he has argued that contemporary art with political content 

is “pretty embarrassing,” and that the only work that succeeds at being “anti-social” 

does so by virtue of its humor, such as Claes Oldenburg’s perverse “anti-monuments, 

which mock serious monuments.”516 

                                                 
511 ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art’: par. 1. 
512 Ibid: par. 14. 
513 Glueck: 25. In 1969, LeWitt said: “[...] the idea in the first place is generally a pretty simple idea with 
no importance. If it had importance at all, it wouldn’t be any good: it wouldn’t be usable. [...] It has no 
validity as anything except a process in itself. It has nothing to do with the world at all.” Norvell: 121. 
514 LeWitt, ‘La Sfida del Sistema’ statement (1968): 44. LeWitt in this statement, as the other American 
artists who contributed to ‘La Sfida del Sistema’ (Allan Kaprow, Judd, Robert Smithson, Dan Graham, and 
Billy Klüver), responded to the following questions: “Can the present language of artistic research in the 
United States be said to contest the system? In which way and to what extent? Considering the present 
ideological situation (political, aesthetic, social) is it possible for the function of art to occur to its full 
extent and not be compromised by the establishment even though it may be in opposition to it? Or can the 
hypothesis of a revolutionary outlet as being the vital condition of art outside and against the establishment, 
[sic] be verified in a symptomatic situation in the United States?” 
515 In Legg: 164. 
516 ‘La Sfida del Sistema’ statement: 44. 
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Perhaps LeWitt’s somewhat absurd and humorous deployment of purposeless, 

arbitrarily designed systems to eliminate the control of the one in authority, the artist, to 

a certain extent ridiculed the morally questionable role that goal-oriented systems 

played in the more serious world of government, business, and military.517 If this 

reading has any validity, LeWitt’s artworks might be described as ironically systemic 

anti-systems, in the same way that LeWitt himself viewed Oldenburg’s works as 

humorously monumental anti-monuments. Regardless, the humorous gesture of 

absurdity not only seems to have served as a countermeasure to rationality but also 

indicates that LeWitt realized that the actual political cogency of such work, which does 

reflect an “anti-social attitude,” is practically nil: this systemic anti-system art does not 

take itself seriously within the context of politics and society, although it does take itself 

seriously as art.518 

Most artists, LeWitt explained in 1968, have an “anti-social attitude,” as they are 

“fairly left wing and fairly vocal against the war,” yet since art cannot affect politics and 

                                                 
517 Robert Rosenblum made a similar argument in 1978: “[i]t is as if the computer systems that silently 
and invisibly permeate our late twentieth-century world had been freed from their utilitarian duties and had 
gone berserk in new two- and three-dimensional, cellular or labyrinthine structures at once numbingly 
simple and bewilderingly complex.” Rosenblum, ‘Notes on Sol LeWitt,’ in Legg: 17. Cf. Flatley’s 
comparable, if perhaps slightly-exaggerated comment: “[...] LeWitt reappropriates a mode of operation 
from the world of industrial capital and distorts it, defamiliarizes it and puts it to a different use. His work 
is a kind of lesson in the way that systematicity and mechanicity—which at times seems wholly in service 
to means-ends rationality and the efficient production of predictable and hence profitable commodities—
can be used to produce surprises.” Flatley: 98. 
518 Cf. Robbe-Grillet’s comments from 1957: “It is then the reproach of ‘gratuitousness’ which is lodged 
against us [authors of the New Novel], on the pretext that we assert our nondependence. Art for art’s sake 
does not have a good press: it suggests a game, imposture, dilettantism. But the necessity a work of art 
acknowledges has nothing to do with utility. It is an internal necessity, which obviously appears as 
gratuitousness when the system of references is fixed from without: from the viewpoint of the Revolution, 
for example, as we have said, the highest art may seem a secondary, even absurd enterprise.” Robbe-
Grillet, however, does not consider art absurd, as he does believe that art can affect society, by awakening 
the public, inviting this public to become mentally-engaged, and by calling their attention to alternatives. 
Robbe-Grillet, ‘On Several Obsolete Notions’ (written 1957), in Robbe-Grillet 1965 (1963): 45. 
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is “unnecessary” for society, artists might as well concern themselves primarily with art 

when engaging in artistic activities. LeWitt has suggested at various occasions that the 

choice to be an artist is in itself already an “act of rebellion”519 against society and the 

establishment: “[s]ociety demands conformity to its own standards, mores, traditions 

and ways. The artist cannot accede to these ways and remain free to choose his own 

way.” In order to “establish” themselves as individuals rather than obedient citizens, 

artists choose to “live in a society that is not part of society.”520 Within this separate 

society, artists are free to choose for themselves. 

In the above-quoted statements, LeWitt suggests that rebellion against the 

establishment often manifests itself in the individual’s declaration of the right to make 

truly independent choices, if not within society at large then in the society created by 

and for artists. LeWitt’s choice to follow rigidly-controlled predetermined systems was 

free and served—as Mel Bochner has observed—as a strategy to avoid that he might 

adjust his works “to any predetermined ideas of how a work of art should look [...].”521 

It must be important that in LeWitt’s systemic art, as in serial music, the notion of 

decision-making is foregrounded and problematized, as the artist chooses the system but 

relinquishes all control beyond the conception of the system. LeWitt does make 

                                                 
519 Cummings: 5-6. Full quote: “It [the desire to be an artist] was more of an act of rebellion than a 
positive act of wanting to be an artist. In those days I think that, I mean if I were living in these days I 
would go into some sort of political activity, or say in the ‘60s, I certainly would be in some political 
activity. Although I was interested in political activity, there just wasn’t any real road that I could see. 
Being an artist is something that was in a way rebellious, in a way individualistic, and in a way it was an 
act of rebellion against [...] [t]he bourgeois kind of society I was brought up in.” 
520 LeWitt 1968: 44. Ten years later LeWitt told Grace Glueck that his first aspiration to be an artist was 
“a rejection of bourgeois values in my whole upbringing and society. I felt it necessary to establish myself 
as an individual.” Glueck: 25. 
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decisions, but not at the level at which they are normally made, that is during the 

execution of the work. Such decisions, LeWitt believes, are not commensurate with free 

choice as they tend to be rooted in culturally-determined preferences and customs. 

LeWitt abnegated such personal decisions in order to avoid making the materials 

conform to preconceptions that lie at the root of our “free will,” which is not as free as it 

may seem to be, as it is imprisoned by our upbringing and by our habitual modes of 

perception and thinking. In order to avoid fooling himself by making decisions that 

appear to be devoid of ideology but that are in fact conditioned by this ideology in a 

way that is hard to detect, LeWitt abdicates choice at this delusory level to instead exert 

choice at a level at which normally no choices are made. By making choices about 

matters that are ordinarily as transparent and invisible to us as the language that we 

grew up with—matters, that is, that we usually do not think about or associate with 

choice—habits and expectations are defied, forcing people to recognize the culture-

boundedness of such seemingly natural and normally unperceived matters. 

LeWitt’s work namely deviates from the generally accepted notions that 

artworks are unique and expressive, that art depends on climaxes and contradictions that 

will draw the viewer’s attention, that artworks have a variety of shapes and colors, that 

artists make choices throughout the process of making the work, that artists execute 

their own work, that artists work within a single medium, that they pass a judgment 

about the appearance of their work before presenting it to the public, that if an artwork 

is conceptual or intellectual it does not operate on a perceptual level, that artists are 

                                                                                                                                                 
521 Bochner, ‘Serial Art, Systems: Solipsism,’ revised version of the previously-cited article of the same 
name, in Minimal Art, A Critical Anthology, ed. Gregory Battcock (Berkeley, CA, Los Angeles, CA, and 
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humanist and non-mechanical, and that if a product is systematic, it has a clear purpose 

and has no surprises in store. By choosing to ignore such presuppositions, LeWitt 

makes deliberate decisions about issues that are normally taken for granted. 

One of the paradoxes of LeWitt’s work is that questions about decision-making 

are amongst the first that are raised in the minds of attentive viewers of his art, both 

because and in spite of the fact that the minimization of decision-making is among the 

most outstanding qualities of his work. LeWitt avoids unconscious as well as rational 

choices as the former often reflect ingrained patterns and the latter are based on a 

culturally-contingent desire to achieve a particular result. Rational choice depends on 

the possibility of envisaging the results of a variety of courses of action and on valuing 

one trajectory over the alternatives—a value judgment based on criteria that usually 

spring from taste, habit, and tradition. Artists who use systems force themselves to 

accept the unanticipated results of the predetermined methods, whether or not these 

results please the artist, whose tastes are of necessity formed by society. 

Yet in spite of his problematization of choice and despite LeWitt’s 

understanding that choice is often not as free as it may seem to be, the artist also seems 

to recognize that free choice is the precondition of art. The challenge is to distinguish 

true free choice from illusions of free choice. LeWitt’s twofold strategy is 1) a return to 

basics and 2) an avoidance through the employment of a self-generating system of 

choices that might in fact amount to a repetition of old habits. By limiting himself to a 

                                                                                                                                                 
London, England: University of California Press 1995 (1968): 101. 
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repertoire of extremely simple and neutral elements like lines, cubes, and arcs,522 and by 

submitting these elements to simple and systematic operations, LeWitt attempted to 

escape preconceptions inherited from the past. As long as the modules were as simple 

and as ideologically neutral as possible, LeWitt then felt safe to make intuitive choices 

about the premises of the system. In LeWitt’s art, automatism does not preclude free 

choice, as the programming of the machine is based on quirky decisions of an  

independently-minded, inventive artist.523 

In an essay of 1957 on free choice in contemporary serial music, composer 

Herbert Eimert suggests that, although human beings and automata have various 

commonalities, what distinguishes them is exactly the power of free choice. The 

connection that can be made between people and machines, Eimert writes, “leaves no 

doubt as to where human beings stop and machines begin; or vice versa, where the 

apparatus of automatism stops and human control becomes necessary.”524 He then 

proceeds to compare the predictability and lack of variation in popular entertainment 

music to the limited amount of variation of “one of the ‘better’ automata,” adding that 

fortunately there are people “who refuse to be leveled down, who stay outside the 

conventions.”525 These people, of course, are serialist composers who, by virtue of their 

                                                 
522 Cf. Herbert Eimert’s comment in his discussion of freedom of choice in serial music: “When the basic 
elements begin to cast their spell, they have no use for outmoded erudition: they create new wisdom.” 
Eimert  1959 (1957): 2. 
523 For a discussion of these issues in relation to Pierre Boulez’s early serial music, see Ligeti 1960 
(1958). Ligeti writes about the complex network of Boulez’s Structure 1a: “[...] this organism is the result 
as much of decisions on the composer’s part as of automatic mechanisms; and that these decisions and 
automatisms are not opposed principles but two aspects of the same principle. Interacting decisions lead 
unavoidably to automatism, determination creates the unpredictable; and vice versa, neither the automatic 
nor the accidental can be created without decision and determining.” Ibid. 61 
524 Eimert 1959 (1957): 7. 
525 Ibid. 
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use of restrictive mechanical procedures, are able to compose truly creative music that 

escapes the powerful and deceptive trap of tradition—a trap that disguises itself as free 

but is in fact so robotic and imitative of inherited patterns that it remains unbalanced by 

true free choice. Eimert dismisses the fear that a systemic ordering of basic musical 

elements might correspond to “terrorist rule of force in totalitarian political systems,” 

concentration camps, and the world of Kafka as “empty-headed” and silly and notes that 

serial music would never be permitted in totalitarian states, which solely allow 

“classico-romanticism and mass music,” which can be readily consumed.526 His 

assertion that not orders but slogans like “back to Nature” are the “allies of despotism” 

is reminiscent of Robbe-Grillet’s and Roland Barthes’s earlier-mentioned observations 

that oppressive ideologies and conventional art forms pass off their foundational 

structures as absolute and natural and therefore do not welcome change and choice.527 

Although LeWitt did not make such clear connections between politics and his 

art, his concerted efforts to avoid the repetition of “past results” and “judgments” as 

well as his foregrounding of the problematic of decisionmaking betoken a certain 

affinity with Eimert’s perspective. LeWitt, after all, did once argue that for him ethics 

and aesthetics are inseparable.528 Although Eimert, LeWitt, and other producers of 

culture around the 1960s attempted to avoid the creation of culture-bounded art by 

means of neutral, basic forms and systemic practices, these same practices and concerns 

                                                 
526 Ibid: 8-9. Eimert seems to be attacking critics of serialist music like Theodor Adorno. 
527 Cf. Robbe-Grillet 1965 (1963): 34-47 and Barthes 1968 (1953): 19-26, 56-60, 70-73. Eimert writes: 
“[t]o listen to music in which there is systematic order, and to hear in it the counterpart to political 
totalitarianism, is just as witless as to appeal to ‘Nature’ when what one really means is textbook harmony.” 
Eimert 1959 (1957): 9. 
528 Cummings: 75. See above: page 114, note 284. 
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now ostensibly reflect the ideology of progressive individuals of the time. According to 

this ideology, people should be free to break away from inveterate conventions and 

inherited laws and have the liberty to invent their own, self-proclaimedly temporal rules 

and systems—systems that were not dogmatic and exclusivist but provisional, playful, 

and liberating. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Experiencing System and Agency in the Art of Vito Acconci, 1969-1972 

From the physical point of view, the characteristic state of the living 
organism is that of an open system. A system is closed if no material 
enters or leaves it; it is open if there is import and export and, therefore, 
change of the components. Living systems are open systems, maintaining 
themselves in exchange of materials with environment, and in continuous 
building up and breaking down of their components.529 

 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

For his performance work Following Piece of 1969, Vito Acconci on a daily basis 

randomly selected a person in the streets of New York, between October 3rd and October 

25th, following that individual until he or she entered a private place (figure 3.1).530 

Almost a year later Acconci performed Trademarks (September 1970, figure 3.2), 

imprinting bite marks on as many parts of his naked body as his mouth could reach and 

subsequently applying printers’ ink to the marks in order to engrave the impressions on 

surfaces such as paper, walls, or other people’s bodies. Another 6 months later, Acconci 

issued a textual invitation to visitors of the John Gibson Gallery, announcing that for the 

                                                 
529 Ludwig von Bertalanffy, ‘The Theory of Open Systems in Physics and Biology,’ Science 111, no. 2872 
(13 January, 1950): 23. Reprinted in Systems Thinking: Selected Readings, ed. F.E. Emery 
(Harmondsworth, Middlesex, England, and Baltimore, MD: Penguin Books Ltd, 1969): 70. 
530 Following Piece was Acconci’s contribution to the exhibition ‘Street Works IV,’ organized by the 
Architectural League of New York. The participating artists created works that involved streets. For notes 
on this work, see Vito Acconci, ‘Peopled Space—Performing Myself Through Another Agent,’ Avalanche, 
no. 6 (Fall 1972): 31.  
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duration of 4 weeks he would be waiting—unaccompanied—between 1am and 2am at a 

deserted pier in New York. When intrepid visitors arrived to witness ‘Untitled Project for 

Pier 17’ (March – April 1971, figure 3.3), Acconci told them embarrassing secrets that he 

had never shared before. 

Upon first consideration, Acconci’s early works seem to revolve around his self: 

his conflicted psyche, his bodily functions, and his exhibitionist impulses. His body, 

performance, and video works of the late 1960s and early 1970s seem almost narcissistic 

in their exploration of the personal and private. In many notes about his works, he refers 

to himself as an “agent,” a term that suggests an individual capable of instituting change. 

At least as common in Acconci’s writings, however, are references to systems. He has 

characterized his body, his physical surroundings, interpersonal relationships, and society 

as systems or networks of systems. In 1969, Acconci began exploring in his works how 

his bodily and mental activities affected the space and people that surrounded him, and 

how the systems in which he moved determined his potentials and limitations. The agent 

Acconci interacted with the spatial, social, and political systems of his environment; 

sometimes he concentrated solely on the system constituted by himself.  

This chapter examines the tension in Acconci’s work between individual agency 

on the one hand and external and internalized systems on the other hand, and discusses 

the work in terms of the notions of closed and open systems. Acconci, who has been 

exceptionally verbal about his art, has suggested that his early works focused so much on 

himself because he wanted very much to “be with” his time and respond to what was “in 
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the air.”531 He wanted to react to the “‘60s language,” which he has associated with a 

“finding of the self.”532 In popular music of the time, Acconci has argued, this language 

expressed itself in the popularity of single-voice performances. This widespread 

emphasis on the self, Acconci has further suggested, was related to the belief amongst his 

generation that at a time when protests against the Vietnam War were seeming to be 

heard, “things [could] be taken in our own hands.” This belief that individuals can stand 

up against the government was reflected, according to Acconci, not only in popular music 

but also in art.533 

Yet Acconci has also stressed that, in spite of the fact that his work examines 

“notions of person, autobiography, and expression,” it is not expressionist or 

autobiographical. “It’s the opposite of expressionist, it’s very structural and 

schematic.”534  This apparent contradiction is exemplified in works like Following Piece, 

which incorporated his own body but did not call attention to his own person. Acconci 

himself has written about this work: “I was thinking in terms like these: [...] I can follow 

a scheme [...]. I let my control be taken away [...]. [M]y time and space are taken up into 

a larger system). Fall into position in a system—I can be substituted for—my positional 

value counts here, not my individual characteristics.”535 Even in later works that seem 

more obviously personal, Acconci did not so much attempt to solely understand his own 

self as analyze the general structures of interpersonal relationships or the boundaries 

                                                 
531 Kate Horsfield, ‘On Art and Artists: VITO ACCONCI’ (1983 interview), Profile 4, nos. 3-4 (Summer 
1984): 14. 
532 Ibid: 4. 
533 Ibid. 
534 Louwrien Wijers, Vito Acconci Talks to Louwrien Wijers (Velp, the Netherlands: Kantoor voor Cultuur 
Extracten: 1979): 2. 
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between public and private. In Pull (April 1971, figures 3.4 - 3.5), for example, in which 

Acconci and his companion Kathy Dillon gaze at each other incessantly as Acconci 

walks in a circle around Dillon while she rotates in the center in sync with her partner’s 

movements, Acconci intended to investigate notions of interrelational control, balance, 

concentration, and isolation from the public surroundings.536 Acconci has furthermore 

said that before he decided on the subject matter of a particular work, he would determine 

what structural notion or position he wished to explore: “[...] if I did a video tape what 

was important to me was: what is my position in relation to a viewer. Am I at one end of 

a table, the viewer is at the other end of a table. Am I below the viewer, am I to the side 

of the viewer. Only when that position was established could a subject matter come.”537 

Like the notion of relation, the concept of position is structural as it is used to describe 

the characteristics of particular locations, rankings, or attitudes with reference to other, 

related conditions. Acconci has similarly said that the terms he tends to use to describe 

his work, like “target,” “direction,” “assimilation,” or “power,” are structural.538 

While Acconci’s investigation of the self may have reflected the political stances 

and music of young people in the late 1960s, his interest in structural relations and 

schemes was also connected to contemporary concerns. In the late 1960s and early 1970s, 

Acconci read works by cybernetician Norbert Wiener, game theorist and systems theorist 

                                                                                                                                                 
535 ‘Peopled Space—Performing Myself Through Another Agent,’ in Avalanche 1972: 31. 
536 For notes on Pull, see ‘Occupied Zone—Moving in, Performing on Another Agent,’ in ibid: 52. 
537 From a conversation with the author, 22 February, 2003, Acconci Studio, Brooklyn, NY. Acconci is 
referring to such videotape works as Undertone (1973), in which Acconci is shown facing the 
camera/viewer from behind a table, at times telling the viewer that he needs her/him (“I need you to be 
sitting there, facing me ...”) and at times saying that he wants to believe that a girl is hiding underneath the 
table (“she has her hand on my thigh ...”). See Vito Acconci, ‘Undertone,’ in Vito Acconci, ed. Frazer 
Ward, Mark C. Taylor, and Jennifer Bloomer (London, England and New York: Phaidon Press, 2002): 100. 
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Anatol Rapoport, as well as a Penguin Press anthology entitled Systems Thinking (1969). 

He was furthermore interested in the structure-oriented work of Ferdinand de Saussure, 

Roland Barthes, and Alain Robbe-Grillet, and has said about Robbe-Grillet and Alain 

Resnais’s film Last Year at Marienbad, which is based on game-like structures and 

includes references to games, that it was “one of those many things of which I can say: 

‘this changed my life.’”539 According to Acconci the venue that directed him to most of 

his reading around 1970 was the Whole Earth Catalog, the previously mentioned 

publication that listed books, tools, and brief descriptions of products that could be 

ordered through the catalog. Most of the issues of the catalog, which appeared on a bi-

yearly basis between 1969 and 1972, were organized into seven sections that reflected the 

ecological concerns of founder Stewart Brand and his fellow editors: ‘Understanding 

Whole Systems,’ ‘Shelter and Land Use,’ ‘Industry and Craft,’ ‘Communications,’ 

‘Community,’ ‘Nomadics,’ and ‘Learning.’ 

The catalog presented the universe as a non-hierarchical network of microscopic 

and macroscopic, interacting systems. Acconci’s remark that he wanted to “examine a lot 

of systems” because he “didn’t want one system to be the winner,” and his related 

comment that people were trying to point out in the late 1960s that an action within a 

particular system might have an effect on a completely different system are clearly 

informed in part by the world view propounded by the editors of the Whole Earth 

                                                                                                                                                 
538 Robin White, ‘Vito Acconci’ (interview), View 2, no. 5-6 (October-November 1979): 10. 
539 Conversation with the author. In the Phaidon monograph on his work, Acconci chose to have an 
excerpt from Alain Robbe-Grillet’s 1962 transcript for Last Year at Marienbad printed in the section that 
bears the title ‘Artist’s Choice.’ See Ward, et al: 80-83. 
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Catalog.540 To Acconci the catalog was so representative of the social climate of the late 

1960s and early 1970s that he has said about this period: 

[...] it was a time of things like the Whole Earth Catalog, the time of 
systems, the time of interrelations, the time of—this doesn’t exist in 
itself—this exists as one point in a whole field. That notion of field was 
important to a lot of people. Systems was important to a lot of people. I 
was so enraptured by systems analysis, structuralism, whatever, because it 
deemphasized that single object and made it clear that there was a whole 
field, a whole realm, a whole culture.541 
 

This emphasis on interrelationships rather than atomic entities corresponds to Acconci’s 

interest in games and sports: “I became interested in sports teams and sports because of 

systems. I became interested in football plays, where the individual player wasn’t as 

important as the diagram of the play; and the notion of baseball where each position 

mattered.”542 

Although the emphasis on systems in the Whole Earth Catalog is preeminent, the 

various issues of the publication also presented techniques and tools that could allow 

people to take their lives in their own hands, for instance by educating themselves 

independently from institutions like schools and universities, and by cultivating their own 

foods, the quality of which did not need to be compromised by the demands of the 

                                                 
540 Conversation with the author. 
541 Horsfield: 7. 
542 Conversation with the author. Cf. Acconci’s remark from 1972: “The quarterback has to consider his 
power in relation to that of his teammates: his moves are limited by the capacity of the whole organization. 
When the batter hits the ball, his run is restricted to the baselines (his field is plastered, clustered). The 
quarterback has to scramble, make his own patterns, change his operation at a moment’s notice (his fields is 
turbulent, shifting as he shifts).” Vito Acconci, ‘Introduction: Notes on Performing a Space,’ Avalanche 
1972: 3. 
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marketplace.543 The catalog showed people that it was possible to form communities that 

did not follow the norms and values of society at large but that set up their own laws.544 

In other words, the catalog did not only present the world as a collection of systems, it 

also provided a model for people who wished to fashion their own lives without 

conforming to the dominant system of American society. 

The tension between individual agency and encompassing systems was discussed 

in a more explicit and focused manner, however, by Anatol Rapoport, with whose work 

Acconci was familiar. The following brief discussion of Rapoport’s 1964 essay ‘Systemic 

and Strategic Conflict’ serves to provide a framework for the investigation in this chapter 

of Acconci’s exploration of instrumentality and system. In the essay, Rapoport 

distinguishes between two dominant approaches to international relations in the Cold 

War era. Advocates of the strategic view—game theorists—build on the premise that 

individual strategists, or players, have the power to affect the outcome of a particular 

situation. Representatives of the systemic view, however, take on a more deterministic 

position, as they assume that large-scale systems rather than the goals and wills of 

conscious individuals tend to determine the course of events. The strategists, or game 

                                                 
543 The following “purpose” statement appeared, with variations, on the first page of most issues of the 
catalog: “We are as gods and might as well get used to it. So far remotely done power and glory--as via 
government, big business, formal education, church--has succeeded to the point where gross defects 
obscure actual gains. In response to this dilemma and to these gains a realm of intimate, personal power is 
developing--power of the individual to conduct his own education, find his own inspiration, shape his own 
environment, and share his adventure with whoever is interested. Tools that aid this process are sought and 
promoted by the WHOLE EARTH CATALOG.” From The Last Whole Earth Catalog, ed. Stewart Brand 
(Spring 1974): 1. 
544 In the Fall of 1970, the following excerpt from the September-October 1970 issue of the magazine 
Vocations for Social Change appeared in the Whole Earth Catalog: “On the side of a wooded hill in 
Canyon, California, lives a group of people assembled from around the country. [...] [W]e are called 
Vocations for Social Change. As individuals we are trying to understand the forces that make us 
manipulate, make us consume, that keep us apart. We are searching for alternatives and solutions to sexual 
chauvinism, authoritarianism, and oppression of all kinds.” Whole Earth Catalog (Fall 1970): 58. 
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theorists, study the interests and actions of the isolated, individual player (such as 

persons, institutions, nations, or blocs), while the proponents of systemic analysis assume 

that there are societal forces which—in Rapoport’s words—operate “independently of 

anyone’s rationally designed actions or consciously perceived goals.”545 

Rapoport classifies Karl Marx as representative of the systemic view, arguing that 

Marxian ideas “stem from the notion that global socio-economic forces operate 

regardless of individuals’ purposeful actions [...].”546 Another “systems analyst” 

discussed by Rapoport is mathematician-physicist Lewis Richardson, who built on the 

quantum mechanical notion that the particles governing physical, chemical, planetary, 

and biological systems, such as molecules, genes, or organisms, occur in such great 

numbers that the phenomena emerging from a cluster of such elements seem to have little 

to do with the behavior of individual particles and “are only statistical resultants.”547 

Richardson, Rapoport explains, extended this characterization of natural systems to 

international relations, arguing that the mechanisms governing foreign policy, arms races, 

and wars persist in spite of the counter-actions of individual people or groups. Rapoport 

himself advocates a method that would benefit from the insights of both strategists and 

systems analysts, but he argues along with Richardson that deterministic mechanisms 

indeed do exist but can be resisted if people become aware of the constraints or laws that 

                                                 
545 Anatol Rapoport, ‘Systemic and Strategic Conflict,’ The Virginia Quarterly Review 40, no. 3 (Summer 
1964): 342. 
546 Ibid. 
547 Ibid.: 343. 
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such systems impose on them. Only when systems are recognized and analyzed will 

people be able to intervene and change them.548 

Although Acconci probably did not read this particular essay by Rapoport, he was 

exposed to both strategic and systemic views in his readings on game and systems theory. 

Similar modes of thinking were furthermore being developed in entirely different 

contexts at the time, as in the motivational speeches of organizers of the New Left, 

feminist theory, as well as in writing with a structuralist bent. In many texts and talks of 

proponents of the New Left, the government and military-industrial complex were 

discussed as constituting an all-controlling system that needed to be eradicated or 

radically transformed. In an influential speech in front of the Washington Monument on 

April 17, 1965, for instance, Paul Potter, then president for the Students for a Democratic 

Society, included the following words: 

What kind of system is it that justifies the United States or any country 
seizing the destinies of the Vietnamese people and using them callously 
for its own purpose? What kind of system is it that [...] consistently puts 
material values before human values—and still persists in calling itself 
free and still persists in finding itself fit to police the world? [...] We must 
name that system. We must name it, describe it, analyze it, understand it 
and change it.549 
 

Acconci was involved with politics in the 1960s and 1970s and must have been exposed 

to such rhetoric, which was also employed in feminist theory, with which Acconci was 

preoccupied as well. Although explicit discussions about agency versus system did not 

                                                 
548 Ibid. 346. Cf. the quotation from Rapoport’s ‘Systemic and Strategic Conflict’ that opens the 
introduction to this dissertation (p. 1). 
549 Printed in Judith Clavir Albert and Stewart Edward Albert (eds). The Sixties Papers: Documents of a 
Rebellious Decade. New York: Praeger, 1984: 218-25. Cf. the quotation from Potter’s speech that opens 
the introduction to this dissertation (p. 1). 
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become central within feminist discourse until the late 1970s, feminists in the late 1960s 

did try to raise awareness about the fact that women for centuries had been the victims of 

patriarchically structured societies, hoping that the raising of consciousness about this 

oppressive system would inspire women to take charge and institute change. 

Authors associated with structuralism, such as Michel Foucault and Louis 

Althusser, similarly emphasized the frequently unrecognized power of societal structures 

on individuals. They would soon be criticized for picturing people as puppets that 

unconsciously abide by objective structures rather than as subjects capable of action. The 

Marxist structuralist Althusser has become known as a particularly deterministic thinker, 

as he argued that individuals cannot escape from the subjection to ideological systems. 

According to Althusser’s concept of “interpellation,” the subject does not precede but 

follows from the societal structures that are propagated by “Ideological State 

Apparatuses” such as educational systems, religious organizations, and the media.550 

Foucault, who has insisted that he did believe that people could make a difference, was 

less deterministic than Althusser, but he too undermined the humanist and Cartesian 

conceptions of autonomous agency and essential, fully conscious subjects, arguing that 

individuals do not have a unified, controllable core but are constructed by contemporary 

discourse and social structures.551 

                                                 
550 See Louis Althusser, ‘Ideology and Ideological State Apparatuses: Notes Towards an Investigation’ 
(1969), printed in Lenin and Philosophy, trans. Ben Brewster (London: New Left Books, 1971): 121-173. 
551 See Michel Foucault, The Order of Things: An Archaeology of the Human Sciences (first French ed., 
1966) (New York: Pantheon Books, 1971). Although did not start reading works by Foucault until the late 
1970s, he was reading writings by Barthes and other theorists associated with structuralism much earlier. In 
the mid-1970s, he started reading works by Lacan. Conversation with the author. Pierre Bourdieu 
introduced the concept of agency in his work, which also started from the point of view that the subject is 
constituted by historical structures. 
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Although Acconci was fascinated with human beings’ dependence on systems, 

much of his work, as we shall see, explored ways to break systems or to cause closed 

systems with rigid patterns to open up. He has associated his interest in the notion of 

closed versus open systems with his desire to expand or “make bulge” the systems of 

which people are inevitably part.552 His examination of the notion of will—the will to 

move and to act, and the will towards a state of change (“my work [...] was so much 

about the act of will”553)—might be interpreted to be in part a counteractive response to 

his short experience during college in the Marine Platoon Leaders Corps. As Kate Linker 

has written, Acconci remembers that he was an “unsuccessful participant” in the 

exercises the Marines developed to force the trainees to succumb to authority and to 

deplete their will.554 To Acconci, will seems to have been one of the most important 

qualities a person can exhibit that attests of individuality and the desire to act or bring 

about change. Related to will is the notion of instrumentality, which Acconci has 

identified as central to his work. He has explained that in his early performances, which 

were not directly political, he was using himself “as an instrument of activity,” while in 

later works he began to use mechanical contraptions and architectural structures as 

“instruments that can be activated” by viewers.555 

In the mid-1970s, when he stopped using his own body in his art, Acconci’s work 

became increasingly political. Some of his installations of the second half of the 1970s 

included recordings of his own voice referring directly to oppression, nationalism, 

                                                 
552 Conversation with the author. 
553 Ibid. 
554 Kate Linker, Vito Acconci (New York: Rizzoli International Publications, Inc., 1994): 11. Cf. 
Acconci’s comments about will in Wijers: 5-7. 
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minorities, communism, terrorism, or the local politics of the town or country in which 

his work was being exhibited. In the early 1980s he began to experiment with public art, 

including architectural contraptions, bikes, and swings that could be playfully 

manipulated by the public. He now wanted to design public space as a place that 

encouraged the activity (and will to action) of other people, a place that could serve as 

“the model of an alternative world, a utopia.”556 He was no longer interested in making 

work for “viewers” but hoped to inspire his audience to become “users” and 

“participants.” In 1979 he said that he wanted his work to be something “that is really 

going to change something”557 and a year earlier he wrote that he was working “as a 

behavioral designer for an already-defined (pre-behavioral) public.”558 

In the late 1970s, he began to talk about his work as the efforts of a guerilla 

fighter to subvert the establishment.559 Around this time, Acconci began to criticize his 

earlier work for having been too firmly entrenched in an art context and for having staged 

himself, the artist, too much as a “star figure”560 who demanded attention from the viewer 

and therefore took on a priest-like position that the viewer had to “genuflect in front 

                                                                                                                                                 
555 White: 10. Cf. View: 18. 
556 From ‘Notes on my Photographs, 1969-1970,’ Kate Linker, Vito Acconci: Photographic Works 1969-
1970 (Chicago, IL: Rhona Hoffman Gallery; New York: Brooke Alexander; Geneva, Switzerland: Galerie 
Eric Franck, 1988): n.p. 
557 Wijers: 91. 
558 From Acconci, ‘Double-Spacing (Some Notes on Re-Placing Place)’ (1978), quoted in Linda 
Weintraub, ‘SOUND: Vito Acconci,’ in Weintraub, Art on the Edge and Over (Litchfield, CT: Art Insights, 
Inc., 1996): 221. 
559 In 1979, Acconci said: “[...] ideally, I want my position to be—I’m the guerilla fighter. I go from city 
to city, I go from place to place, and examine the terrain, I set something up so there are these little bombs 
in all these places.” White: 26. 
560 Ibid: 21; Horsfield: 17. 
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of.”561 He now thought that the earlier work was too much “about a person without 

surrounding, world, or social context.” “In whatever I was doing away from doing art, I 

was involved in the politics; and yet somehow I still retained that notion of art-in-

itself.”562 The installations of the second half of the 1970s, the artist found, had escaped 

this trap by drawing in the social surrounds, while the participatory works he started to 

make in the early 1980s were more socially responsible than the performance and video 

pieces in that they mobilized communities in public spaces. The earlier work, moreover, 

was not prone to lead to action in the way that the more explicitly political and 

participatory work was. 

Because Acconci speaks in such a logical and convincing manner, it is easy to be 

persuaded by his relatively harsh evaluations of his earlier work, yet his eccentric works 

from the late 1960s and early 1970s reflect the contemporary politically-oriented 

discourse about systems and agency in an especially subtle and attention-grabbing 

manner. Although the works are not explicitly political and do not require physical 

participation from the viewer, their strange preoccupation with both systems and agency 

and exploration of submission and control give these works an unusual sense of urgency. 

The works seem to suggest that agency is most likely to be effective if individuals 

understand the limits imposed by internal and external systems, and if they are capable to 

adapt to, to interact with, and possibly break out of such systems. In 1983 Acconci said 

that in the early performances and videos he “really hesitated to bring in any direct 

                                                 
561 Sylvère Lotringer, ‘Vito Acconci: House Trap’ (interview), Flash Art, no. 147 (Summer 1989): 125. 
562 Horsfield: 5. 
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reference to politics.”563 One might argue that it is this lack of direct reference in addition 

to the combination of structure and underlying furor that gives the work its vigor and 

queerness. 

In the late 1970s, Acconci explained that he wanted to shake the ground: “[y]ou 

want that ground to slip out from under, and not just under ‘me,’ but under ‘us.’”564 The 

word “ground” to Acconci implicated answers rather than questions, a solid and 

dependable platform to stand on, as well as a “cozy mind-frame” that everybody makes 

“for himself at various times in order to survive,” a mind-frame that he wanted to “be 

nudged into and shaken a little bit.”565 The early works in many ways make the viewer 

feel more uncomfortable than the later works precisely because more questions are raised 

than answered and because of the unusual combination of structure and person. In the 

following I will attempt as much as possible to avoid approaching Acconci’s work from 

the viewpoints he adopted later in life. It is tempting to take at face value the statements 

Acconci made after 1975 with reference to his earlier work, yet it is crucial to remember 

that—in spite of the fact that Acconci seems to remember fairly well what his intentions 

were around 1970—his retrospective remarks about the earlier work are colored by his 

later motivations. His thinking in terms of systems seems to be of particular importance 

to the earlier work and an examination of the early work with respect to systems might 

                                                 
563 Ibid. 
564 Wijers: 93. The following statement of Wijers shows how self-critical and skeptical of his own 
intentions Acconci has always been: “And of course the question could be: well, because you, the person 
doing this, wants the ground to shake under you, what right do you have to [...] make the ground shake 
under me. I don’t want the ground to be shaken under me ...I don’t know exactly how to answer that 
objection because then you put yourself ... almost in this funny kind of messianic position, you know, who 
am I saying that the ground should shake for all of us [...].” Ibid: 94. 
565 Lotringer: 126. 
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situate the work in its proper time frame. Given the fact that the performances and films 

Acconci created in 1970 and 1971 have been relatively under-explored in art historical 

literature and are most relevant in the context of this dissertation, I focus mainly on work 

from that period. 

 

3.2 TRANSGRESSING DEFINED BOUNDARIES 

 

Before he ventured into the field of the visual arts in 1969, Acconci had been 

working as a writer. His poetry or “language pieces” of the late 1960s had avoided 

expression and reference to anything external to the page. He did not use words to signify 

but was interested in their placement on that page, which he would in retrospect describe 

as a “field of action” over which words and punctuation marks could move.566 In 

Acconci’s own words, he used “language to cover a space rather than to uncover 

meaning.”567 The words in many of Acconci’s late language pieces refer only to each 

other, to their position on the page, and at times to the act of enunciation, such as the 

words “here,” “now,” and “I do not say all” in the poem Re (1967, figure 3.6). Acconci, 

that is, attempted to choose words that would remain “confined on the page” and 

recognize the boundaries of the space of that page by “playing” only “on each other” and 

“circling back on themselves.”568 Although this emphasis on materiality was explored by 

                                                 
566 Vito Acconci, ‘Introduction: Notes on Performing a Space,’ Avalanche 1972: 4; François Pluchart, 
‘Entretien avec Vito Acconci,’ Artitudes, no. 2 (November 1971): 22. 
567 Vito Acconci, ‘Introduction: Notes on Performing a Space,’ Avalanche 1972: 4. 
568 Ibid. 
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other poets and writers of the time, Acconci has indicated that the literalism of his 

language pieces was inspired both by Jasper Johns’s acknowledgment of the material 

support and by the literalism of minimalist art.569 

As he began to read his work in public at poetry readings and gradually started to 

experiment more with non-conventional writing and performance techniques,570 he 

realized that his work might find a place in the increasingly flexible field of the visual 

arts. Awareness of such artistic practices as happenings, Fluxus, minimalism, and 

conceptual art made him feel that art was a less restrictive discipline than writing; it was a 

“non-field field” to which one could more easily “import from all other fields.”571 

Acconci has connected his interest in a field that seemed to have no limits or 

prescriptions, no “inherent characteristics of its own,” to his interest in the work of 

systems theorists,572 who, in the footsteps of thermodynamicists, studied dynamic 

systems with permeable boundaries that would allow the exchange of both energy and 

matter between the system and its surroundings. 

As demonstrated by the range of subjects represented in the anthology Systems 

Thinking that Acconci read around 1970, systems theory was a transdisciplinary science 

that was applied not only to physical systems and engineering, but also to such areas as 

biology, economics, sociology, and psychotherapy. The largest section of Systems 

                                                 
569 See Martin Kunz, ‘Interview with Vito Acconci about the development of his work since 1966,’ 
(excerpts from a 1978 interview), in Vito Acconci, ed. Marianne Eigenheer and Martin Kunz (Luzern, 
Switzerland: Kunstmuseum Luzern, 1978): n.p., and Linker 1994: 12. 
570 In November 1968, for instance, Acconci distributed in random order sheets of paper with single letters 
over the floor of the Orient Expresso Coffee House in Manhattan. He then picked up the sheets one by one 
in alphabetical order, reciting a word or phrase starting with the letter he had just picked up to describe the 
particular motion he was engaged in at that moment, direction he was headed for, or location he was in. For 
a discussion of the transitional work Acconci was involved in at this time, see Linker 1994: 14-15. 
571 Lotringer: 128. Cf. Horsfield: 7 and Acconci, ‘Notes on My Photographs, 1969-1970’: n.p. 
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Thinking, which includes Ludwig von Bertalanffy’s influential paper ‘The theory of open 

systems in physics and biology’ (1950), is devoted entirely to open systems. As the editor 

of the anthology explains in the introduction, living systems—“whether individuals or 

populations—have to be analysed as ‘open systems’ [...]” that interact with their 

environment and surrounding systems rather than as “isolated” or “closed” systems that 

are in a state of equilibrium.573 Such ideas resonated strongly for Acconci, not only 

because he had long been interested in a wide variety of subjects, but also because, as an 

artist with a strong predilection for ground-breaking projects, he may well have seen this 

relatively new scientific approach of systems theory as a welcome model. 

As compared to the “non-field field” of art, writing seemed to Acconci to be a 

“kind of closure” and a “very private activity of writer alone with page [...].”574 The open 

field—or system—of art, on the other hand, was no longer bound up to any particular 

mediums and would accommodate imports from psychology, sociology, and politics. 

Soon, however, Acconci would come to understand that the art system too had 

boundaries and rules, and he would begin to analyze and attempt to push these 

boundaries. Once he had decided to enter the field of art, Acconci began to familiarize 

himself with the field by reading formalist criticism by people like Michael Fried. He has 

said: “[it] was a field I was starting to see myself in, therefore I was feverish to know the 

                                                                                                                                                 
572 Lotringer: 128. 
573 F.E. Emery, ‘Introduction,’ in Emery: 8. 
574 Horsfield: 4, 7. Cf. Acconci’s statement: “[...] obviously, there are a lot of things you can do with the 
conventions of a field, but it seemed that in poetry, whatever you did, you still had to work with words [...] 
but it seemed that [...] a lot of us wanted to see art as a field that seemed to have no specific characteristics 
of its own, except maybe twenty years before [...].” Conversation with the author. 
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rules of the field—you know, the rules of the game.”575 He felt that an understanding of 

the rules that determined the state of the field at that moment of time—an “exaggerated 

formalist criticism”—would help him to resist these rules.576 Like minimalist artists, he 

wanted to get to “the roots of art activity” in his work by exploring the “basics” of the art 

system.577 

Various performances and videos Acconci made around 1970 deconstructed the 

conventions of art by revealing and playing with structures of art creation, viewing, and 

distribution. It was especially the conditions of art viewing and distribution that seemed 

to Acconci to be restricted by limiting conventions, while in art creation itself the closed 

modernist and formalist situation seemed to be making way for a more open state of 

affairs. In Trademarks, for example, Acconci presented an analogy to the enclosed, artist-

celebrating system of modernist art. The viewer of this work takes the position of voyeur 

who witnesses the artist’s self-absorbed and private, yet simultaneously exhibitionist, 

marking act. This work seems to characterize the art world as revolving around the 

selling of privacy: the printed tooth-marks that are a vestige of Acconci’s private act—

and analogous to the painter’s idiosyncratic brush mark—have acquired the function of 

brand or trademark. 

Another work that at once analyzes and plays with customary structures of art and 

particularly the hierarchical relation between artwork and viewer is Claim (September 

                                                 
575 Horsfield: 7. 
576 Ibid. In another context, Acconci has said: “[a]t the end of the 60s, you didn’t have to begin in 
tradition. I came from another context; I didn’t know the art rules. Maybe I was lucky; other people had to 
learn to forget the art rules.” Jeff Rian, ‘Vito Acconci: I never wanted to be political; I wanted the work to 
be politics’ (interview), Flash Art 27, no. 174 (January/February 1994): 84-87. 
577 Ellen Schwartz, ‘Vito Acconci: ”I Want to Put the Viewer on Shaky Ground,”’ Art News 80, no.6 
(Summer 1981): 95. 
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1971, figure 3.7), which Acconci performed in a loft on Grand Street in Manhattan. 

When visitors to the loft entered the space from the street, they faced a television monitor 

installed next to a door. If the visitors chose to open the door, they saw a long flight of 

stairs leading to a basement, at the bottom of which the artist, blindfolded and holding a 

metal bar, was talking to himself and to the visitors, threatening to hit anybody who dared 

to descend (“I’m alone here in the basement ... I want to stay alone here ... I’ll do 

anything to stop you  ...”). If the visitors refrained from opening the door they could still 

experience the artist’s activity on the television monitor that recorded his activity and 

served as a “warning to viewers.”578 As the artist was attempting to hypnotize himself by 

convincing himself that he alone had the right to stake claim to his territory, he became 

increasingly tense and violent. 

In addition to themes like hypnotism and persuasion, this work portrayed the 

relation between artwork or artist and viewer as one based on power and control. The 

artwork is menacing and obscure rather than approachable, and the viewers have to 

struggle to get to the work. The mediated version shown on the television monitor, on the 

other hand, is safe by virtue of the physical and emotional distance it creates. The work at 

once points at the existing viewer-art relation as uneven and transgresses the safe 

boundaries that normally exist between artist and viewer, involving viewers in 

psychologically edgy, intimate confrontations and implicating the public as victims and 

voyeurs of a possessive and obsessive-compulsive artist. 

                                                 
578 For the artist’s notes about Claim, see Vito Acconci, ‘Concentration—Container—Assimilation,’ 
Avalanche 1972: 55. 
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By systematically analyzing the fundamentals of art, Acconci brought to light 

features that normally remain unobserved, in the hope that he would contribute to a 

transformation of the established state of affairs. The artist himself has said: “[w]hat I 

was doing was making blatant what it seemed like any artwork does—private person 

doing work, putting it into a public space.”579 As demonstrated by both Claim and 

Trademarks, he not only wanted to explore and resist the rules that applied directly to 

works of art, he also wanted to change the “art system” of galleries and museums, the 

system artists depended upon to distribute their works. Referring to happening artists, 

conceptual artists, and fellow performance artists, Acconci has said that the common goal 

of his generation was to “change the art system as it existed.”580 And the “breakdown of 

the gallery world was a part for the whole. The whole was the American power 

culture.”581 

Acconci’s early conception of art as a relatively open field seems to have been 

rooted not only in his awareness of conceptual and performance practices, but perhaps 

even more so in minimalism. He has told Sylvère Lotringer that “[o]ne of the big 

moments in my life was when I first saw minimal art. Suddenly, I was aware of the wall. 

I was aware of the space something was in, rather than this framed closed space. Art once 

was the container of a space, then it became part of a larger space.”582 It must be said that 

                                                 
579 White: 20. 
580 Ibid: 17. Cf. Acconci’s comments in an interview with Jeff Rian: “We had a common assumption: the 
gallery system would have to collapse because of the work we were doing.” Rian: 84. 
581 Ibid.: 85. Acconci goes on to say: “I was born in 1940. I grew up at a time when you assumed 
American power, and you were satisfied with it—you gloried in it. By the 1960s, people hated Americans, 
and we began to hate ourselves.” 
582 Lotringer: 125. Acconci recently said: “The interesting thing about minimalism to me was that, when 
you went into a gallery, you started to be more aware than you ever were before. Because before 
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Acconci’s understanding of minimalism seems to have been informed by Fried’s writings 

and Robert Morris’s art and thought rather than by the work and ideas of an artist like 

Judd. For Acconci, as for Morris, minimal objects derived their strength not from their 

inherent, autonomous features, but from their interaction with ambient conditions, such as 

their position in space and relation to the spectator. 

Acconci applauded minimalist works for their power to make the viewer aware of 

the space surrounding the works and for their ability to draw attention away from the 

object itself. It is possible that this aspect of minimalism reverberated so strongly for 

Acconci because it was congruent on a certain level with the emphasis on open systems 

in systems theory and the Whole Earth Catalog as well as with the music and thought of 

John Cage, whose ideas appealed to Acconci.583 Works that pulled in the enveloping 

space, according to Acconci, “stretched” the boundaries of the artwork’s frame and 

concomitantly pushed the rules of the established system of art. Extending the boundaries 

of the framed artwork implied the extension of the borders of the art system as a whole, 

which in turn provided an analogy, Acconci has suggested, to the possible expansion of 

the “normal society framing.”584 

 

***** 

 

                                                                                                                                                 
minimalism I had been taught, or I had taught myself, to look within the frame. Now suddenly the frame 
was broken. [...]” Conversation with the author. 
583 Ibid. Cage had begun considering non-musical sounds as part of his musical compositions in the early 
1950s, such as the accidental noises coming from the audience and other unpredictable sources. He 
believed that the purpose of art and music was the blurring of the distinction between art and life. 
584 Lotringer: 125. 
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In spite of his attraction to minimalism, Acconci was troubled by the fact that the 

minimalist object appeared to come “from nowhere.”585  Minimalist “boxes” seemed to 

have no source or author, and as a result gave the objects an almost religious aura of 

mystery. In 1979, Acconci explained: “[t]his was a box [...]. Who put it there? When did 

it start? What was its source? [...] if you don’t know its source, then the viewer starts to 

respect it.”586 He has imagined the deferential response a viewer may have to an 

apparently sourceless object as comparable to the reaction in Stanley Kubrick’s 2001: a 

Space Odyssey (1968) of awe-struck apes and humans to the mysterious black monolith 

placed on both Earth and moon by aliens.587 Acconci began to brainstorm about ways to 

expose the origin, to “find some way to move for myself.”588 Serra’s prop, card, and 

casting pieces seemed to Acconci to have begun introducing “notions of instrument” into 

art as the propped-up position of the metal plates were a sign that somebody once 

balanced them, and the casting pieces were clearly about the process of the artist’s 

activity of splashing liquid lead (figure 1.26).589 To Acconci, the presentation of his own 

person—the “source of information”—to viewers seemed to be the most effective way to 

make the artist accessible and thereby avoid mystification.590 

                                                 
585 Horsfield: 12-13. Acconci has said about his double-edged disposition towards minimalism: “[...] 
usually the things you like about something are also the things that you start to question and dislike [...].” 
Conversation with the author. 
586 Quotations are from Horsfield: 12-13. 
587 Conversation with the author. 
588 Horsfield: 12-13. 
589 Acconci said to this author about the Serra prop pieces: “it very much brought in the activity ... I mean, 
somebody had to prop them. They didn’t just prop by themselves. So the notion of a doer came in.” 
Conversation with the author. 
590 ‘Some notes on activity and performance’ (1970), Interfunktionen (November 1970): 138, reprinted in 
Ward et al.: 88. 
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In a discussion of his transition of 1969 from writing to performance art, Acconci 

has suggested that his venture into performance was related partly to the repercussions of 

his abandonment of the page as “ground” for his work. He realized that he would 

probably eventually retire from any “ground” that he would “substitute” for the page, so 

he decided to shift “the emphasis from ground, something I was working on, to 

instrument, to myself as this instrument that could choose whatever ground was available, 

convenient at the time.”591 Yet in the works that followed the last language pieces, 

Acconci certainly did not focus merely on the instrument that was his own person. He 

instead attempted to explore the relation of his own body and activities to the physical 

and spatial surrounds, in a way parallel to his earlier exploration of the relation of 

language to the page. 

Amongst the first works Accconci made within the visual art context, in 1969, 

were the ‘photoworks.’ In these pieces Acconci defined his body in space by taking 

photographs of his urban or natural surroundings while engaging in predetermined bodily 

motions.592 In Arm-Bending Piece (1969, figure 3.8), for instance, he took photographs 

while bending his arm, and for Toe Touch (1969, figure 3.9) he snapped one picture while 

raising his hands above his head and one picture while reaching his hands to his toes. In 

Fall (1969, figure 3.10) he fell forward and took photos as he hit the ground, and in 

Margins (1969, figure 3.11) he remained in one spot while taking pictures of the 

surrounding landscape with the camera pointing towards all directions: top, bottom, front, 

rear, left, and right. The title ‘Margins’ draws a parallel between the limits of his own 

                                                 
591 Kunz: n.p. 
592 Cf. Pluchart: 22. 
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body span and the boundaries of a page. In 1972 Acconci wrote about the photoworks: 

“[r]easons to move: move in order to get into place (I’ve lost my place, I don’t have the 

page as a base)—I have to find alternative boundaries for action (move in order to fill, 

cover, a space).”593 

In all these photoworks, rather than exploring the human body in terms of 

identity, subjectivity, or emotion,594 Acconci analyzed the body’s dimensions and 

possible movements—bending, stretching, jumping, falling, blinking—through their 

relationship to the surrounds. The photographs provided a means to “locate” himself in 

space and “connect” his body with the environment, an environment that offered more 

freedom than the page. As suggested by notes Acconci wrote about Level (1969)—for 

which the artist took five photographs while lying on one side in Central Park and 

holding his camera at his feet, knees, stomach, chest, and head—he viewed both body 

and environment as systems of possibilities. He described his body as a “system of 

possible movements transmitted from my body to the environment” and the environment 

as “a system of possible movements transmitted from the environment to my body.”595 

The system of his body defined what movements were made in the ambient space, and 

the system of the environment determined which movements Acconci was able to make. 

The camera functioned as a medium through which awareness of the interrelationship 

between body and surrounding (both actual and potential) was heightened, as it recorded 

the position and motions of the body in an objective manner without actually 

                                                 
593 Acconci, ‘Early Work: Moving My Body into Place,’ Avalanche 1972: 6. 
594 Acconci has said about the photoworks that “the action was not done as a private activity (there was no 
notation made of my interpretations, my feelings, my subjective experience) [...].” From: Vito Acconci: A 
Retrospective, 1969 to 1980, ed. Judith Russi Kirshner (Chicago: Museum of Contemporary Art, 1980): 10. 
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photographing the body itself.596 The photographs implied (without showing) where 

Acconci actually was when he took the picture, while they also recorded where Acconci’s 

body, a system of possibilities, might be, namely in the surrounding landscape that was 

recorded in the pictures. Acconci submitted the fundamental relationships between body 

and environment to a systematic analysis, following a set of instructions he had defined 

before the manifestation of the piece and playing through the variants in an ordered series 

of activities in order to bring to light the possible relation between the self and the 

surroundings. 

 

3.3 POSITIONAL AGENT CONSUMES CONDITIONING SYSTEM 
 

In the performance pieces that followed the photoworks, Acconci still considered 

actual space to be the ground, but now he actually presented his own person as figure. 

The ground of these performances, which Acconci has classified as “scheme works,”  

consisted of previously existing situations, such as the street network in Following Piece 

and the mail and exhibition systems in Service Area (June – September 1970, figure 

3.12). In order to give himself “reasons to move”597 in these systems, Acconci devised 

simple schemes, which he simply carried out during the actual performances. In 

Following Piece, as we have seen, Acconci committed himself to a scheme according to 

which for a little over 3 weeks he was to follow a different stranger every day until the 

                                                                                                                                                 
595 Vito Acconci, ‘Early Work: Moving My Body into Place,’ Avalanche 1972: 6. 
596 Acconci has written that these photographs were not “of an activity but through an activity.” From 
‘Notes on my Photographs, 1969-1970’: n.p. 
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person entered into a private space. In Service Area, which was Acconci’s contribution to 

the influential exhibition Information, the scheme involved the forwarding by the post 

office of all of Acconci’s mail to the Museum of Modern Art, which served as the artist’s 

mailbox for the duration of the show.598 The artist’s own role in this piece was using the 

“circulation route” from his home to the museum to pick up his mail. 

While one of the more obvious motivations behind the ‘scheme works’ was to 

bypass and break the “closed” distribution system of museums and galleries by bringing a 

seemingly non-saleable and unexhibitable art to the streets,599 the works also explored 

such notions as receptivity, consumption, and absorption. In notes about Service Area, 

Acconci has written that his role in this work had shifted from that of “agent” to that of 

“receiver.”600 He has similarly explained his schematic methods as a way to avoid 

“imposing” himself on the viewer and has described Following Piece as “a way that 

decisions of time and space could be taken out of my hands. Once I had decided on the 

original scheme now I become the receiver of some other system.”601 

                                                                                                                                                 
597 Kunz: n.p. 
598 See Vito Acconci, ‘SERVICE AREA,’ Information, ed. Kynaston L. McShine (New York: The 
Museum of Modern Art, 1970): 5. 
599 Acconci has said about these pieces: “[...] with that systems notion that was so important to me, the 
way I would deal with work at the beginning was to take some system that already exists in the world and 
find some way to tie myself into that system. Therefore you take something like street activity—I find a 
way to tie myself in as a person walking in the street. [...] How could systems based so much on closure, 
based on museum as kind of fortress and on gallery as store, deal with this?” Acconci then proceeds to 
portray these attempts of going beyond the art establishment as failures, pointing out that there was no way 
out of the “trap” of the gallery system as the galleries could sell the documentation of the pieces. He was 
furthermore dependent on gallery-financed art magazines for the distribution of his works to a public. 
Horsfield: 8-9. 
600 Vito Acconci, ‘Body as Place—Moving in on Myself Through Another Agent,’ Avalanche 1972: 17. 
601 Kunz: 1972. Cf. Acconci’s remarks to Louwrien Wijers about Following Piece: “[...] to me that dealt 
with the notion of how do you make a decision; how does a person doing work make a decision with regard 
to ... time and place, time and space. So you make the scheme, and once I make the scheme now my time 
and space is out of my hands, I become the receiver of somebody else’s action, and that seemed to really 
deal with that notion.” Wijers: 5. 
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This setting up of a situation in which the artist refrains from taking decisions 

during the materialization of a piece by following a system or somebody else’s lead is 

reminiscent of the systemic work of LeWitt. Acconci has informed Martin Kunz that 

LeWitt’s writing was important to him, particularly the now famous sentence from 

paragraph 1 of ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art’ (1967): “[w]hen an artist uses a 

conceptual form of art, it means that all of the planning and decisions are made 

beforehand and the execution is a perfunctory affair. The idea becomes a machine that 

makes the art.”602 Unlike LeWitt, however, Acconci wanted to “key” himself into a 

situation “that already existed.” His characterization of his own role in the ‘scheme 

works’ as “not so much [...] a person” or an “I,” “but [...] almost a kind of moving figure, 

moving sculpture” who is “in the service” of a scheme603 furthermore carries implications 

that are absent from LeWitt’s work. His description of himself as “moving figure” brings 

to mind the image of a pawn, which is being moved around according to the rules of 

chess and changes value as it is placed on different locations on the board. Acconci at 

that time was interested in “the idea that there are these parts, but each part has no value 

except within the whole. Like in a baseball team. The second baseman alone means 

nothing. The second baseman in combination with the rest of the team makes it.”604 

                                                 
602 Sol LeWitt, ‘Paragraphs on Conceptual Art,’ Artforum 5, no. 10 (June 1967): 79-83, par. 1. Acconci 
and co-editor of 0 to 9 Bernadette Mayer included two contributions by LeWitt in their magazine: a few 
drawings appeared in 0 to 9, no. 4 (June 1968): 89-90, and ‘Sentences on Conceptual Art’ first appeared, as 
mentioned in note 253 (p. 105) of the previous chapter, in 0 to 9, no. 5 (January 1969): 3-5. Acconci told 
Martin Kunz that “art-talk” was important for him in the late 1960s, such as LeWitt’s “sentence on the 
artist must be a kind of dumb copying machine.” Kunz: n.p. 
603 Ibid. 
604 Quoted in Weintraub: 223. 
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In Following Piece, Acconci used his own body but deprived himself of control 

and decision-making, subjecting his fate to the unwitting direction of another person, 

whose moves, in turn, were in accordance with and determined by the structural make-up 

of the city.605 Acconci, that is, did not present himself as an independent, closed system, 

or a person with a stable identity, but as a flexible, open system that could adjust itself in 

response to different circumstances and that interacted with other agents and surrounding 

systems. One of the motivations behind Service Area had been the exploration of the way 

in which he would adapt to this new situation of having to collect his mail in the 

museum.606 Even though Acconci has explained the introduction of his own body in his 

art as a the reinstitution of an agent and an attempt to demystify the artwork by clarifying 

the “origin” of the work (himself), in the ‘scheme works’ he used his person in a way 

similar to his employment of words such as “here” and “I” in his ‘language pieces.’ 

Words like “then,” “there,” “here,” and “now” do not have an inherent meaning as 

they do not refer to any particular object or person and do not have a history, but derive 

their identity from their ever-changing relationship to the linguistic context in which they 

appear.607 In the ‘scheme works’ Acconci, similarly, featured the person of the artist not 

as a particular individual with a unique history but presented himself as an abstract “I,” a 

chameleonic open system with porous boundaries that is constructed anew each time its 

                                                 
605 Amongst Acconci’s notes for Following Piece are the following words: “Adjunctive relationship—I 
add myself to another person—I let my control be taken away—I’m dependent on the other person [...].” 
Vito Acconci, ‘Peopled Space—Performing Myself Through Another Agent,’ Avalanche 1972: 31. 
606 Cf. Vito Acconci, ‘Body as Place—Moving in on Myself , Performing Myself,’ ibid: 17. 
607 Linguists have used the term ‘shifter’ for pronouns such as ‘here,’ ‘now,’ and ‘I.’ Whether or not 
Acconci made the connection with the Jakobsonian concept of ‘shifter’ is not of primary importance. 
Acconci has told this author that he knew about Jakobson’s theories but read very little of his works. 
Conversation with the author. For a discussion of shifters in relation to art of the 1970s, see Rosalind 
Krauss, ‘Notes on the Index: Seventies Art in America’ (part 1), October, no. 3 (Spring 1977): 68-81. 
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relationship to other systems changes. As pointed out by Kate Linker, Acconci’s 

presentation of the self as mutable and contingent on social structures rather than fixed, 

autonomous, and in control of its own fate may be seen as part of a discourse associated 

with postmodernism and poststructuralism, according to which subjects are not 

controlling and indivisible but decentered and bound by arbitrary linguistic and social 

codes.608 Although Acconci did not start reading works by Jacques Lacan and Gilles 

Deleuze until the mid-1970s,609 his familiarity with certain structuralist texts, feminist 

writings, systems theory, sociological studies, and with literature by authors like Robbe-

Grillet had already made him especially responsive to poststructuralist notions about the 

relation of subject to symbolic and social orders. 

This interest in “positional value” is played out in Acconci’s performance Drifts 

(November 1970, figure 3.13 – 3.14), during which the artist tumbled in the direction of 

the waves as the waves drifted towards him, and rolled away from the waves as the 

waves receded. After this mutual drifting, the artist covered himself with sand by moving 

his wet body across the beach. His comments on this work read: “[p]erformance can 

establish positional value in a system (loss of one’s inherent characteristics).” [...] 

“Performance as camouflage (the performer can alter shape, coloration, in order to fit the 

background).” “[...] Performance as the absorption, by one organization, of a neighboring 

organization.” “Performing as looseness—dissolving the contours of one thing so that it 

resembles another thing [...].”610 

                                                 
608 Linker 1994: 7-9, 52-60. 
609 Conversation with the author. 
610 Vito Acconci, ‘Drifts,’ Avalanche (Winter 1971): 84. 
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Acconci had already explored the concept of drifting in his contribution to the 

program ‘Street Works II,’ entitled A Situation using Streets, Walking, Running (April 

1969), which can be seen as a precursor to the more famous Following Piece. During the 

performance of this work, while standing at a corner in downtown Manhattan, Acconci 

picked out a person who was about to walk from that particular corner in the direction of 

another corner, and then ran to that second corner, overtaking the walking person in the 

process. He calculated the time it took himself to run from one corner to the next as well 

as the time taken by the walking person, if that person indeed ended up walking to the 

corner at which Acconci was waiting. In notes for this piece, Acconci included the 

following definitions of the word “drift”: “to wander or stray lightly, gently, effortlessly, 

offering no resistance as if suspended and floating in the air and usually seeming to leave 

the choice of direction to the drift of air; to pass without contributory effort or serious 

resistance or become borne slowly by imperceptible degrees toward or away from an 

association or into or out of some state.”611 The concept of drifting for Acconci entailed 

the ready yielding of control to an external force, and the rendering of the drifting object 

or creature into a compliant or “receiving” subject. 

Acconci has used the word “receiver,” the meaning of which is related to the 

concepts of following and drifting, as well as the word “consumer,” in a comparable 

manner. In notes for Drifts he wrote about his relation to the rolling movement of the 

waves toward him: “performance as the center of a consumption pattern (lines 

                                                 
611 For notes about this piece, see ‘A Situation using Streets, Walking, Running,’ 0 to 9, no. 6, supplement 
dedicated to ‘Street Works’ (July 1969): n.p. 
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converging on the performer),”612 and in one of his notebooks he contrasted the role of a 

producer, who carries out a linear task, to that of a consumer, the receiver of converging 

lines of energy and material: “[t]he performer working as producer, going from step to 

step (linear). The performer working as consumer, with agencies converging on him 

(radial).”613 Although in works like Drift and Following Piece, Acconci took on the role 

of producer when devising the scheme for the works, while performing the work his 

position was primarily that of a consumer. He would continue to explore at times the 

consumer’s condition in 1970 and 1971, as in Sounding Board (July 1971), in which the 

artist lay on top of speakers which transmitted the sound of the music that a second 

performer was playing on a phonograph (figure 3.15). Acconci has written that he was 

being “shaped” by the performance, which “enclosed” him “in the space”—made him 

“part of it,”614 as he allowed an external force to condition his body and actions, taking in 

the vibrations and sound as a passive consumer. 

In Eye Spots (1971), Acconci again took on the position of consumer, as he asked 

a friend to handle a video camera so that it would occasionally focus on Acconci’s own 

neck. Acconci, who was blindfolded during this performance, attempted to sense at what 

times the camera was “staring” at him or at other objects in the room. The notes Acconci 

wrote about this piece sound familiar: “[p]erformer as consumer, with lines of force 

converging on him: radial patterns. (The activity consists of my feeling something rather 

than doing something: performance as receptivity). Performance as possession by another 

                                                 
612 Vito Acconci, ‘Drifts,’ Avalanche 1971: 87. 
613 From ‘Notebook excerpts of Vito Acconci,’ box 10, folder 19, Lucy Lippard Papers, Archives of 
American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.: n.p. See also ‘Some Notes on Activity and 
Performance’: 138. 
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agent.”615 In such performances Acconci allowed himself to be controlled by external 

conditions and by other agents, loosing any sense of autonomous self as he became 

entirely absorbed in the receptive task at hand. In so far as he focused on sensing and 

observing in such works, he placed himself in a position that had much in common with 

the perceiving and contemplative, rather than active, role of most visitors to galleries and 

museums. Yet another performance that explores the possibility of absorption is Learning 

Piece (April 1970), during which Acconci attempted to learn to sing Leadbelly’s song 

Black Betty by repeating the phrases while playing the music on a tape. Acconci has 

written that one of his goals with this piece was to “disappear” and “blend into” 

Leadbelly.616 

 

3.4 VULNERABILITY GENERATES ADAPTATIONAL MECHANISMS 

 

In 1978 Acconci said about the ‘scheme works’: “I think [that in] a lot of these 

earlier pieces I determined the scheme of following somebody in the streets, and then I 

carry out the scheme. But then I am almost not an ‘I’ anymore. I put myself in the service 

of this scheme.”617 His decision to discontinue the ‘scheme works,’ in which, as he later 

remarked, he had treated himself as a “moving integer or pawn in a game” was the result 

                                                                                                                                                 
614 Vito Acconci, ‘Peopled Space—Performing Myself Through Another Agent,’ Avalanche 1972: 39. 
615 Vito Acconci, ‘Notes for Eye Spots – July 1971,’ box 10, folder 19, Lucy Lippard Papers, Archives of 
American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.: n.p. Acconci gave a slightly different description 
of the same piece, now entitled ‘Focal Points,’ in ‘Peopled Space—Performing Myself Through Another 
Agent,’ Avalanche 1972: 40.  
616 Ibid.: 32. 
617 Kunz: n.d. 
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of a realization that he could not deny that every person is a “seething mass of 

contradictions and desires and wills and frustrations.”618 In the second half of 1970, he 

began focusing almost exclusively on works that examined his own person. It should be 

said, however, that in some earlier performance pieces he had already begun to explore 

ways to confiscate or leave his mark on his surroundings, rather than merely examining 

the impact of the environment on his body. Acconci has, for instance, described his work 

Push-ups (November 1969, figure 3.16), which consisted of the artist doing a hundred 

push-ups on Jones Beach and photographing the imprints in the sand, as “an attempt to 

visibly take to—take over—my surroundings. Imprints as the body’s representative.”619 

Rather than making himself adhere to another agent or other external systems, he 

now decided to “make the space adhere to the terms of my body.”620 The space of the 

beach in Push-ups took the shape of his body, while in pieces like Drifts and Sounding 

Board he had allowed his body to be shaped by the sand and water or the sounds 

surrounding him.621 It seems significant that in his notes about his photowork Throw 

(1969), which he had created two months earlier by taking one photograph while 

reaching back, “as if to throw a ball,” and another one after having completed the 

“follow-through motion” (figure 3.17), he wrote: “I would have wanted to bring about 

more physical change either in myself or in the environment: connection as 

corruption.”622 Push-ups successfully brought about such a corrupting transformation in 

                                                 
618 Conversation with the author. 
619 Vito Acconci, ‘Early Work: Moving My Body into Place,’ Avalanche 1972: 7. 
620 Ibid. 
621 Ibid. 
622 Ibid. 
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the previously virginal stretch of beach, while the works he would begin to make a year 

afterwards would focus on generating changes in the artist himself. 

After the ‘scheme works,’ in which he had used his person as if it were “in the 

service” of a scheme or process, Acconci began to concentrate on his person, for instance 

by inflicting a sore upon himself by rubbing his own left arm for one hour in Rubbing 

Piece (May 1970, figure 3.18) or by punching his shadow as cast on a wall—his self-

proclaimed opponent—for an hour and recording this self-defeating activity on audiotape 

in Shadow Box (October 1970, figure 3.19). In both these works he was both producer 

and consumer, both creator and receiver of sore and punches, enveloped in a self-

sufficient, closed circle.623 Acconci has explained: “[r]ather than I pay attention to the 

world out there or I tie into the world out there, the stuff started to be more circular. I 

paid attention to me. I guess this too tied into something at the time, Whole Earth 

Catalog notions of meditation chamber, self-examination, survival, training oneself.”624 

Although the new works seemed narcissistic in the self-centeredness of the artist, 

Acconci’s goal was to examine how a person can learn, develop, and adapt himself to 

particular self-imposed actions and circumstances by forcing himself through 

hardships.625 In many of his works, he committed himself to activities that would bring 

him into an obsessive and extremely focused state of mind, often subjecting his body to 

stress in the hope that he could develop and strengthen his body and mind. Although he 

                                                 
623 Vito Acconci, ‘Body as Place—Moving in on Myself, Performing Myself,’ Avalanche 1972: 11. 
Acconci told Martin Kunz: “[w]hat interested me in the pieces was that I was the agent of an action, I was 
the receiver of that same action. Almost a kind of self-sufficiency.” Kunz: n.p. 
624 Horsfield: 13. Acconci read books on survival that were recommended in the Whole Earth Catalog, 
such as The Survival Book (New York: Funk & Wagnals, 1959) by Paul Homer Nesbitt, Alonzo W. Pond, 
and William Allen. Conversation with the author. 
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hardly ever engaged in meditation or in the consumption of drugs (“they blurred my 

consciousness, they didn’t heighten it!”626), Acconci was interested in altered states of 

consciousness and meditation, practices that were associated in the Whole Earth Catalog 

with a possible transformation of the self, a modification of entrenched habits, and a more 

conscious stance in the world.627 Acconci has furthermore referred to his self-centered 

performances as “training sessions” for guerilla warfare against the establishment and has 

written that he attempted to transform his body “in order to transform the space around 

me.”628 

Recurring words in the artist’s descriptions of these concentration pieces—such as 

“closed system,” “separate chamber,” “concentrated space,” “private region,” “isolated 

territory,” and “trance state”629—indicate that Acconci deliberately isolated himself from 

his surroundings in order to concentrate and meditate on his lonesome actions. Although 

one might think that the presence of a camera in the filmed works would have distracted 

the artist from his focused actions, the awareness that he was being enclosed by a camera 

frame actually helped “channel” and deepen the focus. Acconci has written: “[c]losed 

within the frame, the performer can turn in on himself, work changes on parts of himself 

                                                                                                                                                 
625 Cf. Pluchart: 22, and Vito Acconci, ‘Notes on My Photographs, 1969-1970’: n.p. 
626 Conversation with the author. 
627 Cf. excerpts from Frederick S. Perls’s Gestalt Therapy Verbatim. In and Out the Garbage Pail 
(Lafayette, CA: Real People Press, 1969) and from Maxwell Maltz’s Psycho-Cybernetics (New York: 
Pocket Books, Inc., 1960) in The Last Whole Earth Catalog, ed. Stewart Brand (1974): 419, 422. 
628 Vito Acconci, ‘Introduction: Notes on Performing a Space,’ Avalanche 1972: 3. 
629 See, for instance, ‘Some notes on film (performance as concentration),’ box 10, folder 19, Lucy 
Lippard Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.: n.p. 
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[...].”630 Both the presence of the video or super-8 film camera and the undivided 

attention he directed to himself set him up like a target on which the camera was aiming. 

While in the earlier ‘scheme works’ he had targeted on external factors, such as 

his mail or the person he was following, now he himself was the target, inviting viewers 

to “target in” on a “target-making activity,” and therewith bringing to light “target-

making” and targeting as the “condition of art and art viewing,” as viewers habitually aim 

or center in on works of art without receiving any attention from the art.631 In this case, 

what the viewers target in on is a very private act, about which Acconci has written: 

“what the performer began in privacy is presented to the viewer as a pose, an invitation; 

the viewer has a model on which to base, or test, potential activity of his own,”632 

expressing the hope that viewers might be inspired by the work to engage in self-

changing activities themselves. Acconci has further implied that another reason behind 

the invitation of viewers to “intrude into the private region,”633 was the possibility that 

the public presentation of a private activity would strengthen the “private realm” and 

thereby “improve” the self, as this making public “should be a way of getting rid of fears, 

getting rid of anxieties.”634 

                                                 
630 From ibid. Cf. Wijers: 7. 
631 White: 15, and Kunz: n.p. For a discussion by Acconci of the “persistent” notion of target in his work, 
see White: 15. In his video Centers (February 1971), Acconci complicates this one-directional nature of 
most art. He has described the video-taped performance as follows: “[p]ointing at my own image on the 
video monitor: my attempt is to keep my finger constantly in the center of the screen—I keep narrowing 
my focus into my finger. The result (the TV image) turns the activity around: a pointing away from myself, 
at an outside viewer—I end up widening my focus onto passing viewers (I’m looking straight out by 
looking straight in).” Vito Acconci, ‘Body as Place—Moving in on Myself, Performing Myself,’ Avalanche 
1972: 12. 
632 Vito Acconci, ‘Some notes on film (performance as concentration)’: n.p. 
633 Ibid. 
634 Horsfield: 23. 
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Another, related, dimension of the presentation in public of the private 

concentration pieces is that Acconci attempted to make himself “vulnerable” to the public 

by opening up the closed region to which he was confined.  In some pieces he inflicted 

this confinement on himself voluntarily, while in others he explored the confinement 

imposed by society or by nature. “[C]ompletely free from concealment” was one of the 

definitions of the word ‘open’ Acconci had earlier cited in notes for his contribution to 

Hannah Weiner’s project Open House (1969), during which participating poets and artists 

opened up their homes to the public. The meaning of the word ‘closed,’ on the other 

hand, is verbalized as “rigidly excluding outside influence” and “excluding participation 

of outsiders and witnesses.”635 In these same notes, Acconci implicitly relates the phrase 

‘at home’ with the concept of closure, defining it as follows: “in a familiar or congenial 

relationship, relaxed and comfortable, at ease [...].” The notions of homeliness, closure, 

and concealment imply not only privacy and secrecy, but also stability, security, 

familiarity, and safety, whereas openness entails exposure and requires constant 

adaptations to outside forces, as is the case with the open feedback systems described by 

cybernetics and systems theory. 

Although a performer who presents himself to a public while engaging in a 

private activity through the sheer act of exposure already risks opening up an otherwise 

mostly closed system, thereby placing himself in a position of vulnerability, this frailty is 

increased if that performer uses additional strategies to open up the barrier he has built up 

around himself. In Trademarks, for example, Acconci not only made the closed region he 

                                                 
635 Vito Acconci, ‘An activity situation using Hannah Weiner’s “Open House” (Street Works IV),’ box 
10, folder 19, Lucy Lippard Papers, Archives of American Art, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C.: 
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had created by “turning in on” himself susceptible to potentially risky impingements from 

the outside by exposing his naked self to public or by making his bite marks available 

through printing, he also opened up the boundary of his skin by covering it with wounds, 

as he had done in Rubbing Piece: “the bite should be hard, should break down 

resistance.”636 

In Hand and Mouth (May 1970, figure 3.20) he had also weakened himself, albeit 

through entirely different means. The film shows the artist with his hand in his mouth 

(“I’m closed off from the viewer (I’m taking myself in)”) until he starts choking and is 

forced to pull his hand out of his mouth, opening up the orifice. Acconci has explained 

that while the hand is in his mouth he is caught up in a closed circle, but once he begins 

choking he slips “into the viewer’s region,”637 rendering his position vulnerable. In the 

film Soap and Eyes, which he made a month later (June 1970, figure 3.21), the moment 

of vulnerability occurs when he is forced to discontinue looking at the camera/viewer 

through the apertures of his eyes, in some sense temporarily occluding direct contact with 

the viewer: while recording the film Acconci stared at the camera until he splashed soapy 

water into his eyes, an action that forced him to interrupt his gaze. Only after blinking in 

order to clear his eyes from the soap was he able to fix his eyes on the camera again, 

seemingly re-opening himself up to the viewer. Although Acconci could not direct his 

gaze at the camera/viewer during his self-inflicted vulnerable experience, we, the 

                                                                                                                                                 
n.p. 
636 From Vito Acconci, ‘Body as Place—Moving in on Myself, Performing Myself,’ Avalanche 1972: 11. 
In 1970,  Acconci mentioned the notions of “stigma” and “handicap,” the meanings of which seem to be 
related to the word ‘wound.’ See ‘Some notes on activity and performance’: 138. 
637 Vito Acconci, ‘Body as Place—Moving in on Myself, Performing Myself,’ Avalanche 1972: 18. 
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viewers, are able to see the artist at a moment when he has lost his appearance of self-

assurance and control, an exposure that renders him extra vulnerable. 

 

3.5 WILLFULLY ABOLISHED SINGULAR STABILITY 

 

In works like Hand and Mouth and Soap and Eyes, Acconci rendered himself 

vulnerable not only in order to make himself available for scrutiny to the viewer in a 

debilitated state that might be considered humiliating, he also hoped that during such 

moments of weakness and loss of control he would discover an unknown side of himself, 

opening up a potential for change. Acconci has suggested that under ordinary 

circumstances most people hold up their self-image by means of a limited set of 

behaviors, which allows them to be in relative control over their own conduct. By 

attempting to sustain stability and take control over themselves, people hope to predict 

their own actions and maintain a sense of security. In many of his performances and films 

of 1970 and 1971 Acconci instead attempted to put himself in a position where he loses 

control over his actions, transforming himself into an unknown appearance and bringing 

out aspects that had been latent possibilities in the system of his own person but had 

never before been manifested.638 In notes about his video piece Filler (1971), for which 

he exhausted himself by smoking a cigarette while lying down on the floor with his head 

in a box, filling the box with coughs, he wrote: “[...] wearing myself out, in my ordinary 

                                                 
638 Cf. Pluchart: 22. 
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aspect, so that I can exist in other aspects [...].”639 In such pieces, he has explained, he 

wanted to “do something” to his own person in order to “get out” of that person.640 

Whether or not Acconci was aware of the etymological roots of the word and its 

usage within psychology, one of the original meanings of the Latin term ‘persona’ was 

‘mask,’ and in Jungian philosophy this term signifies a person’s outward or social 

personality that hides the unconscious, ‘unacceptable’ impulses.’641 Throughout history, 

masks have served as metaphor for concealed identity and for the changeability and 

multiple faces of individuals, signifying the discord between outward manifestation and 

inner self. Acconci himself reverted to the mask metaphor in 1971 when explaining his 

desire to undermine his own ‘ordinary’ sense of person and identity and to relinquish the 

safety of his usual mask: “[...] acting as if that mask doesn’t exist at least lets you get 

close to try to see what other possibilities are there and that’s just what messes things up, 

because you get so accustomed to one mask—or one home—you keep trying as many 

masks as you can [...].”642 As pointed out earlier, Acconci associated the concept of home 

                                                 
639 Vito Acconci, ‘Working Title: Filler (July 19, 1971),’ A Space News (July 15-23, 1971): n.p. 
640 Conversation with the author. 
641 The following excerpt is taken from the entry under ‘person’ of the Chambers Dictionary of 
Etymology: “[...] directly from Latin persōna human being, individual; originally, character in a drama, 
actor, mask worn by an actor, possibly borrowed from Etruscan phersu mask.” Chambers Dictionary of 
Etymology (New York: Chambers Harrap Publishers Ltd, 2001 (1988)): 780. Cf. Carl G. Jung, ‘The 
Archetypes and the Collective Unconscious’ (first German ed., 1954), trans. W.S. Dell, in The Collected 
Works of C.G. Jung, ed. Gerhard Adler, Michael Fordham, William McGuire, and Sir Herbert Read 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 1959), vol. 9: 43. 
642 David Rosenberg, ‘Notes from a Conversation Tape with Vito Acconci, July 22, 1971,’ A Space News 
(July 1971): n.p., reprinted in part in Six Years: The Dematerialization of the Art Object from 1966 to 1972, 
ed. Lucy Lippard (Berkeley, CA, Los Angeles, CA, and London, England: University of California Press, 
1973): 244. 
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with closure and safety, and he wanted to shake people’s cozy “mind-frames,” including 

his own.643 

One of the motivations behind Acconci’s exploration of both multiple masks and 

the alternate “aspects” of the self was the idea that in future times circumstances might be 

different than at present and might require different types of behavior and action than the 

ones people normally engage in. Like an open feedback system that adjusts its internal 

mechanisms in response to changes in the environment, people must also put to use their 

inherent yet frequently underdeveloped adjustment capabilities, although they attempt to 

avoid placing themselves in situations that would necessitate such adaptation. In notes 

about such preparations for the future, Acconci has used the words “training ground”644 

and “insurance,”645 suggesting that possibly the best way to ensure safety and survival in 

the future is, ironically, to train oneself by temporarily putting one’s habits and ordinary 

defenses aside, as these stable safety mechanisms might not be effective in different 

circumstances. In Drifts Acconci attempted to train his adaptation capacities by adjusting 

his body, which he referred to as “a system of feelers,”646 to the water and the sand, 

attempting to be as open as possible to the surroundings so that he could adequately 

respond to the relatively unpredictable motion of the waves. 

Acconci explored the mechanisms people develop to cope in various unfamiliar 

situations in an especially explicit manner in pieces like Blindfolded Catching (June 

1970, figure 3.22), a film that shows Acconci blindfolded while balls are being thrown 

                                                 
643 Lotringer: 126. 
644 ‘Some notes on film (performance as concentration)’: n.p. 
645 Vito Acconci, ‘ Acconci, ’Conversion,’ Avalanche 1971: 93. 
646 Ibid: 83. 
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towards him by an invisible “agent” positioned outside of the film frame, near the 

camera. During the first phase of the filmed performance, which Acconci has described 

as the “alarm reaction” stage, he had in his state of unpreparedness not yet developed a 

strategy or system “to cope with the task at hand,” and was therefore still “groping for a 

direction” and employing “auxiliary mechanisms” in a sort of reflex. During the second 

phase, the “adaptation stage,” he had established “the most appropriate channel of 

resistance” as a result of a concerted effort of concentration. The third phase, the 

“exhaustion stage,” eventuated as soon as the artist had worn himself out through 

overexertion, leading at first to a “breakdown of the most appropriate channel” and 

eventually to a disintegration of the “auxiliary channels,” which now no longer served as 

a backup defense.647  

The terminology Acconci used in these descriptions of this work is significant and 

recurs in a number of variations in other comments the artist made around 1970, both in 

writings and in interviews. While in notes from 1970, he defined the word ‘channel’ as 

“direct line,”648 he has on various occasions used the word “line” in the phrase “line of 

action,”649 a phrase that implies a certain willfulness. When following a line of action, a 

person generally does so consciously and intentionally, in reaction to a “will to action,” to 

borrow another combination of words from Acconci.650 The concept of will, in turn, 

implies mental control, deliberate action, and the assertion of choice, and is related to the 

                                                 
647 Cf. Vito Acconci, ‘Body as Place—Moving in on Myself, Performing Myself,’ Avalanche 1972: 18. 
648 Vito Acconci, ‘Some notes on activity and performance’: 138. 
649 Ibid.; Rosenberg: n.p.; Acconci, ‘ Body as Place—Moving in on Myself, Performing Myself,’ 
Avalanche 1972: 22. 
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notion of decision-making. While in his ‘scheme works,’ he had followed his “will to 

adhere to the scheme,”651 in the concentration and exhaustion pieces he set up different 

tasks for himself, going into his performances, for instance, with the intention to catch 

irregularly-moving balls or to look at the camera even as he had soap in his eyes. The 

carrying out of decisions and intentions requires control and the employment of 

strategies,652 and strategies are central to game theory, a discipline that—as explained by 

Rapoport in the article discussed earlier—is predicated on the assumption that individual 

entities have the capacity to fulfill their goals. In many of the concentration pieces that 

explore states of exhaustion, Acconci revealed through enactment to both himself and the 

viewer that lines of action, goals, and strategies can be thwarted in unpredictable fashions 

through uncontrollable factors such as exhaustion or “emergent forces in the surrounding 

field”653—all of which cause a loss of control.  

A now notorious work in which many of these ideas are played out is the three-

part film Conversions (August-September 1971, figure 3.23 – 3.24). In the first part 

Acconci is situated in an enclosed, darkened room, attempting to develop female breasts 

by burning the masculine hair around his nipples with a lit candle and subsequently 

                                                                                                                                                 
650 In the published French translation of an interview with François Pluchart, Acconci is cited as saying: 
“[...] la volonté veut que je fasse une action [...]” (“the will desires that I engage in an action”).  Pluchart: 
22. 
651 Vito Acconci, ‘A Situation Using Streets, Walking, Running’: n.p. 
652 Acconci distinguishes between ‘tactics’ and ‘strategy,’ implying that tactics are related to the 
“auxiliary mechanisms” described in his notes about the “alarm reaction” stage of Blindfolded Catching. 
He relates the notion of ‘tactics’ with the selection of “an immediate action from [...] available repertoire,” 
and the concept of ‘strategy’ with the choice to be in a certain circumstance “at a future time.” The word 
tactics, that is, seems to refer to an action that is immediate and therewith relatively impulsive, while the 
word strategy denotes an action about which a conscious decision has been made. ‘Some Notes on activity 
and performance’: 138. In these notes, Acconci included comments not only on the notions of tactic and 
strategy, but also on such concepts as intention, lines of action, unpredictability, coping, vulnerability, 
exhaustion, and adaptation. 
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pulling at his hairless breasts. In notes about this work, he has indicated that the candle 

served two consecutive purposes, establishing at the beginning of the film his own “body 

image” by providing the light which allowed him to find his “limits,” and ensuingly 

opening up the boundaries of his body— “intruding on it.”654 In part two Acconci 

conducts a series of physical exercises in a more public space while hiding his penis 

between his legs, in order to adapt himself to the “new conditions.” In the last part he 

introduces another person, as he inserts his penis in the mouth of a girl who is kneeling 

behind him, “losing” his penis into the body of a person whose sex he is attempting to 

adopt.655 

In this work Acconci attempted to take control over his own physique by a sheer 

and impossible act of will, pushing against the limits of the biological forces that 

determined his identity as a man. Acconci’s will to take on the identity of a woman was a 

driving force behind Conversions, as was his desire to defy familiar boundaries and open 

up the biologically determined system of his body. Although he understood that initiating 

a sex-change in this manner was doomed to failure, he attempted to convince himself that 

the transformation was possible by directing his full attention to the goal. The will, 

Acconci has suggested, was more important than the limits.656 While his will to become a 

woman was an impossibility, his desire to “finish[...] with” his “usual state” was not 

entirely unfeasible, as he was able to effect changes, both by convincing himself that he 

                                                                                                                                                 
653 Ibid. 
654 Vito Acconci, ‘Body as Place—Moving in on Myself, Performing Myself,’ Avalanche 1972: 27. 
655 Ibid. 
656 Speaking of Conversions, Acconci has said: “if ‘I’ am working on ‘me,’ if ‘I’ am working on ‘me’ so 
totally, the obvious result is some kind of at least will towards change. [...] What was important to me was 
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wished to abdicate his masculine identity and by starting to form new habitual patterns. 

Acconci has written in a text about Conversions: “[p]erformance as stress (deprivation 

that calls for supernormal reactions in an attempt at stabilization): a performance can set 

up conditions that require a new identity so that the conditions can be coped with.”657 

Although the ideas and experiences explored in Conversions corresponded to a 

wide range of Acconci’s divergent interests, including systems analysis and game theory, 

the work is most obviously indebted to feminist discourse. In 1994 Acconci told an 

interviewer that the early works “that dealt with the body, self, person-to-person 

relationships wouldn’t have existed if it weren’t for feminist writings, like Shulamith 

Firestone’s Dialectic of Sex.”658 It seems likely that in Conversions, which he considers 

amongst his most seminal early pieces, Acconci responded to Firestone’s The Dialectic of 

Sex (1970), which was excerpted in the Whole Earth Catalog in the fall of 1970. In the 

excerpted passage, Firestone not only argues for the transformation of “the social 

structures” and “discriminatory sex class system” that she deems responsible for the 

unequal relations between the sexes, but she also pleads for a “structuring (or should I say 

destructuring?) of our psychosexuality.”659 

Maintaining that human beings should liberate themselves from nature, violating 

despite obvious difficulties the biologically-determined boundaries of sexuality, she 

quotes psychiatrist Wilhelm Reich’s Sexual Revolution (1945): “[i]t must be remembered 

                                                                                                                                                 
not so much the change in appearance, but the will towards the change of state, the process towards the 
change of state.” Wijers: 7. 
657 Vito Acconci, ‘Conversions,’ Avalanche 1971: 91. 
658 Rian: 85. 
659 Shulamith Firestone, The Dialectic of Sex: the Case for Feminist Revolution (New York: Bantam 
Books, 1970): 10, 273. Excerpted in Whole Earth Catalogue (Fall 1970). 
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that human beings have a tremendous fear of just that kind of life for which they long so 

much but which is at variance with their own structure.”660 In Conversions, Acconci 

performed on an absurdly literal level Firestone’s proposal that individuals defy nature, 

not in order to mock Firestone but to explore in a very serious manner the will to unfold 

new grounds by refusing to submit to limits and boundaries.661 Acconci has described 

Conversions with the word “dis-identifier,” arguing that “a performance can set up 

conditions that require a new identity so that the conditions can be coped with.”662 A 

person capable of alternating between different roles and setting aside ordinary “safety 

mechanisms” is flexible and more likely to survive in unfamiliar situations.663 

 

***** 

 

In his unceasing desire to confront the new questions arising continually from the 

implications of earlier pieces, in 1971 Acconci began positioning himself in relation to 

other agents, explaining that the concentration pieces had made him realize that—if he 

wanted to develop “a notion of person”—“it would have to be in relation to another 

person/agent.”664 In previously discussed works like Pull and Untitled Project for Pier 

                                                 
660 Ibid: 241. Cf. Wilhelm Reich, The Sexual Revolution: Toward a Self-governing Character Structure, 
trans. Theodore P. Wolfe (New York: Orgone Institute Press, 1945). 
661 Horsfield: 133. 
662 Vito Acconci, ‘Conversions,’ Avalanche 1971: 91, 93. 
663 In 1971, Acconci told John Perreault that he wanted to “break down existing roles (male/female, for 
instance) in order to allow greater flexibility in changing from one role to another.” John Perreault, 
‘Cockroach Art,’ Village Voice (April 8, 1971): 21. In that same year, he told David Rosenberg that despite 
his attempts to “open[...] things up,” he still felt that he had “incredible safety mechanisms built in.” 
Rosenberg: n.p. 
664 Kunz: n.p. 
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17, Acconci explored various aspects of interpersonal relationships, such as the notions of 

control and power. In his continued pursuit of the opening up of boundaries, he now 

explored how different agents might interact, considering each agent as a separate region 

that could intrude upon other regions, or combine through overlapping.665 In Sound 

Barrier (July 1971, figure 3.25 – 3.26), for example, Acconci (“performer B”) attempted 

to shut the mouth of fellow-performer Jay Jaroslav (“performer A”), whose goal was to 

scream incessantly for the duration of the performance. Acconci has described the sound 

emitted by performer A as an “annoying” and “obtrusive” “open region,” while he 

characterized performer B, who tried to “place boundaries, close the system,” as an agent 

who ”keeps things in line”: “artist as regulator.”666 

From this point onward, the word ‘system’ appeared with less frequency in 

Acconci’s notes about current works, which—picking up anew the relatively non-

hierarchical relation between performer and viewer that he had explored in his notorious 

work Seedbed (January 1971)667—became increasingly concerned with the positioning of 

viewer and artist “on equal ground,”668 in an attempt to break away from the 

“glorification of the ‘I,’”669 the “personality cult,”670 and “arrogant priestliness”671 of the 

                                                 
665 Cf. Rosenberg: n.p. In an interview with Liza Bear of 1972, Acconci traced back his interest in such 
matters to his readings of the work of sociologist Erving Goffman and social psychologist Kurt Lewin. Cf. 
Vito Acconci and Liza Bear, ‘Excerpts from Tapes with Liza Bear,’ in Avalanche 1972: 71. Kate Linker 
discusses Acconci’s indebtedness to Lewin and Goffman in more detail. See Linker 1994: 30-35, 46-48. 
666 Vito Acconci, ‘Working title: Sound Barrier (July 21, 1971),’ A Space News (July 15-23, 1971): n.p. 
667 In Seedbed Acconci hid himself from view by reclining—and masturbating—under a ramp in the 
gallery. The artist achieved an unprecedented relationship with the viewer by expressing out loud his sexual 
fantasies about the invisible gallery visitor, who heard his verbal imaginings and the vocal ventings of his 
arousals and orgasms. He has explained that the work arose from a desire to no longer be “a point in/on 
space” but to become “part of the space a viewer was in.” Kunz: n.p. 
668 White: 21. 
669 Wijers: 14. 
670 Horsfield: 17. 
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artist, which Acconci would later come to think of as an inescapable condition of art. In 

interviews he has explained that in his later installation and design works he allowed the 

seemingly extra-artistic systems of politics, economics, and communities to enter the 

work,672 but the complex exploration of notions like intention, safety mechanisms, 

patterns of adaptation, strategy, and various kinds of closed versus open systems seems to 

have come to a halt towards the end of 1971. 

 

***** 

 

When asked by an interviewer whether the “atmosphere in the art world” of the 

late 1960s reflected the “political atmosphere,” Acconci responded: “[i]t didn’t reflect the 

political atmosphere; it was part of it.” In the same interview, the artist informed his 

interlocutor that he “never wanted to be political,” but wanted “the work to be 

politics.”673 Acconci’s works from 1969, 1970, and 1971 may not have partaken in 

politics in as obvious a manner as his later pieces, but the early performance-based works 

seem to have been commensurate with the ardent politics of the late 1960s and early 

1970s because they explored politically relevant notions of agency and system not only in 

an intellectual fashion, but enacted various forms of instrumentality and systematicity. 

By living through his analyses of systems and instruments, Acconci came to understand 

their urgency not only on a relatively safe conceptual level, but also on a more risky, 

empirical level, experiencing them directly. 

                                                                                                                                                 
671 Lotringer: 127. 
672 Horsfield: 28-31. 
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673 Rian 84, 87. 
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CONCLUDING REMARKS 

 

Although the three artists featured in this study each investigated significantly 

disparate facets of the versatile notion of system in the 1960s and early 1970s, a number 

of themes resurface throughout each of the preceding chapters. Most notably, Andre, 

LeWitt, and Acconci shared a desire to rid themselves of preconceptions, expectations, 

and inherited traditions and to generate out of this cleared state new situations and 

experiences that were no longer grounded in the security of past habits. This desire 

coincided with an understanding that people’s suppositions and customs are always 

conditioned by the structures of the society in which they live, and that the choices artists 

make are bound to be shaped by these ideological conditions and structures, unless a 

concerted effort is made to escape them. In order to evade as much as possible the 

societal and traditional forces that threatened to encroach on their work, Andre, LeWitt, 

and Acconci attempted to return to the roots of art and to impose as little control as 

possible, for example by applying impersonal processes such as systemic procedures. 

In 1963 Andre wrote that anyone could create “a pretty fair chunk of sculpture 

[...] if they were clear of a lot of stupid cultural supposition and market pressure.”674 In 

his own artmaking he sought to circumvent the intervention of everything he had 

“absorbed through the culture” by allowing simple systems as well as material, historical, 

and spatial contingencies to determine the shape of his pieces. Another strategy by means 

of which he avoided the repetition of conventions was the adoption of preexisting 

materials, which forced him to invent new methods of arrangement that had not yet been 

                                                 
674 From ‘On Sculpture and Consecutive Matters’ (14 October, 1962), in Carl Andre and Hollis Frampton, 
Twelve Dialogues, 1962-1963, ed. Benjamin H.D. Buchloh (Halifax: Nova Scotia College of Art and 
Design; New York: New York University Press, 1981): 15. 
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used in society. Andre furthermore encouraged viewers to experience the material of the 

work at a tactile level, in the hope that entrenched mental patterns would temporarily be 

cast aside and an unmediated and undetermined absorption in the work’s sensual stimuli 

would be made possible. LeWitt, who had encouraged his friend Eva Hesse in a letter 

from 1965 to “practice being stupid, dumb, unthinking, empty,”675 attempted to obliterate 

from his memory most of what he had learned about art, starting instead from “square 

one” by yielding to all-determining, exhaustive systems rather than to rational decision-

making processes and culturally-conditioned judgments, habits, and traditions. Toward 

the late 1960s, he increasingly allowed the particularities of various walls and 

idiosyncracies of draftspeople to contribute to the final appearance of his wall drawings, 

lessening the rational control of the artist over the work to an even greater degree. 

Acconci strove to undermine ordinary decision-making power and his seemingly stable 

identity by relinquishing control to preset tasks and schemes and by exhausting and 

weakening himself to such an extent that his usual behavioral patterns, “safety 

mechanisms,” and channels of control were incapacitated. As soon as he lost control over 

his own behavior and reflexes, he was forced to develop new coping mechanisms that 

had heretofore been latent yet never been manifested. Through these endeavors, he strove 

to transform a mostly closed and in a sense pre-formed system into a mutable, open 

system. 

Although Acconci in his performance pieces and films undermined comfortable 

existing behaviors and “cozy mind-frames” in a particularly distinct manner, Andre and 

LeWitt also challenged many notions that had come to be regarded as intrinsic to art, 

striving to violate entrenched expectations, foster new experiences, and inspire new ideas. 

All three artists wished to create work that, turning away from the established and the 

                                                 
675 Quoted in Lucy R. Lippard, Eva Hesse (New York: New York University Press, 1976): 35. 
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determined, opened up new possibilities for the future. For Andre, the unfixed, “clastic” 

arrangement of the units constituting his works guaranteed that his work would be 

constantly engaged in an “ongoing process,” as the elements could possibly be 

reorganized according to different systems. While “plastic” art to Andre seemed to be 

deterministic as it was permanently tied to a particular form, “clastic” art did not have a 

fixed destiny and was dialectical materialist in that it could play the role of both antithesis 

and thesis. LeWitt was also occupied with possibilities for the future rather than the 

creation of something definite or reflective of the past. By committing himself to 

predetermined systems he guaranteed that an unpredicted and surprising work of art 

would emerge—a work that he would not have been able to envision or conceive of 

before the execution of the auto-generative method. Acconci put himself through 

hardships in order to change his accustomed conduct and limited routines, and to ensure 

that in the future he would be better able to adapt to changing circumstances. Although he 

did not want to compel or pressure the viewing public in any way, he did hope that his 

“guerilla training sessions” might provide an impetus to viewers to embark on similar 

mind-expanding activities. 

Notwithstanding their awareness of the determinant power of cultural conventions 

and societal codes, Andre, LeWitt, and Acconci all took as their point of departure the 

idea that people can transform the established state of affairs, for example by developing 

new systems or configurations, the limits of which they furnished themselves. Like many 

contemporaries, they seem to have believed that deterministic forces will only continue to 

thrive if people do not analyze and acknowledge actual, limiting conditions and 

determining mechanisms and if they do not actively try to change the status quo. Andre 

insisted that it is necessary for people to understand “the true shape of events,” to beware 

of existing situations and operations, and to actively explore alternative options rather 
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than passively consume and replicate the already existing. According to Andre, people 

are not only capable of bringing about change, but they are also in a sense responsible for 

the invention of new methods and applications, as matter and technology are inherently 

“innocent” and cannot be held accountable for the uses to which they are put. LeWitt 

made decisions on levels at which ordinarily no choices are made, such as his decision to 

have other people perform his wall drawings or to make no choices at all after the 

invention of a set of rules. Acconci attempted to demonstrate that—through will power, 

persistence, and effort—people can refuse to submit to imposed boundaries and can 

transform their selves by modifying entrenched habits, possibly in preparation for a 

subsequent transformation of the establishment. 

Of the three artists discussed in this dissertation, Acconci seems to have 

considered most seriously the possibility that his actions as an artist might contribute to 

potential changes in society at large. Like Robbe-Grillet, he surmised that exposing his 

public to alternative actions and orders in art might well encourage and embolden them to 

effect changes in their own lives. Acconci spoke explicitly of resisting the rules of the 

establishment of both art and society, of instituting change, and breaking the system, and 

he reckoned that, in a world that consists of interacting systems, changes brought about in 

one system are likely to affect other systems. LeWitt, on the other hand, was especially 

sceptical about the political potency of art and believed that all overtly political artworks 

are naive and embarrassing as all art is in his eyes ultimately purposeless. He did suggest, 

however, that his decision to be an artist was related to his sense that within art he could 

make the kinds of independent and subversive choices that he could not make within the 

real world. He has said that in the 1960s, “a time of very strong ideology, politically, 

aesthetically, and every other way,” he wanted to “break with the past and make new 
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things.”676 The motivations behind his defiant artistic moves were inseparable from his 

dissatisfaction with the establishment of contemporary society. 

Although Acconci was the only artist of the three featured in this dissertation who 

specifically stated that his attempts to extend the boundaries of both art and his own 

person provided an analogy to the hoped-for expansion of “the normal society framing,” 

Andre and LeWitt, too, made artistic choices that were connate with their views about 

society and politics, such as their exploration of unrealized possibilities, LeWitt’s 

accentuation of the problem of choice, and Andre’s deliberate efforts not to impose 

incompatible and permanent orders on the building blocks of his works. Although—

unlike some of the art of Russian constructivists or artists associated with de Stijl 

movement—the work of these three artists was not intended to provide the model for an 

ideal and progressive social order, it did spring from an urgent desire to overthrow the old 

ways—a sense of urgency that was kindled by their deep-felt antipathy toward the 

government and military-industrial complex. Andre, LeWitt, and Acconci did not wish to 

embody an image of utopian society in their art because they were committed to realism, 

and history had taught them that utopian societies were far from realistic. Andre’s 

comments about literature would equally apply to art: “I believe the best of it elucidates 

our condition and the worst of it pretends to the fulfillment of our vainest wishes.”677 If 

utopian art seemed antiquated as it indulged in fantasy and illusion, art that explicitly 

denounced government, military, and business was at least as untenable as it was 

doctrinaire, moralizing, and unlikely to stimulate a free and independent response in the 

viewer. Acconci once said: “[...] what for me separates say art and politics is that politics, 

                                                 
676 Quoted in Martin Friedman, ‘Construction Sights,’ in Sol LeWitt: a Retrospective, ed. Gary Garrels 
(San Francisco: San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, 2000): 59. LeWitt used these words during a 
conversation with Friedman in March 1999. 
677 From ‘On Literature and Consecutive Matters’ (8 December, 1962), Twelve Dialogues: 50. 
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in order for it to sustain itself as a system, is almost doomed to give answers; it has to 

keep itself going. And what art can do is constantly be saying: ‘Well, what if ...’ [...] 

answers are ground, and what you want is something else ... you want that ground to 

shake. You want that ground to slip out from under.”678 

For Andre, LeWitt, and Acconci, as well as for other artists in the 1960s and early 

1970s, systems provided a means to examine, evade, and undermine the stable ground of 

the established order of both art and society. Through the exploration of systems they 

deviated from beaten paths, opening up the way for liberating perspectives and the 

consideration of alternatives. In spite of the apparent neutrality that seems inevitable in 

impersonal and purposeless systems, the systemic work of Andre, LeWitt, and Acconci 

was inextricably bound not only to the contemporary aesthetics of simplicity but at least 

as much to the leftist ideology of the time. The fact that people in so many different fields 

during that period had similar concerns, in addition to the widespread interest in game 

theory, cybernetics, systems theory, linguistics, and structuralism, confirms the 

hypothesis that systemic procedures in the arts responded to the political situation. As 

LeWitt has noted in retrospect, it was precisely during the sixties, a decade of great social 

turmoil and political protest, that a large number of artists were “interested in reinventing 

art; starting from square one; getting rid of all the previous art ideas.”679 

 

                                                 
678 From Louwrien Wijers, Vito Acconci Talks to Louwrien Wijers (Velp, the Netherlands: Kantoor voor 
Cultuur Extracten: 1979): 91. 
679 Gary Garrels, ‘A Conversation with Sol LeWitt’ (interview of September 1999), New York Arts 5, no. 
2 (February 2000): 48. 
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Illustrations 

 

 
 
Fig. 1.1 Carl Andre, Weathering Piece (Antwerp 1970) 
 Aluminum, copper, steel, magnesium, lead, zinc 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.2 The Periodic Table of the Elements 
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Fig. 1.3 Carl Andre, Lever (New York 1966) 
 Firebrick 
 
 

 
  
Fig. 1.4 Carl Andre, Magnesium-Zinc Plain (1969) 
 Magnesium and zinc 
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Figs. 1.5–1.10 Carl Andre, selections from the ‘Element Series’: Herm, Tau and 

Threshold, Posts on Threshold, Untitled, Pyre, Stile (New York 1960 (proposed), 
New York 1975 (made)) 

 Western red cedar wood 
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Fig. 1.11 Carl Andre, Joint (1968) 
 Bales of hay 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.12 Carl Andre, Turf Yard (1965) 
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Figs. 1.13-1.14 Carl Andre, ‘Red Cut’ from America Drill (1963/facsimile version: 2003) 
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Figs. 1.15–1.16 Carl Andre, Equivalents I-VIII (Tibor de Nagy Gallery, New York 1966) 
  Sand-lime brick 
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Fig. 1.17 Carl Andre, Cuts (Dwan Gallery, Los Angeles 1967) 
 Concrete capstones 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.18 Frank Stella, Die Fahne Hoch, 1959 
 Enamel on canvas
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Fig. 1.19 Carl Andre, 144 Magnesium Square (bottom) and 144 Lead Square (top) (New 

York 1969) 
 Magnesium and lead 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.20 Carl Andre, 2 x 50 Altstadt Rectangle (Düsseldorf 1967) 
 Hot-rolled steel  
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Fig. 1.21 Carl Andre, Crib, Coin, Compound (New York, Tibor de Nagy Gallery, 1965) 
 Styrofoam Beams 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.22 Carl Andre, ‘Green,’ from ‘First Five Poems,’ in Passport (1960) 
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Fig. 1.23 Carl Andre, Black Drown (1965) 
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Fig. 1.24 Carl Andre, cover of Art-Rite, no. 14 (Winter 1976-1977) 
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Fig. 1.25 Carl Andre, 36 Copper Square (Krefeld 1968) 
 Copper 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.26 Richard Serra, Inverted House of Cards (1969) 
 Steel 
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Fig. 1.27 Carl Andre, Thirty-ninth Copper Cardinal (Rome 1975) 
 Copper 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.28 Carl Andre, 5 x 20 Altstadt Rectangle (Düsseldorf, Konrad Fischer Gallery, 

1967) 
 Steel plates 
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Figs. 1.29–1.30 Carl Andre, Copper Ribbon (Antwerp 1969) 
  Copper 
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Figs. 1.31–1.32, Carl Andre, Spill (Scatter Piece) (New York 1966) 
  Plastic blocks and canvas bag 
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Fig. 1.33 Carl Andre, excerpt from Flags, an Opera for Three Voices (1964) 
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Fig. 1.34 Carl Andre, Uncarved Blocks (Vancouver 1975) 
 Western red cedar wood 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 1.35 Carl Andre, Spill (Scatter Piece) (New York 1966) 
 Plastic blocks and canvas bag 
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Fig. 2.1 Sol LeWitt, Drawing Series I 1 (A & B) and III 1 (A & B) 
 Installation Kunsthalle Bern, 1969; Black pencil 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2.2 Sol LeWitt, page 25 from contribution to the Xerox book (New York, 1968) 
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Figs. 2.3–2.4 Sol LeWitt, Drawing Series I, II, III, IIII (1969-1970) 
  Pen and ink drawings
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Fig. 2.5 Sol LeWitt, Drawing Series II (A) 
 Installation, Ace Gallery, Los Angeles, CA, 1968; Black pencil 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2.6 Pierre Boulez, Structure Ia (1952), twelve-note series 
 
 

              
 
Figs. 2.7–2.8 Pierre Boulez, Structure 1a (1952), ‘O’ and ‘I’ matrices 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2.9 Pierre Boulez, Structure 1a (1952), duration value series 
 

 
 
Fig. 2.10 Pierre Boulez, Structure 1a (1952), attack mode series 
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Fig. 2.11–2.12 Pierre Boulez, Structure 1a (1952), dynamics matrices 
 
 
 

  
 
Fig. 2.13 Sol LeWitt, page from Autobiography (1980) 
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 Fig. 2.14 Sol LeWitt, 47 Three-part variations on three different kinds of cubes (1967) 
 Installation, Dwan Gallery, New York, 1968; Aluminum 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2.15 Sol LeWitt, All Three-part variations on three different kinds of cubes (1969) 
 Pen and ink, pencil
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Fig. 2.16 Sol LeWitt, Wall Structure, Black (1966) 
 Painted wood 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2.17 Sol LeWitt, Modular Cube (1965) 
 Painted wood
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Fig. 2.18 Sol LeWitt, Five Modular Structures (Sequential Permutations on the Number 

Five) (1972) 
 Painted wood 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2.19 Eadweard Muybridge, Animal Locomotion Study Plate #491 (Self-portrait) (ca. 

1887), detail 
 Collotype 
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Fig. 2.20 Sol LeWitt, Serial Project No. 1 (ABCD) (1966) 
 Installation, Kunsthalle Bern, 1972 
 Steel 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2.21 Sol LeWitt, Nine Square-Grid for Set B (1967) 
 Colored ink on graph paper 
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Fig. 2.22 Sol LeWitt, Serial Project No. 1 (ABCD) (1967) 
 Poster/Announcement for exhibition at Dwan Gallery, Los Angeles 
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Fig. 2.23 Sol LeWitt, Variations of Incomplete Open Cubes (1974), detail 
 Painted wood, framed photographs, and drawings on paper
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Fig. 2.24 Sol LeWitt, Variations of Incomplete Open Cubes (1974) 
 Center spread from Art & Project, bulletin 88 (1975) 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2.25 LeWitt, page from Autobiography (1980) 
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Fig. 2.26 Sol LeWitt, Wall Drawing 65 (1971) 
 Installation, Clocktower, New York (1975) 
 Colored pencils 
 
 

  
 
Fig. 2.27 Sol LeWitt, From the word ‘art’; blue lines to four corners, green lines to four 

sides and red lines between the words ‘art’ on the printed page (1972) 
 Colored ink and pencil on paper 
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Fig. 2.28 Sol LeWitt, page from Autobiography (1980) 
                                               
 

 
 
Fig. 2.29 Sol LeWitt, Straight Lines in Four Directions and all their Possible 

Combinations (1973) 
 Etchings, printed by Kathan Brown, Crown Point Press, Oakland, CA 
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Fig. 2.30 Sol LeWitt, page from Autobiography (1980) 
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Fig. 2.31 Sol LeWitt, Ten thousand lines, one inch long, evenly distributed on six walls 

each of differing area (four details of wall drawing) (1972) 
 Installation, Finch College, New York (1972)
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Figs. 2.32–2.33 Stéphane Mallarmé, pages 93, 94, 200, 201 from Jacques Scherer’s 1957 

publication of notes for Le Livre (appr. 1866-1898) 
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Fig. 2.34 Sol LeWitt, Incomplete Open Cube 6/13 (1974) 
 Painted aluminum 
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Fig. 2.35 Sol LeWitt, All Combinations of arcs from corners and sides; straight, not 

straight, and broken lines (1973) 
 Installation, L’Attico Gallery, Rome 
 Blue chalk
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Fig. 2.36 Sol LeWitt, All combinations of arcs from corners and sides; straight, not-

straight, and broken lines (1976) 
 Installation, Venice Biennale 
 White chalk on black wall 
 
 

        
 
Fig. 2.37 Sol LeWitt, Plan for All two part combinations of arcs from corners and sides, 

straight, not straight and broken lines (1975), for installation at the San Francisco 
Museum of Modern Art 

 Ink and pencil on paper. 
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Fig. 2.38 Sol LeWitt, Cubes with Hidden Cubes (1968/1977) 
 Baked enamel on aluminum 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2.39 Sol LeWitt, Cubes within Hidden Cubes (1968) 
 Ink on Paper 
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Fig. 2.40 Sol LeWitt, Drawing for Samuel Beckett’s play ‘Come and Go’ 
 Published in Harper’s Bazaar (April 1969) 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2.41 Sol LeWitt, The Location of Six Geometric Figures (1974) 
 Ink and pencil on paper
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Fig. 2.42 Sol LeWitt, The Location of a Line (1975) 
 Ink on acetate 
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Figs. 2.43–2.44 Sol LeWitt, Lines connecting architectural points (1970) 
 Installation fig. 2.43: Galleria Sperone, Turin; installation fig. 2.44: Museo di 
 Torino, Turin 
 Pencil 
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Fig. 2.45 Sol LeWitt, page from Autobiography (1980) 
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Fig. 3.1 Vito Acconci, Following Piece (New York, October 1969) 
 Activity 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.2 Vito Acconci, Trademarks (September 1970) 
 Activity 
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Fig. 3.3 Vito Acconci, Untitled Project for Pier 17 (New York, March – April 1971) 
 Performance 
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Figs. 3.4–3.5 Vito Acconci, Pull (New York University, April 1971) 
  Performance with Kathy Dillon: 30 minutes 
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Fig. 3.6 Vito Acconci, Re (1967) 
 Poem 
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Fig. 3.7 Vito Acconci, Claim (New York, September 10, 1971) 
 Performance with video, 3 hours 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.8 Vito Acconci, Arm-Bending Piece (1969) 
 Photowork 
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Fig. 3.9 Vito Acconci, Toe-Touch (1969) 
 Photowork 
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Fig. 3.10 Vito Acconci, Fall (1969) 
 Photowork 
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Fig. 3.11 Vito Acconci, Margins (1969) 
 Photowork 
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Fig. 3.12 Vito Acconci, Service Area (New York, Museum of Modern Art, Information 

exhibition, June – September 1970) 
 Performance situation 
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Fig. 3.13–3.14 Vito Acconci, Drifts (November 1970) 
  Photograph piece 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.15 Vito Acconci, Sounding Board (Toronto, A Space, July 1981) 
 Performance, 22 minutes 
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Fig. 3.16 Vito Acconci, Push-ups (November 1969) 
 Photograph piece 
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Fig. 3.17 Vito Acconci, Throw (1969) 
 Photowork 
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Fig. 3.18 (left) Vito Acconci, Rubbing Piece (May 1970, New York, Max’s Kansas City) 
 Performance 
 
Fig. 3.19 (right) Vito Acconci, Shadow Box (October 1970) 
 Performance with audiotape and film 
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Fig. 3.20 Vito Acconci, Hand and Mouth (May 1970) 
 Super 8 film, black-and-white, 3 minutes; 16mm film, color, 7 minutes 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 3.21 Vito Acconci, Soap and Eyes (June 1970) 
 Super 8 film, black-and-white, 3 minutes 
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Fig. 22 Vito Acconci, Blindfold Catching (June 1970) 
 Super 8 film, black-and-white, 3 minutes 
 
 

             
 
Figs. 3.23–3.24 Vito Acconci, Conversions (August – September 1971) 
 Super 8 films, black-and-white, 72 minutes (revised version of photograph piece, 

November 1970); stills from part 1 and part 2, respectively. 
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Figs. 3.25-3.26 Vito Acconci, Sound Barrier (Toronto, A Space, July 1971) 
Live performance with video, performed with Jay Jaroslav, 20 minutes 
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